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Abstract 

On-line safety monitoring, i.e. the tasks of fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation, and 

fault controlling, is essential in the operational phase of critical systems. Over the last 30 years, 

considerable work in this area has resulted in approaches that exploit models of the normal 

operational behaviour and failure of a system. Typically, these models incorporate on-line 

knowledge of the monitored system and enable qualitative and quantitative reasoning about the 

symptoms, causes and possible effects of faults.  

Recently, monitors that exploit knowledge derived from the application of off-line safety 

assessment techniques have been proposed. The motivation for that work has been the 

observation that, in current practice, vast amounts of knowledge derived from off-line safety 

assessments cease to be useful following the certification and deployment of a system. The 

concept is potentially very useful. However, the monitors that have been proposed so far are 

limited in their potential because they are monolithic and centralised, and therefore, have limited 

applicability in systems that have a distributed nature and incorporate large numbers of 

components that interact collaboratively in dynamic cooperative structures. On the other hand, 

recent work on multi-agent systems shows that the distributed reasoning paradigm could cope 

with the nature of such systems.  

This thesis proposes a distributed on-line safety monitor which combines the benefits of using 

knowledge derived from off-line safety assessments with the benefits of the distributed reasoning 

of the multi-agent system. The monitor consists of a multi-agent system incorporating a number 

of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents which operate on a distributed monitoring model that 

contains reference knowledge derived from off-line safety assessments. Guided by the 

monitoring model, agents are hierarchically deployed to observe the operational conditions 

across various levels of the hierarchy of the monitored system and work collaboratively to 

integrate and deliver safety monitoring tasks. These tasks include detection of parameter 

deviations, diagnosis of underlying causes, alarm annunciation and application of fault corrective 

measures. In order to avoid alarm avalanches and latent misleading alarms, the monitor optimises 

alarm annunciation by suppressing unimportant and false alarms, filtering spurious sensory 

measurements and incorporating helpful alarm information that is announced at the correct time. 

The thesis discusses the relevant literature, describes the structure and algorithms of the proposed 

monitor, and through experiments, it shows the benefits of the monitor which range from 

increasing the composability, extensibility and flexibility of on-line safety monitoring to 

ultimately developing an effective and cost-effective monitor. The approach is evaluated in two 

case studies and in the light of the results the thesis discusses and concludes both limitations and 

relative merits compared to earlier safety monitoring concepts.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Field of Research and Problem Context  

Safety critical systems are a class of engineered systems the failure of which potentially causes 

hazards for people and the environment; for example, nuclear power plants, chemical 

engineering processes, transportation systems, and spacecraft. The safety of such systems must 

thus be delivered at a high level of assurance, demonstrated by minimum likelihood of 

disastrous failure scenarios (Grunske and Strabe, 2003). 

With the aim of developing the safest possible critical systems, it has become common practice 

for a rigorous off-line safety assessment process to be applied during the development life cycle 

of such systems. Safety assessment processes, in particular model-based safety assessment, have 

been widely and deeply researched and hence a range of different automated assessment 

techniques have emerged (Joshi et al., 2006). Invariably, these techniques are based on a 

process  of examining potential hazards and iteratively improving the design of the proposed 

system by removing, containing and mitigating causes of hazards in the architecture of the 

system, and retrofitting and affixing whenever necessary fault-tolerant means and/or highly 

reliable components (Du et al., 2010). The goal of the safety assessment process is to produce a 

verifiably safe design for the system and evidence that the system meets its safety requirements. 

In addition to their role in the improvement of a system, the results of safety assessment are also 

used to form the system safety case, an official document produced at the end of the process to 

certify the safe deployment of the critical system. 

From the point of view of this thesis, it is important to note that together the design models and 

safety assessment model produced in the course of off-line safety assessment contain substantial 

knowledge about the normal and abnormal operational behaviour of the monitored system. This 

knowledge is often produced in electronic form with the aid of computerised techniques and 

tools. Surprisingly, however, despite the effort and cost put into off-line safety assessments and 

the availability of results, in the current industrial practice this knowledge mostly ceases to be 

useful after certification. This is clearly at odds with the practical need to ensure safety during 

operation via safety monitoring - an umbrella term used in this thesis to describe collectively 

real-time detection, diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault controlling.  

Despite this apparent gap between off-line assessment and on-line monitoring, on-line safety 

monitoring tasks have been extensively researched and a variety of solutions developed over the 

years. Detection, diagnosis and alarm annunciation typically help in raising the situational 
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awareness of human operators in the presence of complex faults. Fault controlling tasks support 

operators by automating some of their fault controlling responsibilities.  

In their early appearance, on-line safety monitoring techniques relied on simple monitoring 

instruments, such as analogous gauges and alarm lights to communicate the operational 

conditions of the monitored system, and fuses or circuit breakers that responded to abnormal 

deviation from operational parameters. With such instruments, system operators were mainly 

responsible for analysing plant conditions and deciding on applying appropriate fault 

controlling actions. These simple safety monitoring systems are challenged by the increasing 

complexity of technology and systems. Operators of such systems were unable, particularly in 

emergency conditions, to analyse and understand the vast amount of communicated 

measurements and alarms raised by the system. This in turn increased the likelihood of 

inappropriate responses to faults. To address this problem, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, a 

large amount of effort was devoted to developing on-line monitoring instruments that could 

support the role of the operators. Accordingly, more advanced and effective monitoring 

instruments, such as hardwired controllers and informative alarm annunciation panels, were 

introduced (Kim, 1992).  

Despite these developments, serious operational hazards and failures of safety critical systems 

continued to be recorded. The accident of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) nuclear power 

plant in 1979 is a prominent case of such failure (U.S.NRC, 2008). In this case, a core 

meltdown in Unit 2 resulted in the release of approximately 2.5 million curies of radioactive 

gases, and approximately 15 curies of iodine-131. The accident began with failures in the non-

nuclear secondary system, followed by a stuck-open pilot-operated relief valve in the primary 

system, which allowed large amounts of nuclear reactor coolant to escape. Investigation showed 

that mechanical failures were compounded by the initial failure of plant operators to recognise 

the situation as a loss-of-coolant accident. The accident has been attributed to two main factors; 

an ineffective alarm annunciation and the lack of automated fault controlling (Chambers, 2005). 

While the former overwhelmed the operators with an avalanche of alarms
1
 without highlighting 

the vital alarms or pointing out the underlying causes in the early stages of the disturbance, the 

latter additionally demanded and relied on the operators to remember prompt controlling actions 

during emergency and confusing conditions. Due to the surrounding confusion, operators 

decided incorrectly and performed inappropriate corrective actions that exacerbated the 

situation and resulted in that disaster.  

Learning from the TMI-2 lesson, in the early 1980s development efforts were directed towards 

developing more advanced computer-based monitors. Accordingly, computerised alarm 

                                                           
1
 Alarm avalanche is a term describes the case in which the number of the released alarms on a single 

fault is larger than the average that could be processed efficiently and effectively by one operator 

(Aizpurua et al., 2009). 
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annunciation and conditions display schemes as well as automated fault controllers were 

developed (Billings, 1991; Kim, 1992). Hence, on-line monitors started to appear as systems 

installed in plant control rooms and flight decks of aircraft. Since then, such monitors have 

demonstrated their merits and contributed significantly to improving the on-line safety of the 

monitored processes.  

However, despite these improvements, still there have been numerous instances of accidents 

that could have been averted with better safety monitoring. The explosion and fire at the Texaco 

Milford Haven refinery in 1994, for instance, was attributed to the poor presentation of the 

alarms as well as inadequate operator training for dealing with a stressful and sustained plant 

upset (HSE, 2000). The Kegworth Air disaster occurred in 1989 because of (a) ineffective alarm 

annunciation – delay in alerting the crew pilot of the occurrence of the fault and its underlying 

causes; (b) lack of automated fault controlling (Trimble, 1990). Recently, monitoring problems 

contributed to a fatal accident to Air France flight AF447, in which an Airbus A330 crashed in 

the Atlantic on 1
st
 of June 2009 and all 228 people on board were killed. The technical 

investigation partly attributed the accident to misleading alarm annunciation and the absence of 

clear guidance on the emergency conditions, which fell beyond the skills and training of the 

pilot and co-pilot (BEA, 2011). 

Such accidents have motivated and still motivate considerable work on safety monitoring, 

including the work reported in this thesis.  

1.2 Research Motivation and Scope of Research 

A large part of the research on safety monitoring has looked into the development of model-

based monitors which can employ knowledge about the normal operational behaviour and 

failure of a system contained in a system model. In the context of this work, models such as 

state-machines (Papadopoulos, 2003; Eo et al., 2000 and 2001), goal trees (Modarres and 

Cheon, 1999; Larsson 1994), signed direct graph (Lu and Wang, 2007; Dong et al., 2010) and 

fault trees (Papadopoulos, 2002; Peng et al., 2007; Felkel et al., 1978) have been exploited and 

demonstrated their benefits as reference knowledge for system monitoring. Typically, these 

models incorporate deep knowledge of the monitored system and enable qualitative and 

quantitative (often probabilistic) reasoning about behavioural transitions, symptoms, causes and 

possible effects of faults.  

Recently, a monolithic safety monitor (Papadopoulos, 2003) that exploits knowledge derived 

from the application of a semi-automated off-line safety assessment method and tool, called 

Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) (Papadopoulos 

et al., 2001), has been proposed. That knowledge is composed of two elements:  
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- A hierarchy of state-machines describing the behaviour of the system, effectively capturing 

the normal and abnormal behavioural transitions of the system and its sub-systems.  

- A number of fault trees, which effectively represent diagnostic models that relate the 

symptoms of failure to their immediate and ultimate underlying causes.  

A variant of this safety monitor which maintains fault trees in the model but replaces state 

machines with a control chart of the monitored process has been proposed by Peng et al. (2007).  

The motivation for the above work has been the observation that, in current industrial practice, 

vast amounts of knowledge derived in off-line safety assessments cease to be useful following 

the certification and deployment of a system. A key contribution of this work is that it brings 

this knowledge forward to the operational phase of a system and usefully exploits it for the 

purposes of on-line safety monitoring. The concept is potentially very useful. However, one of 

the difficulties with the monitors proposed in Papadopoulos (2003) and Peng et al. (2007) is that 

they are based on a monolithic concept in which all monitoring of a plant is delegated to a 

single object or device. This does not align well with the distributed nature of most modern 

systems. Systems are typically implemented as a set of sub-systems which exist in a complex 

cooperative structure and coordinate to accomplish system functions. Systems are also typically 

large and complex and show dynamic behaviour that includes complex mode and state 

transitions. As a result, such systems need a distributed mechanism for safety monitoring; first it 

is essential to minimise the time of on-line failure detection, diagnosis and hazard control; 

second, a distributed monitoring scheme can help focus and rationalise the monitoring process 

and cope with complexity. 

Recent work on multi-agent systems shows that the distributed reasoning paradigm could cope 

with the nature of such systems. For example Mendes et al. (2009) and Ren et al. (2006) 

exploited multi-agent systems to increase the capacity of a diagnostic scheme of large-scale, 

dynamic systems. Multi-agent systems have also demonstrated prompt responses in detecting 

faults and diagnosing the underlying causes of the failures of complex distributed chemical 

processes (Ng and Srinivan, 2010).  These experiments show that multi-agent systems have the 

potential to address some of the issues arising in otherwise potentially very useful model-based 

safety monitors, in particular those monitors that exploit models from safety assessment. 

This thesis specifically looks into the synthesis of these two strands of work on model-based 

monitoring using safety assessment models and multi-agent systems. The thesis develops a 

distributed on-line safety monitor, which combines the benefits of using knowledge derived 

from off-line safety assessments with the benefits of the distributed reasoning of multi-agent 

systems.  
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The monitor consists of a number of agents, i.e. multi-agent system, and a distributed 

monitoring model that contains reference knowledge derived from off-line safety assessments. 

Guided by the knowledge contained in the monitoring model and real-time observations of the 

monitored system, monitoring agents are hierarchically deployed and work collaboratively to 

integrate and deliver safety monitoring tasks, both locally at the sub-system levels and globally 

overseeing the overall behaviour of the system.  

By exploiting their portions of the monitoring model, agents reason on the operational 

parameters of the monitored system, to detect and assess the effects of deviations, diagnose the 

underlying causes of the detected deviations and automatically apply corresponding fault 

controlling measures.  Moreover, in order to avoid alarm avalanches and latent alarms
1
 that may 

mislead the system operators (Hwang et al., 2008), agents are also able to optimise alarm 

annunciation by (a) suppressing unimportant and false alarms; (b) filtering and validating 

sensory measurements and diagnosing and controlling sensory failures; (c) providing helpful 

alarm information, such as assessment of the operational conditions after the occurrence of the 

fault, guidance on controlling the occurred fault, prognosis of the future effects of the occurred 

fault and diagnostics of the underlying causes of failures. 

1.3 Research Hypothesis  

The thesis argues that a novel distributed on-line safety monitor that operates on a model 

containing knowledge derived from safety assessments could:  

a- deliver a wide range of effective monitoring tasks which extend from fault detection and 

diagnosis to effective alarm annunciation and fault controlling. 

b- address the limitations associated with earlier safety monitors and deliver improvements in 

the effectiveness, timeliness, correctness, flexibility and scalability of on-line safety 

monitoring tasks.  

c- have a generic architecture that would make it applicable in a variety of safety-critical 

systems and contexts, such as those used in numerous transport industries or industrial 

processes. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

To investigate the validity of the above research hypothesis, the thesis systematically 

researches, develops and evaluates a distributed on-line safety monitor in three major steps, 

which form the key objectives of the thesis: 

                                                           
1
 Latent alarm is a term describes alarm whose release is delayed until identifying the underlying causes 

of the disturbance or until the appearance of the disturbance as a deviation in the intended functionality 

of the system. 
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1.4.1 Development of a Distributed Monitoring Model  

The intention for the proposed monitor is to operate on a monitoring model derived from safety 

assessment. As safety assessments yield an immense amount of knowledge, it seems vital to 

study this knowledge and select coherent and consistent models, which can effectively inform 

the monitoring agents to deliver safety monitoring tasks. In other words, a suitable monitoring 

model will be studied, decided, formalised, and exploited to provide the agents with executable 

reference knowledge.  

The thesis develops two monitoring models that are derived via application of two state-of-the-

art model-based safety assessment techniques: Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and 

Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) and the Architectural Analysis and Design Language 

(AADL). One difficulty with the results of safety assessments is that they are not directly 

suitable for the purposes of safety monitoring; for example, they lack precise and executable 

semantics that could enable real-time evaluation and confirmation of events described during 

the assessment. Thus, part of this work is to develop and clarify linguistic constructs that enable 

precise specification of events, validation of measurements, long term monitoring, diagnosis of 

causes, and encoding of corrective measures.    

1.4.2 Development of a Multi-agent System that Operates on the Distributed Monitoring 

Model 

This objective requires investigation of the various options available for the design of intelligent 

agents as distributed reasoning objects that can operate on the proposed monitoring model. 

Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents are examined for their suitability as monitoring agents. 

The appropriate deployment, design and implementation of the agents as well as collaboration 

protocols among them are also investigated to develop the entire multi-agent system. This step 

is also concerned with the design of effective monitoring algorithms that agents apply in order 

to reason on the monitoring model and observations of the monitored system and deliver the 

safety monitoring tasks. 

1.4.3 Application in Two Case Studies and Evaluation of the Developed Monitor  

This step involves implementation of the monitor and application of the approach in two case 

studies: an aircraft fuel system and an aircraft brake system. The aim is to evaluate the 

approach, in particular the effectiveness, timeliness, flexibility and scalability of the monitor, 

and discuss its relative performance in comparison to earlier relevant safety monitors. 
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1.5 Thesis Contribution 

The main contribution of this research is the development of a novel distributed on-line safety 

monitor. To our knowledge this is the first monitor of its type. The monitor can use knowledge 

derived from safety assessment models and deploys the distributed reasoning of a multi-agent 

system composed of BDI agents. The monitor delivers a wide range of monitoring tasks which 

span from fault detection and diagnosis to effective alarm annunciation and fault controlling. 

Although there is some early work in the area of safety monitoring, no such work matches those 

characteristics. The most similar monitor is that developed by Papadopoulos (2000, 2003). The 

monitor exploited the safety assessment model to derive the monitoring knowledge and deliver 

a similar range of monitoring tasks. However, this monitor only operates on HiP-HOPS models 

as opposed to the monitor developed in this thesis, which also operates on AADL models. This 

earlier work is also based on a monolithic and centralised reasoning scheme, which is 

fundamentally different from the distributed monitoring approach developed in this thesis. 

In the Background chapter, a number of multi-agent monitors are reported. Despite their 

exploitation of multi-agent systems and distributed reasoning, those monitors were developed 

from different deployment approaches and monitoring knowledge. The monitors also deliver 

some and not the whole range of the monitoring tasks that are deliverable by the monitor 

developed in this thesis. 

Within the context of this research, a number of secondary contributions are also made. They 

can be listed as follows: 

- The establishment of a formalised description of the monitoring model as an executable 

specification. This grammar is presented as E-BNF to formalise the monitoring knowledge. 

- The establishment of an approach to distribute the monitoring model without violating the 

consistency and integrity of the monitoring knowledge. 

- The establishment of a hierarchical approach to deploy monitoring agents according to the 

architectural view of the monitored system. This has supported the extensibility and hence 

the applicability of the developed monitor to different large-scale systems. 

- The establishment of monitoring protocols that supported the integrity of the reasoning over 

the overseen conditions and the monitoring models of the monitored system and its sub-

systems. 

- The establishment of a number of monitoring algorithms that tracked the behaviour of the 

system and its components and diagnosed faults by relating the verified failure events to 

their underlying causes.   

- The establishment of techniques that can filter out spurious sensory measurement and 

validate sensory measurements, detect, diagnose and control faulty sensors. These 

techniques supported, to a certain extent, the correctness of the deliverable monitoring tasks. 
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1.6 Thesis Structure 

The rest of the thesis is arranged in seven chapters as follows: 

Chapter Two: Background 

In this chapter the relevant literature is examined in the light of the three monitoring tasks: fault 

detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault controlling. Both monolithic and multi-

agent monitors that deliver some of these tasks are examined. A critical review of the literature 

which focuses on the benefits and shortcomings of earlier work provides the background and 

motivation for the approach developed in this thesis. 

Chapter Three: Distributed On-line Safety Monitor: Overview and Distributed 

Monitoring Model 

This chapter provides an overview of the distributed safety monitor developed in this thesis, 

giving definitions of the basic terms and sketching the position, role, architecture and 

constituents of the monitor. On developing the distributed monitoring model, the chapter 

discusses what types of knowledge should be encoded in that model and how that knowledge 

could be derived from safety assessment, formalised and presented to serve on-line reasoning. 

The formal grammar of the monitoring model is presented in E-BNF notation. The chapter 

explains the formalisation of the monitoring expressions, whose real-time evaluation verifies the 

normality and abnormality of operational conditions. Methods for filtering and validation 

sensory measurements and detecting, diagnosing and controlling faulty sensors are also 

discussed. 

Chapter Four: Distributed On-line Safety Monitor: Multi-agent System  

This chapter focuses on the multi-agent system. It discusses the deployment of monitoring 

agents, the main concepts and basic reasoning principles of BDI agents and justifies the 

particular selection of this paradigm to be distributed reasoning objects. This is followed by a 

definition of the collaboration protocols among the monitoring agents. The reasoning processes 

and roles of those agents are then described. The notion of programming the monitoring agents 

as plan libraries is introduced and those libraries are designed and programmed. Finally, the 

logical problem of the omniscience of the monitoring agents is discussed along with the 

interpretation process of the Jason programming language - Jason being an extended version of 

the AgentSpeak programming language used in this thesis to implement the multi-agent system. 
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Chapter Five: Distributed On-line Safety Monitor Based on HiP-HOPS and a Case Study 

of an Aircraft Fuel System 

This chapter presents the first case study of this thesis, which was performed on a simulated 

model of an aircraft fuel system. It presents the fuel system and the deployment of the agents to 

monitor the system. It also develops a HiP-HOPS model of the fuel system from which the 

distributed monitoring model is derived. Thereafter, the feasibility and effectiveness of the 

monitor are demonstrated experimentally through the case study; a number of faults are injected 

to simulate abnormal conditions of the fuel system and test the ability of the monitor to deliver 

the intended range of monitoring tasks; fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and 

fault controlling. 

Chapter Six: Distributed On-line Safety Monitor Based on AADL and a Case Study of an 

Aircraft Brake System 

This chapter presents the second case study, on a simulated aircraft brake system. The chapter 

presents the aircraft brake system and the deployment of the agents for this new instance of the 

safety monitor. It shows that the generic architecture of the monitor can be instantiated to 

accommodate the requirements of a second and different system. The chapter develops an 

AADL model and error model of that system from which the distributed monitoring model is 

derived. It shows that the design of agents is generic enough to operate on a different 

monitoring model derived from a new set of safety assessment performed using a different 

methodology (AADL). The chapter then reports simulated fault scenarios, whereby the fault 

detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault controlling performed by the monitor are 

tested. The effectiveness of the approach is once more demonstrated through this second case 

study. 

Chapter Seven: Evaluation 

This chapter evaluates the achievement of this thesis. Firstly, it compares what has been 

achieved against the objectives set out in section 1.4 of the present chapter. Secondly, it 

evaluates the approach and effectiveness of the monitor via discussion of the application to the 

two case studies presented in Chapter Five and Chapter Six.  

Direct experimental comparison with earlier monitors was impossible. However, the last section 

of Chapter Seven presents a theoretical comparison that contrasts the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of the monitor with those of a number of early developed monitors, which are 

reported in the literature.  
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion 

This chapter summarises the research and draws conclusions. It also includes a section on future 

work in which limitations are identified, along with the recommended further research to 

address them. 

 Appendix A:  

This appendix lists and explains abbreviations that appear throughout this thesis. 

1.7 Note on Publications 

The key aspects of this research have been published in three conference papers (Dheedan and 

Papadopoulos, 2010, 2011) and (Dheedan et al., 2012). 
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Chapter Two 

Background 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the relevant literature on on-line safety monitoring. Researchers have 

approached the monitoring problem from different perspectives. In the work of 

Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003a, b and c) and Ng and Srinivan (2010), for example, the 

problem is approached as a task of fault detection and diagnosis. In the work of Hwang et al. 

(2008) and Hogg et al. (1995), it is approached as a process of announcing effective alarms that 

could help the operators in maintaining the operational safety of the monitored system. In other 

work, fault controlling is also discussed, e.g. see Jiang (2005) and Zhang and Jiang (2008). 

Finally, in several approaches safety monitoring is defined more broadly as a process that could 

deliver a range of tasks encompassing fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and 

fault controlling; see, for example, monitors developed by Papadopoulos (2003), Peng et al. 

(2007) and Lopez and Sarigul-Klijn (2010).  

This chapter reviews and classifies extant approaches with respect to their capacity for fault 

detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation, and fault controlling, as these are the typical tasks 

of on-line safety monitors. The chapter also reviews monitors that deliver all or some of those 

tasks and classifies the monitors architecturally into monolithic and multi-agent monitors.  

2.2 Fault Detection and Diagnosis 

Fault detection can be defined as the identification of abnormal events during system operation, 

whereas fault diagnosis can be defined as the process in which the underlying causes of the 

detected abnormal events are identified (Ma and Jiang, 2011; Johnson, 1996). Historically, the 

task of fault detection and diagnosis has demonstrated a spectrum of operational merits ranging 

from preventing abnormal events becoming serious hazardous failures to improving the 

availability and productivity of processes (Bhagwat el al., 2003; Hu et al., 2003).  

Approaches to this task are, typically, developed from knowledge about the behaviour of the 

monitored system, which is encoded to inform on-line reasoning on the monitored conditions. 

According to the encoded knowledge, the approaches are classified into two main classes: 

model-based and data-based
1
 approaches. These classes are classified further into qualitative 

                                                           
1
 Data-based approaches may also be called model-free based approaches (Ma and Jiang, 2011), process 

history based approaches (Venkatasubramanian et al, 2003a) or non-model-based approaches (Sayda, 

2011). 
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and quantitative techniques. Figure 2-1 extends the classifications of Venkatasubramanian et al. 

(2003a) and Zhang and Jiang (2008), to capture a general typology of these approaches. The 

figure also lists a number of commonly-used detection and diagnosis techniques. 

Fault Detection and Diagnosis 

Model-based Approaches  Data-based Approaches  

Qualitative Model-based Approaches

Quantitative  Model-based Approaches

Qualitative  Data-based Approaches

Quantitative Data-based Approaches 

Diagnostic Observers

Parity Equation 

Cause-effects Failure Models

Signed Direct Graphs

Fault Tree

Normal Behaviour Models  

Diagnosis from First-principles 

Goal Tree Success Tree 

Artificial Neural Network

Qualitative Trends Analysis

Rule-based Expert System 

Statistical Trend Extraction

Principal Component Analysis

Partial Least Squares

 
Figure 2-1: A Classification of Fault Detection and Diagnosis Approaches. 

In addition to this classification, a comparative study by Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003c) has 

shown that each of the classified approaches and techniques has its own relative strengths and 

weaknesses and there is no single approach or technique that possesses all the desired features. 

The study has also shown that approaches and techniques can complement each other 

synergistically to enhance fault detection and diagnosis. 

2.2.1 Model-Based Approaches 

The distinctive characteristic of the model-based approaches is that their encoded knowledge is 

derived from off-line models of the monitored systems and a number of safety analysis 

techniques. Knowledge about the normal behaviour and operational structures is derived from 

design models, such as Data Flow Diagrams (DFD), Functional Flow Block Diagrams (FFBD), 

or more recently from models defined in the Unified Modelling Language (UML). Knowledge 

about abnormal behaviour (behaviour in conditions of failure) is typically derived from 

analysing the effects of potential failure scenarios on the normal functionality of the system. 

Such analysis is achieved via application of safety analysis techniques, such as HAZard and 

OPerability study (HAZOP), Functional Failure Analysis (FFA), and Failure Mode and Effect 

Analysis (FMEA) (Papadopoulos, 2003). The derived knowledge is then encoded in executable 

models to inform the on-line reasoning.  
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Design models and analysis techniques allow the derivation of qualitative and quantitative 

knowledge, which incorporates fundamental understanding of the structure, functionality and 

components of the monitored system. Accordingly, model-based approaches are commonly 

referred to as deep knowledge approaches (Milne, 1987). 

2.2.1.1 Qualitative Model-Based Approaches 

Qualitative model-based fault detection and diagnosis approaches can be classified into cause-

effect failure models and models of normal behaviour (see Figure 2.1).  

1. Cause-effect Failure Models 

Cause-effect failure models typically record faults, error propagation paths and symptoms. 

Signed direct graph and fault trees are among the prominent examples of these models. 

- Signed Direct Graph 

In the qualitative modelling of the signed direct graph the relationships among monitored 

parameters are recorded in terms of deviations and consequent effects. The graph consists of a 

number of nodes and directed arcs. Every node records a possible deviation of one parameter 

and directed arcs link nodes to other dependent nodes (Lu and Wang, 2007). 

Arcs might also be annotated with either a minus “-” or plus “+” sign. The minus signifies an 

inverse (negative) correlation between the linked nodes; a change in one parameter causes a 

change in the other parameter in the opposite direction. The plus sign signifies a positive 

correlation between linked nodes; a change in one parameter causes a change in the other 

parameter in the same direction (Ahn et al., 2008; Kelly and Bartlett, 2006).   

Figure 2-2 shows a simple example of a signed direct graph. It shows that parameter P3 is in 

negative and positive correlation with respective parameters P1 and P2. Parameter P5 is also in 

negative and positive correlation with respective parameters P3 and P4. 

During the monitoring time, the deviant increase or decrease in the value of parameter P5 

results in the verification of a fault. In such a case, a diagnostic algorithm investigates the 

correlations and values of the parameters on which P5 depends. If P5 is increased abnormally 

and P4 is less than or at its intended value then the investigation is initiated to P3. The 

decreasing in the value of P3 verifies the propagation path and initiates further investigation for 

the correlations and values of P1 and P2. 
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Figure 2-2: A Schematic Illustration of a Signed Direct Graph. 

In the current monitoring practice, it has become normal to combine the model-based and data-

based approach to generate effective fault detection and diagnosis techniques. The technique of 

Maurya et al. (2006) is developed from the combination of signed direct graph and qualitative 

trend analyses, which is a data-based approach, to detect and diagnose faults of complicated 

chemical processes. Qualitative trend analysis is employed to improve the accuracy in tracking 

the propagating paths and ultimately achieve effective diagnosis. Similarly, in the work of Dong 

et al. (2010) such a combination has also been exploited to detect and diagnose faults of 

industrial chemical processes.  

- Fault Trees 

The fault tree is a popular model used to represent the logical relationships between the causes 

and effects of failure in a system. Fault trees have precise semantics and they are widely used 

for safety and reliability analysis of systems. A fault tree can be seen as a graph that consists of 

nodes representing events connected with logical gates. The graph has a single initiating node at 

the top (also known as the top event), intermediate nodes and terminal nodes at the bottom (also 

known as basic events). 

The top event node and intermediate event nodes represent effects of failure and they are linked 

to children nodes via a logical gate, an AND or OR gate.  Basic events represent the root causes 

of failure in the system. A set of basic events whose occurrences result in the occurrence of the 

top event is called a cut-set (Vesely et al., 1981). Unlike the signed direct graph in which the 

effect and its possible causes are predominantly linked by an OR gate, in the fault tree effects 

and possible causes can also be linked with AND gates. 

In a diagnostic scenario, when the occurrence of the top event is verified, the diagnostic 

algorithm traverses the fault tree from that event and looks to verify symptoms at progressively 

lower levels tracking the propagation path and until the basic event nodes that enclose the 

underlying root causes are reached. When AND gates are encountered in the course of the 
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traverse, the diagnostic algorithm verifies that a conjunction of the inputs to the gate has 

occurred. On the contrary, encountering OR gates requires further investigation to verify a 

disjunction of events at the inputs (Papadopoulos, 2002).  

Large fault trees are difficult to construct manually; the process is laborious and error prone. 

The possibilities of automating that process have therefore been extensively researched. In the 

work of Lapp and Powers (1977), an algorithm that could automatically synthesise fault trees 

from signed direct graphs fault tree has been developed.  

More recently, Papadopoulos et al. (2001) have developed a tool called Hierarchically 

Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) to automatically synthesise 

fault trees from architectural model of systems which are annotated with local failure logic of 

components. This logic shows for each component how local output failures of the component 

are caused by internal failures and deviations of component inputs. The top events of fault trees 

are deviations of parameters in the outputs of a system and the fault trees are synthesised by 

traversing the model and interpreting the local failure logic encountered in the course of the 

traversal. These fault trees have also been exploited by Papadopoulos (2002) as a diagnostic 

model. For the purposes of diagnosis, a real-time algorithm that combines between blind-depth-

first and heuristic traverses has been developed to traverse the fault tree and relate the top event 

to its underlying causes.  

2. Normal Behaviour Models 

In this type of qualitative model-based approach, the monitoring model encodes knowledge that 

is only about the normal behaviour of the monitored system. Fault detection and diagnosis 

reasoning is established through the real-time instantiation of modelled parameters with sensory 

measurements. Difference between the modelled and observed parameters suggests the presence 

of a fault. The underlying causes of the detected faults are diagnosed via further comparison 

between modelled behaviour and observed symptoms. Diagnosis from first principles and the 

Goal Tree Success Tree are among prominent examples of these models.  

- Diagnosis from first principles 

The theoretical foundation of diagnosis from first principles was proposed by Reiter (1987). In 

this technique the underlying causes of the detected faults are diagnosed by (a) identifying the 

minimal set of the suspicious components that could contribute to that fault; (b) examining 

formulae that describe the functionality of those components. The detection algorithm 

instantiates such formulae with sensory measurements and checks their consistency with 

expected results. The verification of inconsistency signifies fault detection and accordingly a 
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diagnostic process is launched. The diagnostic algorithm, in turn, identifies the minimal set of 

the suspicious components, instantiates their formulae with real-time sensory measurements and 

again checks their consistency. 

Figure 2-3 depicts the model of a multiplier and adder system. Assuming that a fault in one of 

the components of the system causes a result of F=10 instead of F=12, looking at the structure 

of the system, components that may contribute to the detected deviation are the following 

minimal set: ADD-1, MULT-1, MULT-2.  

MULT-1

MULT-2

MULT-3

ADD-2

ADD-1 F=12

A=3

B=3

C=2

D=2

E=3

G=12

X=6

Y=6

Z=6

 
Figure 2-3: A Multiplier and Adder System (Davis, 1984). 

In order to diagnose precisely the underlying cause of that deviation, the formulae of each of 

those components are examined and the resulting inconsistency is tracked according to the 

structural abstraction. The logical formulae of the component MULT-1 are as follows: 

X = A * C; 

A = X / C; 

C = X / A; 

By instantiating the above formulae and similarly those of the other components in the minimal 

set with the real-time sensory measurements and examining their consistency, the underlying 

cause can be diagnosed. The algorithm instantiates and checks the consistency starting from the 

first component which receives the system’s inputs and proceeds progressively towards the last 

component, which delivers the deviant function.  

According to the structure of the system the first examined component would be either MULT-1 

or MULT-2. If the examination of either of those components shows consistent results, then that 

indicates that it is not a faulty component and accordingly the diagnosis process moves to 

another component. If, on the contrary, the examination shows inconsistent results, then that 

indicates that the component is faulty and accordingly it would be diagnosed as an underlying 

cause. If, moreover, the examination shows that all the components in the minimal set are 

consistent with their normal functionality, then that indicates none of the components are faulty 

and the underlying cause lies in the inputs of the system. 
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The monitoring virtue of this technique is that in the case of multiple faults the minimal set 

could help in diagnosing the underlying cause effectively. Assuming that a fault causes results 

of F=10 and G=10 instead of F=12 and G=12, respectively, while the minimal set of the former 

function is ADD-1, MULT-1, MULT-2, the minimal set of the latter function is ADD-2, 

MULT-2, MULT-3. Achieving intersection on the two sets would result in MULT-2, which is 

the underlying cause of the detected multiple faults (Davis and Hamscher, 1992). 

However, this technique has limited applicability since it requires a precise matching between 

the structural and functional abstractions to identify and examine the consistency of the 

suspicious components. The theoretical foundation of this technique does not offer a capacity to 

formulate dynamic behaviours and monitor dynamic systems, whose components are engaged 

in several structures to deliver different functionality, e.g. phased-mission systems
1
. The 

applicability of this technique has been rather confined to monitoring electrical circuits.  

- Goal Tree Success Tree (GTST) 

Systems whose behaviour is dynamic and constructed from a considerable number of 

components may call for a bigger capacity model rather than the limited abstraction offered by 

diagnosis from first principles. The functional and structural view of such systems is better 

described as a hierarchical abstraction (Modarres and Cheon, 1999). 

A Goal Tree Success Tree (GTST) is a model that can hierarchically abstract thorough 

knowledge about the functional and structural implementations of the monitored system. Figure 

2-4 shows the way in which a system is modelled as a hierarchy of structural and functional 

decompositions and converted into GTST. 

GTST can be viewed as composed of two constituents: goal tree and success tree. In the goal 

tree the functionality of the system is presented as the top objective, which is divided further 

into lower-level goals. Similarly, the goals are divided into lower-level sub-goals. The division 

proceeds hierarchically from the top level until it reaches the level at which sub-goals 

(functions) cannot be divided further. Note that the functional decomposition also reflects the 

structural decomposition of the system to sub-systems and components, so sub-goals represent 

functions of sub-systems. In the success tree the focus is on the potentially observable/verifiable 

conditions that assure the achievement of the sub-goals (Kim and Modarres, 1987). 

                                                           
1
 A typical example of phased-mission systems is an aircraft; it delivers its mission through a number of 

phases: pre-flying, taxiing, take-off, climbing, cruising, approaching, and landing. Over every phase the 

phased-mission system engages its components in a certain topology and delivers a specific 

functionality.  
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Figure 2-4: Structural and Functional Hierarchy and GTST (Modarres and Cheon, 1999). 

Typically, faults of the components of the monitored system result in the delivery of an 

abnormal top objective (system functionality); this represents detection of a fault and 

accordingly a diagnostic process is launched. A diagnostic algorithm traverses the GTST top-

down and whenever it faces parameters (goals or sub-goals) they are instantiated with real-time 

sensory measurements and evaluated to track the error propagation path and ultimately diagnose 

the underlying causes (basic components). 

In the work of Modarres and Cheon (1999), GTST has been joined with master logic diagram 

(MLD), which is a diagram used to identify hazardous events of the critical process
1
, to develop 

a diagnostic model for complex systems. In the work of Chung et al. (1989) the capability of the 

GTST as a diagnostic model is improved by replacing the success tree with operating 

knowledge represented by if-then rules. A depth-first traversal is used to traverse the model 

from symptoms towards underlying causes. The technique is accordingly called GOal TRee 

Expert System (GOTRES) and has been applied to the detection and diagnosis of faults in 

nuclear power plants. 

FAX, developed by Chen and Modarres (1992), is another fault detection and diagnosis 

technique that exploits GTSTs. In this technique, traversal of the GTST is facilitated by an 

inference algorithm that incorporates Bayesian theorem and two traverse strategies: depth-first 

traverse and adaptive traverse. The main reason behind incorporating Bayesian theorem is to 

deal with uncertainty, which may result from sensory failures or limited sensory measurements. 

FAX has been successfully applied to complicated chemical processes. 

Another variant of the GTST is the Multi-level Flow Model (MFM). MFMs contain goals, 

functions and components (Larsson, 2002). Figure 2-5 shows the way in which the components 

contribute to achieving functions and how the collaboration among those functions could 

                                                           
1
 More information about MLD can be found in Papazoglou and Aneziris (2003). 
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contribute to achieving goals which in turn contribute to achieving the main goal of the system. 

As the faults are detected at the top goal, a backward chaining algorithm traverses the MFM 

from the top level goal towards diagnosing the underlying cause at the components level 

(Larsson, 1996).  

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F10F6 F7 F8 F9

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

G2 G3

G1

Key
G: Goal. F: Function C:Component  

 
Figure 2-5: Component, Functions and Goals Modelling in the MFM (Larsson, 1994). 

2.2.1.2 Quantitative Model-based Approaches 

In the quantitative model-based approaches, the normal and abnormal behaviour of the 

monitored system is modelled in the form of mathematical relations. Normal behaviour is 

modelled as a number of relations, where each relation represents a parameter and its intended 

value (result of the relation) is modelled also. In detecting and diagnosing faults, the approaches 

depend mainly on an assumption that every fault results in a certain abnormal value of the 

relevant parameter. Accordingly, the abnormal behaviour of the system is modelled as the 

differences (residuals) between the possible abnormal values and intended values of the 

parameters. Every residual represents a unique signature of a fault and thus the faulty 

components can be diagnosed. 

Based on this notion, two different techniques have been proposed: diagnostic observers (Beard, 

1971) and parity space (Willsky, 1976).  

Diagnostic Observers 

To develop the diagnostic observers technique, relations, intended parametric values and 

residuals are modelled. During the monitoring time relations are instantiated with sensory 

measurements, their values are calculated and the differences between the calculated and the 

intended values also calculated. If the resulting difference equals or lies close to zero, then that 

signifies the normality of the conditions. On the contrary, if it is not equal to zero, then that 

signifies a parameter deviation and accordingly a fault is detected. Hence, a diagnostic process 

in which that difference is matched with the residuals is launched. The process, in turn, results 
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in a unique matched residual according to which the underlying causes are diagnosed. In order 

to deliver effective fault detection and diagnosis, issues such as uncertainty and disturbance 

should be taken into account while modelling the residuals (Zolghadri et al., 1999). 

Diagnostic observers have been widely exploited to detect and diagnose faults of dynamic 

systems, i.e. phased-mission systems. In the work of Narasimhan et al. (2008), the diagnostic 

observer is exploited to detect faults, diagnose the underlying causes and isolate the faulty 

components of chemical engineering systems. Lyapunov-like analysis is used to analyse and 

model the dynamic behaviour of the monitored system and also to achieve a clear distinction 

between the normal and abnormal behaviour and modelling effective residuals. In this 

technique, sets of functional relations and residuals are modelled for every phase and according 

to the given phase the corresponding set is activated to inform the on-line fault detection and 

diagnosis reasoning. 

Parity Space: 

Parity space (or parity equations) depends also on prior generated residuals and in this respect it 

is alike to the diagnostic observer approach. The difference, however, is that in parity space, in 

addition to modelling the parameters, the entire functionality of the monitored system is also 

modelled as a parity (equations) model. The parity space technique requires two types of 

residuals. The first is for potential deviations of the parity model by which the party space of the 

system is checked. The second is for the potential deviations of the parameters by which the 

underlying causes are diagnosed.  In real time, the variables of the parity model are instantiated 

with real-time sensory measurements, the equations are calculated and accordingly the ultimate 

result of the model is compared with the intended value to decide their parity. If a disparity is 

verified then that signifies fault detection and thus a diagnostic process is launched. In this 

process, a diagnostic algorithm calculates the difference between the calculated and intended 

values and matches it with the modelled residuals (of the parity model). According to the 

matched residuals a number of suspicious parameters are identified. In a further diagnostic step, 

the differences between the values of the suspicious parameters and their intended values are 

calculated. Any non-zero difference is moreover matched with the modelled residuals and thus 

the fault signature is identified and underlying causes are diagnosed.  

Parity space has been widely exploited in detecting and diagnosing sensory failures (Chen and 

You, 2008). In the work of Abdelghani and Friswell (2001) the parity space has been exploited 

to develop a generic technique capable of detecting and diagnosing the sensory failures. 

Similarly, Borner et al. (2002) also exploited parity space to detect and diagnose sensory 

failures of the suspension and hydraulic brake systems of vehicles. Recently, El-Mezyani et 
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al. (2010) exploited parity space to develop a cost-effective technique to detect and diagnose 

sensory failures of power systems. 

2.2.2 Data-based Approaches 

As shown in Figure 2-1, the data-based approach is another of classes of fault detection and 

diagnosis techniques. Unlike model-based approaches, data-based approaches do not derive 

monitoring knowledge from off-line models of the monitored system. They rather encode 

knowledge derived from experimental observations and the on-line context of the monitored 

system. 

Techniques that are developed from data-based approaches may appear similar to those 

developed from model-based approaches, as they also incorporate normal and abnormal 

behaviour and rely on monitoring the parameters of the monitored system to detect faults and on 

already modelled residuals to diagnose the underlying causes. 

In the data-based approaches, knowledge about the normal behaviour of the monitored system is 

modelled from an empirical analysis of real-time observations (training data). In order to model 

knowledge about the abnormal behaviour, FMEA is applied to identify the potential faults of 

the basic components of the monitored system. Those faults are then injected experimentally 

and the resulting symptoms and ultimate effects on the functionality of the monitored system 

are modelled (Ma and Jiang, 2011). The derived knowledge is then encoded in executable 

models to inform the on-line reasoning. 

As data-based approaches depend on knowledge derived from the on-line context of the 

monitored system, they are largely referred to as shallow knowledge approaches. This is also 

because they do not incorporate knowledge about the architecture, operational structure or 

relationships among the deliverable functions of the monitored system (Petti et al., 2004). 

2.2.2.1 Qualitative Data-based Approaches 

As shown in Figure 2-1, qualitative data-based approaches include rule-based expert systems 

and qualitative trained analysis as prominent among the developed techniques.  

- Rule-based Expert System 

The earliest emergence of the rule based system was perhaps in the medical field. Such systems 

have been used widely in diagnosing diseases from the associated symptoms. The typical 

development of fault detection and diagnosis expert systems is achieved through four steps: (a) 

experimentally obtaining knowledge about possible faults, their associated symptoms and 
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underlying causes; (b) encoding that knowledge as a knowledge base; (c) developing an 

inference engine that could relate those faults to their underlying causes by examining the 

associated symptoms; (d) developing an interactive interface among the symptoms, inference 

engine, knowledge base and the monitored system (and/or system operators) (Giarratano and 

Riley, 2005). 

Among the earliest monitoring expert systems is the REACTOR, developed by Nelson (1982).  

REACTOR was developed originally for detecting, diagnosing and controlling the faults of 

nuclear reactors. It consists mainly of a knowledge base and procedural inference engine that is 

able to reason backwards and forwards on the knowledge base. The inference engine reasons 

forwards from the known facts towards inferring detection and diagnosis conclusions. If those 

facts are insufficient then backward reasoning is launched. Backward reasoning, in turn, 

achieves further query of the sensors and/or the operators to fill the gap in the knowledge base.  

REACTOR’s knowledge base consists of function-oriented knowledge and event-oriented 

knowledge. While the former is about the delivered functionality of the monitored plant in 

normal conditions, the latter is about the potential behaviour of the plant in the presence of 

faults. Event-oriented knowledge is always obtained from historical experience with the 

occurrences of actual faults during the operating time of the plant. The knowledge is 

constructed as if-then rules that would be evaluated by the inference engine in real time to 

detect a fault and diagnose its underlying cause. 

In the work of Ramesh et al. (1988 and 1989) a hierarchical organisation was introduced to the 

knowledge base of an expert system. The intention was to increase the efficiency of the 

inference engine and establish prompt detection and diagnosis of the faults of large-scale 

systems. In another work, Rich et al. (1989) also developed a rule-based technique that could 

achieve prompt detection and diagnosis responses. The technique was based on a knowledge 

base that classifies potential faults into three classes: operator misleading, monitoring 

instrument faults and system malfunction. 

- Qualitative Trends Analysis  

Qualitative trends analysis is another technique of qualitative data-based approaches
1
 in which 

measured signals are represented as a number of basic shapes, such as decreasing, increasing, 

constant and so on. Shapes are called primitives, a combination of which comprises a trend. 

Figure 2-6 shows seven primitives: A(0,0), B(+,+), C (+,0), D(+,-), E(-,+), F(-,0), G(-,-). The 

first and second signs of every primitive represent the first and second derivative, respectively. 

                                                           
1
 In some work, qualitative trend analysis has been classified as a semi-quantitative data-based technique 

due to its dependency on calculated residuals to detect and diagnose faults (Maurya et al., 2005). 
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It is also possible to specify more primitives, e.g. sharp decrease or increase, or even use some 

of the seven primitives to represent intended sensory signals (Maurya et al., 2005). 
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Figure 2-6: Seven Example Primitives of the Qualitative Trends Analysis (Maurya et al., 2005). 

Normal sensory signal (trend) is represented as a number of the primitives. During the 

monitoring time the real-time signals are compared with the modelled trends. If they matched 

then that signifies normal conditions. If, on the contrary, there is a discrepancy then that 

signifies the detection of a fault and accordingly a diagnostic algorithm calculates the residuals 

and matches them with already modelled residuals to diagnose the underlying causes. 

In the work of Maurya et al. (2007), qualitative trends analysis is combined with signed direct 

graph to develop a technique for fault detection and diagnosis of chemical processes. In that 

technique, the signed direct graph represents a level that records the potential set of faults, while 

the qualitative trends analysis represents another higher level that holds the actual trends. This 

technique has resulted in the delivery of accurate, reliable and fast-response fault detection and 

diagnosis. 

In more recent work, Maurya et al. (2010) developed another technique to detect and diagnose 

faults of more complicated and critical chemical processes. The technique incorporates a special 

algorithm for on-line extraction
1
 of qualitative trends and a framework in which those trends are 

presented as an updatable knowledge base for real-time monitoring reasoning. In addition to 

matching the trends and updating the knowledge base, the monitoring algorithm is also able to 

estimate the fault occurrence time and thus an accurate detection of the faults can be achieved. 

 

                                                           
1
 To eliminate momentary or disturbance behaviour that may occur due to mode transitions or interfering 

noise and come up with a good quality of trends, the on-line extraction algorithm incorporates Kalman 

filter, which is a quantitative model-based technique. More information about Kalman filter can be 

found in Maurya et al.  (2010). 
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2.2.2.2 Quantitative Data-based Approaches 

As shown in Figure 2-1, quantitative data-based fault detection and diagnosis approaches can 

generally be classified into non-statistical and statistical approaches, which can be exemplified 

by artificial neural network and statistical trend analysis, respectively.  

- Artificial Neural Network  

An artificial neural network is a set of computational nodes (or units) connected to each other 

by a number of links. Every link is associated with a numerical value called a weight. Weights 

are the means upon which the inputs and the outputs of a node are processed and delivered, 

respectively. The weights are stored as long-term means in the neural network. Weights may, 

however, be updated if the neural network learns new criteria that should be applied for future 

processing. 

Every unit may have one or a number of input links coming from other nodes in the neural 

network. A unit may also have one or a number of output links go to other units in the network. 

Some units might be connected to the external environment for receiving inputs from or sending 

outputs to that environment. In the neural network each node achieves local processing for its 

own inputs according to the weights that are relevant to those inputs. There is no global control 

of the local process, but there is synchronous control to update all the nodes consistently in a 

fixed sequence (Russell and Norvig, 2010). 

Figure 2-7 illustrates the local computation of a unit. The computation is achieved on the signals 

received by the inputs (a
j
) to produce a new activation level (a

i
) which in turn is sent out 

through the outputs. The computation consists of two processes; the first is a linear computation 

process achieved by the input function and the second a nonlinear process achieved by the 

activation function. 

 
Figure 2-7: A Unit of a Neural Network (Russell and Norvig, 1995) 

According to Russell and Norvig (1995), the total weighted input is calculated as the summation 

of the input activations multiplied by their relevant weights and as follows: 
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The activation value is calculated as follows: 

           

To build a neural network there are different (a) activation functions, such as step basis, redial 

basis, sigmoidal basis and feedforward; (b) learning strategies, such as supervised and 

unsupervised. The topology of neural networks and the related computation functions and 

learning strategies have been extensively researched with the aim of developing effective fault 

detection and diagnosis techniques. 

In the work of Rusinov et al. (2009) a neural network is exploited to develop fault detection and 

diagnosis of chemical processes. In this approach, expert analysis techniques, such as projection 

of fuzzy values of diagnostic parameters, principal components space and HAZOP, are 

exploited to achieve effective estimation of parameter deviations and identifications of weights. 

Moreover, in order to develop an effective network that can cope with the complicated 

architecture of the monitored process, a number of neural networks are designed and arranged 

in a hierarchy. The networks are unsupervised and they exploit feedforward function to reason 

and detect deviations of the parameters and also to diagnose the underlying causes of those 

deviations. Practically, at the highest hierarchical level a network detects and identifies 

deviations and at the lower level a set of neural networks relate the deviations to their 

underlying causes. 

- Statistical Trend Extraction 

In normal conditions, the real-time behaviour of the monitored system should show 

probabilistic distribution that matches the intended distribution. Random or abnormal changes 

in that behaviour occur only due to faults. Accordingly, by finding the difference (residual) 

between the intended distribution and the abnormal distribution, faults can be detected, their 

signature can also be identified and thus the underlying causes are diagnosed. Distribution 

differences should already be trained experimentally and according to the potential faults. 

The computational implementation of the statistical trained extraction depends mainly on the 

mean and standard deviation values of the monitored parameters. If the values of the means and 

standard deviations of monitored parameters are consistent with those of the normal behaviour 

then that verifies normal operation of the monitored system. On the contrary, an inconsistency 

signifies the occurrence of a deviation in a parameter value and according to the differences 
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between the modelled and real-time values the underlying causes are diagnosed 

(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c). 

Based on this notion a number of fault detection and diagnosis techniques have been developed. 

The majority of those techniques depend on statistical methods, such as principal component 

analysis and partial least squares (MacGregor et al., 1995; Wise and Gallagher, 1996).  

In the work of Kaistha and Upadhyaya (2001), principal component analysis is exploited to 

analyse faults of nuclear power plants and diagnose their underlying causes. In more recent 

work, Miller (2006) has developed another technique in which the principal component analysis 

model is exploited to differentiate between the normal and abnormal conditions of chemical 

processes. 

In a different fault detection and diagnosis technique, partial least squares has been exploited to 

reduce the number of parameters of the monitored process, through combining them in the least 

number of relations, and thus improve the quality of the statistical reasoning. In the work of 

Wold et al. (1984), the partial least squares technique is exploited to support the effective 

statistical fault detection and diagnosis of a chemical process. 

2.3 Alarm Annunciation 

Fault detection and diagnosis is a prerequisite for successful safety monitoring. Optimising the 

presentation of alarms is an equally important task. Despite the highly automated nature of 

contemporary safety-critical systems, human operators are still required in controlling and 

responding to faults. Typically, an alarm is the key means by which the occurrence of faults is 

brought to the attention of the operators so that correct controlling and directive decisions can 

be taken (Hwang et al., 2008). Figure 2-8 depicts the relation among the monitored system, 

alarm, controlling and the operators. 

Sensors

System 

Actuators 

Alarm 

HSI

Operators

Control 

HSI

Key
HSI: Human-system Interface

 
Figure 2-8: An Abstracted View of System, Alarm and Operators (Huang, 2007). 
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Given that alarms provide the means of informing operators about faults, it is ironic that alarm 

function itself contributes to monitoring problems that may lead to disasters. The industrial 

disaster of the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor in 1979 (Suh et al., 2008), the explosion of the 

Texaco Milford Haven refinery in 1994 (HSE, 2000), and the avionics disaster of the Kegworth 

Air disaster 1989 (Trimble, 1990) all represent cases where ineffective alarm techniques 

confused the operators with an alarm avalanche and led them to take incorrect action which 

exacerbated emergency conditions. 

A variety of alarm problems have been experienced. In highly dynamic systems, behavioural 

transitions may confuse the alarm annunciation technique and result in releasing false alarms 

that do not reflect the actual conditions of the monitored system (Lee et al., 2010). Faults of the 

alarming instruments, such as sensors and instrumentation circuits, may also expose operators to 

false and misleading alarms (Hines and Davis, 2005). False and misleading alarms are a 

nuisance that can distract operators and cause unnecessary or inappropriate actions that may 

reduce the safety of the system. 

As systems become more complex, the ability of the operators to understand promptly the 

potential safety consequences of low level faults becomes increasingly challenged (Lupton et 

al., 1992). There is therefore a broader issue of effective presentation and organisation of 

alarms, and this is becoming urgent with the increasing complexity of modern critical systems. 

Jang et al. (2008) and Brown et al. (2000) have identified three processes that should be 

considered during the development of an alarm annunciation technique: alarm definition, alarm 

processing, and alarm prioritisation. Figure 2-9 summarises those processes along with methods 

used to realise them. 

Alarm Annunciation Alarm Definition 

Mode dependency

Parameter Thresholds

Alarm Processing 

Cause-consequence Analysis

Sensory Measurements Validation

Alarm Prioritisation and Alarm Availability

Dynamic Prioritisation 

Group-presentation Prioritisation 
 

Figure 2-9: Strategic Processes of Designing an Alarm Scheme. 
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2.3.1 Alarm Definition  

Alarm definition involves the definition of the mode dependency and parameter thresholds of 

the monitored system. Mode dependency is an explicit distinction between different operational 

structure and deliverable functionality during the normal operation of a system. Each mode is 

triggered by a certain event, i.e. change the set-point, and the deliverable functionality of a 

mode can be monitored through a specific set of parameters.  

Parameter threshold is a value set against the real-time measurements of the deliverable 

functionality. Whenever a threshold is violated by the real-time functionality, the occurrence of 

a deviation is verified.       

2.3.1.1 Mode Dependency: Specifying the Parameters and the Set-points 

The interpretation of events is typically sensitive to the system context, often given by the 

modes of the system. An event which is considered normal in one mode can represent a 

symptom of failure in another mode. Figure 2-10 shows an example of a simple batch process, 

which is a heating sub-system. The sub-system is a part of a chemical plant and it delivers its 

functionality cyclically over four modes: idle, filling, heating and emptying. Modes are 

illustrated in Figure 2-10 as an operational sequence in GRAFCET notation (Oulton, 1992).  

Heater

Empty Sensor

Full Sensor 

Temperature Sensor 

Pump A

Pump B

Idle

Filling

Heating

Emptying

(start cycle) or (tank is empty) 

Tank is full

Temperature is high 

Tank is empty

Stop

Pump A is on

Heater is on

Pump B is on

Operational Sequence Heating Sub-system

Tank

 
Figure 2-10: A Sub-system and its Operational Sequence (Papadopoulos and McDermid, 2001). 

In the idle mode, the sub-system is idle and all the components are off. During the filling mode, 

pump “A” is on and filling the tank with a chemical liquid. During the heating mode, pump “A” 

is switched off and the heater is switched on. Finally during the emptying mode, pump “A” and 

the heater are switched off and pump “B” is switched on to empty the tank. The operation is 

repeated until the stop signal arrives (Papadopoulos and McDermid, 2001).  
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In the context of the four modes, events that are signified by the sensors of the sub-system are 

interpreted differently. In the idle mode, the occurrence of the event “tank is empty” is normal 

and the operators do not need to be alarmed. However, in the heating mode the occurrence of 

this event signals abnormal conditions and the operators should be alarmed accordingly. In the 

emptying mode, this event should occur to trigger the normal transition to the idle mode, 

whereas its absence signifies the occurrence of abnormal conditions on which the operators 

should be alarmed. 

Hwang et al. (2008) have developed an advanced alarm technique that is able to interpret the 

occurrence of different events of nuclear power plants and inform the operators accordingly to 

make them aware of the conditions. The operators are always provided with pre-alarm (early 

alarm) as (a) alert on forthcoming normal transitions so they would be aware of possible false 

alarms that may be released subsequently; (b) prognoses on the disturbance at an early stage and 

before it escalates to a real hazard, so they could take the proper actions. This technique exploits 

the control chart and the trends of the active parameters. The control chart typically records the 

set-points of the monitored process and informs the alarm reasoning about the mode transitions 

of the monitored process, so the corresponding parameters are activated and monitored. Trends 

of the active parameters are used to monitor the behaviour of the parameters and verify the 

occurrence of the actual disturbance on which alarm is released. 

2.3.1.2 Parameter Thresholds  

To detect disturbances in their early stages, the thresholds of parameters that define normality 

and/or abnormality should be specified effectively by achieving trade-off among three factors: 

- The need to filter spurious sensory measurements.  

- The need to provide operators with important alarms but not every symptom of failure. 

- The need to respect temporal constraints and ensure the timeliness of alarms.  

Thresholds should not be specified with a too high level of sensitivity. Such a situation might 

result in the release of false alarms due to different types of noise, e.g. ionisation radiation and 

electromagnetic interference or potential sensory bias. Thresholds should also not be too 

relaxed, which could result in not detecting deviations and depriving operators of knowledge of 

the actual conditions. In between sensitivity and indifference, thresholds should be specified to 

achieve effective timeliness in releasing an alarm (Brown et al., 2000). 

Davey et al. (1995) developed a technique that can achieve trade-off among the three factors 

and ultimately improve alarm annunciation for the Canadian Deuterium Uranium (CANDU). In 

this technique, alarm messages are generated early via condition monitoring and calculating the 
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rates and margins of parameters. Alarms are released whenever the rates are close to the 

margins, thereby affording the operators sufficient time to make the correct judgement by 

predicting future conditions from the early alarm messages. Despite the effective timeliness 

demonstrated by this technique, the huge number of early produced alarm messages may 

overwhelm and confuse the operators.  

To address this issue, another alarm technique was developed by Augustine et al. (2008), with 

the aim of improving the awareness of the operators of cement industrial processes. It involves a 

knowledge base from which alarm messages are composed and presented to the operators. 

Messages integrate a range of alarm information, such as identifying the deviation that causes 

the alarm and recommendations and guidance for corrective actions that could effectively help 

the operators in taking the corresponding fault controlling actions. 

Similarly, Jang et al. (2008) have developed an Advanced Alarm System (AAS) that consists of 

a Visual Display Unite (VDU) and Active Database System (ADS). The main role of the AAS 

is to provide the operators with sufficient feedback and alarm under normal and abnormal 

conditions, respectively. AAS depends mainly on extracting the relevant feedback and alarm 

information from the ADS. The idea of AAS, in turn, gave rise to the development of the 

System-integrated Modular Advanced Reactor-alarm System (SMART-AS), which is widely 

used in the control room of nuclear power plants (Jang et al., 2008). 

Figure 2-11 shows an example of the guidance message provided to the system operators in 

association with the released alarms. The message advises and guides the operators to carry out 

further checks before taking action. According to the outcome, the operators might decide to 

ignore the alarm message or to go ahead with the required action.  

 
Figure 2-11: Guidance Text Produced by an Advanced Alarm System (AAS) (Anderson, 2007). 

2.3.2 Alarm Processing 

In alarm processing, the technique should be able to achieve accurate distinction among 

genuine, consequent and false alarms. As genuine alarms represent the occurrence of the 
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disturbances, they should be presented to operators in a meaningful way. To avoid alarm 

avalanches, a cascade of related alarms caused by propagation of faults and false alarms should 

be filtered out. 

2.3.2.1 Cause-consequence Analysis 

In the intelligent alarm processing system, a functional graph is exploited to reduce the number 

alarms and provide effective feedback for two different types of operators: the maintenance 

operators who are concerned with the underlying cause of the detected fault and the piloting 

operators who are concerned with keeping the system operative (Ghariani et al., 2002). 

The functional graph of Figure 2-12 illustrates an example of the relationship between the 

original and consequent alarm. In that graph, square nodes represent monitored functions 

(parameters). This implies that on the fault of F11 a genuine alarm is released and shortly 

thereafter another alarm is released on the consequent fault of F3. From the functional graph, it 

can be seen that the later alarm belongs to the same propagation path, that is, F11, F6 and F3. 

Thus, the alarm that is released on the fault of F11 is genuine, while the other one is consequent.  

To provide the piloting operators with reduced alarm information the consequent alarm inhibits 

the causal alarm; pilot operators are provided with alarm on F3 only. On the contrary, to provide 

the maintenance operators with reduced alarm information, only the causal alarm on F11 is 

provided (Ghariani et al., 2002). 

F3

F6

F11

F7

F4

F2F1

Causal inhibition

 
Figure 2-12: Functional Graph for Alarm Reducing (Ghariani et al., 2002). 

It is debatable whether this strategy would always work. The technique might work when both 

the piloting and maintenance operators work together in the same control room. In other 

context, it might have limited effectiveness. In modern aircraft, for instance, the flight deck 

crew typically comprises two or three pilots with no flight engineer, as the role of the engineer 

has been eliminated. Inhibiting causal alarms and releasing only consequent alarms could 

deprive pilots of good situational awareness and hinder timely diagnosis and control of failures. 
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In a different technique developed by Lee et al. (2010), a cause-consequence model of the 

monitored system is exploited to reduce the number of released alarms. In that model every 

potential alarm is annotated and recognised as precursor, causal or consequential. In the 

presence of a disturbance a number of corresponding alarms would be released. According to 

the annotation of each alarm, operators treat consequent alarms as unimportant, whereas 

precursor and causal alarms are treated as important. Figure 2-13 shows an example of a cause-

consequence model. 

When the feed-water pump “FWBP-P04” fails, the following alarms would be raised: (a) a 

causal alarm “FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press-LoLo (P2)”; (b) precursor alarm “FWBP-P04 Trip 

(P2-P3)”; (c) two consequential alarms “RCPS-ACTu(P1-P2)” and “MFWP-P01 Trip (P2-P3)”.  

In this case, the important alarm would be the causal one “FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press-LoLo 

(P2)”, while others (as annotated) are consequent or precursor alarms (Lee et al., 2010).  

Raw Alarm

Mode, status 
Level Precursor Cause-consequence Alarm Presentation

FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press-Lolo(P2) 

Rx Trip

Normal 

FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press lo(P2)

FWBP-P04 Running

FWBP-P04 Trip(P2)

MFWP-P01 Trip(P2)

RPCS ACTu(P1)

Rx PWR > 75%

FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press-Lo(P2 - P3)

(Precursor)

FWBP-P04 Lube-Oil-Press-Lolo(P2)

(Causal)

RPCS-ACTu (P1 - P2)

 (Consequential)

MFWP-P01 Trip (P2 - P3) 

(Consequential)

FWBP-P04 Trip (P2 - P3)

(Consequential)

 
Figure 2-13: An Example of Different Alarms in a Cause-consequence Model (Lee et al., 2010). 

Despite the clear classification and distinction among the different types of alarms, this 

technique requires operators to achieve meticulous scanning before deciding on the corrective 

actions. This might impose extra workload that could potentially overwhelm and confuse the 

operators, particularly during emergency conditions. 

2.3.2.2 Sensory Measurements Validation 

Similar to the other system components, sensors have their own failures in which they exhibit 

abnormal behaviour. Practically, sensory failures result in the delivery of spurious sensory 

measurements to either or both automated controller and the alarm technique of the monitored 

system. In addition to affecting the automated controlling process of the monitored system, 
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spurious measurements could conceivably precipitate the release of false alarms that could 

confuse and mislead the operators. Thus, it is crucial to the effectiveness of the alarm technique 

to consider sensory failures. 

Sensory failures can be classified into two types. The first is coarse failures in which the faulty 

sensor delivers measurements that lie outside the range of expected measurements. Such faults 

can be easily detected by setting up a validation mechanism according to a declared range. The 

second type is subtle failures in which the faulty sensor delivers spurious measurements that do 

not violate the expected range, e.g. sticking at a certain measurement and delivering non-linear 

drift or biased measurements. Such failures are accordingly hard to detect (Papadopoulos and 

McDermid, 2001). 

To validate sensory measurements, detect and diagnose faults of sensors, Yu and Su (2006) 

developed a technique in which sensors of the monitored nuclear power plant are decomposed 

into a number of sub-groups. An important issue in the decomposing process is that each sensor 

is assigned to at least two sub-groups and no sensor should be assigned more than one time to 

any sub-group. Within every sub-group and based on the relations among the sensors, the 

consistency among the measurement is judged by Multivariate State Estimation Technique 

(MSET) and Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)
 1
. 

If the measurements of a sub-group are consistent then that indicates all the measurements are 

valid; there is no faulty sensor in the sub-group. On the contrary, an inconsistency indicates that 

the sub-group is not valid and there is at least one faulty sensor. As every sensor is a member of 

more than one sub-group, the inconsistency should appear in the other sub-groups that 

incorporate the faulty sensor and should not appear in those which do not incorporate it. Thus, 

the faulty sensor can be identified, as the common member among the inconsistent sub-groups. 

Based on the sub-grouping notion Yu and Su (2006) have developed two validation techniques; 

the Sub-group Consistency check (SCC) to detect single sensory failures and Sub-group Voting 

(SV) to detect multiple sensory failures. Figure 2-14 illustrates the sub-grouping of the SCC 

technique. In that illustration there are nine sensors decomposed into five sub-groups.  

During the validation process MSET may make three different types of judgements on the 

measurements of a sub-group, as follows:  

- Inconsistent sub-group, when one of the incorporated sensors delivers a spurious 

measurement. 

                                                           
1
 More information about MSET and SPRT can be found respectively in Cheng and Pecht (2007) and 

Chang (2004). More information on how they interact to the interest of this technique can be found in 

Yn and Su (2006).   
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- Consistent sub-group, when no spurious measurement is delivered by the incorporated 

sensors.  

- Undetermined sub-group, when a measurement of one of the incorporated sensors is 

undelivered to the MEST. 

MSET model 1 SPRT

Sub-group 1

MSET model 2 SPRT

Sub-group 2

MSET model 3 SPRT

Sub-group 3

MSET model 4 SPRT

Sub-group 4

MSET model 5 SPRT

Sub-group 5

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

Consistency 

Check

Consistency 

Check

Consistency 

Check

Consistency 

Check

Consistency 

Check

Faulty Signal 

Identification

 
Figure 2-14: SCC Technique for Validating Sensory Measurements (Yu and Su, 2006). 

With regard to detection of multiple sensory faults, Figure 2-15 illustrates the Sub-grouping 

Voting (SV) technique. Similar to the SCC, SV uses MSET to judge the sub-groups as 

consistent, inconsistent or undetermined. After a sub-group has been judged as inconsistent, 

faulty sensors are identified by a voting mechanism. This mechanism differentiates from SCC, 

where the faulty sensors are diagnosed through sub-group membership (inside the same sub-

group). 

MSET 

System Model
SPRT

Sub-group 1

MSET

System Model
SPRT

Sub-group 2

MSET

System Model
SPRT

Sub-group 3

MSET 

System Model
SPRT

Sub-group 4

MSET

System Model
SPRT

Sub-group 5

Signal 1

Signal 2

Signal 3

Signal 4

Signal 5

Signal 6

Signal 7

Signal 8

Signal 9

Voting Signal State 

(Counting and Decision)

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

Sensor 6

Sensor 7

Sensor 8

Sensor 9

 
Figure 2-15: SV Technique for Validating Sensory Measurements (Yu and Su, 2006). 
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An observation of the effectiveness of sub-grouping validation reveals that the approach in both 

techniques (SCC and SV) delivers effective validation results when all the sub-groups are 

judged either consistent or inconsistent. However, if there are undelivered sensory 

measurements the entire sub-group would consequently be judged as undetermined. The 

presence of one or more undetermined sub-groups may result in failure to identify the faulty 

sensor and hence the validity of the sensory measurements cannot be judged. Moreover, Yu and 

Su (2006) have pointed out that, as the SV technique requires different types of sub-groups, its 

practical applicability is accordingly limited. 

Baraldi et al. (2010a) developed a similar technique (but without sub-groups) to validate 

sensory measurements, and to detect and diagnose the sensory faults of nuclear power plants. In 

this technique, detective and diagnostic decisions are made by the Sequential Probability Ratio 

Test (SPRT). Knowledge to inform the SPRT reasoning is aggregated by Local Fusion (LF) 

strategy from principal component analysis of the local behaviour of the monitored sensors. 

More similar approaches with relative differences can be found also in Baraldi et al. (2009) and 

Baraldi et al. (2010b). 

In earlier work, Kim et al. (1990, 1988) developed a Sensory Failure Diagnosis Tree (SFDT) to 

validate sensory measurement and diagnose the faulty sensors. The tree is originally built from 

a number of sensory validation criteria (SVCs) that probe to achieve the required validation and 

diagnosis. To illustrate the idea of this technique, let us consider the physical illustration of a 

flow line and its SFDT shown by Figure 2-16.  

Abnormal 

flow

a, b and c are True
Measurements are valid.

SFDT MessageSVCs evaluation

c is True

a and b are False
Measurements of FM are not valid and FM failed.

a is False and b is True
Measurements of DPS are not valid and DPS failed.

a is True and b is false
Measurements of SPS are not valid and SPS failed.

Outlet 

Pump

Flow Meter 

(FM)

Suction Pressure Sensor 

(SPS)

Discharge Pressure Sensor 

(DPS)

Flow line

Sensory Failure Diagnosis Tree (SFDT)

SVCs:

a: pressure(DPS) is abnormal;

b: pressure(SPS) is abnormal;

c: flow(FM) is abnormal;

 
Figure 2-16: A Flow Line and its Sensory Failure Diagnosis Tree (SFDT). 
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The flow line incorporates three sensors: Suction Pressure Sensor (SPS), Discharge Pressure 

Sensor (DPS) and Flow Meter (FM) sensor. In order to validate the measurements of those 

sensors and diagnose the faulty among them, SVCs are formed in three criteria (as shown by 

SVCs column in Figure 2-16). After identifying the logic among those criteria, SFDT is 

constructed. During the monitoring time, criteria are evaluated according to their appearance in 

the SFDT and corresponding alarm messages are selected and announced to the operators. 

The above discussed techniques depend on analytical redundancy among the variant sensors, in 

other words, the techniques depend on the relationships among the sensors of the monitored 

process. Dating back to the 1970s, measurement validation and faulty sensors diagnosis were 

dependent on hardware redundancy techniques. Typically, techniques were implemented by 

deploying a number of redundant sensors to measure the functionality of the monitored system. 

By taking those measurements into a voting process, biased and spurious measurements are 

filtered out and true measurements validated (Clark, 1978).  

Although hardware redundancy techniques offer adequate robustness, their applicability is 

limited since they tend to increase cost, weight and volume. On the contrary, analytical 

redundancy techniques have proved cost-effective and also do not entail increased weight or 

volume and so they are widely applied. 

2.3.3 Alarm Prioritisation and Alarm Availability 

Alarm prioritisation can be defined as the process in which alarms are given annunciation 

priorities according to their relative importance. Alarm availability can be defined as the process 

in which an alarm is selected according to its priority to be presented to the system operators at 

the correct time. In the case in which two or more alarms are valid to alert the operators on the 

occurrence of a fault, each of them is given a different priority so that with the highest priority 

is announced and emphasised to attract the attention of the operators. The other, however, 

should be de-emphasised or delayed until the proper time (Brown et al., 2000). 

In prioritising the alarms of the nuclear power plants, it is important to consider the following 

four factors Hickling (1994): 

- Safety consequences. 

- Urgency. 

- Relevance to the task in hand.  

- Productivity consequences. 

In the same work, Hickling (1994) emphasised that the safety consequences is the most 

important factor, so highly threatening alarms should have the highest priority. In a similar 
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work, O’Hara et al. (2002) emphasised that urgency in association with the safety consequences 

are the most important factors, so alarms that imply these factors should be given the highest 

priority.  

Relevant literature has identified two different strategies typically taken to prioritise alarms in 

the control rooms of plants and cockpits. The first is dynamic prioritisation, which depends on 

presenting alarms with different format according to their priority. The second strategy is group-

presentation prioritisation, which depends on presenting alarms according to the hierarchical 

architecture of the monitored process and the importance of the relevant functions. 

2.3.3.1 Dynamic Prioritisation 

Dynamic prioritisation is generally implemented by three different strategies. Firstly, presenting 

alarms in different colour codes (Pirus, 1996; Lee et al., 2010). The colour spectrum ranging 

from red and amber to magenta is the most common for this purpose, with red consistently 

signifying the highest priority alarms and amber and magenta lower priority alarms. Colours 

coding may extend to signify the time intervals during which the operators should respond to 

the alarm. The time that is required to respond to a red alarm is, for instance, between 5 and 15 

minutes
1
 (Brown et al., 2000). 

In the second strategy the differentiation among alarms’ importance is achieved by presenting 

them according to their associated severity. Alarms are prioritised from the highest to the lowest 

priority as catastrophic, critical, marginal and insignificant. Similar to the above, the response 

time could also be implied with such priorities (O'Hara et al., 1997). 

In the third strategy, alarms might be prioritised by announcing the high priority alarms and 

suppressing or hiding the less priority. In some cases, lower priority alarms should be facilitated 

as optional-access alarms that can support the operators with further information on the 

conditions (Brown et al., 2000). 

It is also common to combine among the above three strategies to develop effective alarm 

techniques. Figure 2-17 shows an example of a prioritised alarm message of the Engine 

Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) of the Boeing 747-441. 

                                                           
1
 Actions that should be taken within less than 5 minutes are usually taken automatically (Brown et al, 

2000). 
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FIRE ENG 3

> AUTO PILOT 

FLAP PRIMARY

PACK 3

>YAW DAMPER UPR

(11 LINES)

Warning Line

Caution Lines

Advisory Lines

Memo Lines

Page Number

Status Cue

Recall indication

CON IGNITION ON

SEABELTS ON

PG 1STATUSRECALL

 
Figure 2-17: An alarm message of EICAS (Boeing, 2000). 

The title of the warning message (warning line) appears in red due to its high priority and 

similarly the rest of the lines appear in different colours according to their priorities. The status 

cue signifies whether there are more warning messages and the page number signifies the 

number of hidden (not presented) pages that belong to the presented message. 

2.3.3.2 Group-presentation Prioritisation 

Taking advantage of the facility of computer-generating text, alarms are organised in groups 

and presented through screen (CRT or LCD) windows according to the hierarchical architecture 

of the monitored process and the importance of the relevant functionality. The main concern 

here is with presenting a small number of important alarms and facilitating access to further 

information and less important alarms (Roth and O'Hara, 2002). 

Figure 2-18 shows an example of an alarm message window (alarm handler) presented 

according to group prioritisation. The window is divided into two main parts; an alarm tree 

structure shown in the left half and alarm group contents display shown in the right half. 

Additionally, at the top of the window there are two bars, the title bar and menu bar, and the 

lower part of the window shows a message area (Anderson, 2007). 

The alarm tree structure is displayed as a hierarchy of grouped alarms. The contents of the 

selected alarms are displayed in more detail. The role of the menu bar is to give the required 

options by which operators can access information about other functions. The message area 

shows information about the presented function; whether it is a local or a global function and 

whether it is currently active or passive. A local function is one that is provided by a sub-

system, while a global function is one that is provided collaboratively among a number of sub-
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systems. This area facilitates also silencing alarms’ sound or suppressing the illuminated 

alarms’ lights (Anderson, 2007). 

 
Figure 2-18: An Alarm Handler Window (Anderson, 2007). 

2.4 Fault Controlling 

Thus far, different techniques of fault detection and diagnosis and alarm annunciation have been 

discussed. In this section, fault controlling is discussed as the third and final safety task.  

Faults of critical systems often result in disastrous failures if they are left unattended or 

controlled incorrectly. The industrial field has witnessed a number of accidents in which blame 

was ascribed to the human operators who either acted incorrectly or inadvertently failed to take 

the necessary actions. Automated fault controlling techniques, therefore, have been extensively 

researched to support the operators and avoid such scenarios (Jiang, 2005).  

Fault controlling is always considered in alignment with the domain of the complex controlling 

process and there are two different approaches to achieve real-time fault controlling. Manual 

interference of the system’s operators is one of those approaches.  In this approach, in addition 

to the need of an advanced alarm scheme, the operators should be fully trained and provided 

with the required guidance on controlling faults (Patton, 1997; Seo and Kim, 1996).  

The other fault controlling approach is achieved automatically by a computerised controller. 

Such a controller is most commonly called a Fault-Tolerant Control System
1
 (FTCS) 

(Srichander and Walker, 1993; Lopez and Sarigul-Klijn, 2010). FTCS, in turn, can be classified 

                                                           
1
 In some literature, though, it is also called a reliable control system (Veillette et al, 1992). 
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into Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC) and Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling (PFTC) 

(Zhang and Jiang, 2008). Figure 2-19 shows a general classification of fault control approaches. 

Real-time Fault Controlling Manual Fault Control

Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC)

Fault-Tolerant Control System (FTCS)

Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling (PFTC)

 
Figure 2-19: A Classification of the Fault Control and Correction Approaches. 

2.4.1 Manual Fault Controlling 

The manual fault controlling that is conducted by the crew pilots of aircraft is one of the 

prominent examples of un-automated fault controlling. Pilots are provided with a quick 

reference handbook as guidance on controlling potential failures. Based on the alarm and the 

feedback that are provided by the monitoring instrument of the flight deck, the pilots are trained 

to initially relate the abnormal condition to the corresponding control (remedial) procedure. 

They are also trained to apply the correct procedure with vigilant monitoring of evolutionary 

conditions (Holder, 2003).  

For instance, the loss of electrical power (Alternating Current) of the left and right buses of a 

Boeing 767 aircraft would result in illuminating the “AC BUS OFF” light and a message being 

presented by the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS), as shown in Figure 2-

20. In response to this failure, the crew pilots would open the quick reference handbook to 

select the corresponding checklist and control procedure. 

L  AC  BUS  OFF

R  AC  BUS  OFF

BUS 

OFF

BUS 

OFF

EICAS Message:

Lights:

 
Figure 2-20: EICAS Message and Alert Light (Holder, 2003). 

Figure 2-21 shows the corresponding checklist page of the reference handbook. To make sure 

that the selected procedure is able control the failure, the pilots apply the required actions and at 

the same time monitor the conditions through the EICAS and the alarm lights. One of the lines 
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in that page shows that if the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is available “If APU available” it 

should be started. After starting the APU, two actions should be taken; the first is “LEFT BUS 

TIE SWITCH, OFF, THEN AUTO” and the second is “RIGHT BUS TIE SWITCH, OFF, 

THEN AUTO”. If, following these measures, the “AC BUS OFF” lights are still illuminated 

then further actions will need to be taken. 

Condition: An AC BUS OFF light illuminated indicates the AC bus is unpowered. 

GENERATOR CONTROL SWITCH …………………….…………….. OFF, THEN ON

Attempt only one reset.

APU SELECTOR

(If APU available) ………………….………………………. START, RELEASE TO ON

[Provide an additional source of electrical power.]

After APU running:

LEFT BUS TIE SWITCH…………………………………………... OFF, THEN AUTO

Attempt only one reset.

RIGHT BUS TIE SWITCH………………..………………………... OFF, THEN AUTO

Attempt only one reset.

If both AC BUS OFF lights were illuminated and AC power is restored:

FMC ROUTE …………………………………………..……………….. ACTIVATE 

FMC PERFORMANCE DATA ………...…...………..…….……………....ENTER 

If an IRS ALIGN light is illuminated: 

IRS MODE SELECTOR

AC BUS OFF

(Affected IRS(s) only) ……….……...…...………..…….…………….........ATT 

Enter heading on IRS control panel or FMC POS INIT page.

HEADING ……………………...……...…...………..…….……………....ENTER 

Continued on next page

 
Figure 2-21: A Page of the Quick Reference Handbook of Boeing 767 (Holder, 2003).  

Taking advantage of features that become available through electronic alarm annunciation, 

several techniques have been proposed to automate the notion of the quick reference handbook 

and reduce the workload of pilots and ultimately achieve effective fault control. Hill (1993) has 

defined three questions, which can be arisen from the occurrence of multiple dependent failures, 

to be addressed prior to the development of such a technique: 

- The first question is how to provide the operators with control procedures that do not 

contradict each other in the case of the synchronous occurrence of multiple failures. For 

example, the two conflicting procedures that cure the faults of high fuel temperature and 
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engine stall of an aircraft. While the former requires increasing the thrust of the linked 

engine to aid cooling, the latter requires reducing the thrust.  

- The second question is how to raise the operators’ awareness of the combined results of 

applying more than one corrective procedure. Such a case might be faced when two or more 

faults occur in a temporal sequence. For example, when one of the two packs of an aircraft 

overheats, the corrective procedure then requires shutting the pack down. Similarly, the 

shutdown procedure should also be applied if the second pack overheats. In this case the 

cabin of the aircraft would be left without air pressurisation and temperature conditioning 

and an emergency descent should be launched.  

- The last issue is how to raise the operators’ awareness of the consequential (or dependent) 

results of applying different corrective procedures. For example, when an aircraft depends 

for conditioning its cabin on one pack as the second one has been shut down due to an 

overheat fault, the occurrence of a bleed air leak failure in the engine on which the operative 

pack depends should be cured by cutting off bleed air. That would result in no air supply to 

the operative pack and the cabin would consequently be unpressurised and, again, an 

emergency descent should be launched.  

In the same work, Hill (1993) has proposed an approach that can address the above questions 

and automate the notion of the quick reference handbook. In that approach the corrective 

procedures are (a) prioritised through exploiting a model of Goal Order Search Tree (GOST); 

(b) arranged in a way that does not imply contradictions through exploiting a network 

propagation algorithm that counts the contradictions among the goals in the GOST; (c) provided 

to the pilots as electronic guidance through the Central Warning System (CWS
1
).  

Figure 2-22 shows an excerpt of the GOST of an initial configuration of an aircraft. GOST 

consists of a number of nodes, arrows and rules (logic gates) arranged in several levels. Nodes 

represent component statuses and critical functions of the aircraft. Arrows link the nodes to each 

other through rules (AND or OR) and show the paths in which statuses of the components and 

functions are propagated across different levels. Two types of arrows are used, the solid arrows 

representing direct propagation and the dashed arrows representing the inverse (not 

propagation). Every node encloses three attributes which are illustrated as follows: 

(v, p, d) 

Where v: is the value that shows whether the represented state is achieved or not; 

p: is the priority that represents the importance of the given component or function in 

the overall functionality. 

d: is the denied priority that represents the maximum priority of the state when it is not 

achieved and as required by the optimum configuration. 

                                                           
1
 In modern aircraft the CWS has different names. For example, in the Airbus A320 it is called Electronic 

Centralised Aircraft Monitor (ECAM) and in the Boeing 757 and 747-400 it is called Engine Indicating 

and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) (Hill, 1993). 
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Figure 2-22: An Excerpt of the GOST of Initial Configuration of an Aircraft (Hill, 1993). 

In Figure 2-22, GOST incorporates goals ENGINE1-SAFE, ELECTRIC, FUEL-SAFE and 

DOMESTICS, which are associated with the respective attributes (1, 40, 40), (1, 10, 10), (1, 30, 

30) and (1, 5, 5). The occurrence of a high fuel temperature, for instance, is represented by the 

node FUEL-HI-TEMP in which the value (v) of the enclosed attributes would be changed from 

0 to 1, consequently. This fault may occur due either to there being extra load on the Inertial 

Drive Generator (IDG) or to there being insufficient cooling fuel. 

Fuel overheating can be controlled either by disconnecting the IDG or by switching the galley 

off to reduce the load on the IDG and increasing the thrust to increase the flow of the fuel. 

According to the associated priorities and functional dependability, switching the galley off is 

the best corrective action. After achieving that action the associated attributes of the relevant 

nodes would be calculated and updated according to the new configuration.  

Nodes whose attributes would be changed are DOMISTIC, FUEL-HI-TEMP, FUEL-

ACTIONS, THRUST-HI, GALLEY, ENG-STALL and THRUST-LOW to become respectively 

as follows: (0, 10, 0), (1, 50, 50), (1, 10, 30), (1, 10, 30), (0, 10, 30), (0, 10, 40) and (0, 10, 30). 

As such, the up-to-date priorities would contribute similarly to the decision on the best 

procedure to control future faults (Hill, 1993). 

Despite the attractive control abilities of exploiting GOST, Hill (1993) has also identified a 

number of limitations. As the aircraft system has a number of different flying phases, the 

calculation of priorities must take the impact of those phases into account. Another limitation is 

that as the value (v) of the nodes’ attributes is a binary value, the presentation of the statuses of 

functions and components is restricted to two digital values (1 or 0). This does not align with 

the need of analogue values in different cases, e.g. presenting the thrust level. The last limitation 
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is the lack of identification of the transitory actions that are applied to obtain temporary 

statuses; such statuses are needed to serve specific controlling purposes and would be changed 

thereafter. 

2.4.2 Fault-Tolerant Control System (FTCS) 

Fault-Tolerant Control Systems (FTCS) can be classified into Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling 

(AFTC) and Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling (PFTC). Both AFTC and PFTC assume that 

faults are already known and taken into controlling consideration during the design of the 

controller of the monitored system.  Accordingly, the controller would be able to deal with the 

real-time presence of those faults and maintain the safety of the controlled system (Jiang, 2005).  

2.4.2.1 Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC) 

Research on the AFTC has been motivated by the aircraft flight control system. The essential 

goal of that research is to add self-repairing capability by which an aircraft could achieve its 

mission or land safely in the presence of faults (Lopez and Sarigul-Klijn, 2010). According to 

Jiang (2005), AFTC might also be called reconfigurable controlling, self-repair controlling or 

restructure-able controlling. 

Figure 2-23 shows an illustration and the main components of the AFTC. The typical AFTC 

consists of four basic components: (a) reconfigurable controller; (b) fault detection and 

diagnosis; (c) reconfiguration mechanism; (d) command/reference governor. The reconfigurable 

controller is a digital controller whose structure and parameters are directed by the 

reconfiguration mechanism. The reconfiguration mechanism, in turn, is responsible for 

scheduling the work scenario of the monitored system. In order to support the reconfiguration 

mechanism, the command/reference governor and the system operators could also inject or 

adjust control commands (Lopez, Sarigul-Klijn, 2010; Jiang, 2005; Zhang and Jiang, 2008). 
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Figure 2-23: An Illustration of AFTC (Lopez, Sarigul-Klijn, 2010). 
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In real time, AFTC always achieves fault controlling by applying the corresponding corrective 

procedures. On the occurrence of an engine fault of a two-engine aircraft, for example, the 

corrective procedure includes the following actions: (a) cut-off fuel flow to the faulty engine; 

(b) achieve cross feed from the tanks that were feeding the faulty engine; (c) apply the 

corresponding command movements to control the surface and compensational instructions to 

the operative engine (Delta Virtual Airlines, 2003). 

One of the drawbacks that have been highlighted in applying the AFTC is that there is some 

undesirable time delay in controlling highly critical faults and such delay may pose serious 

risks. Additionally, due to the involvement of a number of computational components, AFTC 

might also be subject to application of incorrect controlling decisions (Jiang, 2005). 

2.4.2.2 Passive Fault-Tolerant Control (PFTC) 

PFTC relies mainly on redundant components, such as multiple control computers and backup 

sensors and actuators (Zhao and Jiang, 1998). The idea of the PFTC is based on providing the 

pivotal components with redundant copies and multiple disjoint controllers that activate the 

redundant copy and deactivate the primary component whenever it fails (Heimerdinger and 

Weinstock, 1992). 

Typically, provision of redundant components is implemented by hot or cold standby 

redundancy. In hot standby redundancy, the system is provided with parallel redundant 

components which operate simultaneously (powered up). Each component monitors the output 

of the other(s). Should any of them fail, the others take over (Shooman, 2002). Figure 2-24, 

illustrates an example of two parallel redundant components. 

Controller

Component 1

Component 2

OutputInput

Controller

 
Figure 2-24: An Example of two Hot Standby Components. 

In cold standby redundancy, only one component is on-line (powered up) and other copies are 

on standby (powered down). Should the on-line component fail, it is powered down and one of 

the standby components is powered up by a controller (Shooman, 2002). Figure 2-25, illustrates 

an example of two cold standby components. 
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Figure 2-25: An Example of two Cold Standby Components. 

Similar to the AFTC, PFTC also has drawbacks which have been identified as the extra cost and 

space needed to add the redundant components. Additionally, providing systems with redundant 

components, particularly the means of transportation, may simply add extra weight and impair 

the system’s performance. Thus, the idea of a hybrid FTCS has also been exploited. In the 

hybrid FTCS the AFTC and PFTC are exploited together based on the advantages offered by 

each (Jiang, 2005).  

2.5 On-line Safety Monitor 

This section discusses on-line safety monitors which are developed to deliver some or all of the 

safety tasks that have been discussed so far: fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation 

and fault controlling.  

Industrial experience evidences that safety monitors play a key role in the safety of critical 

system (IAEA, 2008; Papadopoulos, 2003; Zolghadri, 2002). In the avionics industry, it has 

become widely accepted that on-line monitors contribute to reduce pilot errors that may occur 

during and due to emergency conditions. Prompt fault detection and providing the pilot with 

informative alarm can improve the ability of pilots to take correct and on-time controlling 

actions. Fault controlling techniques effectively reduce the pilots’ workload and thus they are 

allowed enough time to plan and decide on more important tasks, e.g. an emergency landing 

(Zolghadri, 2002). 

Similarly, in the operational safety of nuclear power plants, on-line safety monitors have 

demonstrated a number of safety merits, namely (a) detecting the abnormality of a wide range 

of on-line conditions, such as vibration, acoustic and loose parts; (b) diagnosing the underlying 

causes of reactor noise and the upset of the components; (c) early warning of imminent failure 

or component degrading and thus reduce the maintenance cost (IAEA, 2008; Hashemian, 2011); 

(d) achieving automated on-line calibration of the important transmitters, such as levels, 

pressures and flows, of nuclear power plants, and this can effectively reduce the radiation 

exposure of the operators and eliminate the consumption of manpower associated with manual 

calibration (Hashemian, 2004). 
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The typical development of monitors is generally from monitoring knowledge about the 

behaviour of the monitored system coupled with a number of reasoning algorithms. In the 

relevant literature, monitors are classified, based on their architectural nature into two 

concurrent classes: monolithic monitors and multi-agent monitors. Each of these two classes is 

classified further into model-based and data-based monitors, based on the type of the encoded 

monitoring knowledge. Figure 2-26 illustrates this classification. 

On-line Safety Monitor Monolithic On-line Safety Monitor

Multi-agent On-line Safety Monitor

Model-based Monolithic Monitor

Data-based Monolithic Monitor

Model-based Multi-agent Monitor

Data-based Multi-agent Monitor
 

Figure 2-26: A Classification of the On-line Safety Monitor Approaches. 

2.5.1 Monolithic On-line Safety Monitors  

An example of the monolithic monitors is the one proposed by Papadopoulos (2003). The 

monitor delivers three safety tasks: (a) fault detection and diagnosis; (b) alarm annunciation; (c) 

fault controlling. The monitor itself has been developed from model-based monitoring 

knowledge and three generic mechanisms: event monitor, diagnostic engine and event 

processor. Figure 2-27 illustrates an architectural view of the monitor and its components. 

Monitoring knowledge, or as it is called by Papadopoulos (2003) the monitoring model, is 

constructed of two constituents. The first is a hierarchy of state-machines that holds the normal 

and abnormal behaviour of the system and its sub-systems. The second constituent is a 

diagnostic model, which is a number of fault trees that relate possible functional failures to their 

underlying causes. Synthesis of those fault trees is achieved by a semi-automated safety 

assessment technique called Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies 

(HiP-HOPS) (Papadopoulos et al., 2001). 

The main role of the event monitor is to detect and identify three types of events: failure events, 

normal events and corrective events. The event monitor achieves its role through the continuous 

monitoring of a list of events (parameters) after instantiating them with up-to-date sensory 

measurements. After the occurrence of an event, the event processor (a) examines the impact of 

that event on the state-machines of the system and its sub-systems; (b) updates the event list 

accordingly.  
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Figure 2-27: Architectural View of the Safety Monitor Developed by Papadopoulos (2003). 

For diagnosing the underlying causes of the failure events, the diagnostic engine traverses the 

relevant fault trees, whose top event encloses the detected failure. The trees are traversed top-

down and at the same time their encoded symptoms are evaluated to track the correct 

propagation path and eventually diagnose the underlying causes. 

In a quite similar approach, Peng et al. (2007) have also proposed a monolithic monitor that 

exploits the three mechanisms: event monitor, diagnostic engine and event processor. The 

monitor also exploits model-based monitoring knowledge to reference the monitoring 

reasoning. However, this monitor differs from the one proposed by Papadopoulos (2003) in 

replacing the hierarchy of the state-machines with the control chart of the monitored system. By 

this replacement the potential of applying conflicted corrective measures in the monitor of 

Papadopoulos (2003) has been eliminated. Figure 2-28 illustrates an architectural view of this 

monitor and its components.  

The motivation for the above two monitors was the observation that, in modern industrial 

practice, vast amounts of knowledge derived in off-line safety assessments cease to be useful 

following the certification and deployment of a system. Thus, a key contribution of these 
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monitors is that they bring this knowledge forward to the operational phase of a system and 

usefully exploit it for developing cost-effective on-line safety monitoring. 

Monolithic monitors have also been developed from data-based monitoring knowledge. Doan 

and Srinivasan (2008) have developed a data-based monolithic monitor to monitor a multi-

phase process of a chemical plant. Knowledge about the potential behaviour of the plant is 

extracted from the process historian database by multivariate statistical process control and 

principal component analysis. By reasoning among the initial conditions and event timings and 

the extracted knowledge, the monitor detects, diagnoses, and reports abnormalities. 
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Figure 2-28: Architectural View of the Safety Monitor Developed by Peng et al. (2007). 

The significant limitation that can be identified with the monolithic monitors is a consequence 

of their monolithic concept in which all the components of the monitored system are delegated 

to a single reasoning monitor. This does not align well with the distributed and complicated 

nature of most modern systems, which typically incorporate a huge number of components that 

work collaboratively in complex cooperative structures. 

2.5.2 Multi-agent On-line Safety Monitors 

Considering the distributed reasoning paradigm and thus developing distributed on-line safety 

monitors appears as the best turn to address the limitation of the monolithic monitors. Multi-

agent systems have been proposed and researched, as a means to develop these monitors. In 

addition to incorporating a multi-agent system, monitors are also developed from model-based 

and data-based monitoring knowledge.  
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Among the model-based multi-agent monitors are the one developed by Ren et al. (2006) and 

that developed by Eo et al. (2001, 2000). In the former monitor, the multi-agent system is 

arranged in two levels, lower level and higher level. At the lower level a number of monitoring 

agents are deployed and at the higher level a supervisor agent is deployed. The lower level 

agents monitor the parameters of the sub-systems. To achieve that role, each agent is provided 

with a corresponding portion of the monitoring knowledge to inform its local reasoning. Every 

portion consists of a functional model augmented with operators’ expertise. At the higher level, 

the supervisor agent is provided with a different behavioural model, the Markov model
1
. This 

agent reasons qualitatively on that model and collaborates with the lower level agents to reach 

global diagnostic decisions. Collaboration between the agents of the two levels is achieved 

according to an especially developed protocol.   

The monitor developed by Eo et al. (2001, 2000) consists of a number of functional behaviour 

models and monitoring agents. Agents are deployed to monitor the functions of the monitored 

system locally and collaborate with each other to achieve global diagnostic decisions. During 

the monitoring time, the real-time reasoning of every agent is informed by its corresponding 

portion of the functional behaviour model. For each function the model records different states 

and each state, in turn, holds details about the function in a certain mode. 

Among the data-based multi-agent monitors are those developed by Ng and Srinivasan (2010) 

and Niu et al. (2007). In the work of Ng and Srinivasan (2010) the monitor is developed to 

detect and diagnose faults of chemical processes. To deliver this task a number of agents are 

deployed over the monitored process. Each agent monitors the entire process and reasons 

locally by exploiting one of the following reasoning methods: self-organisation maps, principal 

component analysis, neural network or non-parametric approaches. Moreover, to eliminate the 

possibility of producing conflicting local detection and diagnosis results, agents are also 

provided with decision fusion methods, which are voting-based fusion and Bayesian probability 

fusion, and a collaboration protocol to reason globally and reach consensus decisions. 

In a slightly different monitoring idea, the monitor of Niu et al. (2007) is developed from a 

multi-agent system, fusion algorithm and pattern recognition techniques. Agents are deployed 

over the monitored process; each acts as a classifier and achieves pattern recognition. Every 

agent monitors the entire process from different sensory data sources (from commensurate and 

non-commensurate sensors). By combining between the Bayesian and the method of majority 

voting, the agents reason among their sensory data and achieve local decision fusion on 

detecting and diagnosing faults of the monitored process. According to a dynamic fusion 

algorithm, agents also collaborate with each other to achieve global decision fusion and reach 

better fault detection and diagnosis decisions. To track the behaviour of the monitored process, 

                                                           
1
 More information about the Markov model can be found in Rabiner and Juang (1986). 
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every agent is also provided with a co-decision matrix from which they decide on the 

information that should be exchanged in different behavioural contexts, i.e. phases. 

Despite the success of multi-agent systems in implementing distributed safety reasoning, two 

limitations have also been highlighted: 

- The typical lack of effective collaboration protocols. Collaboration protocols are a pre-

requisite for establishing integrated reasoning among the monitoring agents and thus 

delivering timely, consistent and effective monitoring tasks (Wallace et al., 2011; Roos et 

al., 2002 and 2003a,b). 

- The logical omniscience problem. Splitting and distributing monitoring knowledge among a 

number of the monitoring agents may result in leaving them susceptible to monitoring 

conditions that fall beyond their provided knowledge and reasoning abilities (Sayda, 2011; 

Mangina, 2005). 
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2.6 Summary 

This chapter has provided a refined outline for addressing the problem of on-line safety 

monitoring. It shows that monitoring critical systems and improving their safety can be realised 

through the delivery of three safety tasks: fault detection and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and 

fault controlling. Accordingly, in the context of this thesis the focus is on a developing a 

monitor that can deliver these tasks.  

The chapter also considered whether the model-based or data-based monitoring approach is 

appropriate to develop the proposed monitor and concluded the following: 

- Both approaches necessitate input from different engineering disciplines to construct 

monitoring knowledge that can support the delivery of the three safety tasks. The produced 

knowledge would tend, therefore, to be very expensive.   

- Due to the involvement of different engineering disciplines, the produced knowledge is most 

likely to be inconsistent and thus the ultimate effectiveness of the developed monitor cannot 

be assured.  

Taking advantage of the cost-effective monitoring ideas of Peng et al. (2007) and Papadopoulos 

(2003), the decision has been made to exploit safety assessment models as monitoring 

knowledge to support the real-time reasoning of the proposed monitor. Assessment models, 

especially those constructed on a model-based concept can inform the monitoring reasoning 

with thorough and consistent knowledge about the normal and abnormal behaviour of the 

monitored system and support the effective delivery of the three safety tasks.  

In this thesis, the targeted safety assessment models are specifically those produced by the state-

of-the-art safety assessment techniques
1
; Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and 

Propagation Studies (HiP-HOPS) (Papadopoulos et al., 2001) and Architectural Analysis and 

Design Language (AADL) (Feiler and Rugina, 2007). The validity of this exploitation is further 

investigated and demonstrated in the next chapter.  

With regard to the architectural nature of the monitors and real-time reasoning, the chapter also 

reviewed, examined a number of monolithic and multi-agent monitoring concepts and 

concluded the following: 

                                                           
1
 It must also be noted that there is a plethora of similar techniques that produce assessment models to 

some extent similar to those produced by the HiP-HOPS and AADL. Consider, for example, Galileo-

dynamic fault tree analysis (Dugan et al., 1999; Sullivan et al., 1999), Altarica (Bieber et al., 2002; 

Bieber et al., 2004) and FSAP/NuSMV-SA (Bozzano et al., 2003; Bozzano and Villafiorita, 2003a,b). 
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- Due to the limited ability of monolithic monitors to cope with the distributed and 

complicated nature of modern systems, they thus have been excluded as a development 

option.  

- The demonstrated success of multi-agent monitors makes them rather promising as an option 

for developing the proposed monitor.  

Bearing in mind that the multi-agent systems suffer some monitoring limitations, namely, the 

lack of effective collaborative protocol and the logical omniscience problem, Chapter Four 

develops a multi-agent system that can address such limitations and achieve effective safety 

reasoning. 
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Chapter Three 

Distributed On-line Safety Monitor: an Overview and Distributed Monitoring Model  

3.1  Introduction  

This chapter provides an overview of the proposed monitor and describes the way of organising 

the monitoring knowledge as an executable model. The chapter firstly introduces issues 

concerning the monitored system and states the exact meaning of terms that will be used in the 

rest of the thesis. It then proceeds to outline the overall position, role, architecture and 

constituents of the monitor. The development of the distributed monitoring model (as the first 

constituent of the monitor) is then discussed. In this context, formalisation issues are addressed 

and techniques to filter and validate sensory measurements and detect, diagnose and control 

sensory faults are developed. 

3.2 Monitored System 

Critical systems are sophisticated machines which typically have large numbers of software and 

hardware components and which exhibit complex and dynamic behaviour. A modern aircraft is 

an example of such systems; it involves hundreds of thousands of components and delivers a 

flight mission over a number of behavioural phases: pre-flying, taxiing, take-off, climbing, 

cruising, approaching, and landing.  

Large scale and complex dynamic behaviour may call into question the effective delivery of 

monitoring tasks. Large scale means large volumes of monitoring data and many potential 

deviations from normal behaviour which may be difficult to detect and handle without errors or 

omissions. In systems that have many operational phases, it is often difficult to know when a 

particular condition should be considered normal or abnormal and what are the effects and 

appropriate remedial actions.  

Thorough knowledge about the architecture and behaviour of the system is, therefore, necessary 

to achieve effective safety monitoring. 

3.2.1 System Architecture and Operational Structure 

Large-scale systems are mostly designed as a hierarchy of components that can themselves be 

systems (Pressman, 2001 and 1998). In a hierarchy, relationships among components are 

typically implemented as between a parent, child and siblings. For example, the components of 

an aircraft system include the flight control system, navigation system, power plant systems, 
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surface systems, landing gear systems, wide area augmentation system and global positioning 

system. In the hierarchical architecture, some of those components may appear as parents and 

children at the same time. The navigation system can be seen as a child of the flight control 

system and at the same time it is a parent of some child components such as the wide area 

augmentation system and global positioning system. Similarly, these systems may also have 

their own child components. Components - often at the same level of a hierarchy - also appear 

as siblings that work collaboratively to integrate and achieve different functions across different 

phases; e.g. power plant systems and surface systems. 

In order to simplify the architectural view of the monitored system, a generic hierarchical view 

of the system’s components is introduced here. As shown in Figure 3-1, in this view, 

components that appear at the lowest hierarchical level (level0) are classified as basic 

components (BC). Components that appear at levels extending from level1 to leveln-1 are 

classified as sub-systems (Ss). Finally, the component that appears at the top level (leveln) is 

classified as the system (S). 

System S

Sub-system Ss Sub-system Ss

Sub-system Ss

BC ………….........… BC

Basic components

Leveln-1

Leveln

Sub-system Ss

BC ………….........… BC

Basic components

Sub-system Ss

BC ………….........… BC

Basic components

Sub-system Ss

BC ………….........… BC

Basic components

Level0

Level1

 
Figure 3-1: General Illustration of the Components Classification. 

During operation, a system’s architecture may appear in different topologies, in which some 

components might be engaged or not. For example, when an aircraft is in the cruise phase, the 

landing gears are not engaged, whereas they should be engaged during the pre-flight, taxiing 

and landing phases. The term Operational structure is commonly used to denote the topology in 

which architectural components are engaged. 

3.2.2 Dynamic Behaviour 

Regulating and guiding the behaviour of a dynamic system (or a phased-mission system) might 

require an automated controller. The controller takes sensory measurements into a 

computational process to produce controlling instructions. Instructions, in turn, are applied by 

the actuators (Romagnoli and Palazoglu, 2006). 
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Hence, normal behaviour is typically triggered by operators or initiated by some basic 

components (sensors) and applied to the environment of the system through other basic 

components (actuators). Transition from the cruise phase into the approach phase is triggered, 

for instance, by an event initiated by the navigation sensor. The navigation sensor is a basic 

component and it delivers a measurement to its parent, the navigator system. The navigator 

system, however, is not able to instruct the systems of the aircraft to instantiate approach phase. 

It rather calculates the measurement and signals the occurrence of that event to its parent 

component, the flight control system (FCS). The FCS then instructs its children, the body 

motion system and power plant system, which similarly instruct their lower level components 

until reaching the basic component (actuator) level. This interaction shows how the normal 

behaviour moves bottom-up and top-down across the hierarchical levels and triggers normal 

transition of system components. Events that trigger such normal transitions are referred to as 

normal events. 

Abnormal behaviour is initiated by faults of the basic components. This behaviour can also 

move bottom-up and top-down across the hierarchical levels and trigger abnormal transition of 

the components of the system. For example, an aircraft fuel system may partially fail and feed 

only one of two engines due to a fault of a fuel pump (a basic component). The degraded 

functionality is propagated higher up to the parent component, the controller of the power plant 

system, which in turn safely shuts down the affected engine (a child) by switching the auto-

throttle off. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, fault controlling is typically implemented by active fault-tolerant 

control (AFTC) and passive fault-tolerant control (PFTC). Both types of fault-tolerant control 

require a while to allow the controller to apply the corresponding corrective measures and either 

resume the normal behaviour when the measures succeed in rectifying the conditions or transit 

to failure conditions otherwise (Marshall and Chapman, 2002). The intended functionality of the 

monitored system may appear, therefore, in different states that can be classified
1
 as follows: 

· Error-free State (EFS): in which the intended functionality is delivered perfectly. 

· Error State (ES): in which the system delivers none or only part of the intended 

functionality. Depending on the ability to recover from this state, ES can be classified 

further into the following three types of state: 

- Permanent Degraded State (PDS): in which part of the intended functionality is lost 

and cannot be recovered, e.g. the state in which a two-engine aircraft is flying with a 

faulty engine. 

- Failure state (FS): in which all functionality is lost and it cannot be recovered. 

                                                           
1
 States classification is based on the work of Feiler and Rugina (2007). 
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- Temporary Degraded or Failure State (TDFS): in which part or all functionality is lost, 

but there are corrective measures that can be taken to resume an error-free state or in 

case of a further failure transit to a permanent degraded or failure state. 

Events whose occurrences result in transitions from the error-free state to any error state are 

termed failure events. Events whose occurrences are outcomes of applying corrective measures 

and result in transitions from a temporary degraded or failure state to resume an earlier state are 

termed corrective events.   

3.3 Basic Terms and Definitions  

Discussing the safety monitor necessitates the employment of various safety terms. There is, 

however, no exact consensus on those terms (Joshi et al., 2006). For the sake of clarity, this 

section states the meaning of key terms, as commonly understood by many researchers and as 

used in this thesis. 

3.3.1 Failure, Error, Fault, Error Propagation and Symptom 

A Failure is an event that results in delivering a deviant function (Joshi et al., 2006). In the 

monitoring context, failure could be verified from deviations of one of more observable 

parameters. Error can be defined as a discrepancy between the actual and intended values of the 

output of a basic component. An erroneous output is caused by an internal fault of the 

component itself or as a consequence of an erroneous input that is propagated by another 

component (Vesely et al., 2002). During its propagation, an error may expose itself as a 

symptom. Thus, a symptom can be defined as an event that follows an initiating component fault 

and precedes a system failure. 

3.3.2 Phase, Mode and State 

A Phase can be defined as a distinct operational structure of a system along with its own 

deliverable functionality, e.g. the flying phases of an aircraft system. Because the components 

of phased-mission systems may not contribute to all the phases of the system, the term mode is 

used to refer to the explicit operational structure and delivered functionality of the components 

(Feiler et al., 2006; Feiler and Rugina, 2007). The aircraft fuel system, for example, contributes 

to all flying phases but has only two modes; the first is the refuelling mode which takes place 

during the pre-flying phase and the second is the consumption mode, which takes place during 

the other phases. 
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The term mode has also been used by Feiler and Rugina (2007) and Feiler et al. (2006) to refer 

to the situation in which a system or a sub-system has different operational structures but 

delivers the same functionality. Figure 3-2 illustrates an example of two operational structures 

of a flight control system (FCS) of a space shuttle. Initially, FCS operates in the primary mode; 

should the primary computer fail, the backup computer takes over and thus the backup mode is 

launched (Lansier et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3-2: The Primary and Backup Modes of the FCS. 

In Feiler and Rugina (2007), a state is defined as the condition of health of the functionality of a 

system or any of its components during a mode (see also the distinction between error-free and 

error states adopted in section 3.2.2). 

3.4 Effective Hierarchical Level for Monitoring the Operational Parameters 

The different levels in a system hierarchy can be used in different ways for better supporting 

effective monitoring. Normal and abnormal behaviour are typically affected by the basic 

components (level0) that represent the physical control of the process and thus one could say 

that level0 is an effective level at which to detect faults early before they escalate to hazardous 

failures. However, a difficulty with selecting level0 to monitor the parameters is the absence of 

behavioural knowledge to distinguish between normal and abnormal conditions. For example, at 

the higher architectural levels the decreasing of velocity and altitude seems normal during the 

approaching phase of an aircraft, since the flight control system (FCS) has already launched that 

phase. On the other hand, this condition would seem like a malfunction if the action of the FCS 

is not considered by the monitor and the focus is only on the basic components at level0. Basic 

components simply do not always know the context within which they operate.  Level0 is also 

inappropriate due to the potentially huge number of the basic components, which could make 

computation too expensive or even make the monitor unworkable; computationally, it will be 

hard dealing with complex monitoring data of a huge number of components. 

At the highest (i.e. system) level (Leveln) the behaviour of the monitored system could be 

understood more easily; e.g. decreasing the velocity and altitude seems normal after the 
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launching of the approach phase by the FCS. At that level, moreover, the computation cost 

would be minimised, as the monitor would be reasoning on a smaller number of parameters. 

However, the necessity of early fault detection means that this level cannot be selected as a 

starting point for observing the health of the system. By the time faults are detected at this level, 

they would have propagated from the basic components level through to sub-system levels and 

reached the system level. In this case, diagnosing the underlying causes will not be easy and 

consequently fault controlling decisions cannot be taken accurately. 

This discussion suggests that the effective level is one of the sub-system levels that extend from 

level1 to leveln-1, and the correct selection can be made by achieving a reasonable balance 

among three monitoring factors: 

- System behavioural understanding. 

- Early fault detection. 

- Computational cost. 

Figure 3-3 schematically illustrates the general relationship between the above three factors and 

the hierarchical levels of a system. The chart shows that at the basic component level, 

computational cost and early detection are at their peak, whereas behavioural understanding is 

at its minimum. On the contrary, at the system level (leveln) the computational cost and early 

detection are at their minimums, whereas behavioural understanding is at its peak. 

System

Behavioural

Understanding   

Computational 

Cost 

Early fault 

detection

Level0 Leveln-1 Leveln

Factors 

Hierarchical 

levels

Basic

Components level Sub-system levels System level

Balance Point

Level1 Level2 Level3

 
Figure 3-3: The Balance Point among the Three Monitoring Factors across the Hierarchical Levels. 

There is a level where there is an optimal trade-off among the three factors that one would look 

to optimise. This level might differ from one system to another and depend on how levels are 
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organised. In general, level1 could be a good candidate. At this level, usually groups of 

components are organised as sub-systems and achieve substantial functions over different 

behavioural contexts. Moreover, at this level, computational cost reduces sharply, behavioural 

understanding increases sharply and very early fault detection can be achieved. Without loss of 

generality, in the rest of the thesis, it is assumed that primary detection of the symptoms of 

failure occurs at level1. 

3.5 The Distributed On-line Safety Monitor 

Figure 3-4 illustrates the position, architecture and constituents of the distributed on-line safety 

monitor. As shown in that illustration, the monitor takes a position between the monitored 

system and the operator interface. 
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Figure 3-4: Monitor’s Position, Architecture and Constituents. 

3.5.1 Role of the Monitor 

During normal conditions, the role of the monitor is confined to providing operators with simple 

feedback. The monitor plays its primary and major role during abnormal conditions, which are 
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triggered by the occurrence of faults. In that role three safety tasks are delivered: prompt fault 

detection and diagnosis, effective alarm annunciation and fault controlling. Figure 3-5 shows 

the sub-tasks performed in the context of these tasks. 

Monitoring Tasks Prompt Fault Detection and Diagnosis

Detecting faults while in their early stages.

Diagnosing the underlying causes of the faults.

Effective Alarm Annunciation 

Monitoring operational parameters against well-defined thresholds.

Suppressing unimportant and false alarms. 

Prioritising alarm presentation.

Incorporating assessment, guidance and prognosis information. 

Fault Controlling

Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC). 

Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling (PFTC). 

Supporting the manual fault controlling of the system operators. 

 
Figure 3-5: Deliverable Safety Monitoring Tasks and their Sub-tasks of the Monitor. 

3.5.1.1 Prompt Fault Detection and Diagnosis 

The term prompt is used here to refer to the timeliness of the delivery of the task. It implies the 

detection of faults while in their early stages and before they develop into real hazards, in 

parallel with diagnosing the underlying causes. That is supported by selecting an appropriate 

hierarchical level at which to monitor the operational parameters (section 3.4) and also by 

setting and monitoring those parameters against well-defined thresholds, which will be 

discussed next. 

3.5.1.2 Effective Alarm Annunciation 

Bearing in mind alarm annunciation issues discussed in section 2.3, the monitor has been 

designed to provide the operators with effective alarm annunciation that incorporates the 

following processes: 

- Setting well-defined thresholds whose violation represents actual deviations of the monitored 

parameters. Well-defined thresholds should not be so sensitive as to result in triggering false 

alarms, but also not too indifferent and deprive the operators of prompt fault detection and 

alarm annunciation. 

- Suppressing unimportant and false alarms whose release would overwhelm and confuse the 

operators. This is achieved by, firstly, effective tracking of the behaviour of the monitored 

system and distinguishing among the occurrence of normal, corrective and failure events; 
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secondly, by releasing an alarm only on the occurrence of genuine failure events and not on 

other events, such as consequent, precursor or causal events. Finally, developing techniques 

to filter out and validate the sensory measurements.  

- Prioritising alarm presentation. This can be achieved by distinguishing the important alarms 

by using different colours, vibration or alerting sounds, and hiding the presentation of the 

less important alarms, e.g. optional access to the diagnostics list on the operators interface.  

- Incorporating information that could help the operators to direct the system effectively in the 

presence of faults and control abnormal conditions. Information is presented as (a) 

assessment of the operational conditions following the occurrence of the fault; (b) guidance 

on the corrective actions that should be taken manually by the operators; (c) timely prognosis 

of the future effects of the occurred fault. In order to avoid overwhelming the operators, 

prognoses would be presented in a timely manner and in the context of behavioural 

transitions of the monitored system. 

3.5.1.3 Fault Controlling  

The monitor can achieve both active fault-tolerant controlling and passive fault-tolerant 

controlling
1
 and also support manual fault controlling by assessment, guidance and prognoses to 

control abnormal conditions that may fall beyond the trained skills of the operators. 

3.5.2 The Architecture and Constituents of the Monitor 

As shown in Figure 3-4, the monitor consists of two elements. The first is the distributed 

monitoring model, which holds the required monitoring knowledge upon which the safety 

reasoning on the monitored parameters and operational conditions is based. The second is the 

multi-agent system, which is a number of monitoring agents developed and deployed to achieve 

distributed reasoning. Agents use knowledge provided by the monitoring model to observe the 

parameters and reason on the conditions of the monitored system. In this chapter the 

development of the distributed monitoring model is discussed, whereas discussion on the 

development of the multi-agent system is given in the next chapter. 

3.6 Distributed Monitoring Model 

To deliver the three safety tasks the monitoring model should incorporate behavioural and 

diagnostic knowledge. Behavioural knowledge should support tracking the state transitions of 

the monitored system. Diagnostic knowledge should support tracking the error propagation 

paths from the detected failure events towards underlying causes.  

                                                           
1
 That depends, however, on whether the monitored system is provided with such provision.  
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Practically, behaviour can be tracked by verifying and distinguishing among the occurrences of 

normal, abnormal and corrective events. Diagnosis requires verifying the occurrence of 

symptoms to track the error propagation path and then diagnosing the underlying causes. In 

order to verify their occurrence, the events and symptoms are augmented with formal 

expressions that can be evaluated in the real-time computation. These are referred to as 

monitoring expressions
1
. 

3.6.1 Monitoring Expressions 

In its simple form a monitoring expression is a constraint consisting of three parts:  

- An observation, which could be (a) a sensory measurement; (b) a calculation of a number of 

sensory measurements; (c) a state
2
 of a parent or child component, or a logical combination 

of children’s states.  

- A relational operator, which could be equality (==), inequality (< >), greater than (>), less 

than (<), greater than or equal (>=), and less than or equal (<=). 

- A threshold, which is a value set against an observation and when it is crossed, the 

evaluation of the expression results in a true truth value. The true value verifies the 

occurrence of an event or symptom. 

In order to illustrate the formalisation of events and symptoms as monitoring expressions, 

Figure 3-6 introduces an example of a condensing (simple batch) sub-system. The sub-system is 

a component of a chemical plant; its role is to condense gas into liquid and it delivers its 

functionality across two modes: condensing mode (CM) and emptying mode (EM). The sub-

system consists of: 

- A condenser vessel which has an inlet to let hot gas in and an outlet to let condensed liquid 

flow out. The vessel is also surrounded by a cooling jacket which has coolant flowing in and 

out to reduce the temperature and support the condensing process. 

- A level sensor (LS) to measure the liquid level inside the vessel. 

- A flow control valve coupled with a position sensor (VP) to control the outlet line. 

- A pump coupled with a speed sensor (PS) to suck the liquid from the vessel and pump it 

through the outlet line. 

- A flow meter (FM) to measure liquid volume flows through the outlet line. 

                                                           
1
 The term monitoring expression appeared earlier in Dheedan and Papadopoulos (2010, 2011and 2012). 

2
 As discussed in section 3.2.2, the dynamic behaviour is communicated across the hierarchical 

architecture. States of the parents and children is a means to communicate the local behaviour of the 

components across the hierarchy. This will be discussed further and illustrated by an example in the 

next section (section 3.6.2). 
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Figure 3-6: Condensing (Simple Batch) Sub-system. 

During the emptying mode, the sub-system is monitored against the failure event “No flow at 

the outlet”. An expression that can verify the occurrence of this event can be formed as follows: 

|FM| < 0.04 

Where  |FM| : is the absolute measurement delivered by flow meter (FM). 

0.04: is the threshold formed according to the potential bias of the flow meter (FM). The 

range of measurements between -0.04 and +0.04 is assumed to represent no 

flow. This range is the possible bias of measurements delivered by sensor FM. 

In a different case the threshold may appear as a Boolean value, e.g. when the sub-system 

reports its state to its parent. Such an event can be formed as follows: 

State_name == True 

The threshold may appear also as two values that restrict a measurement within two thresholds, 

e.g. T1 < measurement < T2, where T1 and T2 are thresholds. 

A monitoring expression may also be formed as a logical combination of constraints. This is 

needed to monitor an event or symptom from different observations. Consider, for example, the 

following expression forms: 

constraint AND constraint 

constraint OR constraint 

3.6.1.1 Monitoring Expressions and Time Factor  

Expressions may involve time as a factor to monitor the (a) long term change of quantities in 

response to time for calculating the change in the trends of parameters (via use of 
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differentiation); (b) accumulation or summation of values over a period of time (via integral 

calculus). 

For example, during the emptying mode, the vessel of the condensing sub-system is monitored 

against a failure event of structural leak. Such an event can cause either outward or inward 

leakage between the coolant and the condensed liquid. Thus the event can be monitored from 

the difference between the liquid volume that flows out of the vessel and the decrease in volume 

inside the vessel (liquid level). Assuming that both flow meter FM and level sensor LS have no 

sensory failure, the expression of this event can be formed as follows: 

           
 

    
 –                                                ................ 3-1 

Where          
 

    
: is the actual volume of liquid flowed out from the vessel over an interval 

of  t. It is calculated from the integral of measurements collected from 

FM over an interval extended from time T- t in the past to the current 

time T. 

                 : is the actual decrease in the liquid level inside the vessel over an interval 

of  t. It is the difference between two measurements delivered by level 

sensor (LS) at time T- t in the past and at the current time T. 

Allowable_decripancy: is a small allowable discrepancy that may normally occur between the 

above two trends (flowed liquid and decreased level) due to the 

possible bias of the sensors. 

3.6.1.2 Filtering Spurious Sensory Measurements 

Sensors may deliver spurious measurements due to:  

- Additive white Gaussian noise, such as electromagnetic interference, ionisation radiation and 

thermal noise.  

- Behavioural transitions of the system; such transitions are typically followed by an interval 

of unsteady conditions in the value of controlled parameters before these can reach a new 

steady state. 

One way to filter out such measurements is by tying the expressions to a time factor and 

forming timed expressions
1
. In this technique, an expression is evaluated successively over a 

filtering interval and based on a number of measurements collected at different times. The final 

evaluation result is obtained by making cumulative conjunctions among the successive results. 

If the final result is true then that means measurements remain the same over the filtering 

interval and thus the occurrence can be verified.  

                                                           
1
 See also Dheedan and Papadopoulos (2010, 2011). 
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The filtering interval can be identified based on experimental examination of conditions that 

may result in spurious measurements and the interval at which expressions are demanded to be 

evaluated by the monitor. In practice, sensors deliver measurements that often show 

probabilistic distribution. Assuming that this distribution matches normal distribution in which 

there is a non-zero probability of spurious measurements and by collecting a number (n) of 

experimental variables (x) and calculating their mean (μ), standard deviation (σ) and standard 

score (z), the bell-shaped normal distribution curve can be illustrated as shown in Figure 3-7. 

The shaded area represents the probability in which spurious measurements fall. Accordingly, 

the probability of delivering spurious measurements can be expressed as P[z > Limit]. 
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 Figure 3-7: Probabilistic Distribution of Genuine and Spurious Sensory Measurements. 

For example, the failure event “No flow at the outlet” is formed above as |FM| < 0.04. If the 

probability of sensor FM delivering one spurious measurement is 0.01, then consequently the 

probability of a false evaluation of the expression is 0.01. Assuming also that the expression is 

demanded to be evaluated every 3 seconds, the measurements can be filtered over an interval of 

3 seconds. The timed expression is thus as follows: 

|FM| < 0.04 for 3 seconds    .......... 3-2 

The probability of a false evaluation after making conjunction between two evaluations is 

0.0001 (it is calculated as 0.01 X 0.01). Since the conjunction of two evaluations is less likely to 

be false, making conjunction among more evaluations would make a false evaluation very 

unlikely. 

It must also be pointed out that, when the value of the delivered measurements lies close to the 

value of spurious measurements, false evaluation is also possible (this is represented by the 
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striped area in Figure 3-7). Considering the possible sensory bias, relaxing the threshold, 

prolonging the filtering interval and increasing the number of evaluations could effectively 

avoid false evaluation and address this issue. However, serious consideration must be given to 

not formalising too indifferent an expression, as discussed in section 2.3.1.2. 

3.6.1.3 Sensory Measurements Validating and Sensory Faults Detecting, Diagnosing and 

Controlling 

In practice, sensors may fail permanently and deliver spurious measurements that persist over or 

even go beyond the filtering interval. In addition to misleading the monitor; such measurements 

could also affect the controller of the monitored system and result in hazardous failures. 

Sensory measurements should, therefore, be validated and faulty sensors should be detected, 

diagnosed and controlled. 

To achieve that, a technique of formalising special monitoring expressions is developed. The 

technique is based mainly on the sub-grouping approach of Yu and Su (2006) and the Sensory 

Failure Diagnosis Tree (SFDT) approach of Kim et al. (1990, 1988), see also section 2.3.2.2. 

Drawing from the sub-grouping approach, sensors that can detect each other’s faults are 

identified and based on the idea of SFDT the proper expression is formed. 

For example, to validate measurements and detect and diagnose a fault of the flow meter FM of 

the condensing sub-system, the level sensor LS is involved in the validating group. 

Accordingly, the monitoring expression can be formed as follows: 

                                                       
 

    
             ..................3-3 

Where                 : is verified true when the liquid level inside the vessel decreases 

over an interval of  t. 
               : is verified true when FM fails and keeps delivering equal to zero 

measurements over an interval of 3 seconds, such a failure may 
occur due to a short circuit. 

         
 

    
           : is verified true when FM fails and delivers abnormal 

measurements that fall out of the expected range, as “max 
flow” is the acceptable volume measured by FM over the 

interval  t. 

To control sensory failures, the technique suggests isolating the faulty sensor by ignoring its 

measurements and measuring the same trend from an alternative sensor or from a number of 

sensors whose measurements can be calculated to correspond as alternative to the isolated 

measurement. In the case of isolating the flow meter (FM), alternative sensors can be the liquid 

level sensor (LS) or the pump speed sensor (PS).  
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3.6.1.4 Grammar of the Monitoring Expression 

Using E-BNF notation, Figure 3-8 presents a grammar
1
 to formalise different events and 

symptoms as monitoring expressions. An expression can be a constraint or a logical 

combination of two or more constraints. A constraint, in turn, might be formed as an 

observation, relational operator and threshold. When the threshold is a range that bounds an 

observation, the constraint is formed differently as a threshold, relational operator, 

observation, and another relational operator and threshold.  

expression ::= constraint, { logical_operator, constraint };

constraint ::= observation, relational_operator, threshold

     | threshold, relational_operator, observation, 

              relational_operator, threshold;
 

observation ::=  measurement | behavioural_state;

measurement ::= term, { ( + | - ), term };

term ::= factor, { ( * | / ), factor };

factor ::= basic, [** basic]

     | abs basic

     | not basic;

basic ::= constant

     | sensor_identifier | sensor_identifier (∆t)

     | (expession)

     | T (expression, ∆t)

     | I (expression, ∆t)   | I (measurement, ∆t)

     | V (expression, ∆t) | V (measurement, ∆t)

     | D (expression, ∆t) | D (measurement, ∆t);

behavioural_state ::= state, { logical_operator ,  state};

state ::= EFS |  TDFS | PFS | FS;

logical_operator ::= “AND” | “OR” ;

constant ::= boolean | integer | real;

relational_operator ::= <>   | ==     | <    | >    | <=    | >=;

threshold ::= observation;  

where

∆t ::= a time interval;

EFS ::= Error-free State;

TDFS ::= Temporary Degraded or Failure State;

PDS ::= Permanent Degraded State;

FS ::= Failure State;
 

Figure 3-8: Grammar of the Monitoring Expressions. 

An observation is either a measurement or behavioural state. A measurement can be a term or a 

combination of subtraction or addition of a number of terms. A term is either a factor or a 

combination of multiplication or division of a number of factors. A factor can be (a) a single 

basic; (b) a basic raised to the power of another basic; (c) an absolute value of a basic; (d) a 

negation of a basic. A basic can be one of the following: 

- A constant, which is a Boolean, integer or real number. 

                                                           
1
 This presentation is an extension of the grammar presented earlier in Papadopoulos (2000). 
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- A sensor_identifier of a sensor from which up-to-date measurements are collected or a time 

sensor_identifier( t) of a sensor from which historical measurements
1
 are collected over an 

interval of  t. 

- An expression, which is as defined above. 

- A timed expression T(expression, t), as shown by expression 3-2; 

- An integral of an expression I(expression, t) or measurements I(measurement,  t).  

- A difference (variation) of an expression V(expression, t) or measurements 

V(measurement, t) over a period of time. 

- A differential of an expression D(expression, t) or measurements D(measurement, t). 

A behavioural state can be a single state or a logical combination of two or more states. A state 

can be an error-free state EFS, failure state FS, temporary degraded or failure state TDFS or 

permanent degraded state PDS. Finally, a threshold is an observation, which is as defined 

above. 

3.6.1.5 Consistent Updating and Evaluation of the Monitoring Expressions  

Expressions that do not involve a time interval need an updatable buffer that can hold an up-to-

date measurement, i.e. single-measurement buffer. However, the evaluation of timed 

expressions and expressions involving the time factor needs updatable buffers that can hold 

more than one historical measurement over an interval, i.e. a multi-measurement buffer. To 

maintain consistent observation, the multi-measurement buffer needs a systematic updating 

process.  

Figure 3-9 shows an example of the updating process of a three-measurement buffer. At a 

current time (T), the buffer holds the current measurement updated at the current time M(T) and 

historical measurements M(T- t/2) and M(T- t). When an interval of  t/2 has elapsed, the time 

of the three measurements will differ as follows: M(T) becomes M(T- t/2), M(T- t/2) becomes 

M(T- t), and M(T- t) becomes M(T- t- t/2). As the latter measurement falls out of interval  t, 

it is replaced by the up-to-date measurement M(T).  

When a further interval of  t/2 has elapsed, the time of the three measurements will differ again 

as follows: M(T- t/2) becomes M(T- t), M(T- t) becomes M(T- t- t/2) and M(T) becomes 

M(T- t). As the measurement M(T- t- t/2) falls out of  t, it is replaced with the up-to-date 

measurement M(T). This updating is applied continuously over time and after every elapsing of 

 t/2. It can be seen how the updating maintains a systematic interval of  t/2 among the 

                                                           
1
 A historical measurement is one that is collected at a certain time in the past and held to be involved in 

an evaluation of an expression.  
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measurements and replaces measurements that fall out of  t. This structure could hold sensory 

measurements that suffice for the calculation and evaluation of expressions like expression 3-1, 

expression 3-2 and expression 3-3.  

M(T) M(T-∆t/2) M(T-∆t)

M(T-∆t/2) M(T-∆t) M(T)

New Measurement 

Discarded M(T-∆t-∆t/2)

M(T-∆t) M(T) M(T-∆t/2)

Discarded M(T-∆t-∆t/2)

New Measurement

M(T) M(T-∆t/2) M(T-∆t)

Discarded M(T-∆t-∆t/2)

New Measurement 

Current measurements 

Measurements after ∆t/2   

Measurements after ∆t   

Measurements after ∆t+∆t/2   

Updating Three-measurement Buffer

 
Figure 3-9: A General Illustration of Updating a Multi-measurement Buffer. 

Computationally, every multi-measurement buffer is implemented as a number of structures 

held by an array and each structure holds two attributes, the sensory measurements and the time 

at which that measurement is collected. The following pseudo code shows the systematic 

updating of a multi-measurement buffer: 

For (i = FM; i <= LM, i++)   //FM and LM are respectively the first and last  

{      //measurements in the buffer. 

if TM[i].Time – CurrentTime >  t //TM is a buffer array (see also Figure 3-14). If  

{ //the collecting time of the current 

//measurement falls out of  t. 

TM[i].Measu= update(SensorID); //Then update the buffer by collecting an up-to- 

      //date measurement from the relevant sensor. 

TM[i].Time = CurrentTime; //Update the collecting time of the  

} //current measurement. 

} 

Along with this systematic updating, an issue that may slow down the evaluation and ultimately 

undermine the effectiveness of the monitor has also been considered. The issue may arise from 

expressions that logically combine two or more expressions, each of which needs a different 

filtration or calculation interval. To address this issue without violating the consistency of the 
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evaluation process, a technique of three-truth values logic has been introduced
1
. To illustrate the 

technique, the following two forms of expressions are considered as an example: 

(Expression) OR (Expression,  t)................. 3-4 

(Expression) AND (Expression,  t) .............. 3-5 

Evaluating expressions 3-4 or 3-5 may require waiting time equal to  t. As the part Expression 

of 3-4 and 3-5 can be evaluated instantly, the part (Expression,  t) will stay unknown for an 

interval of  t. The three truth-value technique exploits the fact that disjunction of true with 

unknown is true and the conjunction of false with unknown is false, to mask the unknown value 

and evaluate those expressions instantly. Hence, when the part Expression of 3-4 is evaluated 

with true and the part Expression of 3-5 is evaluated with false, both expressions can be 

evaluated instantly with the values true and false, respectively. Thus, the technique masks 

unknown truth values and computes the ultimate truth value of compound expressions from the 

known and unknown values of constituent parts. 

However, when the part Expression of 3-4 is evaluated with false and the part Expression of 3-5 is 

evaluated with true, both expressions should stay unknown until their second parts have been 

evaluated. To address this case and achieve prompt evaluation, Bayesian probability could be 

exploited for that purpose. Despite the significant advantage of such a strategy, it is considered 

to be outside the intended scope of this thesis and thus it is left as an open issue for future 

research. 

3.6.2 Modelling Behavioural Knowledge 

State-machines are widely used to model the behaviour of systems (Pressman, 2001 and 1998). 

In a state-machine, normal, failure and corrective events trigger transitions and states appear as 

either a starting place or a destination of each transition. Figure 3-10 introduces the modelling 

notation of the state-machine. Every state is represented as a rounded rectangle and the initial 

error-free state is always initiated by a solid-headed and pointed-ended arrow. Transitions 

among states of different modes are represented by solid-headed arrows and transitions between 

states of the same mode are represented by hollow-headed arrows. 

Obtaining behavioural knowledge requires two analysis steps. The first is analysing the normal 

behaviour (EFSs) of the system and its sub-systems. This can be carried out through design 

models, such as Unified Modelling Language (UML), which offer detailed specifications of the 

deliverable functions over each possible mode (Object Direct, 2010; Weilkiens, 2006). 

                                                           
1
 See also Dheedan and Papadopoulos (2010, 2011). 
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An error-free state (EFS) or any error state; permanent degraded state 

(PDS), temporary degraded or failure state (TDFS) or failure state (FS).
  State

A transition between two states of two different modes (solid-headed arrow). 

A transition between two states of the same mode (hollow-headed arrow). 

An initiation of the initial EFS (solid-headed and pointed-ended arrow). 

 
Figure 3-10: Behavioural Modelling Notation. 

In the second step, the functions of each mode are analysed with the aim of identifying their 

potential failures, effects of failures on the operating conditions and possible corrective 

measures. Safety analysis techniques, such as functional failure analysis (FFA) or HAZard and 

OPerability Study (HAZOP), can be used to extract such knowledge (Papadopoulos, 2000 and 

2003; Pumfrey, 1999). In this way, knowledge about the abnormal behaviour, assessment, 

guidance and corrective measures can be obtained. Incorporating non-conflicting corrective 

measures, which has been highlighted as an important issue in Chapter Two (section 2.4.1), 

should also be considered in this step. 

In alignment with monitoring parameters at level1 (section 3.4) and to record the behaviour and 

potential interaction of the components at that level and higher up across the hierarchy of the 

monitored system, the behaviour of each component of levels extending from level1 to leveln is 

modelled in a state-machine. 

This modelling approach results eventually in a hierarchy of communicating state-machines. At 

level1, state transitions are triggered by events initiated by the basic components. Transitions at 

this level may result in state transitions in the state-machine of the parent at the immediate 

upper level. This scenario is repeated upwardly between the state-machine of each child and the 

state-machine of its parent until the top level. Similarly, it may be repeated downwardly 

between the state-machine of each parent and the state-machines of its children until level1. 

Figure 3-11 shows a simple example of state-machine communication. The hierarchy records 

the behaviour of a hypothetical system S and its two sub-systems: A and B. System S delivers 

its functionality over two modes, MX and MY. Each mode is modelled in three different states: 

EFS, PDS and FS. Sub-systems A and B deliver their functionality over two modes: MX and 

MY. Each of those modes is modelled in two states: EFS and FS. Sub-system A delivers 

functions F1 and F2 in the respective modes MX and MY. Sub-system B delivers functions F3 

and F4 in the respective modes MX and MY. 

The hierarchy shows how state transitions at level1 are triggered by normal and failure events 

and how the state-machines can communicate across hierarchical levels. For instance, normal 
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event NE1, which is initiated by basic components (level0), triggers a state transition in the 

state-machine of sub-system A; the transition from EFS of mode MX (A_MX_EFS) to EFS of 

mode MY (A_MY_EFS). This transition triggers a state transition in the state-machine of 

system S from EFS of mode MX (S_MX_EFS) to EFS of mode MY (S_MY_EFS); see how the 

MY_EFS of A appears as a trigger event in the state-machine of system S. Transition to the 

S_MY_EFS of system S triggers a lower level transition from B_MX_EFS to the B_MY_EFS 

of sub-system B; see how the MY_EFS of S appears as a trigger event in the state-machine of 

sub-system B. One can also see how failure events can trigger state transitions in the state-

machine of the sub-systems and how the resulting error states are communicated to the state-

machine of system S (the parent). 

S_MX_EFS

“S” delivers 

the intended  

functionality, 

F1 and F3 

S_MX_FS

“S” fails 

during  MX

S_MY_EFS

“S” delivers 
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Figure 3-11: An Example of the Hierarchical Behaviour Model. 

By executing the normal, failure and corrective events on a hierarchy of state-machines, the 

behaviour of the monitored system and its sub-systems can be tracked. This technique could 

also reduce the workload of the monitoring agents and rationalise the entire monitoring process. 

Computationally, when a sub-system is in a state, the monitoring focus is only on events that 

represent plausible exits (active events) from the current state, e.g. when sub-system A is in 

state A_MX_EFS, active events are FE1 and NE1, when it transits to state A_MY_EFS, the 

active event will be FE2.  

Active events of every state are formalised as monitoring expressions. In real time, monitoring 

agents evaluate those events cyclically based on up-to-date sensory measurements, thereby 

achieving a monitoring cycle. After achieving every cycle, a new cycle is launched in which up-

to-date measurements are collected and every expression is evaluated again. 
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Incorporating alarms, Assessment/Guidance, and Corrective Measures in the Behavioural 

Model 

Along with the behavioural modelling, the computational distinction among the normal, failure 

and corrective events should be established. Moreover, the proper places to incorporate alarm, 

assessment and guidance clauses and corrective measures should also be identified. 

To distinguish between events, the principle is applied that an alarm should be released on the 

occurrence of failure events only. Thus, corresponding alarm clauses should be associated with 

the failure events of level1, the level at which events are monitored (section 3.4). 

Computationally, if an occurred event is associated with a “none” then it is either a normal or a 

corrective event; on the contrary, the otherwise clause means that it is a failure event and the 

associated clause should be quoted and released as an alarm. While assessment is a description 

of the given conditions and guidance is about the best actions to be applied in those conditions 

by the operators, their clauses should thus be enclosed by the states; this is according to the 

definition of the state stated in section 3.2.2. 

To find the appropriate place for incorporating corrective measures, further consideration of the 

nature of those measures is needed. Typically, there are two different types of corrective 

measures.  

- The first type should be taken after diagnosing the underlying causes. This is appropriate 

when the verified failure event could be caused by multiple faults of the basic components. 

The correct place to incorporate such measures is then level0. The failure event “No flow at 

the outlet” of the condensing sub-system (section 3.6.), for example, could be caused by 

inadvertent closure of valve (VP), a fault of pump (PS), blockage of the outline or abnormal 

emptiness of the condensing vessel. Typically, measures to correct any of those causes vary 

from one cause to another. In this case, measures should be incorporated in the diagnostic 

model (e.g. fault tree), precisely in association with the potential causes.  

- The second type of corrective measures should be taken at level1, when level1’s sub-

systems supported by higher level components (sub-systems or system) apply measures to 

respond to deviations that have a clear cause. At level1, corrective measures are mostly 

applied with directions coming from higher levels. For example, switching to the backup 

computer sub-system at level1 is instructed directly by the flight control system (FCS) at 

level2, whenever the primary computer sub-system at level1 fails (Figure 3-2). The 

instructions are implemented at level1 by switching the primary computer off and backup 

computer on. Corrective measures should also be taken at level1, when level1’s sub-

systems supported by level0’s basic components apply measures to respond to deviations 

that have a clear cause. Expression 3-3, for example, relates a failure event of the 
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condensing sub-system directly to a fault of the flow meter (FM). In this case, measures are 

taken to isolate the FM and depend alternatively on the measurements obtained from the 

liquid level sensor (LS).  

Accordingly, state-machines of level1 would record the (a) state transitions; (b) alarm and 

assessment/guidance clauses; (c) corrective measures. The higher level state-machines should 

record state transitions and assessment/guidance clauses. 

To present the graphical state-machines in an executable format, state-transition tables represent 

a classic choice. A state-transition table is usually defined as an alternative and formal form to 

present graphical state-machines and it typically offers the required capacity and flexibility to 

incorporate knowledge about the operational conditions (Breen, 2005). 

State-transition Table of State-machines of Level1 

The standard form of state-transition table consists of three columns: current state, trigger event 

and new state. According to the monitoring requirements at level1, this form is extended to 

incorporate seven columns: current state, conditions, event, alarm, controlling, diagnosis and 

new state. Figure 3-12 presents the formal grammar of the table using the E-BNF notation. 

The table appears as a number of columns and rows. Each column consists of (a) column 

headers, which are CURRENT, CONDITIONS, EVENT, ALARM, CONTROLLING, 

DIAGNOSIS and NEW STATE; (b) column cells, of which there are two or more of each of the 

following: current state cells, conditions cells, event cells, alarm cells, controlling cells, 

diagnosis cell, and new state cells. 

A current state cell encloses the current state name formed as three parts separated by two 

underscores; the first part is the component initials, the second part is the mode initials and the 

third part is the state initial, which might be error-free state EFS, temporary degraded or failure 

state TDFS, permanent degraded state PDS or failure state FS. The current state name may be 

associated with a number as a state may appear more than once throughout the same mode. The 

conditions cell encloses clauses of assessment and guidance, each of which is preceded by the 

respective terms Assessment: and Guidance:. The event cell contains either an expression, 

which is as defined in Figure 3-8, or none when there is no exit from the current state. 

An alarm cell may enclose an alarm clause, which can be quoted and announced as an alarm on 

the occurrence of a failure event, or none when the event is either a corrective or normal event. 

A controlling cell may contain (a) none, when the occurred event is either a corrective or 

normal event; (b) impossible, when the occurred event is a failure event that is not controllable; 

(c) after_diagnosis, when the occurred failure event needs to be controlled at the basic 
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components level (level0) and after diagnosing the underlying cause; (d) one or more corrective 

measures, when the occurred event is a failure event and can be controlled at level1. Corrective 

measures can be instructed to the actuators through the actuator identifier or isolate a faulty 

sensor by instantiating its sensor identifier with alternative sensory measurements collected 

from other sensors through their sensory identifiers. For the latter case, a measure may appear 

as a mathematical expression, which has the same grammar as shown in Figure 3-8. 

state_transition_table ::= column{column}, row{row};

column ::= column_header, column_cell;

column_header ::= “CURRENT STATE” , “CONDITIONS” , “EVENT” , “ALARM” , “CONTROLLING” 

     , “DIAGNOSIS” , “NEW STATE”;

column_cell ::= current_state_cell{current_state_cell}- , conditions_cell{conditions_cell}-,

     event_cell{event_cell}- , alarm_cell{alarm_cell}- , controlling_cell{controlling_cell}-

     , diagnosis_cell{diagnosis_cell}- , new_state_cell{new_state_cell}-;

current_state_cell ::= state_name;

state_name ::= component_initials, “_”, mode_initials, “_”, state_initials, [number];

number ::= digit{digit};

digit ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9;
 

conditions_cell ::= assessment, guidance;

assessment ::= “Assessment:”, (*declaration of the current operational conditions*);

guidance ::= “Guidance:”, (*best directive actions after the occurrence of faults*) 

      | “none”;

event_cell ::= expression | “none”;

alarm_cell ::= (*alarm clause*) | “none”;

controlling_cell ::= “none” | “impossible” | “after_diagnosing”

     | {corrective_measure}-;

corrective_measure ::= “-“, sensor_identifier, “=”, alternative;

     | “-“, actuator_identifier, “=”, measure; 

alternative ::= term, { ( + | - ), term };

term ::= factor, { ( * | / ), factor };

factor ::= basic, [** basic]

     | abs basic

     | not basic;

basic ::= constant

     | sensor_identifier 

     | sensor_identifier (∆t);

constant ::= boolean | integer | real;

measure ::= constant;

diagnosis_cell ::= “needed” | “not_needed” | (*name of the faulty component*); 
  

new_state_cell ::= state_name | none;

row ::= “CURRENT STATE”, “CONDITIONS”, “EVENT”, “ALARM”, “CONTROLLING”, 

     “DIAGNOSIS”, “NEW STATE”

     | current_state_cell, conditions_cell, state_row{state_row};

state_row ::= event_cell, alarm_cell, controlling_cell, diagnostic_cell, new_state_cell;
 

Figure 3-12: Grammar of State-transition Table of State-machine of Level1. 

A diagnosis cell may contain (a) needed, when the failure and its underlying cause are in a one-

to-many relationship and thus the diagnostic process should be launched; (b) not needed, when 

the occurred event is either a normal or corrective event; (c) the name of the faulty component, 
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when the occurred failure event and its underlying cause are in a one-to-one relationship (the 

cause is known). Finally, a new state cell contains either a state name which is formed 

identically to the current state name or none when there is no further transition. 

Table 3-1 shows an example of a state-transition table. The table presents the formal form of the 

state-machine of sub-system A (level1) that is shown by Figure 3-11. The table shows how the 

alarm clauses, corrective measures and diagnostic statuses can be associated with failure events 

and the conditions column incorporates clauses of the assessment and guidance associated to 

every state. 

Table 3-1: State-transition Table of the State-machine of Sub-system A (Shown in Figure 3-11). 

CURRENT STATE CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

A_MX_EFS

Assessment: 

“A” delivers indented 

function in mode X.

Guidance: none

Expression of 

FE1
A_MX_FS

Expression of 

NE1

needed

A_MY_EFS

 Function F1 fails.

not_needednone

impossible

none

A_MY_EFS

Assessment:

“A” delivers indented 

function in mode Y.

Guidance: none

Expression of 

FE2
Function F2 fails. impossible needed A_MX_FS

A_MX_FS

Assessment:

“A” fails during MX.

Guidance: do not 

order function F1.

none none none not_needed none

A_MY_FS

Assessment:

 “A” fails during MY.

Guidance: do not 

order function F2.

none none not_needed nonenone

 

This form of state-transition table is presented as a text file to the monitoring process. The file is 

parsed, interpreted and loaded as a number of interrelated structures for real-time reasoning. 

While parsing, interpreting and loading the file, a direct access address is given to the structures 

of every event, state, expression and buffer. This eliminates the seek time of the real-time 

reasoning, which contributes to achieving fast tracking of the behaviour of the monitored sub-

system and supports the efficiency of the monitor. 

According to the grammar defined in Figure 3-12, Figure 3-13 shows the pseudo code that 

declares the needed structures to hold the table. The code is augmented with comments to 

explain the declaration of the structures, their attributes and arrays to hold those structures. 

Figure 3-14, moreover, shows an illustrative view of those structures and how they are linked to 

each other. 

For every state that appears in the current state column of the state-transition table there is a 

structure named State. The structure holds five attributes: StateName, Assessment, Guidance, 

FirstEvent and LastEvent. To hold the number of states, a one-dimension array of states is also 

declared: States [n].  
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structure Buffer //A structure of an updatable buffer, e.g. Figure 3-8. It holds the following attributes: 

{

Double Interval; //An interval (Δt) over which sensory measurements are collected. 

Int FirstMeasurement; //The position of the first measurement in the buffer. 

Int LastMeasurement; //The position of the last position in the buffer.

};

structure ExpToken //A structure of a constituent (or a token) of an expression, and holds the following

{ // attributes:

String TokenName; //The name of token, it might be sensor ID, an interval, logical expression or any other

//possible constituent of an expression according to the grammar of Figure 3-7.  

Int BufferPosition; //If the TokenName holds an interval that equals zero or more, then  

}; //this attribute holds the position of a buffer structure.      

structure Expression //A structure of an expression; for every expression it holds the following attributes: 

{

Int FirstToken; //The position of the first ExpToken in the Tokens array (Tokens[j]).

Int LastToken; //The position of the last ExpToken in the Tokens array (Tokens[j]).

};

structure CMeasure //A structure of the corrective measures of an event; it holds the following attributes: 

{

String ControllingStatus; //This might be instantiated with none, impossible, after_diagnosis or 

//corrective_measures, as defined in the grammar of Figure 3-11.    

Int FirstCMToken; //If the ControllingStatus holds corrective_measures, then this attribute is instantiated

//with the position of the first token of those measures in the array CMTokens[l]. 

Int LastCMToken; //If the ControllingStatus holds corrective_measures, then this attribute is instantiated  

}; //with the position of the last token of those measures in the array CMTokens[l].

structure Event //A structure of an event; for every event it holds the following attributes:

{

String Alarm; //An alarm clause or none.

Int ControllingPosition; //The position of the measure structure in the array that holds a structure for every 

//event (CMeasures[l]).

String Diagnosis; //diagnostic status.

Int StatePosition; //The position of the structure of triggered state in the states array (States [n]). 

Int ExpressionPosition; //The position of the expression of the event in the expressions array (Expressions[y]).

Int DiagnosticModelPosition; //The position of the diagnostic model in the array of diagnostic models, 

}; //this for failure event whose causes need to be diagnosed. The relevant 

//diagnostic model is also defined as a number of interrelated structures as 

//shown in Figure 3-20 or Figure 3-25. 

structure State //A structure of a state, for every state it holds the followings attributes: 

{ 

String StateName; //The name of the state. 

String Assessment; //An assessment clause. 

String Guidance; //A guidance clause.

Int FirstEvent; //The position of the structure of the first exit event held by the array Events [m] . 

Int LastEvent; //The position of the structure of the last exit event held by the array Events [m]. 

 };

State [ ] States = new States [n]; //An array to hold n state structures, where n is the number of states that 

//appear in the current state column of the state-transition table. 

Event [ ] Events = new Event [m]; //An array to hold m event structures, where m is the number of events in 

//the state-transition table.

CMeasure [ ] CMeasures =   new CMeasure [l]; //An array to hold I structures of corrective measures, where I is 

//the number of the controlling cells of the table.

Expression [ ] Expressions = new Expression [y];   //An array to hold y expression structures, where y is the number 

//of expressions which is either equal or less than m, as there

//might be more than one event that have the same expression.

ExpToken [ ] Tokens = new ExpToken [j]; //An array to hold j ExpToken structures, where j is the number  

//of the tokens of the expressions.

Buffer [ ] Buffers = new Buffer [k]; //An array to hold k buffer structures, where k is the number of buffers 

//needed to hold measurements of the events of the table.
 

Figure 3-13: Data Structures to hold State-transition Table of Level1. 
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Every event that represents exit from a state is declared as a structure named Event. For every 

event, the structure holds six attributes: Alarm, ControllingPosition, Diagnosis, StatePosition, 

ExpressionPosition and DiagnosticModelPosition. As there could be a number of exit events 

from a state, events are held by a one-dimension array, declared as Events [m]. Distinction 

among the events of every state is achieved by holding the position of the first and last events in 

the attributes FirstEvent and LastEvent of the State structure.  

For every event there is a structure to hold its associated corrective measures (structure 

CMeasure). The structure has three attributes: ControllingStatus, FirstCMToken and 

LastCMToken. If the ControllingStatus is instantiated with corrective_measures, then the 

FirstCMToken and LastCMToken hold the first and last positions of the tokens of those 

measurements in an array of measures’ tokens. However, if the ControllingStatus is instantiated 

with none, impossible or after diagnosis (as shown in Figure 3-12) then the FirstCMToken and 

LastCMToken hold nil. The CMeasures array is declared to hold corrective measures of a 

number of events. More than one failure event may share the same structure of the corrective 

measures (CMeasure), such that the position of the common measures instantiates the attribute 

ControllingPosition of those events.  

Every event has an expression which in turn consists of different constituents (Tokens) as 

defined in Figure 3-8. Accordingly, every expression is held in a structure (Expression) which 

has two attributes: FirstToken and LastToken. As there are a number of expressions, an array 

(Expressions [y]) is declared to hold a number of structures. A number of events may have the 

same expression; accordingly the position of such expression instantiates the attribute 

ExpressionPosition of the structures of those events. 

Every token is held in a structure ExpToken that has two attributes: TokenName and 

BufferPosition. If the token held by TokenName is a time interval or zero-time interval, then a 

buffer is created. For every buffer there is a structure whose position is held by the attribute 

BufferPosition. The structure of a buffer (structure Buffer) holds three attributes: Interval, 

FirstMeasurement and LastMeasurement. If the interval is zero then the FirstMeasurement and 

LastMeasurement hold the same position of the measurement (i.e. a single-measurement 

buffer). This buffer is held by an array of updatable buffers.  

On the contrary, if the interval is more than zero then the FirstMeasurement and 

LastMeasurement hold the first and last position of the multi-measurement buffer held by the 

updatable buffers array. More than one expression may share the same buffer and in such a case 

the position of the common buffer instantiates the BufferPosition of the ExpToken of those 

expressions. 
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Figure 3-14: An illustrative View of Structures to hold the State-transition Table of Level1. 

State-transition Table of State-machines of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln 

To present the state-machines of levels extending from level2 to leveln, the standard form of 

state-transition table is extended to include an extra column (conditions column). Figure 3-15 

presents the formal grammar of the table using the E-BNF notation. 

According to the grammar, the state-transition table appears as a number of columns and rows. 

Each column consists of column headers and column cells. The column headers are CURRENT 
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STATE, CONDITIONS, EVENT and NEW STATE. A column cell, in turn, can be two or more of 

each of the following: current state cells, conditions cells, event cells and new state cells. The 

contents of these cells and the rest of the grammar are the same as the grammar explained for 

level1’s state-transition table in Figure 3-12. Table 3-2 shows an example of a state-transition 

table. The table presents the formal form of the state-machine of system S (level2), which is 

shown by Figure 3-11. 

state_transition_table ::= column{column}, row{row};

column ::= column_header, column_cell;

column_header ::= “CURRENT STATE” , “CONDITIONS” , “EVENT” , “NEW STATE”;

column_cell ::= current_state_cell{current_state_cell}- , conditions_cell{conditions_cell}- 

     , event_cell{event_cell}- , new_state_cell{new_state_cell}-;

current_state_cell ::= current_state_name;

current_state_name ::= component_initials, “_”, mode_initials, “_”, state_initials, [number];

number ::= digit{digit};

digit ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9;
 

conditions_cell ::= assessment, guidance;

assessment ::= “Assessment:”, (*declaration of the current operational conditions*);

guidance ::= “Guidance:”, (*recommendations on how to direct the system after the 

       occurrence of faults*) | “none”;

event_cell ::= expression | “none”;

new_state_cell ::= new_state_name | “none”;

new_state_name ::= component_initials, “_”, mode_initials, “_”, state_initials, [number];

row ::= “CURRENT STATE”, “CONDITIONS”, “EVENT”, “NEW STATE”

     | current_state_cell, conditions_cell, state_row{state_row};

state_row ::= event_cell, new_state_cell;

 
Figure 3-15: Grammar of State-transition Table of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln. 

Beyond providing assessment and guidance, the conditions column could also support providing 

the operators with timely prognoses of the future effects of failures that may occur in the earlier 

modes. For example, the failure state MX_FS of sub-system B (B_MX_FS) triggers a transition 

from state S_MX_EFS into state S_MX_PDS of system S. Accordingly, assessment and 

guidance are provided as “S operates degradedly, F3 cannot be delivered” and “do not order 

function F3”, respectively.  

While system S is in that state, state MY_EFS of sub-system A (A_MY_EFS) may trigger state 

S_MY_PDS. Accordingly, assessment and guidance will be provided as “S operates 

degradedly, F4 cannot be delivered” and “do not order function F4”, respectively. Note how the 
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assessment and guidance are about function F3 after the occurrence of abnormal transition and 

they come to be about function F4 after the normal transition. This is because the failure state of 

sub-system B affects the delivery of F3 during mode MX and F4 during mode MY. This is also 

applicable to the state-transition tables of level1. 

Table 3-2: State-transition Table of State-machine of System S (Shown in Figure 3-11). 

CURRENT STATE CONDITIONS EVENT NEW STATE

S_MX_EFS
Assessment: S delivers its 

intended functionality, F1 and F3.

Guidance: none.

MX_FS_B == true S_MX_PDS

S_MY_EFSMY_EFS_A == true

S_MX_PDS

Assessment: S operates 

degradedly and F3 cannot be 

delivered.

Guidance: do not order function F3.

MX_FS_A == true S_MX_FS

MY_EFS_A == true S_MY_PDS

S_MY_EFS

Assessment: S delivers its 

intended functionality, F2 and F4.

Guidance: none.

MY_FS_B == true S_MY_PDS

S_MY_PDS

Assessment: S operates 

degradedly and F4 cannot be 

delivered.

Guidance: do not order function F4.

MY_FS_A == true S_MY_FS

S_MX_FS

Assessment: S fails.

Guidance: do not order functions 

F1, F2, F3 and F4.

nonenone

S_MY_FS

Assessment: S fails.

Guidance: do not order functions 

F2 and F4.

nonenone

 

As before, this form of state-transition table is also presented as a text file that is parsed, 

interpreted and loaded as a number of interrelated structures for real-time reasoning. Figure 3-

16 shows the declaration of the needed structures to hold the table. The difference between this 

declaration and the other shown in Figure 3-13 is that the Alarm, Controlling and Diagnoses 

attributes are not declared, as they are not needed in the state-transition tables of levels 

extending from level2 to leveln. 

There is also no need for multi-measurement buffers at this level. There is rather a Boolean 

attribute (ChildParentState) to be instantiated with true when the parent or a child sends the 

corresponding state and with false otherwise. 
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structure ExpToken //A structure of a constituent (token) of a certain expression, and holds the 

{ //following attributes:

String Token; //This is to hold token itself, it might be a state of the parent or a child, a logical 

//or a relational operator (equality), as defined in Figure 3-7.     

Boolean ChildParentState; //Every state of the parent or a child in the expression is instantiated with true when 

}; //it is sent by the parent or a child.   

structure Expression //A structure of an expression, for every event; it holds the following attributes: 

{

Int FirstToken; //The position of the first token of an expression in the Tokens array (Tokens[j]).

Int LastToken; //The position of the last token of the given expression in the Tokens array (Tokens[j]).

};

structure Event //A structure of an event, for every event; it holds the following attributes:

{

Int ExpressionPosition; //The position of the expression of the event in the expressions array (Expressions[y]).

Int StatePosition; //The position of the triggered state in the states array (States [n]).

};

structure State //A structure of a state; for every state it holds the following: 

{ 

String StateName; //The name of the state. 

String Assessment; //An assessment clause. 

String Guidance; //A guidance clause.

Int FirstEvent; //The position of the first exit event from the state held by the events array (Events [m]). 

Int LastEvent; //The position of the last exit event from the state held by the events array (Events [m]). 

};

State [ ] States = new State [n]; //An array to hold n state structures, where n is the number of states in the 

//state-transition table that appear in the current state column. 

Event [ ] Events = new Event [m]; //An array to hold m event structures, where m is the number of events in 

//the table.

Expression [ ] Expressions = new Expression [y];    //An array to hold y expressions, where y is the number of  

//expressions which is either equal or less than m, as there might be more 

//than one event that have the same expression.

ExpToken [ ] Tokens = new ExpToken [j];  //An array to hold j ExpToken structures, where j is the number  

 //of the tokens of the expressions.   
Figure 3-16: Structures to hold State-transition Table of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln. 

3.6.3 Diagnostic Model 

Failures and their underlying causes are not always in a one-to-one relationship. Accurate 

diagnosis of the causes requires, therefore, a diagnostic model to record firstly, the potential 

faults of the basic components and paths in which consequent errors propagate and cause the 

failures at level1; secondly, symptoms associated with the propagation path of each fault. By 

traversing the diagnostic model and examining the symptoms, the exact propagation path can be 

tracked starting from its exposure as a failure event towards its causes. In such an approach the 

causes are tracked downwardly from level1, where the failure is detected, towards the basic 

components at level0, where the errors are originated. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, model-based diagnosis approaches have developed a number of 

effective diagnostic models. Among them is the fault tree, whose effectiveness as a diagnostic 

and fault propagation model has been demonstrated by Papadopoulos (2002, 2003 and 2000). 

Accordingly, the fault tree is considered as a diagnostic model in the context of this work.  
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Moreover, in the work of Feiler and Rugina (2007), a number of state-machines have proved 

their success as fault propagation models. This has also been demonstrated by Joshi et al. 

(2007a, b), where a fault tree is derived from a number of state-machines. Thus, in this work, 

state-machines are suggested as an alternative type of diagnostic model.  

3.6.3.1 Fault Tree as a Model-based Diagnosis Approach 

Figure 3-17 shows the basic notation to model a graphical fault tree. A fault tree can be 

constructed of three different types of nodes; or-node (ORN), and-node (ANDN) and basic 

event node (BEN). Nodes are arranged in different levels and in terms of parents, siblings, and 

children. 

ANDN BEN

And node

ORN

Or node Basic event node 

 
Figure 3-17: Notation of the Fault tree Model. 

ORNs and ANDNs enclose symptoms that verify the correct track of error propagation paths 

and also show how the logical combination of their inputs can result in the enclosed symptom. 

BENs enclose (a) symptoms that verify the occurrence of the faults; (b) references to the fault 

and the name of the basic components; (c) corrective measures. Every node may appear either 

as an ANDN or ORN and has further lower level children or as BEN and has no children. The 

top node of the fault tree can be ANDN or ORN and encloses a reference to the ultimate failure 

event caused by the BENs. By exploiting the logical connection between the ANDNs and ORNs 

and their children, the fault tree can illustrate the possible propagation paths and associated 

symptoms of the fault enclosed by BENs.  

To demonstrate the ability of the fault tree to serve as a diagnostic model, Figure 3-18 revisits 

the condensing sub-system
1
 (CS) and captures an excerpt of the sub-system’s behavioural 

model and a fault tree of the failure event “No flow at the outlet”. The figure shows how the 

fault tree relates the failure event (detected at level1) to its underlying causes, which could be 

any of the following faults: PS is off, VP is closed, outlet line is blocked and outlet line is leaky. 

For those faults the fault tree incorporates also corrective measures, e.g. “open VP” enclosed by 

the “BEN_2”. 

                                                           
1
 As shown in Figure 3-6. 
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Level0

BEN_1
PS is off.
PS’s control value stuck 
at zero.
Controlling: Not possible. 

ORN_0

CS_EM_EFS

Condensing sub-

system delivers 

intended functionality

Normal flow at the outlet 

An Excerpt of State-machine of the Condensing Sub-system

Level1

CS_EM_TDFS

Condensing sub-

system in a 

temporary failure 

state 

CS_EM_FS

Condensing sub-

system fails

No flow at the outlet 
Flow cannot 

be resumed  

No flow at the outlet

BEN_0
PS is off.
PS has an Electromech-
anical fault.
Controlling: Not possible

ORN_1
No flow from VP to PS

 

BEN_3
VP is closed. 
VP stuck closed.
Controlling: Not possible.

BEN_2
VP is closed
Commission close of VP 
command.
Controlling: open VP.

ORN_2

No flow from the vessel 
to VP

BEN_5

Outlet line is leaky.

Controlling: Not possible.

BEN_4

Outlet line is blocked.

Controlling: Not possible.

 
Figure 3-18: An Excerpt of State-machine and a Fault tree of Condensing Sub-system. 

The figure shows also that the failure event “No flow at the outlet” triggers a state transition 

from the EFS of the emptying mode (CS_EM_EFS) to the TDFS of the same mode 

(CS_EM_TDFS). It should be pointed out that an analytical redundancy (section 3.6.1.3) is 

exploited to validate the sensory measurements of the sub-system and thus faults of the sensors 

are not modelled in the fault tree. 

Deriving Formal Diagnostic Model from a Fault Tree 

Using E-BNF notation, Figure 3-19 presents the formal grammar of the diagnostic model 

derived from a fault tree. The grammar defines the diagnostic model as a fault tree that consists 

of a top node (top_node) and a number of nodes (nodes). The top node encloses the following: 

- Name of the node, which consists of the term NodeName: and the name of the node 

(node_name). The name of the node consists of two parts. The first indicates the type of 

node which could be one of the three terms: ANDN, ORN and BEN, while the second is a 

number. The separation between the two parts is made by an underscore. 
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- Symptom, which consists of the term Symptom: and a monitoring expression (expression) 

that is defined as shown in Figure 3-8. This expression is the same as the one formalised to 

the failure event that appears in the transition table of level1. Hence, every failure event can 

be related to its diagnostic model while parsing and loading the state-transition table and the 

diagnostic model; the monitoring model of a sub-system of level1.  

- Child name, which consists of the term ChildName: and the name of the first-left-side node 

that is node_name (node_name is as explained above). 

diagnostic_model ::= fault_tree;

fault_tree ::= top_nde, nodes;

top_node ::= “NodeName:”, node_name, “.”,

     “Symptom:” expression, “.”,

     “ChildName:”, node_name;

node_name ::= “ANDN_” | “ORN_” | “BEN_”, number;

number ::= digit, {digit};

digit ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9;

nodes ::= {ORN}, {ANDN} , {BEN};

ORN ::= “NodeName:”, node_name, “.”,

     “symptom:”, expression | “none”, “.”,

     “Child:”, node_name, “.”, 

     “Sibling:”, node_name | “none”, “.”;

ANDN ::= “NodeName:”, node_name, “.”,

     “symptom:”, expression | “none”, “.”,

     “Child:”, node_name, “.”, 

     “Sibling:”, node_name | “none”, “.”;

BEN ::= “NodeName:”, node_name, “.”,

     “Symptom:”, expressionme | “none”, “.”, 

     “Fault:”, (*fault and name of the faulty component*), “.”

     “Controlling:”, “-“, corrective_measure | “none”, “.”,

     “Sibling:”, node_name | none, “.”;

corrective_measure ::= “-“, actuator_identifier, “=”, measure;

measure ::= boolean | integer | real;
 

Figure 3-19: Grammar of Diagnostic Model Derived from Fault Tree. 

The number of nodes of the fault tree (nodes) may appear as a combination of ANDN, ORN or 

BEN. Both ANDN and ORN have similar enclosures that can be listed as follows:   

- Name of the node, which is as defined above. 

- Symptom, which consists of the term Symptom: and either a monitoring expression as 

defined in Figure 3-8 or none when there is no sensor to provided measurements that can 

correspond to form an expression. 

- Child, which is as same as the child defined for the top node. 

- Sibling, which consists of the term Sibling: and either the name of the first-right-side node, 

(the name of this node is as explained above) or none when the node has no siblings. 
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The node name, symptom and sibling enclosed by the basic event node (BEN) are the same as 

those of the ANDN and ORN. Moreover, as the BEN has no children, it does not enclose a child 

name and rather has the following additional enclosures: 

- Fault, which consists of the term Fault: and a clause that names the fault and the name of 

the faulty basic component (*Fault and name of the faulty component*). 

- Controlling, which consists of the term Controlling: and either corrective measure 

(corrective_measure) when the fault is correctable or none otherwise. Corrective measures 

appear as an actuator identifier (actuator_identifier), equality (=) and a measure (measure). 

Measure, in turn, could be Boolean, integer or real. 

According to the grammar, Figure 3-20 shows a diagnostic model derived from the fault tree of 

Figure 3-18. 

NodeName: ORN_0.

Symptom: T (|FM| <  0.03, 3 sec).

ChildName: BEN_0.

NodeName: BEN_0.

Symptom: |PS| < 20.

Fault: PS has an electromechanical fault.

Controlling: none.

Sibling: BEN_1.
 

NodeName: BEN_1.

Symptom: |PS| < 20.

Fault: PS’s control value stuck at zero.

Controlling: none.

Sibling: ORN_1.

NodeName: ORN_1.

Symptom: none.

Child: BEN_2.

Sibling: none.

NodeName: BEN_2. 

Symptom: VP == 0.

Fault: commission close of VP command.

Controlling: VP = 1.

Sibling: BEN_3.

NodeName: BEN_3. 

Symptom: VP == 0.

Fault: VP stuck close.

Controlling: none.

Sibling: ORN_2.

NodeName: ORN_2.

Symptom: VP == 1 and |PS| > 20.

Child: BEN_4.

Sibling: none.

NodeName: BEN_4.

Symptom: none.

Fault: outlet line is blocked;

Controlling: none.

Sibling: BEN_5.

NodeName: BEN_5.

Symptom: none.

Fault: outlet line is leaky.

Controlling: none.

Sibling: none.  
Figure 3-20: Formal Diagnostic Model Derived from Fault Tree of Figure 3-18. 
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Traversal of a Diagnostic Model Derived From a Fault Tree 

Similar to the behavioural model, this form of diagnostic model is presented as a text file, which 

in turn is parsed, interpreted and loaded to real-time reasoning. According to the grammar 

defined in Figure 3-19, Figure 3-21 shows the declaration of the needed structures to hold the 

model.  

enumerate NodeType //A numeration of the possible types of the nodes. 

{ ORN, ANDN, BEN };

structure Symptom //A structure of a symptom (an expression). For every symptom it holds the following 

{ //attributes:

String SymptomStatus; //To be instantiated with “none” or “expression”, according to the symptom status.  

Int FirstSymToken; //The position of the first token of a given symptom in the tokens array. 

Int LastSymToken; //The position of the last token of that symptom in the tokens array.

};

structure Node //A structure of a node. For every node it holds the following: 

{ 

NodeType Type; //The type of the node as numerated above.

Int SymptomPosition; //The position of the structure of the enclosed symptom in the symptoms array 

//(Symptoms[t]). 

String Fault; //The fault clause enclosed by the BEN.   

String MeasureStatus; //To be instantiated with “none” or “measure”, according to the controlling status.

Int FirstMeasToken; //The position of the first token of a given measure, if the MeasureStatus is not none.

Int LastMeasToken; //The position of the last token of that measure, if the MeasureStatus is not none.   

Int ChildPositon; //The position of the structure of the first-left-side child node.

Int SiblingPosition; //The position of the structure of the first-right-side sibling node.

Int FirstNodePosition; //To hold the position of the structure of the first node of the tree in the nodes array 

//(Nodes[s]).

Int LastNodePosition; //To hold the position of the structure of the last node of the tree in the nodes array 

}; //(Nodes[s]).   

Node [ ] Nodes = new Node [s];           //An array to hold s nodes, where s is the number of the nodes of the 

          //trees.

Symptom [ ] Symptoms = new Symptom [t];     //An array to hold t symptoms, where t is the number of the symptoms 

          //of the trees.
 

Figure 3-21: Data Structures to hold Diagnostic Model Derived from a Fault Tree.  

The declaration enumerates firstly the type of node; ORN, ANDN and BEN. It then shows that 

every diagnostic model is held as a number of nodes. For every fault tree there is a number of 

structures to hold the nodes (Nodes). The structures are held by an array called Nodes [s], where 

s is the number of the nodes of the diagnostic models of a sub-system. The Node structure has 

the following attributes: 

- NodeType, which holds the type of the node, while interpreting the diagnostic model, node 

type is derived from the first part of the node name.  

- SymptomPosition, which holds the position of the structure of every symptom enclosed by 

the nodes. The structure of the symptom (Symptom), in turn, has three attributes: 

SymptomStatus, FirstSympToken and LastSympToken. While interpreting and loading the 

model, if the symptom is none then SymptomStatus is instantiated with none and the other 

two attributes with nil. On the contrary, if the symptom is an expression then the   
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SymptomStatus and FirstSympToken are instantiated with the position of the first and last 

positions of tokens of that expression in the array of symptoms tokens. Some nodes may 

have the same symptom; accordingly the SymptomPosition of those nodes are instantiated 

with the position of the structure of the common symptom. 

- Fault to hold the name and the fault of the faulty component of the BEN; it holds none for 

the ANDNs and ORNs. 

- MeasureStatus, FirstMeasPosition and LasstMeasPosition, these three attributes belong to 

the corrective measure enclosed by every BEN. If the node is ANDN or ORN then the 

MeasureStatus is instantiated with none and the other two attributes with nil. Similar 

instantiation is achieved when the node is BEN and it encloses none measurement. On the 

contrary, if the node is BEN and it encloses a measure, then FirstMeasPosition and 

LasstMeasPosition are instantiated with the position of the first and last token of that 

measure in an array of measures tokens. 

- ChildPosition, which holds the position of the structure of the first-left-side child when the 

node is either ANDN or ORN and nil when the node is a BEN, as typically it does not have 

children. 

- SiblingPosition, which holds the position of the structure of the first-right-side sibling or nil 

when the node has no sibling. 

- FirstNode and LastNode, which hold the positions of the first and last nodes of a fault tree 

in the array Nodes[s]. These positions are used later to update the symptoms of the 

diagnostic model in the correct time, which is immediately after verifying the occurrence of 

the relevant failure event
1
.   

While loading the monitoring model, the position of the top node of the tree instantiates the 

attribute
2
 DiagnosticModelPosition in the relevant Event structure (shown in Figure 3-13). 

Figure 3-22 shows the pseudo code of the diagnostic algorithm that can traverse a diagnostic 

model derived from a fault tree. The code is augmented with comments to explain each of its 

actions. To traverse the model, a heuristic traverse is initiated for every faced node by 

examining the enclosed symptoms. This traverse is further supported by a blind-depth-first 

traversal as follows: 

- If the current node is either ANDN or ORN and its enclosed symptom is verified true or has 

no expression (none), then the blind-depth-first traverse is initiated to its first-left-side child. 

If, on the contrary, the enclosed symptom is verified false, then there are no further nodes to 

be traversed. 

                                                           
1
 Use of these attributes can be seen in the pseudo code that associates plan L1-P17 in section 4.7.2.    

2
 Use of this attribute can be seen in the pseudo code that associates plan L1-P26 in section 4.7.2. 
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- If the current node is BEN and its enclosed symptom is verified true or the symptom is none, 

then it is diagnosed as a cause node. Otherwise, if the enclosed symptom is verified false the 

blind-depth-first traverse is initiated to its first-right-side sibling. 

The diagnostic process is launched after verifying the occurrence of the failure event at level1 

and by calling the diagnostic algorithm with the position of the top node (as argument of the 

diagnostic function). The Identification of the position of the top node and the call of the 

diagnostic function are achieved by the monitoring agent and this will be explained further in 

section 4.7.2. 

Boolean diagnosis (int CNode) //The diagnostic process is launched based on the position of the 

{ //tope node (CNode).

SPosition = Nodes [CNode]. SymptomPosisition; //The position of the structure of the enclosed symptom is retrieved. 

SStatus = Symptoms [SPosition]. SymptomStatus; //From the structure the status of the symptom is retrieved.

if (SStatus != none) //If the status is not none; there is an expression to be evaluated. 

{

FToken = Symptoms [SPosition]. FirstSymToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token of the expression.

LToken = Symptoms [SPosition]. LastSymToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token of the expression.

SEvaluation = Evaluation (FToken, LToken); //Evaluate the expression of the symptom and hold the result in the 

} //Boolean variable SEvaluation. 

if (SEvaluation || SStatus == none) //If the evaluation is true or the symptom has no expression then

{

if (Node [CNode].Type == BEN) //If moreover the type of the current node (CNode) is BEN.   

{

DiagnosticsArray [a] = CNode; //Add the position of the current node to the array that holds the 

//positions of the causal BENs.

a= a + 1; //Increase the counter of the array positions to be ready to hold  

//another cause (if there is any) 

return true; //return true for the diagnosis function.

}

else //If the current node is not a BEN; either an ORN or ANDN, then.

{

NPosition = Nodes [CNode]. ChildPosition; //Retrieve the position of the first-left-side child.

NType = Nodes [CNode]. Type; //Retrieve the type of the CNode, whether an ANDN or an ORN

while (NPosition != nil) //For every child of the CNode.

{

Result = diagnosis (NPosition); //Recursively call diagnosis function 

NPosition = Nodes [NPosition].SiblingPosition; //Retrieve the position of the first-right-side sibling. 

if (Result && NType == ORN) return true; //If the function returns true and the parent node is an ORN then 

//return true; the underlying cause has been diagnosed.

if (!Result && NType == ANDN) return false; //If the function return false and the parent node is an ANDN then 

//return false as this path is not the error propagator.  

return Result; //Return the result, if the otherwise.

}

}

}

else return false               //If the evaluation of the symptom is false then return false. 

}
 

Figure 3-22: Pseudo-code of Diagnostic Algorithm of a Fault Tree Diagnostic Model. 

3.6.3.2 State-Machine as a Model-based Diagnosis Approach 

To demonstrate the ability of state-machines to serve as a diagnostic model, Figure 3-23 revisits 

the condensing sub-system (CS), shown in Figure 3-6. Figure 3-23 captures an excerpt of the 

sub-system’s behavioural state-machine and a number of diagnostic state-machines that can 

relate the failure event “No flow at the outlet” (of the condensing sub-system shown in Figure 

3-6) to its underlying causes. 
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The behavioural state-machine at the top of Figure 3-23 shows how the failure event triggers a 

state transition from the EFS of the emptying mode (CS_EM_EFS) to the TDFS of the same 

mode (CS_EM_TDFS). It should be pointed out that an analytical redundancy (section 3.6.1.3) 

is exploited to validate the sensory measurements of the sub-system and thus faults of the 

sensors are not modelled in the diagnostic state-machines. 

CS_EM_EFS

Condensing sub-

system delivers 

intended functionality

Normal flow at the outlet 

An Excerpt of State-machine of the Condensing Sub-system

Level1

CS_EM_TDFS

Condensing sub-

system in a 

temporary failure 

state 

CS_EM_FS

Condensing sub-

system fails

PS_EFS

PS_FS1

PS is off

PS_FS2

PS is off

PS_FS3

No flow from 
VP

PS has an 

electromechanical fault 

PS’ Control value stuck 

at zero 

No flow from VP to PS

VP_EFS

VP_TDFS

VP is closed

VP_FS1

VP is closed

VP_FS2

No flow from 
the condenser 

to VP

Commission close of VP command

VP stuck closed.

No flow at the outlet 

No flow at the outlet 

No flow at the outlet 

No flow from VP to PS

No flow from VP to PS

No flow from VP to PS

OL_EFS

OL_FS1

Flow line fails

OL_FS2

Flow line fails

Outline is blocked

No flow from the vessel to VP

No flow from condenser to VP

No flow from the vessel to VP

Outline is leaky

Open VP

Level0

No flow at the outlet 

VP cannot be opened 

Flow cannot 

be resumed  

 
Figure 3-23: Diagnostic State-machines of “No Flow at the outlet” of Condensing Sub-system. 

Similar to the fault tree, state-machines can also relate the failure event “No flow at the outlet” 

to its possible underlying causes, which can be any of the following faults: PS is off, VP is 

closed, line is blocked and line is leaky. For those faults, the state-machines incorporate also 

corrective measures, e.g. controlling field “open VP” enclosed by the BEN of “VP is closed”. 

Propagation paths among the state-machines are represented by dotted hollow-headed arrows. 
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Deriving Formal Diagnostic Model form State-machines  

Using E-BNF notation, Figure 3-24 presents the formal grammar of the diagnostic model 

derived from a number of state-machines. In this grammar, the diagnostic model is defined as a 

state-machines model consisting of a failure event and propagator. The failure event consists of 

the term “FailureEvent:” and expression of the failure event of level1. The propagator consists 

of the term “Propagator:” and an error. The error, in turn, consists of an error state (estate) or a 

logical combination of a number of error states.  

diagnostic_model ::= state_machine;

state_machine ::= failure_event, 

     propagator;

failure_event ::= “FailureEvent:”, expression, “.”;

propagator ::= “Propagator:”, error;

error ::= estate {logical_operator, estate}; 

estate ::= propagated_state | fault_state;

propagated_state ::= “EStateName:”, estate_name 

     “Symptom:” expression | “none”, “.”, 

                “Propagator:”, error, “.”;

fault_state ::= “EStateName:”, estate_name,

     “Symptom:” expression | “none”, ”.”,

     “Fault:”, (*fault and name of the faulty component*), “.”,

     “Controlling:”, corrective_measure | “none” “.”;
 

estate_name ::= component_initials, “_”, estate_initials [number];

estate_initials ::= TDFS | PDS | FS;

number ::= digit{digit};

digit ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9;
 

corrective_measure ::= “-“, actuator_identification, “=”, measure;

measure ::= boolean | integer | real;

logical_operator ::= “AND”  |  “OR” ;
 

Figure 3-24: Grammar of Diagnostic Model Derived from State-machines. 

An error state (estate) could be a propagated state or a fault state. While the former is triggered 

by an error propagated from error states of other components, the latter is triggered by an 

internal fault of the given component. The enclosures of those states differ accordingly. A 

propagated_state encloses the following:  

- The name of the error state, which consists of the term EStateName and the name of the 

error state (estate_name). The estate_name is composed of two parts separated by an 

underscore; the first part is the initials of the component name; and the second part is the 

initials of an error state (TDFS, PDS or FS) associated with a number, as every state might 

appear more than once.  
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- Symptom, which consists of the term Symptom: and either a monitoring expression as 

defined in Figure 3-8 or none when there are no sensors to provide measurements that can 

correspond to form an expression. 

- Propagator, which consists of the term Propagator: and error which is as defined above.  

A fault_state encloses the name of the error state and symptom, the same as those of the 

propagated_state. A fault_state does not have a propagator and rather encloses the following: 

- Fault, which consists of the term Fault: and a clause that names the fault and the name of 

the faulty basic component (*Fault and name of the faulty component*). 

- Controlling, which consists of the term Controlling: and either corrective measure 

(corrective_measure) when the fault is correctable or none otherwise. Corrective measures 

appear as an actuator identifier (actuator_identifier), equality (=) and a measure (measure). 

Measure, in turn, could be a Boolean, integer or real. 

Figure 3-25 shows the executable diagnostic model derived from the state-machines of Figure 

3-23.  

FailureEvent: T(|FM| < 0.03, 3 sec).

Propagator: PS_FS1 OR PS_FS2 OR PS_FS3.

EStateName: PS_FS1. 

Symptom: |PS| < 20.

Fault: PS has an electromechanical fault.

Controlling: none.
 

EStateName: PS_FS2.

Symptom: |PS| < 20.

Fault: PS’s control value stuck at zero.

Controlling: none.

EStateName: PS_FS3.

Symptom: none.

Propagator: VP_TDFS OR VP_FS1 OR VP_FS2.

EStateName: VP_TDFS.

Symptom: VP == 0.

Fault: commission close of VP command.

Controlling: VP = 1.

EStateName: VP_FS1.

Symptom: VP == 0.

Fault: VP stuck close.

Controlling: none.

EStateName: VP_FS2.

Symptom: VP == 1 AND |PS| > 20.

Propagator: OL_FS1 OR OL_FS2.

EStateName: OL_FS1.

Symptom: none.

Fault: flow line is blocked;

Controlling: none.

EStateName: OL_FS2.

Symptom: none.

Fault: flow line is blocked.

Controlling: none.
 

Figure 3-25: Formal Diagnostic Derived from State-machines of Figure 3-23. 
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Traversal of a Diagnostic Model Derived from State-machines  

Similar to the diagnostic model derived from a fault tree, the model derived from state-

machines is also presented as a text file to be parsed, interpreted and loaded as a number of 

interrelated structures for the real-time diagnostic process. According to the grammar defined in 

Figure 3-24, Figure 3-26 shows the declaration of the structures needed to hold this model.  

structure Propagator //A structure to hold errors that are propagated and result in the failure event or an 

{ //error state of another component. This is applicable to the propagated_state and not   

//to the fault state, as defined by Figure 3-23. 

Int FirstPropToken; //The position of the first token of the error propagator in the token array. 

Int LastPropToken; //The position of the last token of the error propagator in the token array.

}; // A token could be an AND, OR or the position of an error state of another component.

structure Symptom //A structure of a symptom (an expression). For every symptom it holds the following 

{ //attributes:

String SymptomStatus; //To be instantiated with “none” or “expression”, according to the symptom status.  

Int FirstSymToken; //The position of the first token of a given symptom in the toke array. 

Int LastSymToken; //The position of the last token of that symptom in the toke array.

};

structure State //A structure of a state; it holds the following attributes: 

{ 

Int SymptomPosition; //The position of the structure of the enclosed symptom.  

String Fault; //The fault filed of the fault state.   

String MeasureStatus; //The status of the measure, either none or measure.

Int FirstMeasToken; //The position of the first token of a given measure in the measures token array.

Int LastMeasToken; //The position of the last token of that measure in the measures token array.  

Int StatePropagator; //The position of the structure of the error propagators of the propagated state, as 

}; //defined by Figure 3-23.   

structure StateMachine //A structure of the state-machine of every failure events of a sub-system, it holds 

{ //the diagnostic model through the following attributes:    

Int EventPropagator; //The position of structure of the propagator that propagate the failure event.

Int FirstStatePosition; //To hold the position of the structure of the first state of the diagnostic model, in the 

//array of states (States[s]).

Int LastStatePosition; //To hold the position of the structure of the last state of the diagnostic model, in the 

}; //array of states (States[s]).

StateMachine [ ] StateMachines = new StateMachine [r]; //An array to hold r models, where r is the number of the 

          //diagnostic models of a sub-system.

State [ ] States = new State [s]; //An array to hold s states, where s is the  number of states of the 

//diagnostic models.

Symptom [ ] Symptoms = new Symptom [t]; //An array to hold t symptoms, where t is the number of  

//symptoms of the diagnostic models.  

Propagator [ ] Propagators = new Propagator [t]; //An array to hold t propagator fields, where t is the number of 

//propagator fields of the diagnostic models.
 

Figure 3-26: Data Structures to Hold Diagnostic Model Derived from State-machines. 

The declaration shows that for every diagnostic model there is a structure to hold the state-

machines (StateMachine) and a number of structures to hold the error states (State) of that 

model. As there could be a number of models for every sub-system, the structure StateMachine 

is held by an array StateMachines [r], where r is the number of diagnostic models. Similarly, a 
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number of error state structures are held by an array States [s], where s is the number of states 

of the diagnostic models of a sub-system. 

Every StateMachine structure has the following attributes:    

- EventPropagator, which holds the position of an error state or positions of error states that 

are combined logically and propagate the verified failure event.  

- FirstStatePosition and LastStatePosition, which hold the positions of the structures of the 

first and last states of the diagnostic model in the States array; States [s]. These positions 

are used later to update the symptoms of the diagnostic model at the correct time
1
, which is 

immediately after verifying the occurrence of the relevant failure event. 

While loading the monitoring model, the position of the structure of the StateMachine 

instantiates the attribute
2
 DiagnosticModelPosition in the relevant Event structure (shown in 

Figure 3-13) 

Every State structure has the following attributes: 

- SymptomPosition, which holds the position of the structure of every symptom enclosed by 

the states. The structure of the symptom (Symptom), in turn, has three attributes: 

SymptomStatus, FirstSympToken and LastSympToken. While interpreting and loading the 

model, if the symptom is none then SymptomStatus is instantiated with none and the other 

two attributes with nil. On the contrary, if the symptom is an expression then the   

SymptomStatus and FirstSympToken are instantiated with the position of the first and last 

positions of tokens of that expression in the array of symptoms tokens. Some states may 

enclose the same symptom; accordingly the SymptomPosition of those states are instantiated 

with the position of the structure of the common symptom. 

- Fault to hold the name and the failure mode of the faulty component of the fault state; it 

holds none of the propagated states. 

- MeasureStatus, FirstMeasPosition and LasstMeasPosition; these three attributes belong to 

the corrective measure enclosed by every fault_state, as defined in Figure 3-24. If the state 

is a propagated_state then the MeasureStatus is instantiated with none and the other two 

attributes with nil. Similar instantiation is achieved when the state is a fault_state and 

enclose none measurement. On the contrary if the state is a fault_state and encloses a 

measure then FirstMeasPosition and LasstMeasPosition are instantiated with the position of 

the first and last token of that measure in the array of measures tokens. 

- StatePropagator, for the propagated_states; this attribute holds the position of the 

Propagator structure.  This structure holds the error state or a logical combination of a 

                                                           
1
 Use of these attributes can be seen in the pseudo code that associates plan L1-P17 in section 4.7.2.    

2
 Use of this attribute can be seen in the pseudo code that associates plan L1-P26 in section 4.7.2. 
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number of error states that propagate and trigger the given state. The Propagator structure 

has two attributes, FirstPropToken and LastPropToken. For the number of propagators 

enclosed by the state, the Propagator structure is held by an array Propagators[t], where t 

is the number of propagators. 

Figure 3-27 shows the pseudo code of the diagnostic algorithm that can traverse a diagnostic 

model derived from a number of state-machines. The code is also augmented with comments to 

explain each of its actions. Similar to the diagnostic algorithm of the fault tree, this algorithm 

also combines between blind-depth-first and heuristic traverses to relate a failure event to its 

underlying causes. 

Boolean Diagnosis (Int EP) //EP is the position of the propagator, which is a state or logical combination of    

{ //states that results in the failure event (when this function is firstly called) or a state 

//or logical combination of states that results in an error state of a basic component 

//(when this function is called recursively)

FPToken = Propagator [EP]. FirstPropToken; //Retrieve the first position of the propagator in the PToken array.   

LPToken = Propagator [EP]. LastPropToken; //Retrieve the last position of the propagator in the PToken array.

For (i = FPToken, i <= LPToken, i++) //From the first to the last positions.    

{

RetrievedToken = PTokenArray[i]; //Retrieve a token  

if (RetrievedToken == AND) Logic = AND; //If the token is an AND, instantiate the variable “Logic” with an AND.

if (RetrievedToken == OR) Logic =OR; //If the token is an OR, instantiate the variable “Logic” with an OR.

else //Otherwise, if the token is a position of an error state. 

{

SPosition = States [RetrievedToken]. SymptomPosisition; //From the position of the structure, the   

//enclosed symptom is retrieved. 

SStatus = Symptoms [SPosition]. SymptomStatus; //From the structure the status of the symptom is retrieved.

if  (SStatus != none) //If the symptom is an expression then  

{

FEToken = State [RetrievedToken]. FirstSymToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token of the expression 

//from the ExpArray.

LEToken = State [RetrievedToken]. LastSymToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token of the expression 

//from the ExpArray.

SEvaluation = Evaluation (FEToken, LEToken); //Evaluate the expression.

}

if (SEvaluation || SStatus == none) //The evaluation results in true or the status of the symptom is none

{  

if (State [RetrievedToken].Fault != none) //If moreover the current state is a fault state then

{

DiagnosticArray [a] = RetrievedToken; //Add the position of this state to the diagnostic array

a = a +1; //Increase the counter of the positions of the diagnostics array by 1.

return true; //And return true.

}

else //Otherwise, if the state is a propagated state

{

Result = Diagnosis (State [RetrievedToken]. StatePropagartor); //Recursively call the diagnosis.

if (Result && Logic == OR) return true; //If the Result is true and the logic between this state and 

//previously traversed one is OR then return true. 

if (! Result && Logic == AND) return false; //If the Result is true and the logic between this state and 

//previously traversed one is AND then return false.

return Result; //Otherwise, return the Result.

} 

} 

else return false; //If the evaluation of the enclosed symptom is false then return false.  

}

}

}
 

Figure 3-27: Pseudo code of the Diagnostic Algorithm of Model Derived from State-machines. 
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3.7 Summary 

The chapter has discussed the position, role, architecture and constituents of the proposed 

monitor. A distributed monitoring model and multi-agent system have been shown as the two 

constituents of the monitor. The distributed monitoring model has been developed in this 

chapter. The distributed monitoring model is constructed from behavioural and diagnostic 

knowledge of the monitored system. To derive this knowledge, system design models and a 

number of safety analysis techniques have been exploited.  

It was shown that this knowledge can be derived via application of state-of-the-art model-based 

safety assessment techniques
1
, such as HiP-HOPS and AADL. More specifically, HiP-HOPS 

produces assessment models consisting of a hierarchy of state-machines as a behavioural model 

and a number of fault trees as error propagation models (Papadopoulos, 2002). AADL produces 

an assessment model consisting of a hierarchy of state-machines as a behavioural model and 

another set of state-machines as error propagation models (Feiler and Rugina 2007; Debruyne et 

al., 2005). To make such assessment models executable for the purposes of safety monitoring, 

their behavioural and error propagation models were formalised as state-transition tables and 

diagnostic models, respectively.  

The chapter also discussed the importance of formalising events and symptoms using precise 

monitoring expressions. Techniques that can filter and validate sensory measurements and 

diagnose and control sensory faults have also been developed. 

Though they share some commonalities, HIP-HOPS and AADL differ. The specific derivation 

of a monitoring model from HiP-HOPS and AADL models and case studies are therefore 

demonstrated in Chapter Five and Chapter Six, respectively. 

  

                                                           
1
 Assessment models produced by these techniques are typically developed in two parts; the first is a 

technical assessment of the system and the second describes the fault controlling measures to avoid 

disastrous scenarios (Kelly, 1998). Thus, it could be said that in addition to the behavioural and 

diagnostic knowledge, such models could also provide non-conflicting corrective measures and quality 

of assessment and guidance.  
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Chapter Four 

Distributed On-line Safety Monitor: Multi-agent System  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter develops the multi-agent system, the second constituent of the proposed monitor. 

In this chapter, the appropriateness of Belief Desire Intention (BDI) agents as monitoring agents 

is considered and the deployment architecture of those agents as well as collaboration protocols 

among them are developed.  

The monitoring roles, reasoning and implementation of the agents are then discussed. The 

chapter finally shows how the logical omniscience problem is considered and addressed during 

the design and implementation of the monitoring agents. 

4.2 Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) Agents as Monitoring Agents 

The reasoning foundation of the BDI agent is inspired by the theory of human practical 

reasoning. Belief (B) is a mental attitude that abstracts “what is going on” in the environment 

surrounding the agent, which must continually perceive changes that occur over time and update 

belief accordingly. Desire (D) is another mental attitude that represents motivations that the 

agent reasons to bring about. Intention (I) is the third mental attitude and it is a desire to which 

the agent has committed and it will act to bring about (Bratman, 1978; Bordini et al., 2007). 

The computational model of a BDI agent is constituted of firstly, a belief base, which is a 

collection of literals updated continuously by adding the up-to-date belief and deleting the no 

longer valid one, and secondly, a plan library representing the desires of the agent. Each plan is 

a set of actions that are executed either to affect matters in the environment or to exchange 

messages among the agents (in a multi-agent system) to influence each other’s beliefs.  

In its practical reasoning, the agent reasons among its beliefs and desires cyclically. Every 

cycle, which is called a reasoning cycle, is triggered by a new belief and achieved in two 

processes. The first is the deliberation, in which the agent deliberates among its desires to select 

an intention (one or a set of plans). The second process is the means-ends, in which the agent 

selects a plan to be executed (Shoham, 1993; Bordini et al., 2007). Figure 4-1 illustrates the 

three mental attitudes and the reasoning cycle of the BDI agent. 
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Desires (D)

Beliefs (B) Intentions (I)
Perception 

Messages to other agents

Actions

Messages from other agents

Deliberation Means-ends

Reasoning Cycle

 
Figure 4-1: Reasoning Cycle of the BDI-agent. 

In addition to the common ability of intelligent agents to achieve integrated reasoning among 

distributed processes (McArthur et al., 2004), two more reasons underpin the particular 

adoption of BDI agents
1
 as monitoring agents. Firstly, as the reasoning model of these agents is 

based on human reasoning, effective automation of the crucial responsibilities of system 

operators can be facilitated. Secondly, the informative communication
2
 as well as the semi-

independent reasoning of the BDI agents can support effective collaboration and integration of 

two different deployment approaches: 

- Spatial deployment in which agents are installed on a number of distributed computational 

machines. Such deployment is needed when the sub-systems of the monitored system are 

distributed over a geographical area, e.g. a chemical plant. 

- Semantic deployment in which monitoring agents are installed on one computational 

machine. Such deployment is appropriate when the sub-systems of the monitored system, 

although distributed, are close to each other, e.g. an aircraft system. 

4.2.1 The Deployment of the Monitoring Agents  

Monitoring agents are deployed hierarchically over the monitored system and its sub-systems 

following the corresponding structure of the distributed monitoring model. The agent that is 

deployed over the top hierarchical level (leveln) is termed the system monitoring agent 

(S_MAG). Agents that are deployed over the sub-systems of levels extending from level1 to 

leveln-1 are termed sub-system monitoring agents (Ss_MAGs). Thus, the multi-agent system 

appears as a hierarchy of monitoring agents and the relationships among the agents are as parent 

and children, or as siblings (when two agents lie on the same level of the architectural 

refinement). 

Every monitoring agent is provided with a corresponding model (or portion) of the distributed 

monitoring model. Guided by knowledge encoded in their models, agents reason locally to 

                                                           
1
 In addition to the BDI reasoning model, there are moreover three different models: the logic-based 

reasoning model, the reactive reasoning model and the layered reasoning model. More information 

about these models can be found in Bellifemine et al. (2007). 
2
 More information about the communication abilities of the BDI agents can be found in Bordini et al. 

(2007). 
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monitor the conditions of the components and collaborate to achieve global integration and 

deliver consistent safety tasks over the monitored system. 

In Chapter Three, level1 was selected as the most appropriate level for effective monitoring 

process (section 3.4). This has implications for the design of the state-transition tables of 

level1’s sub-systems and also the incorporation of diagnostic models in their monitoring 

models. Accordingly, these models differ from those of the higher-level components, which 

consist of state-transition tables only. 

Due to the variety of the monitoring models and also the hierarchical deployment, monitoring 

agents appear in three different groups, as follows: 

- Ss_MAGs that are deployed over the sub-systems of Level1. The monitoring model of each 

of these agents includes a state-transition table and a number of diagnostic models. Agents of 

this level have parent agents at the immediate upper level and have no child agents. To track 

the behaviour of their monitored sub-systems, they monitor the occurrences of the normal, 

corrective and failure events initiated by level0 and collaborate with their parents by 

exchanging their state transitions. They also exchange messages with each other as siblings 

to share their sensory measurements whenever needed. 

- Ss_MAGs that are deployed over levels extending from Level2 to leveln-1. The monitoring 

models of each of these agents include a state-transition table only and each of them has a 

parent agent and child agents. To track the behaviour of the monitored sub-systems, each 

agent collaborates with its children and parent by exchanging their state transitions. 

- S_MAG that is deployed over leveln. The monitoring model of this agent consists also of a 

state-transition table. S_MAG has no parent and to track system behaviour, it collaborates 

with its children by exchanging their state transitions. 

4.2.2 Collaboration Protocols
1
 

Figure 4-2 shows the collaboration protocol of the monitoring agents across the hierarchal 

levels. By implementing this protocol, agents can track the behaviour of the monitored sub-

systems and the entire system. 

Every new state that results from a state transition at level1 is communicated by the agent to its 

parent agent, which in turn communicates its own new state higher up to its parent, and so on 

successively to the S_MAG at the top level (leveln). The S_MAG, in turn, communicates its 

own new state to the children at leveln-1. Every child agent communicates its own new state 

                                                           
1
 Protocols are illustrated according to the Prometheus methodology for developing intelligent agent 

systems (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004). 
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similarly to its children. This scenario is repeated successively between every agent and its 

children until the agents of level1 are reached. 

Ss_MAGs of Level1 Ss_MAGs of Leveln-1 S_MAG (Leveln)

new_state(State_Name)

new_state(State_Name)

new_state(State_Name)

new_state(State_Name)

 
Figure 4-2: The Collaboration Protocol among the Monitoring Agents across the Hierarchical Levels. 

Figure 4-3 shows the collaboration protocol by which the Ss_MAGs of level1 share their 

sensory measurements, here termed global measurements. Any Ss_MAG may ask for a global 

measurement by sending a request (an ask message) to the intended Ss_MAG of the same level; 

every global measurement is annotated with the name of the intended Ss_MAG. The receiving 

Ss_MAG (asked Ss_MAG) should answer accordingly by sending a tell message. 

Some Ss_MAG of Level1 Another Ss_MAG of Level1

ask_for(Measurement) 

tell(Measurement) 

tell(Measurement) 

ask_for(Measurement) 

 
Figure 4-3: The Collaboration Protocol among MAGs of level1. 
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4.3 Belief, Desire and Intention of Ss_MAGs of Level1 

Figure 4-4 shows a generic illustration of Ss_MAGs of level1. Belief bases of these Ss_MAGs 

are updated by (a) perceiving the monitoring model and monitoring expressions which are 

evaluated based on up-to-date sensory measurements; (b) receiving messages from their parents 

about higher level state transitions and from their siblings either asking or telling (the given 

Ss_MAG) about global measurements.  

Desires (D)

Beliefs (B) Intentions (I)

Corrective measures 

Monitoring expressions 

Messages from the parent

Monitoring model

Messages from the siblings

Messages to the siblings

Assessment and guidance

Diagnostics

Messages to the parent

Alarm

Timely prognoses

 
Figure 4-4: A Generic Illustration of Ss_MAG of Level1. 

According to the up-to-date beliefs, the Ss_MAG reasons and produces the following actions: 

- Send messages to inform the parent about the new states. 

- Provide the operators with alarm, assessment and guidance and timely prognosis. 

- Corrective measures, which may be taken by the Ss_MAG either directly by instructing the 

system’s actuators or by encoding them to the system’s controller.  

- Diagnose the underlying causes of the detected failures. 

- Send messages to ask or tell the siblings about global measurements. 

4.3.1 Updating the Belief Base of the Ss_MAGs of Level1 

The flowchart in Figure 4-5 illustrates the way in which Ss_MAGs of level1 update their belief 

bases. Once the monitoring process is launched, the Ss_MAG perceives its state-transition table, 

and regards the initial state as the current state. From this state, the agent provides the operators 

with assessment and guidance and identifies the active events to launch a monitoring cycle. If 

the current state has no event that triggers a transition to another state (AE = nil), i.e. the state is 

a sink or permanent failure state, then the Ss_MAG does not launch a monitoring cycle. 

On the contrary, if there are trigger events then before launching a monitoring cycle, Ss_MAG 

checks whether a belief “asked by a sibling” has been added; a sibling has asked for a global 

measurement. If so, then the Ss_MAG replies to that sibling by sending an up-to-date 

measurement and drops that belief. Otherwise, the Ss_MAG updates and evaluates the 

expression of the first active event. If that expression needs a global measurement, then the 
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belief “need to contact a sibling” is added and an ask message is sent to the intended sibling. 

According to that belief, the Ss_MAG will wait to receive an answer.   

AE = the number of the active events;

Needed

Not needed

Global 
sensory 

measurement
Belief updating: add belief 

“need to contact a sibling”;  

Receive a 

message

From a 

sibling 
Message

Ask From the 

parent

None

Yes

Belief updating: add belief  

“new parental state”; 

2

Send an ask message to the 

intended sibling; 

Belief Updating: drop belief 

“need to contact a sibling”;

Belief 
“need to 
contact a
sibling”

AE >= 0

Yes 

Provide the operators with assessment and 
guidance;

Start 

Perceiving the state-transition table;

Belief updating: add the name of initial state  
and the  number of active events  (AE) to 

the belief base;

No

Tell

Belief updating: add belief 

“asked by a sibling”;  

Belief
“asked by a 

sibling”

No

Yes 

· Belief updating: drop belief 

“asked by a sibling”;  

Update and evaluate 

event [AE];

· Collect the up-to-date 

measurement 

Is an event 
true

No

Belief 
“new parental 

state”

Yes 

Belief updating: drop belief  

“new parental state”; 

No
Yes NoBelief 

“new parental 
state”

Belief 
“need to 
contact a 
sibling”

Belief updating: drop belief  

“new parental state”; 

Yes 

No

Belief updating: drop belief  
“need to contact a sibling”; 

Yes 

1

No

AE = AE -1;

AE==nil
Yes 

No

· Send an answer message 

to the intended sibling; 

 
Figure 4-5: Flowchart of Updating the Belief Base of Ss_MAGs of Level1. 
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If the expression does not need a global measurement, then the Ss_MAG checks whether any 

message has been received. If a message has been received from a sibling then the Ss_MAG 

checks whether it is an “ask” or “tell” message. In the former case, the belief “asked by a 

sibling” is added, whereas in the latter case, the Ss_MAG takes the received measurement to 

instantiate the relevant expression. 

If a message has been received from the parent, then the belief base is updated by adding the 

belief, “new parental state” and the agent checks whether the received state instantiates an 

expression and results in a true evaluation. If it does not then the belief “new parental state” is 

dropped and if the Ss_MAG still believes “need to contact a sibling” it will stay waiting. If the 

evaluation of the expression results in false and there is no “new parental state” belief, then the 

Ss_MAG checks whether the expression is the last (of the active events) or not. In the former 

case, a new monitoring cycle is launched, whereas in the latter case the next expression is 

evaluated.  

However, if the received parental state triggers a state transition or an expression is evaluated as 

true, then the current beliefs are dropped and the state-transition table is perceived further. The 

flowchart of Figure 4-6 is the sequel to Figure 4-5 and illustrates the updating of the belief base 

after an expression is evaluated and verified true (the occurrence of an event is verified).  

The Ss_MAG perceives the state-transition table to identify the type of event
1
 that has occurred 

and adds that type to the belief base. If it is a normal or a corrective event, then the Ss_MAG 

drops the belief “normal or corrective event”, perceives the state-transition table (Figure 3-13) 

further and achieves the following state-transition procedure:  

- Transit to the corresponding state (new state). 

- Update the belief base as follows: add the name of the new state as the current state and the 

number of active events (AE). 

- Send a message to inform the parent about the new state.  

- Provide the operator with assessment and guidance of the new conditions.  

- Launch a monitoring cycle for the active events of the new state, as shown by the connection 

between circle 2 in Figure 4-6 and the corresponding circle in Figure 4-5. 

On the other hand, if the occurred event is a failure event, then the Ss_MAG perceives the state-

transition table and achieves the following procedure: 

- Announce an alarm by quoting the corresponding clause from the alarm attribute.  

- Perceive the controlling status attribute. If it is instantiated with “after_diagnosing” the belief 

“controlling is after_diagnosing” is added. When the status is corrective measures, they will 

                                                           
1
 The event’s type is identified by perceiving the alarm cell, see section 3.6.2. 
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be applied accordingly. If that status is instantiated with “impossible”, then the Ss_MAG 

perceives the diagnosis attribute.  

2

1

Perceive the state-transition table and add 

belief of the type of the occurred event

Belief the 

occurred 

event is

A failure event

A normal or corrective  

event
Alarm 

annunciation 

Fault 

controlling 

After_diagnosing

Encoding measures to the 

controller or instructing the 

corresponding actuators.  

Available

Send a message to inform the 

parent about the new state 

Provide the operators with  

assessment and guidance;

needed 

impossible

Diagnosis 

status

Belief Updating:  add belief 

· “controlling is after_diagnosing”;

Belief Updating: add belief

“diagnosis is needed”;

Add the underlying causes to 

the diagnostic list

Name of the underlying cause 

Achieve state-transition;

Launch diagnostic processNo

Encoding measures to the 

controller or instructing the 

corresponding actuators.  

No

Belief Updating: drop belief

“diagnosis is needed”;

Belief Updating:  drop belief

“controlling is after_diagnosing”;

Yes

Belief Updating: 

· add belief new state and (AE);

Belief Updating: 

· drop belief normal or corrective 

event;

Belief Updating: 

· drop belief failure event;

Belief 

“diagnosis is 

needed”

Yes

Belief 
“controlling is 

after 
diagnosing”

 
Figure 4-6: Sequel of Updating Belief Base of Ss_MAGs of Level1 Started in Figure 4-5. 

- Perceive the diagnosis attribute. If it is instantiated with “needed” then the belief “diagnosis 

is needed” is added. On the contrary, if the attribute holds the name of the underlying cause, 

then the name is added to the diagnostic list. 
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- Drop belief “failure event” and achieve the above state-transition procedure. Thereafter, if 

the Ss_MAG believes “diagnosis is needed”, then a diagnostic process is launched. The 

Ss_MAG may also believe that controlling is “after_diagnosing”; in this case the corrective 

measures would be found in association with the diagnosed causes and applied. If Ss_MAG 

does not believe “diagnosis is needed” or controlling is “after diagnosing”, then a reasoning 

cycle is launched to the current state, as shown by the connection between circle 2 in Figure 

4-6 and the corresponding circle in Figure 4-5. 

4.3.2 Desires of the Ss_MAGs of level1 

Every Ss_MAG of level1 has local and global desires. Local desires can be listed as follows: 

- Monitoring the operational conditions of the assigned sub-system. This can be achieved by 

updating and evaluating monitoring expressions that represent the active events of the 

current state and tracking the behaviour of the sub-system through executing the occurred 

events on the state-transition table. 

- Alarming the operator on the occurrence of failure events. 

- Providing the operators with assessment, guidance and timely prognoses. 

- Diagnosing the underlying causes of the occurred failure events. 

- Controlling the occurred failure events.  

Global desires can be listed as follows:  

- Asking siblings about global measurements. 

- Telling siblings about global measurements that they have already asked about. 

- Informing the parent about new states resulting from state transitions. 

- Receiving parental states and checking whether they trigger a state transition in the state-

transition table of the monitored sub-system. 

4.3.3 Intention of the Ss_MAGs of Level1 

Figure 4-7 illustrates the deliberation process over the local and global desires of the Ss_MAGs 

of level1. The process is modelled as a state-machine model
1
; each state represents a committed 

intention and every transition is triggered by an up-to-date belief. 

Once the Ss_MAG has a belief “current state” and the number of the active events (AE), its 

intention would be to provide the operators with assessment and guidance and to achieve 

                                                           
1
 Unfortunately there is no particular notation to model the way in which a BDI agent deliberates among 

its desires and commits to an intention. Therefore, the state-machine is used here to model the 

deliberation process. 
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monitoring cycles (update and evaluate expressions), if there are any active events. While 

achieving this intention, if the Ss_MAG has the belief, “asked by a sibling”, it accordingly 

suspends the current monitoring cycle and commits to an intention of answering that request by 

sending the up-to-date global measurement. Thereafter, the Ss_MAG updates its belief base by 

dropping the belief, “asked by a sibling” and resumes the suspended monitoring cycle.  

Similarly, if the Ss_MAG believes there is a “need to contact a sibling” then the current 

monitoring cycle is suspended and the Ss_MAG commits to a new intention and sends an ask 

message to the intended sibling and keeps waiting until an answer message is received. Once 

that message is received the belief, “need to contact a sibling” is dropped and the suspended 

cycle will accordingly be resumed. 

a new monitoring cycle

· Assessment and 
guidance;

·  expression updating 
and evaluation (if any).

Send up-to-date 

measurement.

Belief “current state and AE”

Belief “asked 

by a sibling” Send an ask 

message to the 

intended sibling

Belief “need to contact a sibling”

No belief “need to contact a sibling”

Perceive the state-

transition table 

Expression is true

· Announce alarm;

· Checks controlling  

and diagnosis;  

Belief “normal or 

corrective event”

Identify the new 

state and active 

events.  

Belief “failure event”

Belief “a new state and active events”

Belief “diagnosis is needed” or 

“controlling is after diagnosis”

Traverse the 

diagnostic model and 

diagnose the causes.   

Belief “corrective measures are available” 

Apply the measures

Belief “diagnosis is not_needed”, Belief 

“diagnosis is needed” or cause is known

Belief “diagnosis is not needed”, “diagnosis is needed”, 

cause is known or “controlling is after_diagnosis”

Belief “controlling is after diagnosis”

No corrective measures or 

no belief “controlling is after 

diagnosis”

Wait for the answer

No belief “asked by a sibling”

Check the received 

state 

Belief “message received from the parent”  Expression is true

Expression is false

Belief “controlling is after diagnosis”

 
Figure 4-7: The Deliberation Process of the Ss_MAGs of Level1. 

Whenever an Ss_MAG receives a message from the parents, the monitoring cycle is suspended 

and it checks whether the conveyed state triggers a state transition. If it does not, then the 

suspended cycle is resumed. On the contrary, if it does or any expression is verified true (the 

event has occurred) then the Ss_MAG perceives the state-transition table further.  

If the Ss_MAG believes that the occurred event is a normal or corrective event, then the new 

state and the number of the active events are identified and a monitoring cycle is launched. 
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However, if the belief is a failure event, then an alarm is announced and the diagnosis status and 

availability of corrective measures are perceived. Thereafter, Ss_MAG commits to an intention 

of identifying the new state along with its active events. 

After achieving this intention, the Ss_MAG will believe “a new state and active events”, upon 

which the operators will be provided with assessment and guidance. Before launching a 

monitoring cycle for the new state, the Ss_MAG checks its belief base; if there is presence of 

the belief, “diagnosis is needed” or control is “after_diagnosis”, then a diagnostic process is 

launched. After diagnosing the underlying causes, if there is a belief that control is 

“after_diagnosis” then corrective measures are applied and a monitoring cycle of the new state 

is launched. If such a belief is not present then the cycle is launched immediately. 

However, if corrective measures are available in the state-transition table, the Ss_MAG 

accordingly applies them and whether it believes “diagnosis is not needed”, “diagnosis is 

needed” or the cause is known, the new state along with its active events are identified. 

4.4 Belief, Desire and Intention of Ss_MAGs of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln-1 

Figure 4-8 shows a generic illustration of an Ss_MAG of the levels extending from level2 to 

leveln-1.  

Desires (D)

Beliefs (B) Intentions (I)

Messages from the parent

Messages to the parentMessages from the children

Messages to the children

Assessment and guidance

Timely prognoses

Monitoring expressions

Monitoring model

 
Figure 4-8: A Generic Illustration of Ss_MAGs of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln-1. 

The illustration shows the resources for updating the belief base and the produced actions. 

Belief resources can be listed as follows: 

- Messages received from the parent. 

- Perceiving the monitoring model (which consists of a state-transition table) and the 

monitoring expression, which are evaluated based on the new states of the parent and 

children. 

- Messages received from the children.  

According to the up-to-date belief, an Ss_MAG produces the following actions: 
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- Send messages to inform the children about state transitions. 

- Provide the operator with the corresponding multi-level assessment, guidance and timely 

prognosis. 

- Send messages to inform the parent about state transitions. 

4.4.1 Updating the Belief Base of Ss_MAGs of Level2 to Leveln-1 

The flow chart of Figure 4-9 illustrates the way in which the Ss_MAGs of levels extending from 

level2 to leveln-1 update their belief bases. Once the monitoring process is launched, the 

Ss_MAG perceives its state-transition table, identifies and regards the initial state as the current 

state, identifies the number of active events and updates its belief base accordingly. The initial 

state is identified through its typical appearance as the first state in the state-transition table.  

Receive a 

message

Idle

Yes 

Belief updating: 
· drop belief “current state”;
· drop belief “received a message”;

Perceive the state-transition table and 
apply the state transition

Belief updating: 
· add new state and the associated 

active events;

Start 

Perceive state-transition table, identify the 
initial state and the associated active events.

Belief updating: add belief “initial state and 
active events”;

Provide the operators with feedback

Belief Updating: drop belief of
“received a message”;

No Yes

No

Send messages to inform the parent 
and the children about the new state

Is an 

expression 

true 

Belief Updating: add belief 
“received message”;

 
Figure 4-9: Flowchart of the Updating the Belief Base of Ss_MAGs of Level2 to Leveln-1. 
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After providing the operators with assessment and guidance, the Ss_MAG checks for the 

existence of any received message. If there is no message, it remains idle. If, on the contrary, 

the Ss_MAG receives a message from the parent or a child, then it checks whether that message 

conveys a state that instantiates an expression and triggers a state transition. If not, then the 

belief “received message” is dropped and the idle status is resumed. 

However, if the received state instantiates and verifies an expression, then the Ss_MAG updates 

its belief base by dropping the beliefs about the current state and “received message” and 

perceives the state-transition table to add the name of the new state along with its associated 

active events. Messages conveying the new state will also be sent to inform the parent and 

children. 

4.4.2 Desires of the Ss_MAGs of Level2 to Leveln-1  

Similar to Ss_MAGs of level1, these Ss_MAGs also have local and global desires. Local desires 

can be listed as follows: 

- Monitoring the conditions of the assigned sub-systems.  

- Providing the system operators with multi-level assessment and guidance, and timely 

prognosis.  

Global desires can be described as informing the parent and the children about the local state 

transitions. 

4.4.3 Intentions of the Ss_MAGs of Level2 to Leveln-1  

According to up-to-date beliefs, Ss_MAGs of levels extending from level2 to leveln-1 

deliberate on their desires to commit an intention as shown in Figure 4-10.  

Check the 

received state.

Believe “received a message”

Perceive state-

transition table 

Expression is 

true

Believe “a new 

state” Send messages to 
inform the parent 

and children

Belief “current state 

and active events”

Believe “current state” 

Idle

Provide 

operators with 

feedback 

Expression 

is false

Believe “no message 

is received” 

Believe “received a 

message”

 
Figure 4-10: The Deliberation of Ss_MAGs of the Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln-1. 

Once the Ss_MAG has a belief, “current state and active events”, it provides the operators with 

assessment and guidance. If an Ss_MAG does not receive a message from the parent or a child 
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then it goes idle. On the contrary, whenever an Ss_MAG receives a message, it adds a new 

belief, “received a message”, and commits to an intention of perceiving whether that message 

conveys a state that triggers a state transition. If it does not, then the idle status is resumed. 

However, if it does, then the Ss_MAG achieves the following procedure: 

- Perceive the state-transition table to identify and regard the new state as the current state 

along with identifying the associated active events. 

- Inform the parent and children about the new state. 

- Provide the operators with the corresponding assessment and guidance.  

- Resume its idle status as long as there is no received message.     

4.5 Belief, Desire and Intention of S_MAG of Leveln 

Figure 4-11 shows an illustration of the S_MAG of the top hierarchical level (leveln). The 

illustration shows the resources for updating the belief base and the produced actions. Belief 

updating resources are messages received from children, perceptions of the monitoring model 

(state-transition table) and monitoring expressions which are evaluated based on the new state 

of the children. 

Desires (D)

Beliefs (B) Intentions (I)

Messages to the children

Assessment and guidance

Timely prognoses

Messages from the children 

Monitoring expressions

Monitoring model

 
Figure 4-11: A Generic Illustration of S_MAG of Leveln. 

According to the up-to-date belief, the S_MAG reasons and produces the following actions: 

- Send messages to the children.  

- Provide the operator with assessment and guidance, and timely prognosis.  

The desires of the S_MAG are identical to those of the Ss_MAG of levels extending from 

level2 to leveln-1. The only difference is that the S_MAG has no parent and thus it exchanges 

messages only with the children of the immediate lower level (leveln-1). To avoid repetition, 

discussion of the belief updating, desires and intention of the S_MAG is intentionally omitted, 

as they are as same as those of Ss_MAGs of levels extending from level2 to leveln-1. It should 

not be forgotten, however, that in the case of the S_MAG, messages are exchanged only with 

the children as there is no parent. 
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4.6 Programming and Implementing the BDI Agents 

Writing a high-level language program requires an environment in which the program’s 

functions are compiled, exchange parameters and deliver the intended results. Similarly, BDI-

agents require a platform
1
 in which (a) real-time multi-agent systems are constructed; (b) agents 

take their perceptions and exchanged messages into a reasoning process and deliver the 

intended tasks. 

One of the earliest implementations of a BDI-agent platform is the Procedural Reasoning 

System (PRS) by Georgeff and Lansky (1987). In the PRS, in order for the agent to proceed 

from the three mental attitudes (Belief, Desire, and Intention) to producing actions, it is 

programmed as a belief base and a plan library. Since its emergence, PRS has been intensively 

researched, improved and thus it has become the most durable (Bordini et al., 2007), best-

established (D’Inverno et al., 1997) and best-known (Bellifemine et al., 2007) agent platform.  

PRS has, moreover, demonstrated an outstanding ability in achieving integral reasoning on a 

spectrum of the distributed applications, ranging from fault diagnosing and controlling of 

critical systems and air traffic management systems to managing complicated business 

processes, such as production task scheduling and product customisation (D'Inverno et al, 2004; 

Huerta et al., 2007; Giret et al., 2005). 

One of the successor implementations of the PRS is the AgentSpeak platform
2
 (Rao, 1996). 

AgentSpeak can be characterised as a language that provides a sound theoretical underpinning 

(formal semantic) for programming BDI-agents. Thus, its applicability in different contexts 

could be easily investigated. The formal semantic of AgentSpeak platform has recently been 

extended and implemented by the Jason platform (Bordini et al., 2007). In the context of this 

thesis, Jason is exploited as a programming language to implement the monitoring agents of the 

hierarchical multi-agent system. It must also be pointed out that, in addition to the Jason 

programming language, agents also need to be interfaced with the monitoring model, data 

structures, operator interface and system controller by means of a procedural programming 

language
3
.  

In order to implement the required collaboration among agents, Jason offers three different 

implementation and communication infrastructures (Bordini et al., 2007). The first is a 

                                                           
1
 In addition to a platform, the environment might also be called the framework, agent architecture or 

infrastructure.  
2
 There is, however, a considerable number of agent platforms that have been developed and 

implemented. Some of them no longer exist, others have proved an outstanding success in specific 

fields and a few are open source for general purpose application. Therefore, it would be advisable to 

refer to agent platform surveys by Bordini et al. (2006), Fisher et al. (2004) and Mascardi et al. (2004).  
3
 For further information about the reason behind using procedural language, it would be advisable to 

refer to Chapter Five of Bordini et al. (2007).  
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centralised infrastructure, by which agents can be installed, communicate and operate on the 

same host. The second is a distributed infrastructure called Simple Agent Communication 

Infrastructure (SACI) by which Jason agents can be distributed over a number of hosts. The first 

and second infrastructures exploit Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) 

(Finin et al., 1993) to implement informative communication among the agents.  

The third infrastructure consists of Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE) and Intelligent 

Physical Agents-Agent Communication Language FIPA-ACL (FIPA, 2003). It supports the 

real-time monitoring and inspecting of agents and also achieves the required interoperability 

among agents.  

4.7 Programming the Monitoring Agents 

Before discussing the programming of the plan libraries of the monitoring agents, it might be 

helpful to illustrate the basic programming notions of the Jason programming language.  

4.7.1 Jason Plan 

As shown in Figure 4-12, a Jason plan consists of two main parts; the plan head and plan body.  

The plan head consists further of two other parts, trigger event and context and the plan body 

consists of a course of actions. 

trigger event : context

    <-  action1;

         action2;

                         actionn.

Plan head

Plan body

 
Figure 4-12: Structure and Components of Jason Plan. 

Plan Body
1
 

The course of actions of the plan body always starts with “<-“, every action is followed by a 

semicolon and the last action is followed by a dot. Table 4-1 abstracts the six types of actions 

that may appear in the plan body. The first type is external actions, which are directly executed 

in the environment of the agent. Monitoring agents implement this action as perceiving the 

                                                           
1
 The explanation has been deliberately started with the second part of the plan (plan body) as the course 

of actions in this part represents a key issue in explaining the first part (plan head).   
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monitoring model, updating and evaluating the monitoring expressions and instructing the 

controller (or actuators) to apply corrective measures. 

Table 4-1: Plan’s Body Actions. 

Action Form 

External action action 

Achievement goal !goal 

Test goal ?goal 

Internal action .action 

Belief base update action +belief, –belief or –+ belief 

Computational action X=Y+Z 

The second type is the achievement goal. These actions are always preceded by an exclamation 

mark “!” and require one or more plan to be achieved. An example of an achievement goal will 

be presented in section 4.7.2; one can be seen in line 2 of plan L1-P1. As that goal matches the 

head of plan L1-P2, it would thus be the means-ends plan to achieve that goal. 

The third type of action is the test goal. These actions are always preceded by a question mark 

“?” and used to retrieve information from the belief base or the agent environment. Examples of 

test goals will also be presented in section 4.7.2; one can be seen in line 2 of L1-P2 by which 

information that is already in the belief base is retrieved and exploited in line 3 of the same 

plan.  

The fourth type is internal actions. This type of action is used to achieve internal actions (inside 

the agent itself or the multi-agent system), e.g. sending a message to another agent. Such actions 

are always preceded by a dot. The fifth type of action is the belief updating action; this is used 

to update the belief base of the agents. Updating might be achieved by: 

- Adding a belief to the belief base of the agent. In such a case the belief is preceded by an 

addition sign “+”.  

- Deleting a belief from the belief base of the agent. In such a case the belief is preceded by a 

subtraction sign “-”. 

- Deleting and adding belief. In such a case the belief is preceded by subtraction and addition 

signs “-+”. 

Finally, the sixth type of action is the computational action by which an agent computes and 

finds the result of different mathematical processes.  
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Plan Head 

As shown by Figure 4-12, the trigger event is the first part of the plan head which, in turn, is 

separated by a colon “:” from the second part, the context. The trigger event represents the post-

condition upon which the plan is recognised as relevant to the current belief or an achievement 

goal from other plans in the plan library. The context represents the pre-conditions depending 

on which applicable plans are selected from the relevant plans. Plan context is not mandatory 

and its appearance depends on the need of post-conditions. 

During the compilation process, plans whose trigger events match the up-to-date belief or an 

achievement goal are regarded as relevant plans. The contexts of those plans are evaluated in a 

further compilation step to arrive at one or more applicable plans. In the case of a single plan, 

that plan is considered as a means-ends plan and executed, while if a set of plans is identified a 

further compilation step is undertaken to select a means-ends plan. In that step the highest 

priority plan among the applicable plans is considered as means-ends. Priority is identified 

according to the order in which the plans appear in the plan library. 

As shown earlier in this chapter, there are three different groups of monitoring agents. 

Consequently, the plan libraries of those agents also differ from each other. The next sections, 

therefore, list and explain the plan libraries of the three types of monitoring agents: (a) 

Ss_MAGs that are deployed over level1; (b) Ss_MAGs that are deployed over levels extending 

from level2 to leveln-1; (c) S_MAG that is deployed over leveln. 

In order to make a clear distinction among those libraries, an abbreviation that is composed of 

the deployment level and plan number is used to designate every plan. Those abbreviations will 

appear in the following generic form: 

LNO-PNO 

Where  LNO: is the serial number of the level at which the agent is deployed.  
  PNO: is the serial number of the plan according to its appearance in the plan 

library of an agent.  

Moreover, each line in the plans is given a number to reference the explanations. 

4.7.2 Plan Library of Ss_MAGs of Level1 

Ss_MAGs of level1 launch their safety monitoring processes with the following initial beliefs:    

1. parent_name(PName). 
2. diagnosis_status(false). 
3. subsystem(SsName). 
4. start(monitoring).  
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By the above lines the Ss_MAG will have the respective beliefs: the name of the parent, 

diagnosis is not needed so far, name of the monitored sub-system and launching a monitoring 

process. For the belief of line 4, plan L1- P1 is the relevant, applicable and means-ends plan. 

Plan L1-P1: as the head of this plan can be unified with the initial belief of line 4 of the above, it 

will be the relevant plan. Moreover, as it does not have a context and it is the only relevant plan, 

it is selected as an applicable and means-ends plan. The role of this plan is to launch a 

monitoring cycle for the initial state, which at this time is the current state. 

1.   +start(monitoring) 
2. <- !monitoring(0).  

By the achievement goal of line 2, Ss_MAG launches a monitoring cycle, where the position of 

the structure of the initial state is held in position number 0 of the states array (as declared in 

Figure 3-13). 

Plan L1-P2: this plan is the only one relevant to the achievement goal of line 2 of L1-P1. Its role 

is to provide the operators with assessment and guidance, identify the active events of the 

current state (CState), and set up contact statuses. 

1.   +!monitoring(CState) 
2. <- ?subsystem(SsName) 
3.     feedback(CState, SsName); 
4.     events(CState); 
5.     ?active_events(AE); 
6.     +pmessage(false); 
7.     +smessage(false); 
8.     +global_measurement(false); 
9.     ?diagnosis_status(Need); 
10.     !diagnose(Need); 
11.     !observe(AE, false, false, false). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the name of the monitored sub-system that is added by line 3 of 

the initial beliefs. The external action of line 3 provides the operators with assessment and 

guidance of the current conditions. According to the structure that holds the state-transition 

table of level1 (Figure 3-13), this action is implemented by the following pseudo code: 

if (action == “feedback”) 

{ 

Int StatePos = action.GetTerm (0); //Get the position of the current state from the 

//action. 

String SubSysN = action.GetTerm (1); //Get the name of the monitored sub-system 

//from the action. 
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AnnounceAss(States[StatePos].Assessment, SubSysN); //From the current state  

//announce assessment for the 

//monitored sub-system. 

AnnounceGuid(States[StatePos].Guidance, SubSysN);  //From the current state  

} //announce guidance for the 

//monitored sub-system. 

The external action of line 4 perceives the state-transition table to identify and add the number 

of the active events of the current state to the belief base. This action is implemented by the 

following pseudo code: 

if (action == “events”) 

{ 

StatePos = action.GetTerm (0); //Get the position of the current state from the action. 

LE = States[StatePos].LastEvent; //Retrieve the position of the last event 

//of the current state. 

FE = States[StatePos].FirstEvent; //Retrieve the position of the first event 

//of the current state. 

if (LE != FE)  AE = LE – FE; //If the state has more than one event, then 

//calculate the number of those events. 

if (LE == nil || FE == nil) AE = nil; //If the state has no exit event; while interpreting and 

//loading the table the FirstEvent  and LastEvent of 

//such states are instantiated with nil.  

else   AE = 1; //The otherwise means the state has only one exit event and the first 

//and last positions have the same value. 

AddPercept (active_events(AE )); //Add the percept of the number of the active event to   

}     //the belief base. 

     

The test goal of line 5 retrieves the number of the active events added by the above pseudo 

code. Lines 6, 7 and 8 set contact statuses by adding the respective beliefs (a) no message 

received from the parent +pmessage(false), this is instantiated with true when a message is 

received from the parent, as shown in line 2 of L1-P7; (b) no message received from a sibling 

+smessage(false), this is instantiated with true when a message is received from a sibling, as 

shown in line 2 of L1-P8; (c) there is a no need to ask a sibling for a global measurement 

+global_measurement(false), this is instantiated with true when the evaluation of an expression 

requires such a measurement, as shown in line 3  of L1-P14.  

By the test goal of line 9 and the achievement goal of line 10, the diagnostic status is retrieved 

and the diagnostic process is triggered (if needed), respectively. Initially, the variable Need is 

instantiated with false, as shown by line 2 of the initial belief. If the diagnosis is needed, then 

that variable is instantiated with true as shown by line 2 of L1-P24. For the achievement goal of 

line 10, L1-P26 and L1-P27 are relevant. By the achievement goal of line 11 a monitoring cycle is 

launched; for this goal there are several relevant plans: L1-P3, L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6. 
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Plan L1-P3: This plan and L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 11 

of the above plan. According to its context, if the number of the active events (AE) is more than 

or equal to zero, no message is received from the parent or the siblings and there is no need for 

asking a sibling for a global measurement (GM), then this plan will be one of the applicable 

plans. If, moreover, the contexts of the L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are verified false, then this plan is 

the means-ends one. The role of this plan is to evaluate the expressions of the active events.   

1.+!observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM): AE >= 0 & PMSG == false & SMSG == false &GM==false 
2. <- !examine_event(AE); 
3.     ?pmessage(PMSG); 
4.     ?smessage(SMSG); 
5.     ?global_measurement(GM); 
6.     !observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM). 

Before evaluating an expression, its sensory measurements are updated and the need for a 

global measurement is checked. That is achieved by the achievement goal of line 2, for which 

L1-P13 is the relevant, applicable and means-ends plan. While achieving this goal the contact 

statuses might be updated, the test goals of lines 3, 4 and 5 retrieve the up-to-date statuses. For 

the achievement goal of line 7 either this plan is the recursive means-ends plan or any of L1- P4, 

L1- P5 or L1- P6 is the means-ends plan. 

Plan L1-P4: This plan and plans L1-P3, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are relevant to the achievement goals of 

line 11 of L1-P2 and line 6 of L1-P3. The context of this plan is verified true when (a) the number 

of active events (AE) is less than zero, implying achieving a monitoring cycle or the number of 

those events is nil, implying the current state has no exit event, e.g. in the case of a failure state 

(FS); (b) no message has been received from the parent or a sibling; (c) there is no need for a 

global measurement. If the context is true and the contexts of L1-P3, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are false, 

then this plan will be the applicable and the means-ends one.  

1. +!observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM): AE < 0 & PMSG==false & SMSG==false & GM==false  
2. <- ?active_events(AE); 
3.     ?pmessage(PMSG); 
4.     ?smessage(SMSG); 
5.     ?global_measurement(GM); 
6.      !observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM).       

The role of this plan is to launch a new monitoring cycle after evaluating the expressions of all 

the active events, when the current state has only one or a number of events. On the contrary, 

when the current state has no exit event, this plan keeps the agent idle.   
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To launch a new monitoring cycle the test goal of line 2 retrieves the number of active events 

(AE) and the test goals of lines 3, 4 and 5 retrieve the up-to-date contact status.  For the 

achievement goal of line 6, this plan and L1-P3, L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are relevant.  

Plan L1-P5: This plan and L1-P3, L1-P4 and L1-P6 are relevant to the achievement goals of line 11 

of plan L1-P2, line 6 of plan L1-P3, and line 6 of plan L1-P4. Its context is verified true when the 

given Ss_MAG receives a message from either the parent or a sibling. If the context is true and 

the contexts of plans L1-P3, L1-P4 and L1-P6 are false, then this plan would be the applicable and 

the means-ends one.  

1.   +!observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM): PMSG == true | SMSG == true 
2. <- +current_event (AE)  
3.     ?pmessage(Parent); 
4.     ?smessage(Sibling); 
5.     !sender(Parent, Sibling). 

The role of this plan is to check whether there is a message received during a monitoring cycle. 

Line three adds the serial number of the current active event to the belief base. By the test goals 

of lines 3 and 4, Ss_MAG retrieves the contact statuses, which are updateable by line 2 of L1-P7 

and line 2 of L1-P8. By the achievement goal of line 5, Ss_MAG checks whether the sender is 

the parent or a sibling. For this goal, plans L1-P9 and L1-P10 are relevant.  

Plan L1-P6: This plan and L1-P3, L1-P4 and L1-P5 are relevant to the achievement goals of line 11 

of plan L1-P2, line 6 of plan L1-P3 and line 6 of plan L1-P4. Its context is verified true when GM 

is instantiated with a true truth value, in other words, when the given Ss_MAG has already 

asked a sibling for a global measurement. If the context is true then it will be one of the 

applicable plans. If, moreover, the contexts of L1-P3, L1-P4 and L1-P5 are false, then this plan 

would be the means-ends one. 

1.   +!observe(AE, PMSG, SMSG, GM): GM == true  
2. <- ?pmessage(Parent); 
3.     ?smessage(Sibling); 
4.     ?global_measurement(GM); 
5.     !observe(AE, Parent, Sibling, GM). 

Lines 2, 3 and 4 retrieve the up-to-date contact statuses. For the achievement goal of line 5, L1-

P3, L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are the relevant plans. As long as GM is true this plan will recursively 

be the applicable and means-ends plan and thus the Ss_MAG stays waiting until it receives a 

tell message.  
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GM value is instantiated with true by line 3 of L1-P14. When the Ss_MAG receives the needed 

measurement, GM is updated and instantiated with false by line 5 of L1- P11. In that case, this 

plan would not be the means-ends one.  

Plan L1-P7: This plan will be the means-ends one when the given Ss_MAG receives a message
1
 

from its parent. Its role is to update the relevant contact status upon receiving a message from 

the parent. 

1.   +!message(PState) 
2. <- -+pmessage(true); 
3.     +parental_state(PState). 

Line 2 updates the belief base of the Ss_MAG by dropping the belief pmessage(false) and adding 

the belief, pmessage(true). This belief would be instantiated with the variable PMSG of line 3 of 

L1-P3 and line 3 of L1-P4, and with the variable Parent of line 3 of L1-P5 and line 2 of L1-P6. Line 

3 adds the received parental state to the belief base. This belief is retrieved and used accordingly 

in line 2 and line 4 of plan L1-P9.   

Plan L1-P8: This plan will be the means-ends one when the given Ss_MAG receives a message
2
 

from a sibling. Its role is to find out the name and the purpose of the sender to be answered 

accordingly and to update the relevant contact status. 

1.   +!sibling_message(Measurement, Subject)[source(SName)] 
2. <- -+smessage(true); 
3.     +sibling(Measurement, Subject, SName). 

The measurement and the subject are obtained from the respective variables Measurement and 

Subject of the received message. According to whether the subject is “ask” or “tell”, the 

Measurement could be either sensor identification or a measurement value. The name of the 

agent is obtained from SName of line 1. The obtained measurement, purpose and sender name 

are added to the belief base by line 3. Line 2 updates the belief base by dropping the belief, 

smessage(false) and adding the belief, smessage(true). This belief would be instantiated with the 

variable SMSG of line 4 of L1-P3 and line 4 of L1-P4, and with the variable Sibling of line 4 of L1-

P5 and line 3 of L1-P6.    

                                                           
1
 A message can be sent by the parent as shown by lines 5, 6 or 7 of plan L2,n-1-P5 (section 4.7.3).  

2
 Such a message can be sent by a sibling as shown by line 2 of plan L1-P14. 
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Plan L1-P9: This plan and L1-P10 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of L1-P5. Its 

context checks whether a message is received from the parent. It will be the applicable and 

means-ends plan when the context is verified true and the context of L1-P10 is verified false. The 

role of this plan is to check whether the received parental state results in verifying an occurrence 

of an event and triggering a state transition. 

1.   +!sender(Parent, Sibling): Parent == true 
2. <- ?parental_state(PState); 
3.     ?current_event(CE); 
4.      instantiate(PState, CE); 
5.      ?check_event(Occurrence, E); 
6.      -+pmessage(false); 
7.      !event(Occurrence, E). 

The test goals of line 2 and line 3 retrieve the received state that has been added to the belief 

base by line 3 of L1-P7 and the current active event that has been added by line 2 of L1-P5. The 

external action of line 4 checks whether that state instantiates an expression. According to the 

structures declared by Figure 3-13, the pseudo code that achieves this action is as follows: 

if (action == “instantiate”) 
{ 

String PState = action.GetTerm (0); //Get the name of the parental state from the action. 
Int E = action.GetTerm (1); //Get the serial number of the currently active event 

//from the action.   
Boolean Occurrence = false; 
Int AEvent = FE; //Hold the position of the first active event by variable 

//AEvent. 
while ( AEvent <= LE && ! Occurrence) //For every active event of the current state.  

{ 
if CheckEvent (Events[AEvent].ExpressionPosition, PState) //This function checks  

{  //whether the parental state results in a true evaluation; if so then. 
Occurrence = true; 
E = LE – AEvent;  //Calculate the serial number of the occurred event. 

}    //the belief base of the agent. 
else AEvent = AEvent + 1; //Otherwise, check the next active event. 

} 
AddPercept(check_event(Occurrence, E)); //Add whether an event has occurred or not  

} //and the corresponding serial number of the 
//occurred event or current event. 

The added percept check_event(Occurrence, E)) is retrieved by the test goal of line 5. The 

variables Occurrence and E are exploited by the achievement goal of line 7. For this goal, L1-

P16 and L1-P17 are relevant. In line 6 the belief base is updated by dropping the belief, 

pmessage(true) and adding the belief, pmessage(fasle). That means the received state has been 

considered and the proper action is currently being taken. 

Plan L1-P10: This plan and L1-P9 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of L1-P5. Its 

context is verified true when a message is received from a sibling. It will be the applicable and 
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means-ends plan when its context is true and the context of L1-P9 is false. The role of this plan is 

to check whether the sender tells or asks about a global measurement. 

1.   +!sender(Parent, Sibling): Sibling == true 
2. <- ?sibling(Measurement, Subject, SName); 
3.      !tell_or_ask(Measurement, Subject, SName). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the belief added by line 3 of plan L1-P8. The achievement goal 

of line 3 checks whether it is an “ask” or “tell” message. For this goal, L1-P11 and L1-P12 are the 

relevant plans. 

Plan L1-P11: This plan and L1-P12 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 3 of L1-P10. The 

context of this plan is verified true when the received message is a tell message. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan when the context is true and the context of L1-P12 is false. The 

role of this plan is to instantiate the relevant expression with the delivered measurement and to 

update the contact status. 

1.  +!tell_or_ask(Measurement, Subject, SName): Subject==tell 
2. <- ?current_event (AE); 
3.     arrived_measurement(Measurement, AE); 
4.     -+smessage(false); 
5.     -+global_measurement(false). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the serial number of the currently evaluated event among the 

active events; this is added as a belief in line 2 of L1-P5. By the external action of line 3, the 

corresponding expression is instantiated with the received measurement. According to the 

structures declared in Figure 3-13, this action is implemented by the following pseudo code: 

if (action == “arrived_measurement”) 
{ 

Double ArrivedMeasurement = action.GetTerm(0); //Get the arrived measurement from 
//the action.  

Int AEvent =  LE- action.GetTerm(1); //From the action, get the serial number of the 
//current event whose expression needs a 
//global measurement and calculate the actual 
//position of that event.   

InstantiateExp (Events[AEvent].ExpressionPosition, ArrivedMeasurement); //This function  
} //instantiate the intended expression with the 

//arrived measurement.  

By line 4, the belief, smessage(true) is dropped and the belief, smessage(fasle) is added; as the 

message has been considered and the proper action has accordingly been taken. Similarly, by 

line 5, Ss_MAG updates its belief base with the belief of no need to wait for an answer, see L1-

P6.   
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Plan L1-P12: This plan and L1-P11 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 3 of L1-P10. The 

context of this plan is verified true when the received message is an “ask” message. It would be 

the applicable and the means-ends plan when its context is verified true and the context of L1-

P11 is verified false. The role of this plan is to answer the received message by sending an up-to-

date global measurement to the correct Ss_MAG and update the relevant contact status.  

1.  +!tell_or_ask(Measurement, Subject, SName): Subject==ask 
2. <- retrieve(Measurement); 
3.     ?asked(M); 
4.     .send(SNmae, achieve, sibling_message(M, tell)); 
5.     -+smessage(false). 

The external action of line 2 updates and adds the required measurement to the belief base. The 

pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “retrieve”) 
{ 

String SensorID = action.GetTerm(0); //Get the identification of the sensor which  
//provides the needed measurement.  

Double M = GetMeasurement(SensorID); //This function brings the up-to-date  
//measurement from the intended sensor. 

AddPercept (asked(M)); //Add the intended measurement to the belief base. 
}  

Line 3 retrieves that measurement and line 4 sends a message (by the internal action .send) to 

the corresponding Ss_MAG. The name of the intended Ss_MAG (SName) is instantiated with 

the sibling name; this name is already added to the belief base by line 3 of plan L1-P8. The M 

holds the measurement and the tell instantiates the variable Subject of the relevant plan of the 

recipient. By line 5, the Ss_MAG updates its belief base by dropping the belief, smessage(true) 

and adding the belief, smessage(fasle); as the message has been considered and the proper action 

has accordingly been taken.  

Plan L1-P13: this plan is the only one relevant to the achievement goal of line 2 of L1-P3. As it 

has no context, it is then the only applicable and the means-ends plan for that goal. Its role is to 

update the buffers of the expression of the current event and check whether there is a need for a 

global measurement.  

1.  +!examine_event(CE) 

2. <- check_update(CE); 

3.     ?global_contact (SName, S_id, ExpStatus);  

4.     !event_status(SName, S_id, ExpStatus). 
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The external action of line 2 updates and checks the current expression. According to the 

structures declared in Figure 3-13, the pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “check_update”) 
{ 

Int CEvent =  LE – action.GetTerm(0); //From the action, get the serial number of the  
//current event, whose expression may need a  
//global measurement, and calculate the actual 
//position of that event.   

Int ExpPos = Events[CEvent].ExpressionPosition; //Retrieve the position of the 
//expression of the current event. 

if (MeasurementChecker(ExpPos))  //This function checks whether the expression 
{       //needs a global measurement. If so, then 

String SiblingName = Sibling (ExpPos); //This function finds the name of the intended      
//sibling. 

String SID = SensorID (ExpPos);  //This function finds the name of the sensor  
//which delivers the needed measurement. 

AddPercept (“global_contact(SiblingName, SID, true)”);  //Add the corresponding  
}  //percept to the belief base. 

AddPercept (“global_contact(none, none, false)”); //Otherwise, add this percept to the  
} //belief base. 

The test goal of line 3 retrieves the results of the checking achieved by line 2. The test goal 

instantiates the (a) SName with the name of the intended sibling; (b) S_id with the name of the 

sensor that delivers the required measurement; (c) ExpStatus with either true or false according 

to the need of the contact. The achievement goal of line 4 checks what should be done 

accordingly. For this goal, L1-P14 and L1-P15 are the relevant plans. 

Plan L1-P14: This plan and L1-P15 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 4 of L1-P13. The 

context of this plan is verified true when an expression needs a global measurement. It would be 

the applicable and means-end plan when its context is verified true and the context of L1-P15 is 

verified false. The role of this plan is to send an ask message to the intended sibling. 

1.  +!event_status (SName, S_id, ExpStatus): ExpStatus == true 

2. <- .send(SName, achieve, sibling_message(S_id, ask)); 

3.     -+global_measurement(true). 

The internal action of line 2 sends an ask message to that sibling. The content part of that 

message will be unified with the head of a plan that is similar to plan L1-P8, but in the 

recipient’s plan library. The variables SName and S_id are instantiated with respective values, 

the name of the intended sibling and the name of the needed measurement and the ask 

instantiates the Subject of the plan of the recipient. Line 3 updates the belief base with the belief 

of need to wait for an answer on a global measurement. 
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Plan L1-P15: This plan and L1-P14 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 4 of L1-P13. The 

context of this plan is verified true when an expression does not need a global measurement. It 

would be the applicable and means-ends plan when its context is verified true and the context of 

L1-P14 is verified false. The role of this plan is to evaluate the expression of the current event. 

1.  +!event_status(SName, S_id, ExpStatus): ExpStatus == false  
2. <- ?current_event(CE); 
3.     evaluate(CE); 
4.     ?evaluation(Result, CE); 
5.     !event(Result, CE). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the current active event; this belief has been added by line 2 of 

L1-P5. The external action of line 3 checks the evaluation result of the given expression and 

updates the belief base accordingly. According to the structures declared in Figure 3-13, the 

pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “evaluate”) 
{ 

Int CurrentEvent = action.GetTerm(0);  //Get the serial number of the current event 
//from the action. 

Int CEvent = LE – CurrentEvent //Calculate the actual position of that event.   
Int ExpPos = Events[CEvent].ExpressionPosition; //Retrieve the position of the  

//expression of the current event. 
Int FT= Expressions[ExpPos].FirstToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token of the 

//expression. 
Int LT= Expressions[ExpPos].LastToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token of the 

//expression. 
Boolean EvResult = Evaluation(FT, LT); //This function evaluates the expression 

//through parsing the relevant tokens and 
//buffers (Figure 3-13).  

AddPercept (evaluation(EvResult, CurrentEvent)); //Add this percept to the belief base. 
} 

Line 4 retrieves the result of the evaluation achieved by the external action. The achievement 

goal of line 5 checks the occurrence of that event. For this goal, L1-P16 and L1-P17 are the 

relevant plans. 

Plan L1-P16: This plan and L1-P17 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 6 of L1-P9 and line 

4 of L1-P15. Its context is verified true when the evaluation result is false. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan when its context is verified true and the context of L1-P17 is 

verified false. The role of this plan is to keep evaluating expressions of the active events as long 

as none of them is verified with a true evaluation. 

1.  + !event(Result, CE): Result == false 
2. <- ?pmessage(PMSG); 
3.     ?smessage(SMSG); 
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4.     ?global_measurement(GM); 
5.     CE = CE - 1; 
6.     +current_event(CE); 
7.     !observe(CE, PMSG, SMSG, GM). 

The test goal of lines 2, 3 and 4 retrieve the contact statuses. Line 5 decreases the serial number 

of the current event by one to evaluate the next event. Line 6 updates the belief base with the 

serial number of the current event. For this goal L1-P3, L1-P4, L1-P5 and L1-P6 are the relevant 

plans. 

Plan L1-P17: This plan and L1-P16 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 7 of L1-P9 and in 

line 5 of L1-P15. Its context is verified true when the evaluation of an expression results in true. 

It would be the applicable and means-ends plan when its context is true and the context of L1-

P16 is false.  

1.   +!event(Result, AE): Result == true 
2. <- occurred (AE); 
3.     ?alarm (Alarm); 
4.      !alert(Alarm); 
5.     ?controlling(CStatus, CPosition); 
6.      !control(CStatus, CPosition); 
7.     ?diagnosing(DStatus); 
8.      !diagnosis(DStatus); 
9.     ?new_state(State); 
10.      !transition(State). 

The role of this plan is to perceive the state-transition table and collect the following beliefs:  

a- Alarm status. This can be achieved by the test and achievement goals shown respectively by 

line 3 and line 4. While the test goal retrieves the alarm clause from the state-transition table, 

the achievement goal checks whether the occurrence is of a failure event. For the 

achievement goal, L1-P18 and L1-P19 are the relevant plans.  

b- Controlling status. This can be achieved by the test and achievement goals shown 

respectively by line 5 and line 6. While the test goal retrieves the controlling status from the 

state-transition table, the achievement goal ascertains whether the controlling status is 

“after_diagnosis”, “none”, “impossible” or corrective measures are available. For the 

achievement goal, L1-P20, L1-P21 and L1-P22 are the relevant plans. 

c- Diagnosis status. This can be achieved by the test and achievement goals shown respectively 

by line 7 and line 8. While the test goal retrieves the diagnostic status from the state-

transition table, the achievement goal ascertains whether that status is “needed”, 

“not_needed” or the underlying causes are already identified in the relevant attribute. For 

this achievement goal, L1-P23 and L1-P24 are the relevant plans. 
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d- New state resulting from the state transition. This can be achieved by the test and 

achievement goals shown respectively by line 9 and line 10. While the test goal retrieves the 

new state from the state-transition table, the achievement goal takes that state along with the 

occurred event to find out the name of the new state in order to inform the parent 

accordingly. For the achievement goal, L1-P25 is the relevant, applicable and means-end plan. 

The above role is achieved by the external action of line 2. According to the structures declared 

in Figure 3-13, the pseudo code to implement this action is as follows:  

if (action == “occurred”) 
{ 

Int CurrentEvent = action.GetTerm(0);  //Get the serial number of the current event 
//from the action. 

Int CEvent = LE – CurrentEvent;   //Calculate the actual position of that event. 
 
String AlarmClause = Events[CEvent].Alarm;  //Retrieve the alarm clause. 
 
AddPercept (alarm(AlarmClause)); //Add the retrieved clause to the belief base. 
  
Int CPosition = Events[CEvent].ControllingPosition; //Retrieve the position of the 

//controlling structure. 
String CStatus = CMeasures[CPosition].ControllingStatus; //Retrieve the status of the 

//corrective measures.  
AddPercept (controlling(CStatus, CPosition)); //Add the position and the status to the 

//belief base.  
String DStatus = Events[CEvent].Diagnosis;  //Retrieve the diagnosis status. 
  
AddPercept (diagnosis(Status));  //Add the status to the belief base. 
 
if (DStatus == “needed”)        //If diagnosis is needed then update the symptoms of the  

{    //diagnostic model. Assuming that the diagnostic model is a 
//fault tree and according to Figure 3-21 take the following  
//actions:  

Int DMP = Events[CEvent].DiagnosticModelPosition; //Retrieve the position of the  
//diagnostic model.  

Int FNP = Nodes[DMP].FirstNodePosition;  //Retrieve the position of the first node  
//of the model. 

Int LNP = Nodes[DMP].LastNodePosition;  //Retrieve the position of the last node  
//of the model. 

UpdatFTModel (FNP, LNP); //This function updates the symptoms of the nodes. 
} 

Int NState = Events[CEvent].StatePosition; //Retrieve the position of the structure of the 
//new state. 

AddPercept (new_state(NState));  //Add the position to the belief base  
} 

The part concerned with updating the diagnostic model in the above pseudo code is slightly 

different if the diagnostic model is a state-machine. According to the declaration of the 

structures that hold the state-machines diagnostic model (Figure 3-26), that part should have the 

following pseudo code: 

if (DStatus == “needed”)        //If diagnosis is needed then update the symptoms of the  
{    //diagnostic model.  
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Int DMP = Events[CEvent].DiagnosticModelPosition; //Retrieve the position of the  
//diagnostic model.  

Int FSP = StateMachines[DMP].FirstStatePosition; //Retrieve the position of the  
//first state of the model. 

Int LSP = StateMachines[DMP].LastStatePosition;  //Retrieve the position of the  
//last state of the model. 

UpdatSMModel (FSP, LSP); //This function updates the symptoms of the states. 
} 

Plan L1-P18: This plan and L1-P19 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 4 of L1-P17. Its 

context is verified true when the occurrence is for a failure event. It will be the applicable and 

means-ends plan when the context is verified true and the context of L1-P19 is false. The role of 

this plan is to announce an alarm. 

1.  +!alert(Alarm): Alarm \== “none” 

2. <- announce(Alarm). 

Line 2 is an external action to announce the quoted alarm’s clause. The pseudo code to 

implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “announce”)    
{ 

String AlarmClause =  action.GetTerm(0); //Get the alarm clause from the action. 
AnnounceAlarm (AlarmClause); //This function announces the corresponding alarm on  

}     //the operators’ interface. 

Plan L1-P19: This plan and L1-P18 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 4 of L1-P17. Its 

context is verified true if the occurrence is for a normal or corrective event. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan if the context is verified true and the context of L1-P18 is 

verified false. As there is no need for an alarm, this plan does nothing.  

+!alert(AE, AlarmStatus): AlarmStatus == “none”. 

Plan L1-P20: This plan as well as L1-P21 and L1-P22 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 6 

of plan L1-P17. Its context is verified true when fault control should be achieved after diagnosing 

the underlying cause. It will be the applicable and means-ends plan if the context is verified true 

and the contexts of the L1-P21 and L1-P22 are verified false. The role of this plan is to launch a 

fault controlling process after completion of a diagnostic process.    

1.  +!control(CStatus, CPosition): CStatus == “after_diagnosis”  

2. <- -+measure(after_diagnosis). 
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Line 2 updates the belief base by adding a belief that implies controlling is achievable after 

diagnosing the underlying causes.  

Plan L1-P21: This plan as well as L1-P20 and L1-P22 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 6 

of plan L1-P17. Its context is verified true when control is not needed or is impossible. It will be 

the applicable and means-ends plan when the context is verified true and the contexts of L1-P20 

and L1-P22 are verified false. The role of this plan is to update the belief base correspondingly. 

1. +! control(CStatus, CPosition): CStatus == “none” | CStatus == “impossible”. 

2.    <- -+measure(none). 

Line 2 updates the belief base by adding the belief, “none”, which means that corrective 

measures are unavailable.  

Plan L1-P22: This plan as well as L1-P20 and L1-P21 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 6 

of plan L1-P17. Its context is verified true when corrective measures are available. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan when the context is true and the contexts of L1-P20 and L1-P21 

are false. The role of this plan is to apply the corrective measures. 

1. +! control(CStatus, CPosition): CStatus \== “after_diagnosis” & CStatus \== “none” &  

   ContStatus \== “impossible” 

2. <- apply_measures(CPosition). 

Line 2 applies the available measures either by instructing the controller of the monitored 

system or by directly instructing the relevant actuators. According to the structures declared in 

Figure 3-13, the pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “apply_measures”) 
{    

Int MPosition = action.GetTerm(0); //Get the position of the structure of the 
//corrective measures from the action  

Int FMT = CMeasures[MPosition].FirstCMToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token 
//in the tokens array. 

Int LMT = CMeasures[MPosition].LastCMToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token 
//in the tokens array. 

Apply(FMT, LMT);     //This function applies the corrective  
}       //measures. 

Plan L1-P23: This plan and L1-P24 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 8 of L1-P17. Its 

context is verified true if the underlying causes are identified in the state-transition table; the 

occurred failure event and the causes are in a one-to-one relationship. It will be the applicable 
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and means-ends plan when the context is true and the context of L1-P24 is false. It is role is to 

add the underlying causes to the diagnostic list.   

1. +! diagnosis(DStatus): DStatus \== “not_needed” && DStatus \== “needed” 

2.                                  <-  cause(DStatus); 

3.                                      -+diagnosis_status(false).   

Line 2 adds the causes to the diagnostic list. The pseudo code to implement this action is as 

follows: 

if (action == “cause”) 
{   

String Cause = action.GetTerm(0);  //Get the cause from the action. 
AnnounceCause (Cause);  //This function adds the cause to the diagnostics list on  

}     //the operators’ interface. 

Plan L1-P24: This plan and L1-P23 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 8 of L1-P17. Its 

context is verified true when the diagnostic process is needed. It will be the applicable and 

means-ends plan when it context is verified true and the context of L1-P23 is verified false.    

1.  +! diagnosis(DiagStatus): DiagStatus == “needed” 

2.                                        <- -+diagnosis_status(true). 

Line 2 updates the belief base with a belief that implies diagnosis is needed. This belief is the 

basis for selection of the applicable and means-ends plan between L1-P26 and L1-P27. These 

plans will be relevant to the achievement goal of line 10 of L1-P2. 

Plan L1-P25: This plan is the only one relevant to the achievement goal of line 10 of L1-P17. 

Thus, it is the applicable and means-ends plan for that goal. The role of this plan is to find out 

the name of the new state, inform the parent about that state and launch a monitoring cycle for 

the active events of the new state. 

1.  +!transition(State) 
2. <- state_name(State); 
3.     ?name(StateName); 
4.     ?parent_name(PName); 
5.     .send(Parent_Nmae, achieve, message(StateName)); 
6.     !monitoring(State). 
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The external action of line 2 finds out and adds the name of the new state to the belief base. 

According to the structures declared in Figure 3-13, the pseudo code to implement this action is 

as follows: 

if (action == “state_name”) 
{ 

Int NSPosition= action.GetTerm(0); //Get the position of the new state from the action. 
 
String Name = States[NSPosition].StateName; //Retrieve the name of the new state. 
 
AddPercept(name(Name));  //Add the name of that state to the belief base. 

} 

The name of the new state is retrieved from the belief base by the test goal of line 3. Line 4 

retrieves the parent name; the name of the parent has been added by line 1 of the initial beliefs. 

Line 5 informs the parent about the new state. The achievement goal of line 6 launches a 

monitoring cycle for the active events of the new state. The relevant, applicable and means-ends 

plan of this goal is L1-P2.  

Plan L1-P26: This plan and L1-P27 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 10 of L1-P2. Its 

context is verified true when a diagnostic process is needed. It is the applicable and means-ends 

plan when the context is verified true and the context of L1-P27 is verified false. The role of this 

plan is to diagnose the causes of the occurred failure and check whether fault controlling is 

needed thereafter. This is implemented either by the diagnostic algorithm shown in Figure 3-22 

(when the diagnostic model is derived from a fault tree) or by the diagnostic algorithm shown in 

Figure 3-27 (when the diagnostic model is derived from state-machines). 

1.  +! diagnose(Need): Need == “true” 
2. <- ?current_event(FE); 
3.     diagnosis(FE); 
4.     ?measure(MStatus) 
5.     !causes_control(MStatus); 
6.     -+diagnosis_status(false). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the verified failure event; this belief has been added by line 2 of 

L1-P5 and updated along with the monitoring cycle by line 6 of L1-P16. The external action of 

line 3 launches a diagnostic process and announces also the name of the underlying causes. 

According to the structures declared in Figure 3-13, the pseudo code to implement this action is 

as follows: 

if (action == “diagnosis”) 
{ 

Int E = action.GetTerm(0); //Get the serial number of the occurred event among the active  
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//events. 
Int CEvent = LE – E;  //Calculate the actual position of the structure of that event. 
 
Int DMP = Events[CEvent].DiagnosticModelPosition; //Retrieve the position of the diagnostic 

//model of the occurred failure event.  
Boolean Diagnostic = Diagnosis (DMP);  //Call the diagnostic function, which is  

//as shown in Figure 3-22. 
if (Diagnostic)     //If the function returns true. 

{ 
For ( int i = 0; i < a; i++)  //For every diagnosed cause, where a is the number of  

{    //the diagnosed causes in the diagnostics array. As  
//shown in Figure 3-22 this array holds the positions of 
//the diagnosed nodes.  

Int NP = DiagnosticArray[i]; //Retrieve the position of a diagnosed node. 
 
String Cause = Nodes[NP]. Fault; //Retrieve the fault clause enclosed by the  

//diagnosed node. 
AnnounceCause (Cause);  //This function adds the cause to the  

}     //diagnostics list on the operators’ interface. 
} 

} 
 

This pseudo code is different if the diagnostic mode is a state-machine. According to the 

declaration of the structures (Figure 3-26) and algorithm (Figure 3-27) of the diagnostic state-

machines, the pseudo code is as follows: 

if (action == “diagnosis”) 
{ 

Int E = action.GetTerm(0);  
Int CEvent = LE – E;   
Int DMP = Events [CEvent].DiagnosticModelPosition;   
Int EP= StateMachines[DMP]. EventPropagator; //Retrieve the position of the 

//propagator which results in the 
//verified event. 

Boolean Diagnostic = Diagnosis (EP);  //Call the diagnostic function, which is  
//as shown in Figure 3-27. 

if (Diagnostic)     //If the function returns true. 
{ 

For ( int i = 0; i < a; i++)  //For every diagnosed cause, where a is the number of  
{    //the diagnosed causes in the diagnostics array. As  

//shown in Figure 3-27 this array holds the positions of 
//the diagnosed states.  

Int SP = DiagnosticArray[i]; //Retrieve the position of a diagnosed state. 
 
String Cause = States[SP].Fault; //Retrieve the fault clause enclosed by the  

//diagnosed states. 
AnnounceCause (Cause);  //This function adds the cause to the  

}     //diagnostics list on the operators’ interface. 
} 

} 

The test goal of Line 4 of the above plan retrieves and keeps a record about whether fault 

controlling is needed after diagnosing the causes; this belief is added by line 2 of L1-P20 or line 2 

of L1-P21. The achievement goal of line 5 checks that record, in order to do what is needed. For 
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this goal, L1-P28 and L1-P29 are the relevant plans. Line 7 updates the belief base to reflect that a 

diagnostic process is no longer necessary as it has been achieved. 

Plan L1-P27: This plan and L1-P26 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 10 of L1-P2. Its 

context is verified true when a diagnostic process is not needed. It is the applicable and means-

ends plan when the context is true and the context of L1-P26 is false. There is no action to be 

taken in the body of this plan. 

+! diagnose(Need): Need == “false”. 

Plan L1-P28: This plan and L1-P29 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of plan L1-P26. 

Its context is verified true when control should be achieved after diagnosing the cause of that 

failure. It is the applicable and means-ends plan when the context is true and the context of L1-

P29 is false. The role of this plan is to apply corrective measures associated with the diagnosed 

underlying causes. 

1.  +!cause_control(MStatus): MStatus == “after_diagnosis” 
2. <- apply (measures). 

The external action of line 2 applies corrective measures associated with the underlying cause. 

The pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “apply”) 
{ 

For (Int i = 0; i < a; i++) //For every diagnosed cause, where a is the number of  
{    //the diagnosed causes in the diagnostics array. As  

//shown in Figure 3-22, this array holds the positions of the  
//diagnosed nodes.  

Int NP = DiagnosticsArray [i]; //Retrieve the position of the diagnosed node.  
 
Int MStatus = Nodes[NP]. MeasureStatus; //Retrieve the status of the corrective  

//measures. 
if (MStatus != none)  //If the status is not none. 

{ 
Int FMT = Nodes[NP].FirstMeaToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token of the  

//measures.  
Int LMT = Nodes[NP].LastMeaToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token of the  

//measures.  
Apply(FMT, LMT);  //This function applies the corrective measures. 

} 
} 

} 

This pseudo code is different if the diagnostic mode is a state-machine. According to the 

declaration of the structures (Figure 3-26) and algorithm (Figure 3-27) of the diagnostic state-

machines, the pseudo code is as follows: 
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if (action == “apply”) 
{ 

For (Int i = 0; i < a; i++) //For every diagnosed cause, where a is the number of  
{    //the diagnosed causes in the diagnostics array. As  

//shown in Figure 3-27 this array holds the positions of the  
//diagnosed states.  

Int SP = DiagnosticsArray [i]; //Retrieve the position of a diagnosed state.  
 
Int MStatuse = States[NP]. MeasureStatus; //Retrieve the status of the corrective  

//measures. 
if (MStatus != none)  //If the status is not none. 

{ 
Int FMT = States[NP].FirstMeaToken; //Retrieve the position of the first token of the  

//measures.  
Int LMT = States[NP].LastMeaToken; //Retrieve the position of the last token of the  

//measures.  
Apply(FMT, LMT);  //This function applies the corrective measures. 

} 
} 

} 

Plan L1-P29: This plan and L1-P28 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of L1-P26. Its 

context is verified true when fault control is not needed after diagnosing the causes. It will be 

the applicable and means-ends plan when the context is verified true and the context of L1-P28 is 

verified false. 

+!cause_control(MStatus): MStatus == “none”. 

There is no action to be achieved. 

4.7.3 Plan Library of Ss_MAGs of Levels Extending from Level2 to Leveln-1 

The initial beliefs of each Ss_MAG of levels extending from level2 to leveln-1 are as follows: 

1. parent(parent_name). 
2. children(child1, child2, child3). 
3. subsystem(SsName). 
4. start(monitoring).  

By lines 1, 2 and 3 the Ss_MAG has the respective beliefs, the name of the parent, names of the 

children and the name of the monitored sub-system. There are three assumed children whose 

names are as follows: child1, child2 and child3. Line 4 is a belief to monitor the assigned sub-

system. For this belief, L2,n-1-P1 is the relevant, applicable and means-ends plan.  

L2,n-1-P1: The role of this plan is to identify and regard the initial state as the current state. 
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1.   +start(monitoring) 
2. <- !monitoring(0). 

The achievement goal of line 2 launches the monitoring process. For this goal, L2,n-1-P2 is the 

relevant, applicable and means-ends plan.  

L2,n-1-P2: The role of this plan is to provide system operators with assessment and guidance on 

the current conditions. 

1.   +!monitoring(CState) 
2. <- +current_state (CState); 
3.      ?subsystem(SsName); 
4.               feedback(CState,SsName). 

Line 2 updates the belief base of the agent with the current state. The test goal of line 3 retrieves 

the name of the monitored sub-system. The external action of line 4 provides the operators with 

assessment and guidance (feedback) quoted from the current state. According to the structures 

declared in Figure 3-16, the pseudo code to implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “feedback”) 
{ 

Int SPos = action.GetTerm (0); // Get the position of the current state from the action. 
String SubSysN = action.GetTerm (1); //Get the name of the monitored sub-system 

//from the action. 
AnnounceAss(States[SPos].Assessment, SubSysN); //From the current state announce 

//assessment for the monitored  
//sub-system. 

AnnounceGuid(States [SPos].Guidance, SubSysN);  //From the current state announce 

}   //guidance for the monitored 

//sub-system. 

After achieving this plan the given Ss_MAG becomes idle unless it receives a message from the 

parent or a child, which triggers the next plan.  

L2,n-1-P3: This plan is the relevant, applicable and means-ends one when the given Ss_MAG 

receives (a) a message from its parent, sent in the way shown in lines 6, 7, and 8 of L2,n-1-P5; or 

(b) a message from one of its children, sent in the way shown in line 4 of L2,n-1-P5. The role of 

this plan is to pass the received state (RState) to be checked by L2,n-1-P4. 

1.   +!message(RState) 

2. <- !transition_checker(RState). 
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For the achievement goal of line 2, L2,n-1-P4 is the relevant, applicable and means-ends plan.  

L2,n-1-P4: The role of this plan is to evaluate the currently active events and check whether the 

received state triggers a state transition. 

1.   +!transition_checker(RState) 
2. <- ?current_state(CState); 
3.               transition(CState, RState); 
4.      ?check(Trans, State); 
5.      !is_transition(Trans, State). 

The test goal of line 2 retrieves the current state; this belief has been added by line 2 of L2,n-1-P2. 

The external action of line 3 evaluates the expressions of the active events according to the 

received state. According to the structures declared in Figure 3-16, the pseudo code to 

implement this action is as follows: 

if (action == “transition”) 
{ 

Int CSPos = action.GetTerm (0); //Get the position of the current state from the action. 
 
String RSName = action.GetTerm (1); //Get the name of the received state from the  

//action.  
Boolean Occurrence = false; 
 
Int LE = States[StatePos].LastEvent;  //Retrieve the position of the last event of the  

//current state. 
Int FE = States[StatePos].FirstEvent;  //retrieve the position of the first event of the  

// current state. 
if (LE != nil && FE != nil)   //If the current state has a number of the active  

{      //events. 
     while (FE <= LE && ! Occurrence) //For every event, achieve the following: 

{ 
Int EP = Events[FE].ExpressionPosition; //Retrieve the position of the structure   

//of the relevant expression. 
Int FT = Expression[EP].FirstToken;  //Retrieve the position of the first token 

//of that expression.  
Int LT = Expression[EP].LastToken;   //Retrieve the position of the last token 

//of that expression. 
Occurrence = Evaluate(FT, LT, RSName); //For those tokens, this function  

//checks whether the received state  
//triggers a state transition.  

FE = FE+ 1; 
} 

if (Occurence)     //If that state triggers a transition. 
{ 

CSPos = Events[FE-1].StatePosition;  //Retrieve the position of the new 
//state. 

AddPercept(check(true, CSPos));  //Add true as transition has occurred  
//and the position of the structure of  
//the new state to the belief base. 

String SN = States [CSPos].StateName; //Retrieve the name of the new state.  
AddPercept(new_state(SN));   //Add that name to the belief base.  

} 
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else AddPercept(check(false, CSPos));  //Otherwise, add false as transition has  
}       //not occurred and the position of the 

}       //structure of the current state. 
        

Line 4 retrieves the result of the checking achieved by the external action. If a transition has 

occurred then the values of the Trans and State are instantiated with true and the name of the 

new state, respectively. Otherwise, those values are instantiated with false and the name of the 

current state, respectively. The achievement goal of line 5 determines what to do in either case. 

For this goal L2,n-1-P5 and L2,n-1-P6 are the relevant plans.     

L2,n-1-P5: This plan and L2,n-1-P6 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of L2,n-1-P4. Its 

context is verified true when the received message triggers a state transition. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan when its context is verified true and the context of L2,n-1-P6 is 

verified false. The role of this plan is to communicate the new state to the parent and children. 

1.   +!is_transition(Trans, State): Trans == true 
2. <- ?new_state(SName); 
3.     ?parent(PName); 
4.      .send(Pname, achieve, message(SName)); 
5.      ?children(C1, C2, C3); 
6.      .send(C1, achieve, message(SName)); 
7.      .send(C2, achieve, message(SName)); 
8.      .send(C3, achieve, message(SName)); 
9.      !monitoring(State). 

Line 2 retrieves the name of the new state (added by the above pseudo code). Line 3 retrieves 

the name of its parent and accordingly line 4 informs the parent about the new state by sending 

a message. Similarly, line 5 retrieves the names of the children and informs them about the new 

state by sending a message to each of them, as shown by lines 6, 7 and 8. The achievement goal 

of line 9 launches the monitoring to the new state. For this achievement goal, plan L2,n-1-P2 is the 

only relevant plan. 

L2,n-1-P6: This plan and L2,n-1-P5 are relevant to the achievement goal of line 5 of L2,n-1-P4. Its 

context is verified true when the received state does not trigger a state transition. It will be the 

applicable and means-ends plan when its context is verified true and the context of L2,n-1-P5 is 

verified false. This plan has no action to be achieved. 

 +!is_transition(Trans, State): Trans == false. 
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4.7.4 Plan Library of S_MAG 

The plan library of the S_MAG is quite similar to those of Ss_MAG of levels extending from 

level2 to leveln-1. However, the only difference is that, as the S_MAG does not have a parent, it 

exchanges messages with children only. 

Plans Ln-P1, Ln-P2, Ln-P3, Ln-P4 and Ln-P6 of the S_MAG are as the same as the respective plans 

L2,n-1-P1, L2,n-1-P2, L2,n-1-P3, L2,n-1-P4 and L2,n-1-P6 of Ss_MAGs of levels extending from level2 to 

leveln-1. The difference can be reflected in the initial belief and plan Ln-P5 as follows: 

The initial beliefs of the S_MAG are: 

1. children(child1, child2, child3). 

2.          system(SName). 

3. start(monitoring). 

Line 1 and line 2 add the respective beliefs, names of the children and the name of the 

monitored system. There are three assumed children whose names are as follows: child1, child2 

and child3. Line 3 is a belief of monitoring the assigned system.  

Ln-P5: By this plan, the S_MAG informs its children about any new state.   

1.   +!is_transition(Trans, State): Trans == true 
2. <- ?NewState(SName); 
3.      ?children(C1, C2, C3); 
4.      .send(C1, achieve, message(SName)); 
5.      .send(C2, achieve, message(SName)); 
6.      .send(C3, achieve, message(SName)); 
7.      !monitoring(State). 

4.8 Reasoning and Logical Omniscience Problem of the Monitoring Agents 

The logical omniscience problem is an epistemic problem that may limit the ability of agents to 

deal with conditions that may fall beyond their reasoning ability (Halpern and Pucella, 2011; 

Vardi, 1986). 

This problem has been addressed to some extent during the design and implementation of the 

monitoring agents. Monitoring agents have been provided with collaboration protocols that can 

assure effective integration among their monitoring models and sharing of sensory 

measurements. They are also programmed to deliver the safety tasks on observations that are 

acknowledged by their monitoring models.  
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Care has been taken to define techniques that can guarantee as much as possible the 

completeness of the model, e.g. HAZOP among techniques by which investigation of all 

possible deviations from normal behaviour is possible. Agents can reason to some extent about 

uncertainty using the three value logic employed in the evaluation of the truth value of 

monitored events. However, more sophisticated techniques, such as Bayesian inference, should 

be incorporated in the future to improve omniscience. 

The reasoning of the monitoring agents is illustrated in Figure 4-13 which gives the 

interpretation steps
1
 of the Jason agent. The steps show how the agents reason on their plan 

libraries according to their perceptions and received messages. The reasoning steps are 

exemplified by the plan libraries discussed above. 
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Figure 4-13: State Transitions of the Jason Interpreter During a Reasoning Cycle. 

Step 1: Selecting a message from the mailbox (1.a) or updating the belief base (1.b) 

The reasoning cycle is launched upon either (a) receiving a message (step 1.a), e.g. plan L2,n-1-P3  

is triggered upon receiving a message and thus  a reasoning cycle is launched; (b) updating the 

belief base by perceiving the environment (step 1.b), e.g. line 3 of plan L1-P15 by which a 

reasoning cycle is launched after perceiving the occurrence of an event.  

                                                           
1
Those steps are illustrated according to the Jason compiler. Figure 4-13 and the associated explanations 

are drawn from Vieira et al. (2007) and Jason interpreter and formal semantic stated respectively in 

chapters four and ten of Bordini et al. (2007).  
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Received messages are held by a mailbox and by an interpretation function called the message 

selection function a received message is selected to be a reasoning event (r-event). Similarly, 

every perceived belief is held by the belief base and by two interpretation functions, the belief 

update and belief revision functions; the up-to-date belief is selected as r-event. 

Apart from the messages and perceptions, the agent may have an already-provided belief that 

can also trigger a reasoning cycle, e.g. the initial belief of Ss_MAG of level1 (section 4.7.2).   

Step 2: Selecting an r-event 

In this step, an r-event is selected from those presented by the previous step and achievement 

goals that appear in the body of an under-execution plan
1
. For this purpose, Jason interpreter is 

provided with an interpretation function called the event selection function. This function is 

customisable; it can be modified to change the priorities for selecting an r-event. In the original 

implementation, every r-event has a priority based on which it is taken through a reasoning 

cycle. The highest priority is given to the r-events of the received messages, followed by those 

of the up-to-date belief and the lowest priority is given to the r-events of the achievement goals. 

If there is no r-event and the intention stack
2
 is not empty then the top intention in that stack is 

selected to be executed; see the state transition from step 2 to step 7 and from there to step 8. If 

there is no r-event and the intention stack is empty, then the agent resumes step 2 and keeps idle 

until it receives a message or perceives a new belief; see the state transition from step 2 to step 7 

and from there to step 2 again. The idle situation has been exemplified during the programming 

process of the Ss_MAGs of levels extending from level2 to leveln-1. 

Step 3: Unifying the r-event 

By this step the selected r-event is unified with all trigger events of the plans’ heads in the plan 

library. Plans with trigger events that can be unified with the r-event are selected as relevant 

plans, by means of an interpretation function called the unifying function. In the original design 

of this function, if there is no plan relevant to the r-event, then that r-event is simply discarded 

and step 7 is triggered to execute the intention that appears at the top of the intentions stack. 

This is shown by the state transition from step 3 to step 7. 

                                                           
1
 Further details are provided in step 9. 

2
 Jason interpreter is provided with a stack data structure to hold the intentions whose executions require 

recursive execution of other intentions. Further explanations of this stack will be given in step 6 and 

step 7 of the compilation steps.  
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In the design and implementation of the monitoring agents, careful attention has been paid to 

providing corresponding plans for every potential r-event. This has also been demonstrated in 

discussing the plan libraries; section 4.7.2 and section 4.7.3. 

Step 4: Checking the context of the relevant plans 

To achieve this step the interpreter is provided with a function called the context checking 

function, whose role is to check the context of the relevant plans (result from step 3) and 

identify the applicable plans. Consider, for example, plans L1-P11 and L1-P12; after unifying their 

heads with the achievement goal of line 3 of plan L1-P10 they have been selected as relevant 

plans, their contexts are further checked and thus one of them becomes the applicable and 

means-ends plan. 

If there is no applicable plan then the selected r-event is discarded and either (a) a new 

reasoning cycle is launched by selecting another r-event; such a case may occur when the stack 

of intentions is empty; see the transition from step 4 to step 7 and from there to step 2; (b) 

executing the intention that appears at the top of the intentions stack when the stack of the 

intentions is not empty, see the state transition from step 4 to step 7 and from there to step 8. If 

this step results, on the contrary, in more than one applicable plan, then the next interpretation 

step selects only the applicable plan, as means-ends, to be executed. 

Step 5: Selecting one applicable plan 

This step is achieved by an interpretation function called the applicable plan selection function 

and results in selecting the means-ends plan. However, this step is needed only when there is 

more than one applicable plan for the same r-event. During the design and programming 

process of the monitoring agents it was unnecessary to write more than one plan for the same r-

event. Hence, this step would not be applicable in the interpretation of the monitoring agents.  

Step 6: Adding the means-ends plan to the set of the intention. 

In this step, the means-ends plan is pushed into the intentions stack to be executed.  

Step 7: Selecting an intention 

This step is achieved by an interpretation function called the intention selection function. The 

function selects the first means-ends plan that appears at top of the stack to be executed in the 

next step. If the intention stack is empty then a new reasoning cycle is launched, as shown by 

the state transition from step 7 to step 2. 
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Step 8: Executing an intention 

In this step the selected intention is executed. As the intention is implemented as a plan, actions 

that appear in the plan body are executed one by one. If the action is an achievement goal then it 

is removed from the plan body and regarded as an r-event, for which there will be a new 

reasoning cycle and a means-ends plan, as shown by the state transition from step 8 to step 9 

and from there to step 2. That plan will, in turn, be pushed into and appear at the top of the 

intention stack. Consider, for example, the achievement goal of line 2 of plan L1-P3; to execute 

that goal, plan L1-P3 is suspended and plan L1-P13 is pushed into the top of the intention stack. 

After implementing L1-P13 the execution of L1-P3 is resumed. 

If the action is a test goal
1
, external action, internal action or computational action, then it is 

executed and removed from the plan body. After every execution, the plan body is checked to 

verify whether there are further actions to be taken. If so, then actions are also executed until the 

body is empty.  

Step 9: Clearing intention 

In this step every executed action is removed from the plan body. After removal of an action, 

the plan body is checked for the existence of more actions. If there remain other actions, then 

step 8 is re-launched until the end of the plan body. On the contrary, if the plan body is empty, 

then it is removed from the top of the intention stack, i.e. clearing intention, and a new 

reasoning cycle is launched. A new reasoning cycle is also launched when the action is an 

achievement goal; see the transition from step 9 to step 2. 

                                                           
1
 Some test goals are similar to achievement goals and require one or more plans to be executed. Such a 

case was not needed during the programming of the monitoring agents and thus it is not included, for 

the sake of brevity. 
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4.9 Summary 

This chapter has developed the multi-agent system; the second constituent of the proposed 

monitor. In this context, the appropriateness of BDI agents as monitoring agents, deployment 

approach, collaboration protocols, design and implementation of the monitoring agents have 

been discussed. 

Thus far, the approach and the two constituents of the proposed monitor have been developed. 

In the following two chapters, the monitor is applied to two different case studies. In Chapter 

Five, the monitor is applied to an aircraft fuel system, while in Chapter Six it is applied to an 

aircraft brake system. 
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Chapter Five 

Distributed On-line Safety Monitor Based on HiP-HOPS and a Case Study of an Aircraft 

Fuel System 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter explains and demonstrates how the distributed monitoring model can be derived 

from the HiP-HOPS safety assessment model. It also demonstrates application of the monitor to 

a case study, which was performed on a simulated model of an aircraft fuel system (AFS), and 

evaluates the effectiveness of the monitoring tasks delivered by the monitor. 

5.2 Aircraft Fuel System (AFS) 

Figure 5-1 illustrates the physical configuration of the model AFS. According to the illustration, 

the AFS feeds the port and starboard engines of a two-engine aircraft with fuel and it consists 

of: 

- Seven identical-capacity tanks to store fuel, each tank coupled with a level sensor to measure 

the fuel levels. The tanks are deployed in such a way as to maintain the best balance of fuel 

across the aircraft body. Two tanks are positioned in each wing, left and right, and three 

tanks are positioned longitudinally across the fuselage. To avoid any imbalance across the 

aircraft body, fuel level in the seven tanks should be even or symmetrical across the two 

axes. 

- Eleven fuel pumps each coupled with a speed sensor (rotary decoder). They can pump fuel in 

two different directions and at a variable rate to support the demanded thrust and maintain an 

even level among the seven tanks. The speed sensors may deliver positive or negative 

measurements; each indicates a different flow direction. 

- Twelve valves each coupled with a position sensor. They collaborate with pumps to 

implement Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling (AFTC).  These valves allow fuel flow through 

certain paths during normal conditions and isolate faulty components to tolerate faults.  

- Twelve flow meters to measure fuel volume flows across the fuel system. Their 

measurements could be negative or positive, indicating both flow directions. 

- Two jettison points each consisting of a valve, flow meter and pump. They dump fuel into 

the atmosphere during an in-flight emergency, to reduce the weight of the plane so that 

emergency landing can be achieved more safely. 

- Fuel pipes to connect the tanks, valves, flow meters and pumps together and link them to the 

refuelling point, two engines and two jettison points. 
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Figure 5-1: Illustration of the Aircraft Fuel System (AFS). 

The fuel tanks along with the other basic components are arranged in four sub-systems: Engine 

Feed (EF) sub-system, Central Deposit (CD) sub-system, Left Wing (LW) sub-system and 

Right Wing (RW) sub-system. Each sub-system is indicated by a different colour; blue, green, 

red and brown, denoting the EF, CD, LW and RW, respectively. 

The typical functionality of the fuel system can be defined as fuel storage and distribution 

across two different modes; refuelling and consumption. During the refuelling mode, the fuel 

system evenly distributes fuel injected from the refuel point into the seven tanks. On the 

contrary, during the consumption mode, the system evenly draws fuel from the seven tanks to 

feed the two engines at a variable flow rate. 

A Fuel System Control Unit (FSCU), which is a computerised controlling sub-system, is 

employed to deliver the functionality of the fuel system. The detailed role of the FSCU is as 

follows: 

- During the consumption mode, FSCU applies a feedback-control algorithm to draw the 

demanded fuel rate (R) of each engine. To achieve even drawing and avoid violating central 

gravity criteria, FSCU obtains measurements from the flow meters and level sensors, 

regulates the speed of the pumps and puts the valves in the correct closed or open positions. 

In normal conditions, valve VF3 is closed and thus the port engine is fed from the front tank 

and the starboard engine is fed from the rear tank. The two jettison valves, VL3 and VR3, are 

also closed as long as jettison is not needed. 

- During the refuelling mode, FSCU applies another feedback-control algorithm to assure even 

distribution of the fuel injected from the refuelling point to the seven tanks. In addition to 
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affecting the body balance, injecting extra or uneven fuel may result in rupturing a tank. To 

avoid this, FSCU uses the flow meters and level sensors to measure the distribution, regulate 

the speed of the pumps and control the positions of the valves. 

- Transmitting alarms to the cockpit and measurements to other computers (of the aircraft) 

concerning the FSCU status. According to the delivered alarms, pilots could command the 

corresponding corrective measures to avoid exacerbation. For example, when a fuel leak 

occurs in a tank of the LW or RW sub-system
1
, the pilot could apply a certain procedure to 

command the FSCU to isolate the affected tank, close the relevant valves and jettison the 

isolated fuel. 

5.2.1 Hierarchical Architecture of the Aircraft Fuel System 

The hierarchy of the fuel system consists of three architectural levels: system level (level2), 

sub-system level (level1) and basic components level (level0). Figure 5-2 illustrates the system 

level as a Simulink block. The system has six inputs: refuel point, two auto-throttle lines to 

convey the demand fuel rates of the starboard and port engines, pilot commands line to deliver 

the flying instructions and two redundant power lines (power1 and power2). It has also five 

outputs: alarm line, port engine feed line, left wing jettison line, right wing jettison line and 

starboard engine feed. 

AFS

2 3 4
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Port Engine Auto-
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Power2
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5
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5
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1
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Left Wing Jettison Line

Right Wing Jettison Linein1

out3

out4

 
Figure 5-2: The System Level of the Hierarchical Architecture of the AFS. 

Figure 5-3 illustrates level1of the fuel system as a Simulink model. At this level, the system 

appears as five sub-systems, each of which appears as a block. The sub-systems have inputs and 

                                                           
1
 Tanks of these sub-systems are susceptible to a structural leak due to the possibility of a bird strike 

(Langton, 2009). 
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outputs as mutual interfaces and interactions with other external devices related to the fuel 

system.  
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Figure 5-3: Level1 of the Hierarchical Architecture of the AFS as a Simulink Model. 

Figure 5-3 also shows how the FSCU and the four sub-systems interface. The four sub-systems, 

engine feed (EF), central deposit (CD), left wing (LW) and right wing (RW), deliver sensory 

measurements to the fuel system control unite (FSCU), which in turn instructs them by 

actuating commands. They also deliver fuel to each other until it reaches the starboard and port 
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engines. Figure 5-4 abstracts, as E-BNF notation, the grammar used to name both sensory 

measurements and actuating commands. 

interface ::= sensory_measurement  |  actuating_command;

sensory_measurement ::= basic_component_initial, sub-system_initial, number, “_”, measurement_initial;

basic_component_initial ::= “P”  |  “V”  |  “F”  |  “L”;

sub-system_initial ::= “E”  |  “C”  |  “L”  |  “R”;

measurement_initial ::= “P”  |  “L”  |  “F”  |  “M”;

number ::= digit  | digit;

digit ::= 1  |  2  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6  |  7  |  8  |  9;

actuating_command ::=  basic_component_initial, sub-system_initial, number, “_”, command_initial;
 

command_initial ::= “C”  | “S”;

where

P ::= An initial of a pump;

V ::= An initial of a valve;

F ::= When it appears as the first letter in the interface name, it is then an initial for the flow meter. Otherwise, it  

                        is an initial of a flow rate measurement;

L ::= When it appears as the first letter in the interface name, it is then an initial of the level sensor. Its                        

     appearance as the second letter in the interface name means it is an initial of the left wing subsystem.    

                       Otherwise it is an initial of a fuel level measurement;

E ::= An initial of the engine feed sub-system;

C ::= When it appears as the second letter in the interface name, it is then an initial of the central deposit sub-

                        system. Otherwise, it is an initial of actuating commands either to  open or close a valve;

R ::= An initial of the right wing sub-system;

P ::= A measurement of a valve position, which is either open and equals “1” or closed and equals “0”;

M ::= A speed measurement of a pump;

S ::= An initial of actuating commands either to increase or drop the speed of a pump;
 

Figure 5-4: E-BNF of the Sensory Measurements and Actuating Commands of the AFS. 

The interface is either a sensory measurement or an actuating interface. Every sensory 

measurement consists of a two-part name separated by an underscore. The first part consists of 

the initials of a basic component and a sub-system and a number, while the second part is the 

initial of a measurement. Similarly, every actuating command consists of a two-part name 

separated by an underscore. The initials of a basic component and a sub-system and a number 

compose the first part and a command initial constitutes the second part. The syntax of the 

initials is also explained in the E-BNF. The letters L, F, P and C may appear more than once in 

the same interface and they are accordingly defined according to the positions in which they 

appear. 

Figure 5-5 illustrates the basic components level (level0) of the fuel system as a Simulink 

model. In this illustration, the basic components of the FSCU have been omitted for the sake of 

brevity and also because the FSCU is a reliable component and not susceptible to failure. The 

fuel system is typically provided with primary and backup FSCUs and each is powered by 

redundant power lines (power1 and power2). Despite the omission, the interfaces between the 

FSCU and the four sub-systems appear in the illustration. 
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Figure 5-5: Level0 of the Hierarchical Architecture of the AFS as a Simulink Model. 
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5.2.2 Operational Behaviour of the Aircraft Fuel System  

Over the flight phases, the behaviour of the fuel system can be abstracted in two modes; the 

refuelling and consumption modes. While the refuelling mode applies during the pre-flying 

phase, the consumption mode applies in the taxiing, take-off, climbing, cruising, approaching 

and landing phases. 

During the consumption mode
1
, the FSCU receives demands to deliver variable fuel rate from 

the auto-throttles of the two engines; the rate is always 2R. The FSCU, in turn, applies 

controlling instructions that deliver the intended rate and maintain an even level across the 

seven tanks. Figure 5-6 illustrates the flow directions and flow rates under the normal 

conditions of the consumption mode. 
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Figure 5-6: Configuration, Flow Directions and Rates of the Consumption mode of the AFS. 

Table 5-1, moreover, details the contribution and flow rates to and from each tank. Together, 

Figure 5-6 and Table 5-1 show how the pumps and flow meters work in different closed-control 

loops to draw fuel at the corresponding rate from each tank. Two loops can be seen in the LW 

sub-system; the first between pump PL1 and the two flow meters, FL3 and FL1, and the second 

between pump PL2 and flow meter FL2. While the first loop draws fuel from the inner and 

outer tanks equal to the LW portion (4R/7), the second maintains an even fuel level between 

those tanks. If the fuel level of the inner tank (LL1_L) is more than that of the outer tank 

                                                           
1
 Taking the importance of convenient illustration as well as brevity into consideration, the effectiveness 

of the proposed monitor is demonstrated and examined during the consumption mode of the AFS.  
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(LL2_L) then PL2 should draw the difference from the inner tank to the outer tank and vice 

versa. Two similar loops can also be seen in the RW sub-system. 

There are also two control loops in the EF sub-system, the first between pump PF2 and flow 

meter FF2 and the second between pump PF1 and flow meter FF1. In both loops, the speed of 

the pumps is regulated according to the fuel volume measured by the flow meters to draw fuel 

equal to R demanded by each engine. Similarly, there are two loops in the CD sub-system, the 

first between pump PC2 and flow meter FC1 and the second between pump PC3 and flow meter 

FC2. These together draw fuel equal to the flow portion of the CD tank, which equals 2R/7 (R/7 

for each loop). 

Table 5-1: Detailed Flow Rate of each Fuel Tank of the AFS. 

Tank

Rear

LW inner

Tank 

contribution

Inlet

Rate From

Outlet

Rate To

2R/7
4R/7

R/7

RW Tanks

CD Tank
R Port Engine

2R/7
4R/7

R/7

LW Tanks

CD Tank
R

Starboard 

Engine

Front

2R/7
R/7

R/7

Front Tank

Rear Tank
CD None None

2R/7

(LL2_L –  LL1_L)/2

When 
LL2_L > LL1_L

Outer of LW
Outer of LW

2R/7 Rear Tank

LW outer 2R/7 Inner of LW
Inner of LW

RW inner 2R7

2R/7 Rear Tank

Outer of RW
Outer of RW

Front Tank2R/7

RW outer 2R/7 Inner of RW
Inner of RW

Front Tank2R/7

( LL1_L – LL2_L)/2

When 
LL1_L > LL2_L

(LR2_L – LR1_L)/2

When 
LR2_L > LR1_L

(LR1_L – LR2_L)/2

When 
LR1_L > LR2_L

( LL1_L – LL2_L)/2

When 
LL1_L > LL2_L

(LL2_L –  LL1_L)/2

When 
LL2_L > LL1_L

(LR1_L – LR2_L)/2

When 
LR1_L > LR2_L

(LR2_L – LR1_L)/2

When 
LR2_L > LR1_L

 

The maximum deliverable rate of the entire fuel system is in the region of two litres per minute 

(2 L/M); each engine may demand a maximum of 1 L/M. The rate varies according to the 
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demanded thrust of the engines. Every rate change is followed by an unsteady interval in which 

fuel flow and tank levels fluctuate. 

Figure 5-7 illustrates the approximate intervals for bringing the entire fuel system into 

steadiness after changing the flow rates. The illustration considers thrust increasing for 

achieving a step climb
1
 during the cruising phase and also decreasing the thrust for achieving 

efficient cruising. It is assumed that the current flow rate is 40%, the step climb requires another 

40% and when the desired altitude is reached the thrust is reduced to 30%. 

Whenever the rate changes, an interval of maximum 6 seconds fluctuation follows. Over the 

first three seconds the flow rates fluctuate outside the demanded rate, in the next three seconds 

the fluctuation is close to the demanded range, within a range of less than ± 3% and thereafter 

steadiness is reached. The illustration also shows that the same fluctuation occurs with both the 

increase and decrease of the flow rate. 
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Figure 5-7: Fluctuation Follows Changing the Flow Rate of the AFS. 

Over the different flow rates and from full to empty tanks, levels across the seven tanks would 

be approximately even, although small variation may result from potential bias and 

accumulative inaccuracy of the sensors. Figure 5-8 illustrates a typical pattern of accumulative 

discrepancy between the levels of the front and rear tanks across five different rates. The total 

discrepancy is approximately 6%. 

                                                           
1
 Step climb is a flying action taken during the cruise phase to gain the best altitude at which the aircraft 

becomes lighter and fuel consumption is, consequently, reduced. 
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Figure 5-8: Discrepancy of Fuel Levels of Two Tanks from Full to Empty Status of AFS. 

5.3 Monitoring Agents Deployment  

Five monitoring agents are deployed to monitor the fuel system. One agent monitors the entire 

fuel system, termed aircraft fuel system monitoring agent (AFS_MAG). The other four are 

deployed to monitor the four sub-systems and they are termed engine feed monitoring agent 

(EF_MAG), central deposit monitoring agent (CD_MAG), left wing monitoring agent 

(LW_MAG) and right wing monitoring agent (RW_MAG). Figure 5-9 shows the hierarchical 

deployment and the collaboration protocols
1
 of the deployed agents.  

AFS_MAG

LW_MAG CD_MAG EF_MAG RW_MAG

Exchange sensory measurements

Exchange states Exchange states Exchange states Exchange states 

Level1

Level2

Collaboration protocol Monitoring Agent (MAG)

Key

 
Figure 5-9: The Hierarchical Deployment Model of the Multi-agent System over the AFS. 

                                                           
1
 The figure is illustrated according to the Prometheus methodology for developing intelligent agent 

systems (Padgham and Winikoff, 2004). 
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5.4 HiP-HOPS Model and the Distributed Monitoring Model 

This section develops HiP-HOPS models of the fuel system and its sub-systems. From those 

models and according to the derivation and formalisation approach developed in section 3.6, the 

monitoring knowledge is then derived and formalised as a distributed monitoring model. The 

full model is too large to be described here. However, excerpts of the model are given in the 

following sub-sections to enable description of monitoring experiments. 

5.4.1 HiP-HOPS Model and  the Monitoring Model of the Aircraft Fuel System (AFS) 

Figure 5-10 shows an excerpt of the state-machine of fuel system. The behaviour of the system 

is shown as seven different states. Five belong to the consumption mode: one error-free state, 

AFS_CM_EFS; three permanent degraded states, AFS_CM_PDS1, AFS_CM_PDS2 and 

AFS_CM_PDS3, and a failure state, AFS_CM_FS. The sixth and seventh are a permanent 

degraded state (AFS_RM_PDS3) and failure state (AFS_RM_FS) that belong to the refuel 

mode. Transitions among the states are triggered by the states of the four sub-systems. 

AFS_CM_EFS
The four sub-systems operate 
normally. 

AFS_CM_PDS1

LW sub-system is isolated. 

CM_FS of EF AFS_CM_FS

AFS has failed and cannot 

feed any of the two engines

AFS_CM_PDS2
Port engine cannot be fed.
Starboard is fed normally.   

CM_TDS1of LW

CM_PDS1 of EF

CM_FS of EF

CM_PDS1of CD

AFS_CM_PDS3
CD sub-system delivers 
degraded functionality.    

AFS_RM_PDS3
Fuel system is not ready to 
achieve refueling.    

RM_PDS1 of CD

AFS_RM_FS
Fuel system cannot be 
refueled .    

RM_FS of CD

CM_FS of EF

CM_FS of EF

 
Figure 5-10: An Excerpt of the State-machine of the AFS (Top Level State-machine). 

According to the developed derivation and formalisation approach, the derived state-transition 

table of the AFS is as shown by Table 5-2. In Table 5-2 every trigger event is formalised as a 

monitoring expression, as follows: 

- Events that represent exit from state AFS_CM_EFS are: 

CM_FS of EF  EF_CM_FS == true; 

CM_TDS1 of LW  LW_CM_TDS1 == true; 
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CM_PDS1 of EF  EF_CM_PDS1 == true; 

CM_PDS1 of CD  CD_CM_PDS1 == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state AFS_CM_PDS1 is: 

CM_FS of EF  EF_CM_FS == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state AFS_CM_PDS2 is: 

CM_FS of EF  EF_CM_FS == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state AFS_CM_PDS3 are: 

RM_PDS1 of CD  CD_RM_PDS1 == true; 
CM_FS of EF  EF_CM_FS == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state AFS_RM_PDS3 is: 

RM_FS of CD  CD_RM_FS == true; 
 

Table 5-2: State-transition Table of the AFS. 

CURRENT STATE CONDITIONS EVENT NEW STATE

AFS_CM_EFS

Assessment: the four sub-

systems operate normally.

Guidance: none.

EF_CM_FS == true AFS_CM_FS

AFS_CM_PDS1

AFS_CM_PDS2

AFS_CM_PDS1

Assessment: LW sub-

system is isolated.

Guidance: none.

AFS_CM_FS

AFS_CM_PDS2

AFS_CM_FS

Assessment: AFS has failed 

and cannot feed any of the 

two engines.

Guidance: none

Assessment: port engine 

cannot be fed, whereas 

starboard engine is feeding 

normally

Guidance: none.

none none

LW_CM_TDS1 == true

EF_CM_PDS1 == true

EF_CM_FS == true

CD_CM_PDS1 == true AFS_CM_PDS3

Assessment: CD sub-

system delivers degraded 

functionality.

Guidance: none.

AFS_CM_PDS3 AFS_RM_PDS3CD_RM_PDS1 == true

AFS_RM_PDS3

Assessment: fuel system is 

not ready to achieve 

refuelling.

Guidance: none.

EF_CM_FS == true AFS_CM_FS

CD_RM_FS == true AFS_RM_FS
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5.4.2 HiP-HOPS Model and the Monitoring Model of the Engine Feed (EF) Sub-system 

Figure 5-11 illustrates an excerpt of the state-machine of the EF sub-system. The behaviour of 

the EF is shown as six different states, all belonging to the consumption mode. States are as 

follows: (a) two error-free states EF_CM_EFS1 and EF_CM_EFS2; (b) two temporary 

degraded or failure states EF_CM_TDFS1 and EF_CM_TDFS2; (c) a permanent degraded state 

EFS_CM_PDS1; (d) a failure state EFS_CM_FS. Some states are triggered by the state 

transitions of the AFS (CM_PDS1 of AFS). 

EF_CM_EFS1

Each engine is fed normally. 

EF_CM_PDS1

Port  engine is not fed.

Extra flow to PEngine 

Insufficient flow 

to PEngine 

PEngine is not 

fed

PEngine cannot be fed

PEngine is  fed

EF_CM_TDFS1

Port engine is not fed. 

EF_CM_EFS2
EF sub-system copes with 

isolating LW sub-system.

CM_PDS1 of AFS

EF_CM_TDFS2

Starboard engine is not fed. 

SEngine is not feedSEngine is  fed

EF_CM_FS
Both engines are not fed at 
the required rates 

SEngine cannot 

be fed

PEngine and SEngine are 

not fed

 
Figure 5-11: An Excerpt of the State-machine of the EF Sub-system. 

The state-transition table of the EF is as shown in Table 5-3. Every trigger event is formalised 

as a monitoring expression as follows: 

- Events that represent exit from state EF_CM_EFS1 are: 

PEngine is not fed1  T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

Extra flow to PEngine2  T(FF1_F > R + 0.03, 6 sec); 

Insufficient flow to PEngine  T(FF1_F < R – 0.03, 6 sec); 

CM_PDS1 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS1 == true; 

                                                           
1
 It is assumed that the flow meter FF1 has a possible bias as a maximum range of - 0.029 to + 0.029. 

Accordingly, if the delivered measurement is less than 0.03 then that represents no flow. The same bias 

is assumed applicable for the other flow meters. One should not forget, though, that sensors of such 

systems have auto-calibration ability which makes bias less likely but also possible with few 

measurements. 
2
 This threshold has been defined according to Figure 5-7. 
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- Events that represent exit from state EF_CM_TDFS1 are: 

PEngine cannot be fed  T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

PEngine is fed  T(|FF1_F – R| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

- The event that represents exit from state EF_CM_PDS1 is: 

SEngine is not fed  T(|FF2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

- The event that represents exit from state EF_CM_EFS2 is: 

PEngine and SEngine are not fed  T(|FF1_F| < 0.03 AND |FF2_F| < 0.03 , 4 sec); 

- Events that represent exits from state EF_CM_TDFS2 are: 

SEngine cannot be fed  T(|FF2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

SEngine is fed  T(|FF2_F – R| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

Table 5-3: State-transition Table of the EF Sub-system. 

CURRENT 

STATE
CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

EF_CM_EFS1

Assessment: 

each engines is fed 

normally.

Guidance: none

T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec);
port engine is 

not fed  
after_diagnosis needed EF_CM_TDFS1

port engine fed 

with extra rate   

- PF1_S = 0;

- VF1_C = 0;
not_needed EF_CM_PDS1

T(FF1_F < R – 0.03, 6 sec);

port engine is 
fed with 

insufficient 
rate.   

- PF1_S = 0;

- VF1_C = 0;
not_needed EF_CM_PDS1

EF_CM_TDFS1

Assessment: port 

engine is not fed 

and recovery is in 

progress.

Guidance: watch 

for further 

feedback.

T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec);
feeding port 

engine cannot 
be recovered.

- PF1_S = 0;

- VF1_C = 0;

- VF2_C = 0;

EF_CM_PDS1

T(|FF1_F - R| < 0.03, 4 sec); none none not_needed EF_CM_EFS1

EF_CM_PDS1

Assessment: port 

engine is not fed.

Guidance: none.

T(|FF2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec);
starboard 

engine is not 
fed  

after_diagnosis needed EF_CM_TDFS2

EF_CM_TDFS2

Assessment: 

starboard engine is 

not fed and 

recovery is in 

progress.

Guidance: watch 

for further 

feedback.

T(|FF2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec);

feeding 
starboard 

engine cannot 
be recovered.

impssible not_needed EF_CM_FS

EF_CM_FS

Assessment: both 

engines cannot be 

fed.

Guidance: none.

none none none not_needed none

AFS_CM_PDS1 == true; none EF_CM_EFS2not_needed

EF_CM_EFS2

Assessment: EF 
sub-system copes 
with isolating LW 
sub-system.
Guidance: none.

none

not_needed

T(|FF2_F - R| < 0.03, 4 sec); none none not_needed EF_CM_PDS1

T(|FF1_F| < 0.03 AND 

|FF2_F| < 0.03 , 4 sec);

Both engines 

are not fed
impossible needed EF_CM_FS

T(FF1_F > R + 0.03, 6 sec);
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Figure 5-12 shows the fault tree of the failure event “PEngine is not fed”. According to the 

developed grammar to derive a diagnostic model from a fault tree (Figure 3-18), Figure 5-13 

shows the diagnostic model derived from the fault tree of Figure 5-12. In Figure 5-13 the top 

node encloses the expression of the failure event that is monitored at level1 (EF sub-system), 

which is formalised in the Table 5-3 as T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec). 

ORN_0
PEngine is not fed 

BEN_0
PF1 fails 

Electromechanically
Controlling: impossible 

BEN_1
PF1's control value is 

stuck at zero
Controlling: impossible 

ORN_1

No flow from VF1 to 
PF1

BEN_2
VF1's commission close 

command 
Controlling: open VF1 

BEN_3

VF1 is stuck closed
Controlling: impossible 

ORN_2

No flow from VF2 to 
VF1

BEN_4
VF2's commission 
close command 

Controlling: open VF1 

BEN_5
VF2 is stuck closed

Controlling: impossible 

ORN_3

No flow from front tank 
to VF2

BEN_6

front tank is empty
Controlling: impossible 

BEN_7
Outlet of front tank is 

blocked
Controlling: impossible 

 
Figure 5-12: A Fault Tree of Failure Event “PEngine is not fed”. 

In Figure 5-13 symptoms of the fault tree (Figure 5-12) have been formalised as monitoring 

expressions as follows: 

- The monitoring expression of the symptoms  “PF1 fails Electromechanically” and “PF1’s 

control value is stuck at zero” is:  

|PF1_M| <= 20 Rpm1 

- The monitoring expression of the symptoms “VF1’s commission close command” and “VF1 

is stuck closed” is:  

VF1_P == 0 

- The monitoring expression of the symptoms “VF2’s commission close command” and “VF2 

is stuck closed” is:  

                                                           
1
 20 Rpm is the assumed possible bias of the speed sensor of the fuel pumps. 
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VF2_P == 0 

- The monitoring expression of the symptom “outlet of the front tank is blocked” is: 

(VF2_P ==1) AND (VF1_P==1) AND (PF1_M > 20 Rpm) 

- The monitoring expression of the symptom “front tank is empty” is: 

LF1_L < 0.1  

NodeName: ORN_0.
Symptom: T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec).
ChildName: BEN_0.

NodeName: BEN_0.
Symptom: |PF1_M| <= 20.
Fault: PF1 fails electromechanically.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: BEN_1.
 

NodeName: BEN_1.
Symptom: |PF1_M| <= 20.
Fault: PF1's control value is stuck at zero.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_1.

NodeName: ORN_1.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_2.
Sibling: none.

NodeName: BEN_2. 
Symptom: VF1_P == 0.
Fault: VF1's commission close command.
Controlling: VF1_C = 1.
Sibling: BEN_3.

NodeName: BEN_3. 
Symptom: VF1_P == 0.
Fault: VF1 is stuck closed.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_2.

NodeName: ORN_2.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_4.
Sibling: none.

NodeName: BEN_4.
Symptom:VF2_P == 0.
Fault: VF2's commission close command.
Controlling: VF2_C = 1.
Sibling: BEN_5.

NodeName: BEN_5.
Symptom: VF2_P == 0.
Fault: VF2 is stuck closed.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: ORN_3.

NodeName: ORN_3.
Symptom: none.
Child: BEN_6.
Sibling: none.

NodeName: BEN_6.
Symptom:(VF2_P ==1) AND (VF1_P==1) AND (PF1_M > 20).
Fault: front tank outlet is blocked.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: BEN_7.

NodeName: BEN_7.
Symptom: LF1_L < 0.1.
Fault: front tank is empty.
Controlling: none.
Sibling: none.

 
Figure 5-13: Formal Diagnostic Form of Fault Tree Shown by Figure 5-12. 
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5.4.3 HiP-HOPS Model and the Monitoring Model of the Central Deposit (CD) Sub-

system 

Figure 5-14 illustrates an excerpt of the state-machine of the CD sub-system. The figure shows 

seven different states as follows:  

- Five states belong to consumption mode: three error-free states CD_CM_EFS1, 

CD_CM_EFS2 and CD_CM_EFS3, a permanent degraded state CD_CM_PDS1 and a 

failure state CD_CM_FS. 

- Two states belong to refuelling mode a permanent degraded state CD_RM_PDS and a 

failure state CD_RM_FS.  

The incorporation of states of refuelling mode in this excerpt facilitates some aspects of the 

experimental demonstration and evaluation of timely prognosis; as will be seen in section 

5.5.3.2. 

 FC1 fails CD_CM_EFS2

CD sub-system copes with 
isolating LW sub-system.

CD_CM_PDS1

CD sub-system operates 

degradedly. 

CD_CM_EFS1

CD sub-system operates 

normally.

CM_PDS1 of 

AFS

CD_CM_EFS3

CD sub-system copes with a 
degraded state of the AFS.

CM_PDS2 of AFS

CD_RM_PDS1

Level sensor of the central 

tank is faulty.

Refuel mode 

CD_RM_FS

CD sub-system has failed and 

cannot achieve refueling.

No flow to rear tank 

CD_CM_FS

CD sub-system has failed

No flow from front tank 
or

No flow to rear tank

No flow from front tank 
or

No flow to rear tank

 
Figure 5-14: An Excerpt of State-machine of the EF Sub-system. 

Table 5-4 shows the state-transition table derived from Figure 5-14. Every trigger event is 

formalised as a monitoring expression as follows: 

- Events that represent exit from state CD_CM_EFS1 are: 

FC1 fails1 (T(FC1_F > R/7 + 0.03, 6 sec) AND T(FC1_F > FC2_F + 0.03, 6 sec)) 

  OR  

                    (T(FC1_F < R/7 - 0.03, 6 sec) AND T(FC1_F < FC2_F - 0.03, 6 sec)); 

                                                           
1
 R/7 is the volume of fuel that should flow through flow meter FC1, see also Table 5-1.        
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CM_PDS1 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS1 == true; 

CM_PDS2 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS2 == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state CD_CM_PDS1 is: 

Refuel mode  VC1_P == 1 AND VF1_P == 0 AND VF4_P == 0; 

- The event that represents exit from state CD_RM_PDS1 is: 

No flow to rear tank  T(|FC2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); 

- The event that represents exit from state CD_CM_EFS2 is: 

No flow from front tank or no flow to rear tank  T(|FC1_F| < 0.03 OR |FC2_F| < 

0.03, 4 sec); 

- The event that represents exit from state CD_CM_EFS3 is: 

No flow from front tank or no flow to rear tank  T(|FC1_F| < 0.03 OR |FC2_F| < 

0.03, 4 sec); 

Table 5-4: State-transition Table of the CD Sub-system. 

CURRENT 

STATE
CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

CD_CM_EFS1

Assessment: CD 

sub-system 

operates normally.

Guidance: none

CD_CM_PDS1

AFS_CM_PDS1 == true;
- FC1_F = -R/5;

- FC2_F = 3R/5;

Sensor FC1 

has failed.

CD_CM_EFS2

- FC1_F= FC2_F;

CD sub-

system has 

a sensory 

failure.

not_needednone 

AFS_CM_PDS2 == true; none 
- FC1_F = -3R/7;

- FC2_F = 4R/7;
not_needed CD_CM_EFS3

CD_CM_PDS1

Assessment: CD 

sub-system 

operates 

degradedly.

Guidance: none.

VC1_P == 1 

AND 

VF1_P == 0 

AND 

VF4_P == 0;

none not_needed not_needed

CD_RM_PDS1

Assessment: CD 

sub-system 

operates 

degradedly.

Guidance: flow 

meter FC1 must 

be replaced.

CD_RM_PDS1

T(|FC2_F| < 0.03, 4 sec); needed CD_RM_FS

CD_CM_EFS2

Assessment: CD 

sub-system copes 

with isolating LW 

sub-system.

Guidance: none.

CD_CM_EFS3

Assessment: CD 

sub-system copes 

with a degraded 

state of the AFS

Guidance: none.

rear tank is 

not refueling. 

(T(FC1_F > R/7 + 0.03, 6 sec) 

AND 

T(FC1_F > FC2_F + 0.03, 6 sec)) 

OR

(T(FC1_F < R/7 - 0.03, 6 sec) 

AND 

T(FC1_F < FC2_F - 0.03, 6 sec));

- PC1_S = 0;

- VF1_C = 0;

T(|FC1_F| < 0.03 OR |FC2_F| 

< 0.03, 4 sec);

T(|FC1_F| < 0.03 OR |FC2_F| 

< 0.03, 4 sec);

abnormal 

flow from the 

central tank. 

abnormal 

flow from the 

central tank. 

- PC2_S = 0;

- PC3_S = 0;

- PC2_S = 0;

- PC3_S = 0;

needed

needed

CD_CM_FS

CD_CM_FS
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5.4.4 HiP-HOPS Model and the Monitoring Model of Left Wing (LW) Sub-system 

Figure 5-15 illustrates an excerpt of the state-machine of the LW sub-system. The figure shows 

four different states, all of which belong to the consumption mode and are as follows: 

- Two error-free states LW_CM_EFS1 and LW_CM_EFS2. 

- A temporary degraded state LW_CM_TDS1. 

- A failure state LW_CM_FS2. 

Inner tank leak

LW_CM_FS2

LW sub-system failed and 

has been shut down safely.

LW_CM_EFS1

LW sub-system operates 
normally.

LW_CM_TDS1
LW sub-system jettisons the 

content fuel to be shut down 

safely.

Empty inner and 

outer tanks

CM_PDS2 of 

AFS
LW_CM_EFS2

LW sub-system copes with a 
degraded state of the AFS

Inner tank leak

 
Figure 5-15: An Excerpt of State-machine of the LW Sub-system. 

Table 5-5 shows the state-transition table derived from Figure 5-15. Every trigger event is 

formalised as a monitoring expression as follows: 

- Events that represent exits from state LW_CM_EFS1 are: 

CM_PDS2 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS2 == true;  

Inner tank leak1  V(LL1_L, 5 sec)  > I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06; 

- The event that represents exit from state LW_CM_EFS2 is: 

Inner tank leak  V(LL1_L, 5 sec)  > I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06; 

- The event that represents exit from state LW_CM_TDS1 is: 

Inner and outer tanks are empty  LL1_L < 0.1 AND LL2_L < 0.1;   

 

                                                           
1
 Where 0.06 is the accumulative bias of the two sensors: FL1 and FL2. 
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Table 5-5: State-transition Table of the LW Sub-system. 

CURRENT 

STATE
CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

LW_CM_EFS1

Assessment: LW 

sub-system 

operates 

normally.

Guidance: none

LW_CM_EFS2

inner tank of 

LW sub-

system is 

leaky

- PL1_S = 0;

- VL1_C = 0;

- VL2_C = 0; 

- VL3_C = 1;

- FL2_F = - 0.285;

- FL4_F = 0.571;

not_needed

LW_CM_TDS1

LL1_L < 0.1 AND LL2_L < 0.1; not_needed LW_CM_FS2

- FL3_F = R/7;

- FL1_F = R/7;
none

leak in the 

inner tank of 

LW.

LW_CM_TDS1 none 

Assessment: LW 

sub-system 

jettisons the 

content fuel to be 

shut down safely. 

Guidance: none

- VL3_C = 0;

- PL3_S = 0;

LW_CM_FS2

Assessment: LW 

sub-system failed 

and has been 

shut down safely. 

Guidance: none

none none none none none

LW_CM_EFS2

Assessment: LW 

sub-system copes 

with a degraded 

state of the AFS.

Guidance: none

AFS_CM_PDS2 == true;

V(LL1_L, 5 sec)  > 

I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06;

V(LL1_L, 5 sec)  > 

I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06;

inner tank of 

LW sub-

system is 

leaky

- PL1_S = 0;

- VL1_C = 0;

- VL2_C = 0; 

- VL3_C = 1;

- FL2_F = - 0.285;

- FL4_F = 0.571;

leak in the 

inner tank of 

LW.

LW_CM_TDS1

 

5.4.5 HiP-HOPS Model and the Monitoring Model of the Right Wing (RW) Sub-system 

Figure 5-16 illustrates an excerpt of the state-machine of the LW sub-system. The figure shows 

five different states, all of which belong to the consumption mode and are as follows: 

- Three error-free states RW_CM_EFS1, RW_CM_EFS2 and RW_CM_EFS3. 

- A temporary degraded state RW_CM_TDS1. 

- A failure state RW_CM_FS2. 

CM_PDS2 of 

AFS
RW_CM_EFS1

RW sub-system operates 
normally.

RW_CM_EFS3

RW sub-system copes with a 

degraded state of the AFS.

CM_PDS1 of 

AFS
RW_CM_EFS2

RW sub-system copes with 

isolating LW sub-system.

Inner tank leak

RW_CM_FS2

RW sub-system failed and 

has been shut down safely.

RW_CM_TDS1
RW sub-system jettisons the 

content fuel to be shut down 

safely.

Empty inner and 

outer tanks

Inner tank leak

 
Figure 5-16: An Excerpt of State-machine of the RW Sub-system. 

Table 5-6 shows the formal state-transition table derived from Figure 5-16. Every trigger event 

is formalised as a monitoring expression as follows: 
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- Events that represent exits from state RW_CM_EFS1 are: 

CM_PDS1 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS1 == true; 

CM_PDS2 of AFS  AFS_CM_PDS2 == true; 

- The event that represents exit from state RW_CM_EFS2 is: 

Inner tank leak  V(LR1_L, 5 sec)  > I(FR1_F + FR2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06; 

- The event that represents exit from state RW_CM_TDS1 is: 

Inner and outer tanks are empty  LR1_L < 0.1 AND LR2_L < 0.1;   

Table 5-6: State-transition Table of the RW Sub-system. 

CURRENT 

STATE
CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

RW_CM_EFS1

Assessment: 

RW sub-system 

operates 

normally.

Guidance: none

RW_CM_EFS2

AFS_CM_PDS2 == true;

not_needed

RW_CM_EFS3

- FR1_F = 2R/5;

- FR3_F = 2R/5;

not_needed

none

none
- FR1_F = R/7;

- FR3_F = R/7;

RW_CM_EFS2

Assessment: 

RW sub-system 

copes with 

isolating LW sub-

system.

Guidance: none

RW_CM_EFS3

Assessment: 

RW sub-system 

copes with a 

degraded state of 

the AFS.

Guidance: none

AFS_CM_PDS1 == true;

V(LR1_L, 5 sec)  > 

I(FR1_F + FR2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06;

inner tank of 

RW sub-

system is 

leaky

- PR1_S = 0;

- VR1_C = 0;

- VR2_C = 0; 

- VR3_C = 1;

- FR2_F =- 0.285;

- FR4_F = 0.571;

not_needed RW_CM_TDS1

V(LR1_L, 5 sec)  > 

I(FR1_F + FR2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06;

- PR1_S = 0;

- VR1_C = 0;

- VR2_C = 0; 

- VR3_C = 1;

- FR2_F =- 0.285;

- FR4_F = 0.571;

not_needed RW_CM_TDS1

RW_CM_TDS1

Assessment: 

RW sub-system 

jettisons the 

content fuel to be 

shut down safely. 

Guidance: none

LR1_L < 0.1 AND LR2_L < 0.1;

inner tank of 

RW sub-

system is 

leaky

none none not_needed RW_CM_FS2

RW_CM_FS2

Assessment: 

RW sub-system 

failed and has 

been shut down 

safely. 

Guidance: none

none none none none none

 

5.5 Experiment 

In order to test the monitor and evaluate its ability to deliver the intended tasks, a simulator has 

been developed to: 

- simulate the normal conditions of every sub-system and the entire aircraft fuel system in both 

steady and variable feeding rates; 
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- inject possible faults of the basic components and simulate their effects on the behaviour of 

the sub-systems and the entire fuel system; 

- simulate conditions following application of corrective measures. 

During the consumption mode and under normal conditions, the simulator draws fuel from the 

seven tanks according to the demanded rate (R) of each engine, as shown by Figure 5-6 and 

Table 5-1. For example, to maintain the normal inlet and outlet of the front tank, the simulator 

achieves the following scenario: (a) drawing fuel from the CD tank equal to R/7 and from the 

RW deposit
1
 equal to 4R/7 to be added to the front tank; (b) drawing fuel equal to R from the 

front tank
2
; R is the rate demanded by the port engine.  

To simulate different demanded flow rates of the two engines, the simulator has the ability to 

generate variable demanded rates, e.g. increasing the thrust of port engine results in increasing 

the speed of pump PF1, as FF1 and PF1 are in the same closed-control loop. As that speed is 

positively correlated with the measurements of flow meters FF1_F, FR1_F, FR3_F and FC1_F, 

then the speed of other relevant pumps is increased to draw the corresponding portions of the 

new rate (from the RW deposit and CD tank). Further information on the calculation of these 

portions can be found in Table 5-1. 

Abnormal conditions, an interruption of the flow to the port engine, for instance, can be 

generated by injecting a fault of pump PF1 or inadvertent closure of valve VF1 or valve VF2. 

After injecting a fault, the simulator stops drawing fuel from the front tank while maintaining 

the same flow from the CD tank and RW deposit. As such, level sensor LF1 will indicate that 

the fuel level of the front tank is increasing abnormally. Furthermore, the measurement of flow 

meter (FF1_F) will be close to zero, indicating that the port engine is not being fed. From either 

of these sensors, the agent EF_MAG can detect and deal with the injected fault. 

Whether the fault is injected by a fault of pump PF1 or inadvertent closure of valve VF1 or 

valve VF2, the simulator would also provide the relevant symptoms with corresponding sensory 

measurements. When fuel is interrupted by injecting a fault of PF1, the generated measurements 

of the speed sensor of pump PF1 range between -20 and 20 Rpm. In a different case, when the 

fault is injected as a commission close command of valve VF1 or valve VF2, the simulator 

continues to generate a normal range of speed measurements of PF1, generates a closed value 

(0) for the faulty valve and maintains the other valve open (1). 

To simulate application of corrective measures, the simulator can also be instructed by the 

agents to apply measures and generate the corresponding measurements. For example, 

                                                           
1
 Deposit means the volume of fuel in the inner and outer tanks. 

2
 This is calculated by taking the total of 2R/7 of the front tank itself, 4R/7 delivered by the RW deposit 

and R/7 delivered by the CD sub-system. 
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commission close command of valve VF2 can be controlled by instructing the simulator to 

reopen VF2.  

To facilitate the evaluation of the response time and the prompt delivery of the monitoring 

tasks, each monitoring agent is provided with an ability to count (a) the time that is taken to 

achieve a monitoring cycle; (b) the interval that falls between the injection of a fault and 

announcing the corresponding alarm; (c) the interval that falls between the injection of a fault 

and diagnosing the underlying causes; (d) the interval that falls between the fault injection and 

fault controlling. 

Table 5-7 lists faults that are injected by the developed simulator to demonstrate the ability of 

the monitor to deliver the intended monitoring tasks and also to evaluate the effectiveness of 

those tasks. The table shows a number of possible faults of every component of the fuel system. 

The injection of these faults results in verifying the occurrence of different failure events and 

simulating different failure scenario, such as fuel flow interrupting, fuel level imbalance and 

fuel leak. 

Table 5-7: Faults that are injected by the Developed Simulator. 

Component Injected Faults

Valve

Commission close command 

Commission open command 

Stuck between open and close 

Stuck closed

Stuck open

Tank Structural leak.

Sensor

Pump

Non-stop

Non-start

Opposite pumping

Non-regulate 

Fail and stop 

Speed sensor bias 

Permanent functional failure of a sensor.

Description

A valve is closed inadvertently and can be instructed to open.  

A valve is opened inadvertently and can be instructed to close.  

A valve sticks half open and cannot be controlled.  

A valve sticks closed and does not respond to open instructions.    

A valve sticks open and does not respond to close instructions.    

Tanks of the fuel system are susceptible to structural leak. 

Controlling such failure can be achieved by isolating the 

affected deposit and jettisoning the isolated fuel to the air.  

A pump does not respond to stop instructions.    

A pump does not respond to start instructions.    

A pump functions reversely.    

A pump does not respond to variable speed instructions.    

A pump stops pumping fuel because the control value sticks at 

zero or due to an electromechanical failure.    

A speed sensor biases and delivers inaccurate measurements.    

A sensor delivers permanent spurious measurements that lie 

out of the expected range or delivers non-linear drift or biased 

measurements.

 

Simulations of three different failure scenarios have been selected to be discussed herein: 

interrupting fuel flow to the port engine “PEngine is not Fed”, structural leak of the inner tank 
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of the LW sub-system and sensory failure (flow meter FC1 of the CD sub-system). Along with 

simulating these scenarios the delivery of the monitoring tasks is also evaluated based on the 

effectiveness of (a) detecting, diagnosing and controlling faults; (b) the design of the operators’ 

interface and also the announced alarm information. In the experimental context, spurious 

sensory measurements, which may result as consequence of white Gaussian noise and 

behavioural transitions, have also been simulated to test the capacity of the developed filtration 

technique (see section 3.6.1.2).    

5.5.1 First Injected Fault: Interrupting Fuel Flow to the Port  Engine  

The occurrence of “PEngine is not Fed” can be verified by the following time expression: 

| FF1_F| < 0.03 for 4 sec 

In Table 5-3, this expression has been presented as T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec). Once the 

monitoring agent EF_MAG evaluates this expression with true, it perceives the state-transition 

table (Table 5-3) and achieves the following procedure: 

- From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent FE_MAG quotes the statement “port engine is 

not fed” and alarms the pilot. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent FE_MAG checks the possibility of 

controlling that event. As the controlling depends on the underlying cause, that attribute 

accordingly tells the EF_MAG to achieve a diagnostic process by traversing the relevant 

fault tree (“after_diagnosis”). 

- From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent FE_MAG verifies the need for a diagnostic 

process and updates the symptoms of the diagnostic model, Figure 5-13. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent FE_MAG transits to the new state, which is 

the temporary degraded or failure state EF_CM_TDFS1. From this state the pilot is provided 

with the assessment, “port engine is not fed and recovery is in progress” and guidance, 

“watch for further feedback”. 

- Agent EF_MAG also communicates the current state to the parent agent (AFS_MAG). The 

state does not trigger a state transition in the state-transition table of the AFS_MAG. 

Since a diagnostic process is needed, agent EF_MAG retrieves the position of the top node of 

the relevant fault tree and launches a diagnostic process before launching a monitoring cycle for 

the new state EF_CM_TDFS1, as shown by plan L1-P17 and plan L1-P2 of section 4.7.2. By 

traversing the relevant diagnostic model (Figure 5-13) the underlying cause was diagnosed and 

the required corrective measures were taken. Assuming that the cause is “PF1 fails 

electromechanically” or “PF1’s control value stuck at zero”, whether the cause is the former or 
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the latter fault, controlling is not possible and thus agent EF_MAG perceives Table 5-3 and 

achieves the following procedure: 

- Launches a monitoring cycle to the active events of state EF_CM_TDFS1. 

- During this cycle the occurrence of T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec) is verified consequently.  

- From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent EF_MAG quotes and annunciates an alarm of 

“feeding port engine cannot be recovered”. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent EF_MAG takes the following actions: 

switching pump PF1 off and closing valves VF1 and VF2. 

- As the diagnostic process appears not to be needed with this event, agent EF_MAG moves 

accordingly to the NEW STATE attribute, identifies and transits to a new state which is 

EF_CM_PDS1. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment as “port engine is not 

fed” and guidance, “none”.  

- Agent EF_MAG also communicates EF_CM_PDS1 to the parent agent (AFS_MAG). 

Feeding only one engine (starboard engine) requires changing the operational structure of the 

entire fuel system to maintain an even level across the seven tanks. Accordingly, the above 

procedure is not enough to control the fault; controlling these conditions requires global 

collaboration among the remaining three sub-systems: LW, RW, and CD.  

Once agent AFS_MAG receives a message conveying state EF_CM_PDS1, it perceives the 

state-transition table (Table 5-2) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is AFS_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of EF_CM_PDS1 == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent AFS_MAG transits to the new state which 

is the permanent degraded state AFS_CM_PDS2. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment as “port engine cannot be fed, whereas starboard engine is feeding normally” and 

guidance, “none”.   

- Agent AFS_MAG also communicates state AFS_CM_PDS2 to the child agents: CD_MAG, 

LW_MAG and LW_MAG. 

Upon receiving messages conveying that state, each child agent achieves a certain fault 

controlling procedure to draw the corresponding flow rates and also transits to a new state. State 

transition and controlling procedures are as follows: 

CD_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-4) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is CD_CM_EFS1, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of AFC_CM_PDS2 == true. 
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- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent CD_MAG applies the following flow 

rates: FC1_F = -3R/7 and FC2_F = 4R/7.   

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not 

launched.  

- From the NEW STATE attribute, agent CD_MAG transits to the new state which is another 

error-free state CD_CM_EFS3. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, “CD 

sub-system copes with a degraded state of the AFS” and guidance, “none”.   

LW_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-5) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is LW_CM_EFS1, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of AFC_CM_PDS2 == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent LW_MAG applies the following flow 

rates; FL3_F = R/7 and FL1_F = R/7. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not 

launched.  

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent LW_MAG transits to the new state which is 

another error-free state LW_CM_EFS2. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “LW sub-system copes with a degraded state of the AFS” and guidance “none”. 

RW_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-6) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is RW_CM_EFS1, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of AFC_CM_PDS2 == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent RW_MAG achieves the following flow 

rates: FR1_F = R/7 and FR3_F = R/7. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, a diagnostic process is not 

launched.   

- From the NEW STATE attribute, agent RW_MAG transits to the new state which is another 

error-free state RW_CM_EFS3. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, “RW 

sub-system copes with a degraded state of the AFS”, and guidance, “none”. 

After achieving all the above procedures the fuel system would appear in a new operational 

structure to control event “port engine is not fed”. The new structure and the associated flow 

rates are as shown in Figure 5-17. 
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Figure 5-17: The Operational Structure of the AFS after Tolerating Failure; “PEngine is not fed”. 

The procedures and configuration will be different if the diagnosed cause is “VF1’s commission 

close command”. As shown in Figure 5-13, this cause is associated with a corrective measure to 

reopen valve VF1. Accordingly, agent EF_MAG instructs the fuel system control unit (FSCU) 

to reopen valve VF1 and goes back to launch a monitoring cycle of the active events of state 

EF_CM_TDFS1 (Table 5-3). If event T(|FF1_F| - R < 0.03, 4 sec) is verified true then agent 

EF_MAG resumes the error-free state EF_CM_EFS1, as that signifies the success of the applied 

measure in rectifying the conditions. From that state the operators would be provided with 

assessment and guidance that confirm the resumption of normal conditions. However, if that 

measure fails to rectify the conditions then event T(|FF1_F| < 0.03, 4 sec) will be verified true. 

In this case, agent EF_MAG achieves the corresponding state transition and repeats the above 

procedure; the procedure that is achieved when the PF1 is diagnosed as the underlying cause. 

The monitoring agents AFS_MAG, CD_MAG, LW_MAG and RW_MAG also achieve the 

same procedures.  

5.5.1.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis of the Occurrence of “PEngine is not fed” 

Figure 5-18 shows the response of agent FE_MAG to detecting the failure, “PEngine is not 

fed”. After injecting the fault, the total time that is taken to detect and annunciate alarm is close 

to 5 seconds. One second is taken to propagate the error while four seconds are taken to 

evaluate the relevant expression. After detecting the failure and alarming the operators, a 

diagnostic process is launched. The time taken to diagnose the underlying causes is 5.5 seconds. 
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Figure 5-18: Monitor’s Response in Detecting and Diagnosing “PEngine is not fed”. 

It can be seen how the monitoring agent of level1 (EF_MAG) has detected and diagnosed a 

fault in an interval of 5.5 seconds. A large part of this interval is a result of verifying the event 

from a time expression that requires 4 seconds to filter the involved sensory measurements. In 

practice, the filtering interval can be eliminated and faster detection and diagnosis response can 

be obtained. However, such elimination allows the verification of the event from spurious 

measurements that do not reflect the actual conditions. Consequently, a false alarm is 

announced, wrong state transitions are achieved and incorrect and hazardous corrective 

measures are also applied. Therefore, despite the short delay added by the filtering interval, 

formalising time expressions to filter spurious measurements is necessary to avoid misleading 

the monitor and to ensure the delivery of effective monitoring tasks. 

To evaluate the ability of the monitor to detect and diagnose multiple faults, the failure 

“PEngine is not fed” has also been simulated by the injection of electromechanical failure of 

pump PF1 and commission close command of valve VF2. The formalised monitoring 

expression has shown an ability to detect the faults and the diagnostic model and algorithm 

(Figure 3-22) have proved their effectiveness to diagnose the underlying causes. 

5.5.1.2 Alarm Annunciation on the Occurrence of “PEngine is not Fed” 

After verifying the occurrence of “PEngine is not fed”, alarm, assessment, guidance and 

diagnostics are presented on the operators’ interface as shown in Figure 5-19. It can be seen 

how the pilot is provided with an alarm on the occurrence of the failure event and assessment 

and guidance on the given conditions in simple and non-conflicting information. One can also 

see that the pilot is advised to watch for further feedback as fault controlling is in progress. 
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Figure 5-19: Operators’ Interface after the Occurrence of “PEngine is not fed”. 

Such announced information seems enough to understand the actual conditions of the system. 

The announced information does not imply any need to involve actions that should be taken by 

the pilot, the case that can assure the avoidance of an incorrect interfering from the pilot and the 

exacerbation of the current emergency conditions. It can also be seen that the access of the 

diagnostics list is optional to abstract the presentation and avoid overwhelming the pilot. 

5.5.1.3 Controlling the Occurrence of “PEngine is not fed” 

The failure “PEngine is not fed” is controlled depending on the underlying cause. In the case in 

which “VF1’s commission close command” is the underlying cause, a corrective measure is 

applied and normal conditions are resumed. Figure 5-20 illustrates the time that is taken to 

resume normal conditions after taking the corrective measure.  
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Figure 5-20: Monitor’s Response in Controlling “PEngine is not fed”. 
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The measures are taken after 5.5 seconds from detecting the fault and after five more seconds 

the success of the corrective measures is confirmed to the operators. The total time that is taken 

to bring the conditions into a steadiness is 11.5 seconds, including 6-second normal fluctuation 

(see also Figure 5-7). After controlling that fault, the operator’s interface that is shown in Figure 

5-20 is updated accordingly and appears as shown in Figure 5-21. 

 
Figure 5-21: Operators’ Interface after Controlling “PEngine is not fed”. 

It can be seen that the monitor has controlled the failure and rectified the operational conditions, 

which in turn are confirmed to the pilot by the updatable interface. Supported by the early fault 

detection and diagnosis, the incorporation of the corrective measures in the monitoring model 

and the updatable user interface, the fault controlling task is delivered effectively and controls 

the conditions automatically without adding extra load on the pilot. 

5.5.2 Second Injected Fault: Structural Fuel Leak  

Structural leak is among faults that are simulated during the demonstrative experiment. The 

fault has been injected in the inner tank of the LW sub-system. It is detected by the monitoring 

agent LW_MAG when the following expression is verified true: 

                                               
 

   

      

Where                      : is the reduction of fuel level in the inner tank over 

an interval extending from T-5 in the past to 

current time T. 
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: is the total amount of fuel that has been (a) drawn from 

the inner tank by pump PL1 over an interval extending 

from T-5 in the past to current time T; (b) drawn or 

added by pump PL2 over the same interval. The 

interval is defined as 5 seconds as the shortest time to 

detect the structural leak.  

0.06: is the maximum allowable discrepancy between the two above observations in 

normal conditions.  

In Table 5-5 the above expression is presented as follows: 

V(LL1_L, 5 sec)  > I(FL1_F + FL2_F, 5 sec) + 0.06 

Accordingly, once agent LW_MAG evaluates this expression with true, it perceives the state-

transition table (Table 5-5) and launches the following procedure: 

- From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent LW_MAG quotes and announces “inner tank of 

LW sub-system is leaky”. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent LW_MAG achieves the following: (a) 

switch pump PL1 off; (b) close valves VL1 and VL2; (c) open valve VL3; (d) draw fuel 

from inner tank to outer tank equal to
1
 -0.285 (FL2_F = -0.285); (e) switch pump PL3 on and 

draw fuel through jettison line equal to 0. 571 litre (FL4_F = 0.571). 

- From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent LW_MAG quotes “leak in the inner tank of 

the LW”, as this event and its cause are in a one-to-one relationship. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent LW_MAG transits to the new state, which 

is the permanent degraded state LW_CM_TDS1. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “LW subsystem jettisons the content fuel to be shut down safely” and guidance, 

“none”. 

- Agent LW_MAG communicates state LW_CM_TDS1 to the parent agent (AFS_MAG). 

As shown in the above procedure, the deposit of LW sub-system is isolated and the two engines 

are currently fed by the EF, CD and RW sub-systems. To assure even fuel level among the 

remaining five tanks, these conditions cannot be controlled locally by the actions taken in the 

above procedure; they rather require collaboration among the other three sub-systems. Thus, 

changing the operational structure of the entire fuel system and applying new flow rates is 

necessary to tolerate the leak.  

Once fuel system monitoring agent AFS_MAG receives a message that conveys state 

EF_CM_PDS1, it perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-2) and launches the following 

procedure: 

                                                           
1
 The negative sign is to instruct pump PL2 to draw fuel from the inner tank to the outer tank. 
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- While the current state is the AFS_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of LW_CM_TDS1 == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent AFS_MAG transits to the new state which 

is the permanent degraded state AFS_CM_PDS1. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “LW sub-system is isolated” and guidance, “none”. 

- Agent AFS_MAG also communicates AFS_CM_PDS1 to the child agents; EF_MAG, 

CD_MAG, and RW_MAG.  

When the child agents receive messages conveying that state, each of them achieves a certain 

fault controlling procedure to draw the corresponding flow rates and state transition. State 

transition and controlling procedures are as follows: 

EF_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-3) and launches the following procedure: 

- While the current state is EF_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the occurrence 

of AFS_CM_PDS1 == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- As the relevant CONTROLLING attribute holds “none”, no action is taken. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, then diagnosis is not launched.  

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent EF_MAG identifies and transits to the new 

state, which is another error-free state EF_CM_EFS2. From this state the pilot is provided 

with assessment, “EF sub-system copes with isolating LW sub-system” and guidance, 

“none”. 

Similarly, CD_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-4) and launches the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is CD_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the occurrence 

of AFS_CM_PDS1 == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent CD_MAG achieves the following rates: 

FC1_F = -R/5 and FC2_F = 3R/5.  

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, then diagnosis is not launched.  

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent CD_MAG transits to the new state, which is 

another error-free state CD_CM_EFS2. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“CD sub-system copes with isolating LW sub-system” and guidance, “none”. 

RW_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-6) and launches the following 

procedure: 
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- While the current state is RW_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of AFS_CM_PDS1 == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent RW_MAG achieves the following rates 

FR1_F = 2R/5 and FR3_F = 2R/5.  

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, then diagnosis is not launched.   

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent RW_MAG transits to the new state, which 

is another error-free state RW_CM_EFS2. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “RW sub-system copes with isolating LW sub-system” and guidance, “none”. 

After achieving all the above procedures, the operational structure and the flow rates of the fuel 

system appear as shown by Figure 5-22. 
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Figure 5-22: The Structure of the AFS after Tolerating “Leak in the inner tank of LW Sub-system”. 

5.5.2.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis of the Structural Leak 

Figure 5-23 illustrates the response of the monitoring agent LW_MAG in detecting and 

diagnosing “Fuel leak in the inner tank of LW sub-system”. An interval of 5 seconds is taken by 

agent LW_MAG to detect and announce the corresponding alarm. This interval is required to 

collect the required measurements and evaluate the relevant expression. As this fault does not 

need a diagnostic process (i.e. the fault and its cause are in a one-to-one relationship) there is no 

extra time to diagnose the underlying cause and the 5 seconds is the interval to detect and 

diagnose the fault.  
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Figure 5-23: Monitor’s Response in Detecting “Leak in the inner tank of LW Sub-system”. 

The fault has been detected after a discrepancy of 0.05 is verified between the reduction of the 

fuel level in the tank and the volume of the fuel flown out of the tank. Thereafter, a process of 

isolating and jettisoning the fuel of the left wing deposit is launched. Typically, fuel leak is a 

serious hazard that may result in fire or imbalance among the tanks (Langton et al., 2009). 

Therefore, the specification of 5 seconds to collect the required sensory measurements and 

verify the occurrence of the event results effectively in detecting and diagnosing the fault before 

leakage of a large volume of fuel, causing level imbalance (and/or fire).  

5.5.2.2 Alarm Annunciation on the Occurrence of Structural Leak 

Alarm on the occurrence of the structural leak event as well as the conditions of the fuel system 

and its sub-systems are presented on the operators’ interface as shown in Figure 5-24. 

 
Figure 5-24: Operators’ Interface after the Occurrence of “Leak in the inner tank of LW”. 
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It can be seen that the interface provides the pilot with multi-level assessment according to the 

hierarchy of the fuel system. The interface also alarms the pilots on the occurrence of the fault, 

shows the diagnosed underlying causes and does not ask the operator to achieve any action. In 

this case, the presented information seems enough to understand the actual conditions of the 

fuel system. 

5.5.2.3 Controlling the Fault of Structural Leak 

Immediately after alarming the pilot on the occurrence of the leak, agent LW_MAG launches a 

local fault controlling process and communicates its state to the parent agent (AFS_MAG), 

which similarly communicates its state to the child agents (EF_MAG, CD_MAG and 

RW_MAG). Globally, the child agents collaborate and change their local rates to cope with the 

conditions.  

After emptying the inner and outer tanks of the LW sub-system, agent LW_MAG achieves the 

following procedure: 

- As the current state is LW_CM_TDS1, event (LL1_L < 0.1 AND LL2_L < 0.1) is verified. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent LW_MAG achieves the following 

actions: close valve VL3 and switch pump PL3 off, as the inner and outer tanks are empty 

now and further jettison is not needed. 

- Transits to state LW_CM_FS1, and thus the pilot is provided with assessment, “LW sub-

system fails and has been shut down safely”, and guidance, “none”. This state is also 

communicated to the parent (AFS_MAG), but it does not trigger a state transition. 

Thereafter, the operators’ interface appears as shown in Figure 5-25. It can be seen that the 

monitor has controlled the failure by isolating and jettisoning the fuel of the affected sub-

system. The evolutionary conditions of controlling task are confirmed to the pilot by the 

updatable interface, where alarm and alerting colours have been removed.  

Similar to the controlling task that is delivered on the occurrence of “PEngine is not fed”, the 

early fault detection and diagnosis, the incorporation of the corrective measures in the 

monitoring model and the updatable user interface have also supported the automatic 

controlling of the fuel leak and without adding extra load on the pilot. 

                                                           
1
 This state is also communicated to the parent (AFS_MAG), but it does not trigger a state transition. 
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Figure 5-25: Operators’ Interface after Controlling “Leak in the inner tank of LW Sub-system”. 

5.5.3 Third Injected Fault: Sensory Failure 

A fault of the flow meter FC1 of the CD tank has been generated and experimentally injected by 

the simulator. The fault is detected when the evaluation of the following expression results in 

true: 

(FC1_F > R/7 + 0.03 for 6 sec AND FC1_F > FC2_F + 0.03 for 6 sec) 

OR 

(FC1_F < R/7 - 0.03 for 6 sec AND FC1_F < FC2_F - 0.03 for 6 sec) 

Where FC1_F > R/7 + 0.03 for 6 sec: is verified true when flow meter FC1 delivers 

measurements that are greater than the half of the 

demanded portion of the central tank (as the tank has 

two outlets) plus the possible bias over 6 seconds. 

 FC1_F > FC2_F + 0.03 for 6 sec: is verified true when flow meter FC1 delivers 

measurements that are greater than those are 

delivered by flow meter FC2 plus the possible bias 

over 6 seconds. 

FC1_F < R/7 - 0.03 for 6 sec: is verified true when flow meter FC1 delivers 

measurements that are less than the half of the 

demanded portion of the central tank minus the possible 

bias over 6 seconds. 

FC1_F < FC2_F - 0.03 for 6 sec: is verified true when flow meter FC1 delivers 

measurements that are less than those are delivered 

by flow meter FC2 minus the possible bias over 6 

seconds. 
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In Table 5-4, the above expression is presented as follows: 

(T(FC1_F > R/7 + 0.03, 6 sec) AND T(FC1_F > FC2_F + 0.03, 6 sec)) 

OR 

(T(FC1_F < R/7 - 0.03, 6 sec) AND T(FC1_F < FC2_F - 0.03, 6 sec)) 

Once the monitoring agent CD_MAG verifies the occurrence of the sensory failure event, it 

perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-4) and launches the following procedure: 

- From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent CD_MAG quotes and announces the alarm, “CD 

sub-system has a sensory failure”. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent CD_MAG instructs the fuel system 

control unit (FSCU) to ignore measurements delivered by flow meter FC1 and depend 

alternatively on those delivered by flow meter FC2.  

- From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent CD_MAG quotes “Sensor FC1 has failed” 

and announces it as the diagnosed underlying cause. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent CD_MAG transits to the new state, which is 

the permanent degraded state CD_CM_PDS1. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “CD sub-system operates degradedly” and guidance, “none”.  

- Agent CD_MAG also communicates the current state CD_CM_PDS1 to the parent 

(AFS_MAG).  

When the agent AFS_MAG receives a message that conveys state CD_CM_PDS1, it perceives 

the state-transition table (Table 5-2) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is AFS_CM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of CD_CM_PDS1 == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent AFS_MAG transits to the new state which 

is the permanent degraded state AFS_CM_PDS3. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “CD sub-system delivers degraded functionality” and guidance, “none”. 

- Agent AFS_MAG communicates state AFS_CM_PDS3 to the child agents: EF_MAG, 

LW_MAG and RW_MAG. As this state does not instantiate any active events of the 

children, no state transition is triggered and they do not take any action. 

5.5.3.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis of a Sensory Failure 

As flow meter FC1 sticks delivering zero as permanent spurious measurements, the fuel level in 

the front and CD tanks has been affected. Figure 5-26 shows the response of the monitor in 

detecting and diagnosing a sensory failure. Agent CD_MAG detects the occurrence of the 
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relevant event and annunciates alarm after a maximum of 6 seconds. This interval is required to 

collect sensory measurements and evaluate the monitoring expression. As the fault and its 

underlying cause are in a one-to-one relationship, the underlying cause is diagnosed 

immediately, as identified by the relevant DIAGNOSIS cell of Table 5-4. 
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Figure 5-26: Monitor’s Response in Detecting a Sensory Failure. 

It can be seen that the occurrence of the event is verified when flow meter FC1 provides 

spurious measurements over an interval of 6 seconds. Measurements are verified spurious as 

they are compared with identical measurements of flow meter FC2 and also with possible 

measurements that can be provided by flow meter FC1. Until detecting the injected fault of flow 

meter FC1, a maximum discrepancy of 0.12 occurs between the intended and actual fuel level 

of the CD tank and front tank. This discrepancy falls in the allowable imbalance among the 

tanks of the fuel system and it can be corrected readily by the fuel system control unit (FSCU) 

(Langton et al., 2009). Therefore, it can be said that in the case of a sensory failure, the monitor 

is able to deliver fault detection and diagnosis tasks. 

The monitor has also shown ability to detect and diagnose multiple independent sensory faults
1
, 

e.g. it detects and diagnoses the injection of two simultaneous faults of a pump speed sensor and 

a flow meter. However, the monitor shows limitation in detecting multiple dependent sensory 

faults. When simultaneous sensor faults of flow meter FC1 and flow meter FC2 were injected 

the monitor was unable to detect and diagnose the faults. The monitor ignored the sensory 

failure event and announced alarm on the occurrence of imbalance among the rear, front and 

CD tanks and diagnosed no cause for the anomalous conditions. This issue represents a clear 

                                                           
1
 Faults of more than one sensor that are not involved in validating the measurements of each other are 

called multiple independent sensory faults. On the contrary, faults of more than one sensor that are 

involved in validating the measurements of each other are called multiple dependent sensory faults. 
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limitation of the proposed technique to validate sensory failures and presents an area for future 

research. 

5.5.3.2 Alarm Annunciation on the Occurrence of the Sensory Failure  

During the process of formalisation of the relevant expression, the interval (6 seconds) of 

collecting historical sensory measurements was defined with consideration to achieving 

effective detection in a short possible time. Accordingly, an alarm on the fault is released 

immediately after verifying the expression. As before, on the occurrence of the sensory failure 

the monitor is also able to present well-organised alarm information that helps the pilots to 

understand the actual conditions of the fuel system.  

To demonstrate and evaluate the ability of the monitor to deliver timely prognosis, let us assume 

that after controlling the fault, the aircraft has landed and during the pre-flying phase the 

refuelling mode is launched. This mode is triggered when the following expression is verified 

true: 

VC1_P == 1 AND VF1_P == 0 AND VF4_P == 0; 

Then agent CD_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 5-4) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- Execute the event on the table. 

- As the ALARM attribute holds “none”, no alarm is thus announced. 

- As the relevant CONTROLLING attribute holds “none”, no action is taken. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, then diagnosis is not launched.  

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent CD_MAG transits to the permanent 

degraded state of the refuelling mode CD_RM_PDS1. From this state the pilot is provided 

with prognosis of assessment, “CD sub-system has a sensory failure” and guidance, “Flow 

meter FC1 must be replaced”. 

- Agent CD_MAG also communicates the current state CD_RM_PDS1 to the parent agent 

(AFS_MAG). 

When agent AFS_MAG receives a message conveying state CD_RM_PDS1, it perceives the 

state-transition table (Table 5-2) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is AFS_CM_PDS3, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of CD_RM_PDS1 == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent AFS_MAG transits to the new state, which 

is the permanent degraded state of the refuelling mode AFS_RM_PDS3. From this state the 
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pilot is provided with prognosis of assessment, “fuel system is not ready to achieve 

refuelling” and guidance, “none”. 

- Agent AFS_MAG communicates state AFS_RM_PDS3 to the children: EF_MAG, 

LW_MAG and RW_MAG. As this state does not instantiate any active events of the 

children, no state transition will be triggered and they do not take any action. 

This prognosis would appear on the operator interface as shown by Figure 5-27. It can be seen 

how the monitor avoids overwhelming the pilot with extra alarm information and provides 

timely prognosis according to the evolutionary behaviour of the fuel system.  

 
Figure 5-27: Operators’ Interface Showing Timely Prognosis on the Sensory Failure. 

5.5.3.3 Fault Controlling of the Sensory Failure 

As shown by Figure 5-26, after isolating flow meter FC1 and depending alternatively on 

measurements delivered by flow meter FC2, an interval of 6 seconds elapses before starting to 

bring the flow rates and the fuel levels of the CD and front tanks into the correct balance (see 

also Figure 5-7). 

Therefore, it can be said that supported by its ability to achieve early detection and diagnoses of 

the sensory failure, the monitor is able to isolate the faulty sensor and measure the monitored 

conditions from alternative sensory measurements.  
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5.6 Summary 

This chapter has demonstrated the possibility of deriving the distributed monitoring model from 

the HiP-HOPS safety assessment model. It has developed also a distributed monitor for an 

aircraft fuel system. For experimental purposes, a simulator that can virtualise the normal and 

abnormal conditions of the fuel system has been developed. 

The developed monitor demonstrates an ability to deliver the intended monitoring tasks. 

Moreover, an evaluation of those tasks, which is based on different simulated failure scenarios, 

has revealed the ability of the monitor to deliver: 

- Prompt fault detection and diagnosis. 

- Effective alarm annunciation that is presented as well-organised alarm and multi-level 

assessment, guidance and timely prognosis. 

- Control the injected faults automatically and without overloading or misleading the operators 

during emergency conditions. 

The next chapter demonstrates the possibility of deriving the distributed monitoring model from 

the AADL safety assessment model. The chapter looks also at the ability of the monitor to 

deliver effective safety tasks by means of another case study; an aircraft brake system. 
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Chapter Six 

Distributed On-line Safety Monitor Based on AADL and a Case Study of an Aircraft 

Brake System 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter demonstrates the possibility of deriving the distributed monitoring model from the 

AADL safety assessment model. It also demonstrates application of the monitor to a case study, 

which was performed on a simulated model of an aircraft brake system (ABS), and evaluates 

the effectiveness of the monitoring tasks delivered by the monitor. 

6.2 Aircraft Brake System (ABS) 

The main functions of the ABS
1
 are to slow down the aircraft during the taxiing and landing 

phases and achieve safe retardation in the case of rejected take-off. The brake function of the 

ABS is supported by anti-skid and an optional selection between auto-brake
2
 in which the pilot 

pre-arms the rate of deceleration before the landing phase and manual brake in which the pilot 

applies the brake manually by depressing two pedals.  

The secondary functions of the ABS are to (a) prevent unintended motion when the aircraft is 

parked (parking brake); (b) steer and directionally control the aircraft; (c) stop the rotation of 

the wheels while the gears are retracted. 

Typically, an aircraft’s brake systems are fitted on the main landing gears and not on the nose 

gear. The Boeing 757-200/300, for example, has two identical brake systems, right-side wheel 

brake and left-side wheel brake, each of which applies brake on four wheels.  

Figure 6-1 illustrates the physical configuration of a hypothetical ABS. The ABS consists of:  

- Pipes to deliver hydraulic pressure from three pressure lines normal, alternative and 

accumulative, through to the ABS’s components and from there to the eight wheels. Pressure 

on those lines should not be less than 1300 PSI
3
. The lines are identical and redundant to 

improve the reliability of the ABS. Initially, ABS is pressured by the normal line. Should it 

fail, it is isolated and the alternative line is activated. Should the alternative line fail, it too is 

isolated and the accumulative line activated.  

                                                           
1
 Specifications of the ABS are obtained from ARP 4761 (1996), Sharvia (2010), Joshi and Heimdahl 

(2005 and 2007) and Biggles Software (2002). 
2
 During the IIIb landing which is an auto-pilot controlled landing. 

3
 PSI is an acronym for Pound-force Per Square Inch, a unit used to measure pressure. 
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- Two hydraulic fuses: left-side hydraulic fuse and right-side hydraulic fuse. The fuses are 

safety components and their role is to protect the two wheel nodes against a catastrophic 

failure, when the pressure on operative line exceeds the allowable limit. They release the 

extra pressure and allow the acceptable pressure to pass to the wheels.      

- Three pressure sensors N_PS, A_PS and AC_PS to measure the pressure of the respective 

lines: normal, alternative and accumulative. 

- Seven control valves, each coupled with a position sensor. Six valves are arranged to isolate 

and activate the three lines as follows: valves LN_CV and RN_CV activate and isolate the 

normal line, valves LA_CV and RA_CV activate and isolate the alternative line and valves 

LAC_CV and RAC_CV activate and isolate the accumulative line. The seventh valve 

(A_CV) is fitted between the alternative line and the accumulator; it allows pressure from the 

alternative line to be accumulated in the accumulator. 

- Two auto-brake valves LN_ABV and RN_ABV, each coupled with in and out pressure 

sensors. These valves are able to apply automatic brake and manual brake. They are fitted 

only on the normal line and thus the optional selection between manual and auto-brake is 

applicable when this line is operative. 

- Four meter valves, each coupled with in and out pressure sensors. Valves LA_MV and 

RA_MV are fitted on the alternative line and valves LAC_MV and RAC_MV are fitted on 

the accumulative. They regulate pressure passing to the wheels according to the brake rate 

demanded by the pedals (pedal position).  

- Four anti-skid valves, each coupled with in and out pressure sensors. Valves LN_ASV and 

RN_ASV are fitted on the normal line and valves LA_ASV and RA_ASV are fitted on the 

alternative line. They release excessive pressure applied to the wheels and avoid potential 

skidding. The accumulative line is not fitted with these valves, so the anti-skid function is 

not applicable when this line is operative. 

- Brake release and anti-skid return line. It bleeds off the excessive pressure that is cut by the 

anti-skid valves and pressure that is not needed after applying the brake. It also supports the 

parking brake, which is applied by fully depressing the two brake pedals, pulling the parking 

brake handle up and releasing the two pedals. To release the parking brake, the two brake 

pedals are fully depressed until the parking brake handle releases. Brake pressure and 

parking brake pressure are released by the anti-skid valves of the normal and alternative lines 

and by the meter valves of the accumulative line. 

As shown in Figure 6-1, the valves and pressure lines of the ABS are arranged in two sub-

systems: Right-side Wheel Brake (RWB) and Left-side Wheel Brake (LWB). A Braking 

System Control Unit (BSCU), which is a computerised controller, is also employed to control 

the entire ABS. The role of the BSCU can be detailed as follows: 
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- Interfacing the ABS with the pilot by (a) executing the flying instructions and demanded 

brake rates; (b) switching between the manual and auto brake and among the three pressure 

lines; (c) transmitting alarms and measurements to the cockpit. 

- Controlling the anti-skid valves according to the required brake and the status of the system. 

- Interfacing the ABS with other computers that concern the BCSU status. 
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Figure 6-1: Illustration of the Aircraft Brake System. 

6.2.1 Hierarchical Model of the ABS 

The hierarchy of the ABS consists of three levels: system level (level2), sub-systems level 

(level1) and basic components level (level0). The Simulink block shown in Figure 6-2 

illustrates the system level.  
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Figure 6-2: System Level of the Hierarchical Architecture of the ABS. 

The ABS has nine inputs, as follows:  

- Three pressure lines: normal, alternative and accumulative. 

- Two pedal positions to deliver the demanded brake rate from the two pedals at the flight 

deck to the ABS.  

- Two command lines: the auto-brake command line and pilot command line, to allow the 

pilot to pre-arm the brake commands and switch among the three pressure lines, 

respectively. 

- Two redundant power lines (power1 and power2) to supply the BSCU with power; should 

power1 fail, power2 takes over.   

The ABS has also four outputs, as follows:  

- Two brake lines to the left-side and right-side landing gears, through the left-side hydraulic 

fuse and right-side hydraulic fuse, respectively. 

- An alarm line, to communicate system status to the flight deck.  

- The brake releasing and anti-skid return line.  

Figure 6-3 illustrates the sub-system level (level1) of the ABS as a Simulink model. It shows 

that the ABS consists of three sub-systems: LWB, RWB and BSCU. The illustration shows how 

the BSCU and the LWB and RWB interface each other and interact with external devices. The 

LWB and RWB deliver sensory measurements to the BSCU, which in turn instructs the LWB 

and RWB by actuating commands.  

The LWB and RWB also deliver brake pressure to the fuses and from there to the wheels of the 

landing gears. The BSCU receives instructions from the pedals and command lines and power 

from two lines and delivers alarms to the flight deck. 
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Figure 6-3: Level1 of the Hierarchical Architecture of the ABS as a Simulink Model. 

Figure 6-4 provides the syntactical grammar, as E-BNF notation, that is used to name the 

interfaces between the BSCU and the LWB and RWB. An interface is either a sensory 

measurement or an actuating command. A sensory measurement, in turn, consists of a three-part 
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name separated by two underscores: side and line initials, basic components initials and 

measurement initial. Similarly, every actuating command consists of a three-part name 

separated by two underscores: side and line initials, basic components initials and command 

initial. The syntax of the initials is also explained throughout the grammar. 

interface ::= sensory_measurement  |  actuating_command;

sensory_measurement ::= side_initial  line_initial, “_”, basic_component_initial, “_”, measurement_initial;

side_initial ::= “L”  |  “R”;

line_initial ::= “N”  |  “A”  |  “AC”;

basic_component_initial ::= “CV”  |  “MV”  |  “ABV”  |  “ASV”  |  “PS”;

measurement_initial ::= “IP”  | “OP”  | “P” | “PO”;

actuating_command ::= side_initial  line_initial, “_”, basic_component_initial,  “_”, command_initial;

command_initial ::= “C”;

Where

L ::= Left;

R ::= Right;

N ::= Normal Line;

A ::= Alternative Line;

AC ::= Accumulative Line;

CV ::= Control Valve;

MV ::= Meter Valve;

ABV ::= Auto-Brake Valve;

ASV ::= Anti-Skid Valve;

PS ::= Pressure Sensor;

IP ::= Input Pressure;

OP ::= Output Pressure;

P ::= Pressure;

PO ::= Position of a Control Valve (opened or closed);  

C ::= Command;

 
Figure 6-4: E-BNF of the Sensory Measurements and Actuating Commands of the ABS. 

Figure 6-5 illustrates the basic components level (level0) of the ABS as a Simulink model. In 

this illustration, the basic components of the BSCU have been omitted for the sake of brevity 

and also because the BSCU is a reliable component. The ABS is typically provided with 

primary and backup FSCUs, each of which is powered by redundant power lines (power1 and 

power2). Despite this omission, the interfaces between the BSCU and the LWB and RWB are 

still shown in the illustration. 
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Figure 6-5: Level0 of the Hierarchical Architecture of the ABS as a Simulink Model. 
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6.2.2 Operational Behaviour of the ABS 

The behaviour of the ABS can be abstracted in three modes: normal, alternative and 

accumulative. Table 6-1 shows the functions provided in each mode. In normal mode, switching 

between the auto-brake and manual brake is optional and the anti-skid and parking brake 

functions are applicable. The hydraulic pressure in this mode is provided by the normal line. 

In the alternative mode, the manual brake, anti-skid and parking functions are available and the 

auto-brake function is not applicable. The hydraulic pressure in this mode is provided by the 

alternative line. Finally, in the accumulative mode, the manual brake and parking brake are 

available and both anti-skid and auto-brake functions are not applicable. The hydraulic pressure 

in this mode is provided by the accumulative line.  

Table 6-1: Functions Provided with each of the Three Pressure Lines of the ABS. 

Mode Deliverable functions

Normal

 1- Auto-Brake.

 2- Manual-Brake.

 3- Anti-skid.

 4- Parking Brake.

Alternative

 1- Manual-Brake.

 2- Anti-skid.

 3- Parking Brake. 

Accumulative
 1- Manual Brake.

 2- Parking Brake. 
 

During flying the hydraulic pressure at the lines is monitored by the BSCU. Once the pressure 

drops below 1700 PSI, a warning light “BRAKE SOURCE” illuminates and the pilot is advised 

by a message of the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) to switch to another 

brake line. 

Across the taxiing, take-off, climbing, approaching and landing phases, hydraulic pressure may 

fluctuate over a normal range of 3400 to 3800 PSI; this is due to the other usages of hydraulic 

pressure. During the cruising phase, pressure may drop to fluctuate over another normal range 

of 2700 to 3100 PSI because of thermal effects at cruise altitude (low ambient temperature).  
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Figure 6-6 illustrates the behaviour of the pressure across the flying phases. The green shaded 

areas represent the normal fluctuations, while the red shaded area represents the abnormal 

pressure that may result due to failure of the pressure systems
1
 of the aircraft. 
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Figure 6-6: Hydraulic Pressure Behaviour across the Flying Phases. 

The three pressure lines, the basic components and the design of the ABS support a passive 

fault-tolerant controlling (PFTC) means. To illustrate the behavioural transitions that support 

the PFTC, Figure 6-7 shows the hierarchical state-machines of the ABS. Transitions from one 

mode to another are triggered by either low pressure on the operative line or a fault of a basic 

component. 

More specifically, the failure state of any basic component (BC [FS]) or low pressure of the 

operative line could result in state transitions of the LWB and RWB. The new states of the 

LWB and RWB trigger transition in the state-machine of the ABS and thus the entire ABS 

switches among the three modes
2
: normal mode (NM), alternative mode (AM) and 

accumulative mode (ACM). Figure 6-7 shows also how the state transitions of the ABS result in 

state transitions of the LWB and RWB. 

 

                                                           
1
 Hydraulic pressure of the three lines is typically provided by the left and right hydraulic systems of the 

aircraft. 
2
 This is according to the definition of the mode, in section 3.3.2. 
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Figure 6-7: A Hierarchy of State-machines of the ABS and its Sub-systems; LWB and RWB. 
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6.3 Monitoring Agents Deployment 

Figure 6-8 shows the hierarchical deployment and the collaboration protocols of three 

monitoring agents deployed to monitor the ABS. The agent that is deployed to monitor the ABS 

is termed ABS_MAG and the two agents that monitor the LWB and RWB are termed 

LWB_MAG and RWB_MAG, respectively.  

ABS_MAG

LWB_MAG RWB_MAG

Exchange sensory measurements

Exchange states Exchange states 

Level1

Level2

Collaboration protocol Monitoring Agent (MAG)

Key

 
Figure 6-8: Collaboration Protocols of the Monitoring Agents. 

6.4 AADL Model and the Distributed Monitoring Model  

According to the AADL modelling nature, the assessment model of the ABS consists of firstly, 

a generic error model (or reusable model) in which abnormal behaviour of the ABS, the LWB 

and RWB sub-systems and the basic components is declared; secondly an architectural, 

behavioural (normal and abnormal) and error propagation specifications model. Both models 

are used to derive and formalise the distributed monitoring model. For the sake of brevity, the 

AADL model, presented here, includes only the aspects that concern the distributed monitoring 

model and the illustration of two failure scenarios simulated in section 6.5.1 and section 6.5.2. 

6.4.1 Generic AADL Error Model 

Figure 6-9 shows the generic error model of the AFS. In this model, the type declaration part 

“error model Basic” declares the following:  
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- A number of error-free states (EFSs) as initial states; EFS of the normal mode (NM_EFS), 

EFS of the alternative mode (AM_EFS), EFS of the accumulative mode (ACM_EFS) and 

EFS of the basic components (EFS).  

- A number of error states: (a) temporary degraded/failure states of normal mode (NM_TDFS) 

and alternative mode (AM_TDFS); (b) failure states of normal mode (NM_FS), alternative 

mode (AM_FS), and accumulative mode (ACM_FS); (c) failure state of the basic 

components (FS).  

- A number of error events: fault, fault1, fault2, fault3, fault4, fault5, fault6, fault7, fault8, 

fault9, fault_toleranceA and fault_toleranceACC.  

- Error that may propagate among the basic components (low_pressure).  

package Generic_Errors 

public 

annex Error_Model

{**

error model Basic

features

NM_EFS, AM_EFS, ACM_EFS, EFS : initial error state;

NM_TDFS, AM_TDFS, NM_FS, AM_FS, ACM_FS, FS: error state;

fault, fault1, fault2, fault3, fault4, fault5, fault6, fault7, fault8, fault9,fault_toleranceA, fault_toleranceACC: error event;

low_pressure: in out error propagation;

 end Basic;

error model implementation Basic.BasicComponent

transitions

EFS – [fault, in low_pressure] – > FS;

FS – [out low_pressure] – > FS;

end Basic.BasicComponent;

error model implementation Basic.BasicSubSystem

transitions

NM_EFS – [fault1] – > NM_FS;

NM_EFS – [fault2] – > NM_FS;

NM_FS – [fault_toleranceA] – > AM_EFS;

NM_EFS – [fault_toleranceA] – > AM_EFS;

AM_EFS – [fault3] – > AM_FS;

AM_EFS – [fault4] – > AM_FS;

AM_EFS – [fault_toleranceAC] – > ACM_EFS;

AM_FS – [fault_toleranceAC] – > ACM_EFS;

ACM_EFS – [fault5] – > ACM_FS;

ACM_EFS – [fault6] – > ACM_FS;

end Basic.BasicSubSystem;

error model implementation Basic.BasicSystem

transitions

NM_EFS – [fault7] – > NM_TDFS;

NM_TDFS – [fault_toleranceA] – > AM_EFS;

AM_EFS – [fault8] – > AM_TDFS;

AM_TDFS – [fault_toleranceAC] – > ACM_EFS;

ACM_EFS – [fault9] – > ACM_FS;

end Basic.BasicSystem;

**}

end Generic_Errors;
 

Figure 6-9: Generic AADL Error Model of the ABS and its Components. 

These declarations are applied to the basic components, sub-systems and the entire system; as 

shown by the three error model implementation parts: “error model implementation 

Basic.BasicComponent”, “error model implementation Basic.BasicSubSystem” and 

“error model implementation Basic.BasicSystem”. 
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The “error model implementation Basic.BasicComponent” part shows that every basic 

component has one EFS and one FS. While a basic component is in the FS, it propagates low 

pressure to the dependent one. It shows also that transitions from the EFS to the FS are triggered 

either by fault of the basic component or fault propagated from other components “in 

low_pressure”.  

The “error model implementation Basic.BasicSubSystem” shows that the abnormal 

behaviour of every sub-system can be described as follows: 

- Three pairs of states, each consisting of EFS and FS. By matching those pairs with the 

“modes” parts of Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-14, it can be seen how each pair belongs to a 

mode; NM_EFS and NM_FS belong to the normal mode, AM_EFS and AM_FS belong to 

the alternative mode and ACM_EFS and ACM_FS belong to the accumulative mode. 

- By matching three pairs of state with the “annex Error_model” parts of Figure 6-11 and 

Figure 6-14, it can also be seen that (a) transition between the states of each pair is triggered 

either by the FS of the basic components or by low pressure at the operative line; (b) 

transition from one pair to another (of a different mode) is triggered in order to tolerate a 

fault in the basic components of the other sub-system. For the purpose of simplicity, this 

scenario is illustrated also in the hierarchal state-machines of Figure 6-7. 

The implementation declaration part of the system, “error model implementation 

Basic.BasicSystem”, shows that the ABS has: 

- Three pairs of states: two pairs consisting of EFS and TDFS and the third consisting of EFS 

and FS. By matching those pairs with the “modes” part of Figure 6-10, it can be seen how 

each pair belongs to a mode; NM_EFS and NM_TDFS belong to the normal mode, 

AM_EFS and AM_TDFS belong to the alternative mode and ACM_EFS and ACM_FS 

belong to the accumulative mode. 

- By matching the three pairs of states with the “annex Error_model” part of Figure 6-10, it 

can be also seen that (a) the behaviour of the ABS is derived from the behaviour of the LWB 

and RWB, as shown after the “derived” clause; (b) transition between the states of each pair 

is triggered by a failure state of either the LWB or RWB; (c) transitions from TDFSs to EFSs 

are triggered when the LWB and RWB are able to tolerate faults. For the purpose of 

simplicity, this scenario is illustrated also in the hierarchal state-machines of Figure 6-7. 

6.4.2 AADL Model and Monitoring Model of ABS 

Figure 6-10 shows an abbreviated version of an AADL model of the ABS. The 

“subcomponents” and “modes” parts show the hierarchical specifications and the state 
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transitions of the ABS, respectively. The “annex Error_Model” part shows the hierarchical 

state mapping
1
 of the ABS and how the state transitions of the LWB and RWB trigger 

transitions of the ABS.  

system ABS 

end ABS;

system implementation ABS.imp

subcomponents

LWB: system LWB.imp;

RWB: system RWB.imp;

modes

Normal: initial mode;

Alternative, Accumulative: mode;

Normal: Normal – [NM_EFS] – > Normal;

Normal1: Normal – [NM_TDFS] – > Normal;

ToAlternative: Normal – [AM_EFS] – > Alternative;

Alternative1: Alternative – [AM_TDFS] – > Alternative;

ToAccumulative: Alternative – [ACM_EFS] – Accumulative;

Accumulative1: Accumulative – [ACM_FS] – Accumulative;

annex Error_Model {**

model => Generic.model : : Basic.System;

Model_hierarchy => derived;

Derived_State_Maping =>

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[NM_EFS] and RWB[NM_EFS] applies to Normal);

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[NM_FS] or RWB[NM_FS] applies to Normal1);

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[AM_EFS] and RWB[AM_EFS] applies to ToAlternative);

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[AM_FS] or RWB[AM_FS] applies to Alternative1);

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[ACM_EFS] and RWB[ACM_EFS] applies to ToAccumulative);

Guard_Transition =>

(LWB[ACM_FS] or RWB[ACM_FS] applies to Accumulative1);

**}

end ABS.imp
 

Figure 6-10: Architectural Model and Error Model of ABS Presented by AADL. 

To derive the state-transition table of the ABS it is necessary to consider both Figure 6-9 and 

Figure 6-10. Accordingly, trigger events that are shown in Figure 6-10, which appear after 

“Guard_Transition” clauses, are formalised into monitoring expressions as follows: 

- The event that represents an exit from NM_EFS is: 

LWB[NM_FS] or RWB[NM_FS]  LWB_NM_FS == true OR RWB_NM_FS == true;  

- The event that represents an exit from NM_TDFS is: 

LWB[AM_EFS] and RWB[AM_EFS]  LWB_AM_EFS == true 
AND  

                                                           
1
 More information about hierarchical mapping can be found in Feiler and Rugina (2007). 
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RWB_AM_EFS == true;  

- The event that represents an exit from AM_EFS is: 

LWB[AM_FS] or RWB[AM_FS]  LWB_AM_FS == true OR RWB_AM_FS == true;  

- The event that represents an exit from AC_TDFS is: 

LWB[ACM_EFS] and RWB[ACM_EFS]  LWB_ACM_EFS == true  
AND 

RWB_ACM_EFS == true;  

- The event that represents an exit from ACM_EFS is: 

LWB[ACM_FS] or RWB[ACM_FS]  LWB_ACM_FS == true  
OR 

RWB_ACM_FS == true; 

Accordingly, Table 6-2 illustrates the state-transition table of the ABS. 

Table 6-2: State-transition Table of the ABS. 

CURRENT STATE CONDITIONS EVENT NEW STATE

ABS_NM_EFS

Assessment: normal line is 
operative and brake could be 
applied automatically or 
manually.
Guidance: switching 
between manual and auto-
brake is possible.

LWB_NM_FS == true 

OR 

RWB_NM_FS == true

ABS_NM_TDFS

ABS_NM_TDFS ABS_AM_EFS

ABS_ACM_EFS

Assessment: LWB and 
RWB are pressured by the 
accumulative line.
Guidance: apply manual 
brake but anti-skid is 
unavailable.

Assessment: brake system 
is in a temporary failure.
Guidance: fault controlling is 
in progress. 

LWB_ACM_FS == true 

OR 

RWB_ACM_FS== true

ABS_ACM_FS

LWB_AM_EFS == true 

AND

RWB_AM_EFS== true 

Assessment: LWB and 
RWB are  pressured by the 
alternative line.
Guidance: only manual 
brake is applicable.

ABS_AM_EFS ABS_AM_TDFS
LWB_AM_FS == true 

OR 

RWB_AM_FS == true

ABS_AM_TDFS

Assessment: brake system 
is in a temporary failure.
Guidance: fault controlling is 
in progress.

LWB_ACM_EFS== true 

AND 

RWB_ACM_EFS== true

ABS_ACM_EFS

ABS_ACM_FS

Assessment: brake system 
has failed permanently. 
Guidance: emergency 
conditions.

none none
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6.4.3 AADL Model and Monitoring Model of RWB Sub-system 

Figure 6-11 shows an abbreviated version of the AADL model of the RWB. The 

“subcomponents” and “modes” parts show the hierarchical specifications and state 

transitions of the RWB, respectively. The “annex Error_Model” part shows the hierarchical 

state mapping and how the state transitions of the RWB are triggered by the transitions of the 

basic components and the states of the ABS.  

system RWB
features
NormalLine: in event port;
AlternativeLine: in event port;
AccumulativeLine: in event port; 

end RWB;

system implementation RWB.imp
connections 

event port self.ToAlter – > AlternativeLine in modes Normal;
event port self.ToAcc – > AccumulativeLine in modes Alternative;

subcomponents
N_PS: device N_PS.imp in modes Normal;
A_PS: device A_PS.imp in modes Alternative;
A_CV: device A_CV.imp in modes Alternative;
AC_PS: device AC_PS.imp in modes Accumulative; 
RN_ASV: device RN_ASV.imp in modes Normal;
RN_MV: device RN_MV.imp in modes Normal;
RN_CV: device RN_CV.imp in modes Normal;
RA_ASV: device RN_ASV.imp in modes Alternative;
RA_MV: device RN_MV.imp in modes Alternative;
RA_CV: device RN_CV.imp in modes Alternative;
RAC_MV: device RN_MV.imp in modes Accumulative;
RAC_CV: device RN_CV.imp in modes Accumulative;

modes
Normal: initial mode;
Alternative, Accumulative: mode;
Normal – [self.NM_EFS] – > Normal;
Normal – [self.NM_FS] – > Normal;
Normal – [self.ToAlter] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.AM_EFS] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.AM_FS] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.ToAcc] – > Accumulative;
Accumulative – [self.ACM_EFS] – > Accumulative;
Accumulative – [self.ACM_FS] – > Accumulative;

annex Error_Model {**
model => Generic.model : : Basic.SubSystem;
Model_Hierarchy => derived;
Derived_State_Maping =>
NM_EFS when N_PS[EFS] and RN_CV[EFS] and RN_MV[EFS] and RN_ABV[EFS] and RN_ASV[EFS],
NM_FS when RN_CV[FS] or RN_ABV[FS] or RN_ASV[FS],
NM_FS when N_PS[FS],
AM_EFS when A_PS[EFS] and RA_CV[EFS] and RA_MV[EFS] and RA_ASV[EFS],
AM_FS when RA_CV[FS] or RA_MV[FS] or RA_ASV[FS],
AM_FS when A_PS[FS],
ACM_EFS when AC_PS[EFS] and RAC_CV[EFS] and RAC_MV[EFS],
ACM_FS when RAC_CV[FS] or RAC_MV[FS],
ACM_FS when AC_PS[FS];
**}

end RWB.imp
 

Figure 6-11: Architectural Model and Error Model of RWB Sub-system Presented by AADL. 

To derive the state-transition table of the RWB, Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-9 should be 

considered together. Trigger events, which appear after “when” clauses in Figure 6-11, can be 

formalised into monitoring expressions as follows: 

- Events that represent exits from NM_EFS are: 
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RN_CV[FS] or RN_ABV[FS] or RN_ASV[FS]1   RN_ASV_OP > RN_ASV_C + 50 
         OR 
       RN_ASV_OP < RN_ASV_C - 50; 
ToAlter  ABS_NM_TDFS == true; 

N_PS[FS]  N_PS_P – 1300 < 50; 

“ToAlter” represents an event that triggers a transition to the alternative mode; as shown in 

the “connections” part of Figure 6-11. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as the trigger 

event, NM_TDFS of ABS, in the state-machine of the RWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence 

results in a state transition from state RWB_NM_EFS to state RWB_AM_EFS.  

- The event that represents an exit from NM_FS is: 

ToAlter  ABS_NM_TDFS == true; 

“ToAlter” represents an event that triggers a transition to the alternative mode, as shown in 

the “connection” part of Figure 6-11. It is applicable to the two states NM_EFS and 

NM_FS of the normal mode. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as the trigger event, 

NM_TDFS of ABS, in the state-machine of the RWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence 

results in a state transition from state RWB_NM_FS to state RWB_AM_EFS.  

- Events that represent exits from AM_EFS are: 

RA_CV[FS] or RA_MV[FS] or RA_ASV[FS]  RA_ASV_OP > RA_ASV_C + 50 
             OR 

    RA_ASV_OP < RA_ASV_C - 50; 
ToACC  ABS_AM_TDFS == true; 

A_PS[FS]  A_PS_P – 1300 < 50; 

 “ToACC” represents an event that triggers a transition to the accumulative mode; as shown 

in the “connections” part of Figure 6-11. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as the 

trigger event, AM_TDFS of ABS, in the state-machine of the RWB of Figure 6-7 and its 

occurrence results in a state transition from state RWB_AM_EFS to state RWB_ACM_EFS.  

- The event that represents an exit from AM_FS is: 

ToACC  ABS_AM_TDFS == true; 

                                                           
1
 A range of ±50 PSI is the assumed bias of the sensors of the brake system.  
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“ToACC” represents an event that triggers a transition to the accumulative mode, as shown 

in the “connection” part of Figure 6-11. It is applicable to the two states AM_EFS and 

AM_FS of the normal mode. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as the trigger event, 

AM_TDFS of ABS, in the state-machine of the RWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence results 

in a state transition from state RWB_AM_FS to state RWB_ACM_EFS.  

- Events that represent exits from ACM_EFS are: 

RAC_CV[FS] or RAC_MV[FS]  RAC_MV_OP  > RAC_MV_C + 50 
       OR 
     RAC_MV_OP < RAC_MV_C - 50; 

AC_PS[FS]  AC_PS_P – 1300 < 50; 

Accordingly, Table 6-3 illustrates the state-transition table of the RWB. 

Table 6-3: State-transition Table of the RWB Sub-system. 

CURRENT 

STATE
CONDITION EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

RWB_NM_EFS

Assessment: RWB 

operates normally.

Guidance: none

RN_ASV_OP > RN_ASV_C + 50

OR

RN_ASV_OP < RN_ASV_C - 50;

RWB_NM_FS

ABS_NM_TDFS == true

needed

RWB_AM_EFS

- RA_CV_C = 1;

- RN_CV_C = 0;

not_needednone
- RA_CV_C = 1;

- RN_CV_C = 0;

RWB_NM_FS

Assessment: 
normal line of RWB 
has failed.
Guidance: fault 
controlling is in 
progress.

ABS_NM_TDFS == true none not_needed not_needed RWB_AM_EFS

RWB_AM_EFS

Assessment: RWB 

is pressured by the 

alternative line.

Guidance: apply 

manual brake.

alternative 

brake failed

- RAC_CV_C=1;

- RA_CV_C = 0;
needed RWB_AM_FS

ABS_AM_TDFS == true none
- RAC_CV_C=1;

- RA_CV_C = 0;
not_needed RWB_ACM_EFS

RWB_ACM_EFS

RWB_AM_FS

Assessment: 
alternative line of 
RWB has failed.
Guidance: fault 
controlling is in 
progress.

ABS_AM_TDFS == true none not_needed not_needed RWB_ACM_EFS

Assessment: RWB 

is pressured by the 

accumulative line.

Guidance: apply 

manual brake.

accumulative 

brake failed
impossible needed RWB_ACM_FS

RWB_ACM_FS

Assessment: RWB 
fails there is no 
brake on the right-
side landing gear
Guidance: no brake 
is available

none none not_needed not_needed none

N_PS_P – 1300 < 50

 low pressure 

on normal 

line

- RA_CV_C = 1;

- RN_CV_C = 0;

Pressure at 

the normal 

line is low.

RWB_NM_FS

A_PS_P – 1300 < 50

low pressure 

at alternative 

line

- RAC_CV_C=1;

- RA_CV_C = 0;
RWB_AM_FS

AC_PS_P – 1300 < 50

low pressure 
on 

accumulative  
line

impossible RWB_ACM_FS

Pressure at 
the 

alternative 
line is low.

Pressure on 
the 

accumulativ
e line is low.

normal brake 

failed

RA_ASV_OP > RA_ASV_C + 50

OR

    RA_ASV_OP < RA_ASV_C - 50;

RAC_MV_OP  > RAC_MV_C + 50

OR

RAC_MV_OP  < RAC_MV_C - 50;
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Figure 6-12 shows the architectural model along with the error model of the basic components 

of the normal line of the RWB sub-system.  

device N_PS
features

N_PS_in1: in event port;
N_PS_out1: out event port;
N_PS_out2: out event port N_PS_P;

end N_PS;

device implementation N_PS.imp
annex Error_Model {**

Model => Generic.model : : Basic.BasicComponent;
Guard_In =>

low_pressure when N_PS_in1[low_pressure] applies to N_PS_in1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when N_PS_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to N_PS_out1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when N_PS_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to N_PS_out2;
**};
end N_PS.imp;

device RN_CV
features

RN_CV_in1: in event port N_PS_out1;
RN_CV_in2: in event port RN_CV_C;
RN_CV_out1: out event port;
RN_CV_out2: out event port RN_CV_PM;

end RN_CV;

device implementation RN_CV.imp
annex Error_Model {**

Model => Generic.model : : Basic.BasicComponent;
Guard_In =>

low_pressure when RN_CV_in1[low_pressure] applies to RN_CV_in1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when N_PS_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_CV_out1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when N_PS_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_CV_out2;
**};
end RN_CV.imp;

device RN_ABV
features

RN_ABV_in1: in event port RN_CV_out1;
RN_ABV_in2: in event port RN_ABV_C;
RN_ABV_out1: out event port;
RN_ABV_out2: out event port RN_ABV_INprM;
RN_ABV_out3: out event port RN_ABV_OprM;

end RN_ABV;

device implementation RN_ABV.imp
annex Error_Model {**

Model => Generic.model : : Basic.BasicComponent;
Guard_In =>

low_pressure when RN_ABV_in1[low_pressure] applies to RN_ABV_in1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ABV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ABV_out1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ABV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ABV_out2;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ABV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ABV_out3;
**};
end RN_ABV.imp;

device RN_ASV
features

RN_ASV_in1: in event port RN_ABV_out1;
RN_ASV_in2: in event port RN_ABV_C;
RN_ASV_out1: out event port;
RN_ASV_out2: out event port RN_ASV_INprM;
RN_ASV_out3: out event port RN_ASV_OprM;

end RN_ASV;

device implementation RN_ASV.imp
annex Error_Model {**

Model => Generic.model : : Basic.BasicComponent;
Guard_In =>

low_pressure when RN_ASV_in1[low_pressure] applies to RN_ASV_in1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ASV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ASV_out1;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ASV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ASV_out2;
Guard_Out =>

low_pressure when RN_ASV_in1[low_pressure] or self [FS] applies to RN_ASV_out3;
**};
end RN_ASV.imp;

 
Figure 6-12: Architectural and Error Models of the Basic Components of RWB, as AADL Model. 
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In Figure 6-12, it can be seen how the basic components are connected to each other and 

propagate errors. Consider, for example, the N_PS which has an input port N_PS_in1 and two 

output ports N_PS_out1 and N_PS_out2. It might be affected by a propagated error of low 

pressure on the normal line, as shown by the “Guard_in =>” clause. It might also propagate an 

error of low pressure through the two output ports, whenever it is affected by the propagation of 

low pressure error or by its own fault, as shown by the “Guard_Out =>” clause. Note that error 

that is propagated by port N_PS_out2 means that the sensor delivers a measurement that 

reflects the current conditions as that port is connected to BSCU; the port and the connection 

can be seen in Figure 6-3. 

Figure 6-13 shows the formal diagnostic model of the failure event RWB_NM_EFS_E1, 

declared in Table 6-3. The model is derived from the error propagation state-machines of the 

AADL model shown by Figure 6-12.  

In Figure 6-13, monitoring expressions of the symptoms are formalised into monitoring 

expressions as follows:  

- The monitoring expression of the symptom “anti-skid valve RN_ASV is faulty” is:  

RN_CV_PO == 1 AND RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP < 100; 

Where RN_CV_PO == 1: is to verify whether valve RN_CV is open. 

RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP < 100: is to verify whether valve RN_ABV provides 

a normal function. RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP is the 

difference between the input and output pressure of valve 

RN_ABV. For stopping the rotation of the wheels while the 

gears are retracted, there is a small amount of pressure 

passes continually through auto-brake valve (ABV). The 

pressure is also used to verify the normal function of the 

ABV. 

100: is the accumulation of the possible bias of the two pressure sensors, 

RN_ABV_IP and RN_ABV_OP, of the RN_ABV; 50 PSI a possible bias 

of each sensor.      

- The monitoring expression of the symptom “auto-brake valve RN_ABV is faulty” is:  

RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP > 100; 

- The monitoring expression of the symptom “control valve RN_CV is faulty” is:  

RN_CV_PO == 0 
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FailureEvent: RN_ASV_OP > RN_ASV_C + 50 OR RN_ASV_OP < RN_ASV_C - 50.
Propagator: RN_ASV OR RN_ABV OR RN_CV.

EStateName: RN_ASV.
Symptom: RN_CV_PO == 1 AND RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP < 100.
Fault: anti-skid valve RN_ASV is faulty.
Controlling: none.

EStateName: RN_ABV.
Symptom: RN_ABV_IP – RN_ABV_OP > 100.
Fault: auto-brake valve RN_ABV is faulty.
Controlling: none.

EStateName: RN_CV.
Symptom: RN_CV_PO == 0.
Fault: control valve RN_CV is faulty.
Controlling: none.

 
Figure 6-13: Diagnostic Model of the Failure Event “normal brake failed”. 

6.4.4 AADL Model and Monitoring Model of LWB Sub-system 

Figure 6-14 shows an abbreviated version of the AADL model of the LWB. The 

“subcomponents” and “modes” parts show the hierarchical specifications and the state 

transitions of the LWB. The “annex Error_Model” part shows the hierarchical state mapping 

and how the state transitions of the LWB are triggered by the transitions of the basic 

components and the states of the ABS. 

To derive the state-transition table of the RWB, Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-9 should be 

considered together. Trigger events, which appear after “when” clauses in Figure 6-14, are 

formalised as monitoring expressions as follows: 

- Events that represent exits from NM_EFS are: 

LN_CV[FS] or LN_ABV[FS] or LN_ASV[FS]  LN_ASV_OP > LN_ASV_C + 50 
         OR 
                LN_ASV_OP < LN_ASV_C - 50; 

ToAlter  ABS_NM_TDFS == true; 

“ToAlter” represents an event that triggers a transition to the alternative mode, as shown in 

the “connections” part of Figure 6-14. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as trigger 

event NM_TDFS of  ABS in the state-machine of the LWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence 

results in a state transition from state LWB_NM_EFS to state LWB_AM_EFS.  

- The event that represents an exit from NM_FS is: 

ToAlter  ABS_NM_TDFS == true; 

“ToAlter” again represents an event that triggers a transition to the alternative mode, as 

shown in the “connections” part of Figure 6-14. It is applicable to the two states NM_EFS 
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and NM_FS of the normal mode. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as trigger event 

NM_TDFS of ABS in the state-machine of the LWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence results 

in a state transition from state LWB_NM_FS to state LWB_AM_EFS.  

system LWS
features
NormalLine: in event port;
AlternativeLine: in event port;
AccumulativeLine: in event port; 

end LWS;

system implementation LWS.imp
connections 

event port self.ToAlter – > AlternativeLine in modes Normal;
event port self.ToAcc – > AccumulativeLine in modes Alternative;

subcomponents
LN_ASV: device LN_ASV.imp in modes Normal;
LN_MV: device LN_MV.imp in modes Normal;
LN_CV: device LN_CV.imp in modes Normal;
LA_ASV: device LN_ASV.imp in modes Alternative;
LA_MV: device LN_MV.imp in modes Alternative;
LA_CV: device LN_CV.imp in modes Alternative;
LAC_MV: device LN_MV.imp in modes Accumulative;
LAC_CV: device LN_CV.imp in modes Accumulative;

modes
Normal: initial mode;
Alternative, Accumulative: mode;
Normal – [self.NM_EFS] – > Normal;
Normal – [self.NM_FS] – > Normal;
Normal – [self.ToAlter] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.AM_EFS] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.AM_FS] – > Alternative;
Alternative – [self.ToAcc] – > Accumulative;
Accumulative – [self.ACM_EFS] – > Accumulative;
Accumulative – [self.ACM_FS] – > Accumulative;

annex Error_Model {**
model => Generic.model : : Basic.SubSystem;
Model_Hierarchy => derived;
Derived_State_Maping =>
NM_EFS when LN_CV[EFS] and LN_MV[EFS] and LN_ABV[EFS] and LN_ASV[EFS],
NM_FS when LN_CV[FS] or LN_ABV[FS] or LN_ASV[FS],
NM_FS when N_PS[FS],
AM_EFS when LA_CV[EFS] and LA_MV[EFS] and LA_ASV[EFS],
AM_FS when LA_CV[FS] or LA_MV[FS] or LA_ASV[FS],
AM_FS when A_PS[FS],
ACM_EFS when LAC_CV[EFS] and LAC_MV[EFS],
ACM_FS when LAC_CV[FS] or LAC_MV[FS],
ACM_FS when AC_PS[FS];
**}

end LWS.imp  
Figure 6-14: Architectural Model and Error Model of LWB Sub-system Presented by AADL. 

- Events that represent exits from AM_EFS are: 

LA_CV[FS] or LA_MV[FS] or LA_ASV[FS]  LA_ASV_OP > LA_ASV_C + 50 
             OR 

  LA_ASV_OP < LA_ASV_C - 50; 
ToACC  ABS_AM_TDFS == true; 

 “ToACC” represents an event that triggers a transition to the accumulative mode, as shown 

in the “connections” part of Figure 6-14. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as trigger 

event AM_TDFS of ABS in the state-machine of the RWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence 

results in a state transition from state LWB_AM_EFS to state LWB_ACM_EFS.  
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- The event that represents an exit from AM_FS is: 

ToACC  ABS_AM_TDFS == true; 

“ToACC” again represents an event that triggers a transition to the accumulative mode, as 

shown in the “connections” part of Figure 6-14. It is applicable to the two states AM_EFS 

and AM_FS of the normal mode. For simplicity, this event is illustrated as trigger event 

ABS_AM_TDFS in the state-machine of the LWB of Figure 6-7 and its occurrence results in 

a state transition from state LWB_AM_FS to state LWB_ACM_EFS.  

- The event that represents an exit from ACM_EFS is: 

LAC_CV[FS] or LAC_MV[FS]  LAC_MV_OP  > LAC_MV_C + 50 
       OR 
     RAC_MV_OP < LAC_MV_C - 50; 

Accordingly, Table 6-4 illustrates the formal state-transition table of the LWB. 

Table 6-4: State-transition Table of the LWB Sub-system. 

CONDITIONS EVENT ALARM CONTROLLING DIAGNOSIS NEW STATE

LWB_NM_EFS

Assessment: LWB 

operates normally.

Guidance: none.

LWB_NM_FS

ABS_NM_TDFS == true

needed

LWB_AM_EFS

- LA_CV_C = 1;

- LN_CV_C = 0;

not_needednone
- LA_CV_C = 1;

- LN_CV_C = 0;

LWB_NM_FS

Assessment:  
normal line of LWB 
has failed.
Guidance: fault 
controlling is in 
progress.

ABS_NM_TDFS == true none not_needed not_needed LWB_AM_EFS

LWB_AM_EFS

Assessment: LWB 

is pressured by the 

alternative line 

Guidance: apply 

manual brake.

alternative 

brake 

failed

- LAC_CV_C=1;

- LA_CV_C = 0;
needed LWB_AM_FS

ABS_AM_TDFS == true none - LAC_CV_C=1;

- LA_CV_C = 0;
not_needed LWB_ACM_EFS

LWB_ACM_EFS

LWB_AM_FS

Assessment: the 
alternative line of 
the RWB has failed.
Guidance: fault 
controlling is in 
progress.

ABS_AM_TDFS == true none not_needed not_needed LWB_ACM_EFS

Assessment: LWB 

is pressured by the 

accumulative line.

Guidance: apply 

manual brake.

Accumul-

ative 

brake 

failed

impossible needed LWB_ACM_FS

LWB_ACM_FS

Assessment: LWB 
fails there is no 
brake on the left-
side landing gear
Guidance: no 
brake is available.

none none not_needed not_needed none

normal 

brake 

failed

LA_ASV_OP > LA_ASV_C+ 50

OR

    LA_ASV_OP < LA_ASV_C- 50;

LAC_MV_OP  > LAC_MV_C + 50

OR

LAC_MV_OP  < LAC_MV_C - 50;

CURRENT 

STATE

LN_ASV_OP > LN_ASV_C + 50

OR

LN_ASV_OP < LN_ASV_C - 50;
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6.5 Experiment 

In order to test the monitor and evaluate its ability to deliver the intended tasks, a simulator has 

been developed to: 

- simulate the normal conditions of the two sub-systems, LWB and RWB, and the entire brake 

system over the normal, alternative and accumulative modes;  

- inject faults of the basic components or pressure lines and simulate their effects on the 

behaviour of the sub-systems and the entire brake system; 

- simulate conditions that follow application of corrective measures. 

During normal conditions the pressure behaviour on the normal, alternative and accumulative 

lines is simulated according to the behaviour captured by Figure 6-6. The simulator generates 

ranges of pressure measurements that fall within the normal fluctuation of the hydraulic 

pressure of the three lines. While the brake system is in the normal mode, the simulator 

generates two pressure ranges, one belonging to the taxiing, take-off, climbing, approach and 

landing phases, which fluctuates over 3400 to 3800 PSI and the other belonging to the cruise 

phase, which fluctuates over 2700 to 3100 PSI. Similar ranges are also generated for the 

alternative and accumulative modes. 

The simulator has also an ability to inject different faults and virtualise abnormal conditions, 

e.g. generating low pressure measurement (less than 1300 PSI) during the normal mode. The 

simulator can, moreover, execute corrective measures instructed by the monitor. For instance, 

when the pressure of the normal line drops abnormally, the monitor can control the conditions 

by instructing the simulator to switch to the alternative mode. At this point, the simulator 

generates measurements reflecting the following: (a) valves LN_CV and RN_CV are closed and 

valves LA_MV and RA_CV are opened; (b) pressure range of the alternative line, which is 

measured by pressure sensor A_PS. 

In order to demonstrate the ability of the monitor to diagnose the injected faults, the simulator 

generates also measurements that provide the relevant symptoms with corresponding sensory 

measurements after injecting a fault. For example, the injection of a fault of the auto-brake 

valve RN_ABV would be followed by generating the following: 

- Normal pressure range measured by N_PS_P. 

- Valve RN_CV is open (RN_CV_PO = 1). 

- Normal behaviour of the anti-skid valve RN_ASV. Such behaviour can be virtualised by 

generating anti-skid commanded pressure that is less than or equal to the input pressure of 

the valve (RN_ASV_IP ≥ RN_ASV_C). 
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To facilitate the evaluation of the response time and the prompt delivery of the monitoring 

tasks, each monitoring agent is provided with an ability to count (a) the time that is taken to 

achieve a monitoring cycle; (b) the interval that falls between the injection of a fault and 

announcing the corresponding alarm; (c) the interval that falls between the injection of a fault 

and diagnosing the underlying causes; (d) the interval that falls between the injection and 

controlling a fault. 

Table 6-5 lists faults that are injected by the developed simulator to demonstrate the ability of 

the monitor to deliver the intended monitoring tasks and also to evaluate the effectiveness of 

those tasks. The table shows a number of possible faults of every component of the brake 

system. The injection of these faults results in verifying the occurrence of different failure 

events and simulating different failure scenarios, such as low pressure at an operative line and 

incorrect or no brake function is provided. 

Table 6-5: Faults that are injected by the Developed Simulator. 

Component Injected Faults Description

Pressure 

Line
Low pressure at the operative line. 

Pressure at the three lines, normal, alternative and 

accumulative, is dropped under 1300 PSI due to a failure of 

the left and right hydraulic systems of the aircraft.  

Control 

Valve

Commission close command A valve is closed inadvertently.  

Commission open command A valve is opened inadvertently.  

Stuck between open and closed A valve sticks half open.  

Stuck closed 
A valve sticks closed and does not respond to open 

instructions.    

Stuck open
A valve sticks open and does not respond to close 

instructions.    

Auto-brake 

Valve,

Meter Valve

and

Anti-skid 

Valve 

Non-regulate 
A valve does not regulate pressure according to the 

demanded brake.    

Stuck closed 
A valve sticks closed and does not respond to BSCU to pass 

the demanded pressure.    

Stuck open

A valve sticks open, passes extra pressure and does not 

respond to brake system control unit (BSCU) to pass the 

demanded pressure.    

Sensor
Permanent functional failure of the sensor 

itself.

A sensor delivers permanent spurious measurements that lie 

out of the expected range or deliver non-linear drift or biased 

measurements.

 

Simulations of two different failure scenarios have been selected to be discussed herein. The 

first scenario is simulated by injecting a fault of anti-skid valve RN_ASV, which results in a 
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“Failure of the normal line of RWB Sub-system”. The second failure scenario is simulated by 

injecting fault of low pressure on the alternative line, which results in a “Failure of the 

alternative line”. Along with simulating these scenarios the delivery of the monitoring tasks is 

also evaluated based on the effectiveness of (a) detecting, diagnosing and controlling faults; (b) 

the design of the operators’ interface and also the announced alarm information. 

6.5.1 First Injected Fault: Failure of the Normal Line of RWB Sub-system 

Among the faults that could result in the failure of the normal line, such that the brake system 

transits to the alternative mode, is the fault of the anti-skid valve RN_ASV. The monitoring 

expression that verifies the occurrence of this event is as follows: 

RN_ASV_OP > RN_ASV_C + 50 

OR 

 RN_ASV_OP < RN_ASV_C – 50; 

Once the occurrence of the above expression is verified, agent RWB_MAG perceives its state-

transition table (Table 6-3) and achieves the following procedure: 

- From the relevant ALARM attribute, agent RWB_MAG quotes “normal brake failed” and 

alarms the pilot. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent RWB_MAG opens valve RA_CV and 

closes valve RN_CV, to switch to the alternative line. 

- From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent RWB_MAG verifies the need for a 

diagnostic process. At this point and before applying the corrective measures, agent 

RWB_MAG updates the symptoms of the relevant diagnostic model with the relevant 

measurements; this has been illustrated by plan L1_P17 and the associated pseudo code 

(Section 4.7.2). 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent RWB_MAG transits to a new state which is 

the failure state RWB_NM_FS. From this state, the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“normal line of RWB has failed” and guidance, “fault controlling is in progress”. 

- Agent RWB_MAG communicates state RWB_NM_FS to the parent agent (ABS_MAG). 

Since a diagnostic process is needed, then before launching a new monitoring cycle, agent 

RWB_MAG retrieves the position of the relevant diagnostic model, which is shown by Figure 

6-13. For the purpose of diagnosis, agent RWB_MAG exploits the diagnostic algorithm that 

was developed in Figure 3-27 in Chapter Three.  
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When agent ABS_MAG receives a message that conveys the RWB_NM_FS, it perceives its 

state-transition table (Table 6-2) and achieves the following procedure: 

- As the current state is the ABS_NM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of LWB_NMFS == true OR RWB_NMFS == true.  

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent ABS_MAG transits to a new state which is 

the temporary degraded/failure state ABS_NM_TDFS. From this state the pilot is provided 

with assessment, “brake system is in a temporary failure”, and guidance, “fault controlling is 

in progress”. 

- Agent ABS_MAG communicates the new state to the children (RWB_MAG and 

LWB_MAG). 

When agents RWB_MAG and LWB_MAG receive the messages, each achieves a certain 

procedure, as follows: 

Agent RWB_MAG perceives the state-transition table (Table 6-3) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is the RWS_NM_FS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of ABS_NM_TDFS == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM, CONTROLLING and DIAGNOSIS attributes require no action 

then from the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent RWB_MAG transits to a new error-free 

state RWB_AM_EFS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, “RWB is 

pressured by the alternative line”, and guidance, “apply manual brake”.  

- Agent RWB_MAG communicates that state to parent agent (ABS_MAG). 

Agent LWB_MAG perceives its state-transition table (Table 6-4) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is the LWS_NM_EFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of ABS_NM_TDFS == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute shows “none”, no alarm is released. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent LWB_MAG opens valve LA_CV and 

closes valve LN_CV, to switch to the alternative line. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute holds “not_needed”, no action is taken. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent LWB_MAG transits to a new state which is 

the error-free state LWB_AM_EFS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“LWB is pressured by the alternative line” and guidance, “apply manual brake”.  

- Agent LWB_MAG communicates that state to the parent agent (ABS_MAG) and launches a 

monitoring cycle. 
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When agent ABS_MAG receives messages sent by agents LWB_MAG and RWB_MAG, it 

accordingly perceives its state-transition table (Table 6-2) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is the ABS_NM_TDFS, the received state results in verifying the 

occurrence of LWB_AM_EFS == true AND LWB_AM_EFS == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent ABS_MAG transits to a new state which is 

the error-free state ABS_AM_EFS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“LWB and RWB are pressured by the alternative line” and guidance, “only manual brake is 

applicable”.  

After achieving the above procedures, the alternative mode of the entire brake system would be 

launched and the operational structure of that mode is as shown by Figure 6-15.  

Right-side Wheel Brake (RWB)Left-side Wheel Brake (LWB)

RN_ASV

RN_ABV

LN_CV

LN_ABV

LN_ASV

RN_CV

RA_ASV

RA_MVLA_MV

LA_ASV

RA_CVLA_CV

RAC_MVLAC_MV

LAC_CV RAC_CV

Left-side Hydraulic Fuse Right-side Hydraulic Fuse

WheelsWheels

Two Brake 

Pedals 

AC_PS

Accumulator

(AC)

Normal 

Pressure Line 

Alternative  

Pressure Line Pressure Sensor (PS)

Control Valve (CV) and Position Sensor

Meter Valve (MV) and Pressure Sensor 

Key

Closed Control Valve 

Auto-Brake Valve (ABV) 

Anti-Skid Valve (ASV) 

N_PS A_PS

A_CV

Parking Brake 

Handle 

Brake Release and 

Anti-Skid return Line  

commands 
panel  

 
Figure 6-15: Operational Structure of the ABS during the Alternative Mode. 
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6.5.1.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis of “Failure of Normal Line of RWB Sub-system”    

As brake function is critical and required to be prompt, the monitoring expression that can 

verify the failure of the normal line has been formalised as a simple expression, with no 

filtration interval. However, the expression has considered the possible bias of the involved 

sensor to avoid the possibility of releasing a false alarm.  

Over the injection of three different faults of the anti-skid valve RN_ASV (see Table 6-5), less 

than 0.5 seconds is taken to detect the fault. This is followed by one second to diagnose the 

fault. Practically, the strategy in which fault controlling is launched immediately after detecting 

the fault is the reason behind taking one second to diagnose the cause. However, this strategy is 

necessary to the prompt recovery of the brake function. The loss of the brake function for a 

longer interval could possibly result in disastrous consequences especially in the landing and 

take-off phases. It can be said, therefore, that the monitor of the brake system is able to deliver 

prompt fault detection and diagnose tasks. 

6.5.1.2 Alarm Annunciation on the “Failure of Normal Line of RWB Sub-system” 

As the alarm is announced immediately after verifying the occurrence of the failure, the pilot 

could respond by applying the manual brake. It is important to note that the pilot is informed on 

using the manual brake by the electronic guidance and there is no need to understand an alerting 

message from the Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System (EICAS) and achieve a manual 

corrective procedure. This would certainly result in reducing the workload of the pilot during 

emergency conditions and make exacerbation less likely. Figure 6-16 illustrates the pilot 

interface when the alarm, the assessment and the guidance on the occurrence of “Failure of 

Normal Line of RWB Sub-system” are presented. 

 
Figure 6-16: Operator’s Interface after the Occurrence of Failure of the Normal Line of RWB. 
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It can be seen that the interface provides the pilot with informative alarm on the given 

conditions and at the same time offers an optional access to the diagnostic list, which holds the 

name of the diagnosed cause. The presentation of the interface seems adequate to understand 

the actual conditions of the brake system from abstracted and helpful information. More 

importantly, the interface states clearly that fault controlling is in progress and the pilot does not 

have to interfere or take any further action.  

6.5.1.3 Fault Controlling of the “Failure of Normal Line of RWB Sub-system” 

As mentioned earlier, the brake system tolerates any failure that occurs in the normal line by 

switching to the alternative line. Upon verifying the abnormal pressure at the output of the anti-

skid valve (RN_ASV_OP), agent RWB_MAG closes control valve RN_CV and opens control 

valve RA_CV. Similarly, agent LWB_MAG closes control valve LN_CV and opens control 

valve LA_CV. As such, the normal line is isolated and the alternative line is activated and thus 

manual brake would be the only option for the pilot to apply brake function. This can be 

confirmed as assessment and guidance to the pilot as shown by Figure 6-17. 

 
Figure 6-17: Operator’s Interface Confirming Fault Controlling (Switching to the Alternative Mode). 

Along with the progress of controlling the fault, the interface is updated to maintain the 

awareness of the pilot; see the difference between the interface of Figure 6-16 and the interface 

of Figure 6-17. In Figure 6-17 the pilot is informed on using the manual brake as the automatic 

brake function is not available due to the failure of the normal line. Therefore, it can be said that 

the fault controlling and alarm annunciations tasks integrate to control the fault and guide the 

operators. Such integration can assure the avoidance of any exacerbation during the emergency 

conditions. 
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6.5.2 Second Injected Fault: Failure of the alternative line 

During the alternative mode, low pressure at the alternative line is detected by agent 

RWB_MAG. This is because pressure sensor A_PS is included in the monitoring model of the 

RWB sub-system, as shown in Figure 6-11, Figure 6-12 and Table 6-3. The monitoring 

expression that can verify the occurrence of this event is as follows: 

A_PS_P – 1300 < 50 PSI 

Once the occurrence of the above expression is verified, agent RWB_MAG perceives its state-

transition table (Table 6-3) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is RWB_AM_EFS, from the relevant ALARM attribute, agent 

RWB_MAG quotes “low pressure at alternative line” and alarms the pilot. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent RWB_MAG opens valve RAC_CV and 

closes valve RA_CV; to switch to the accumulative line. 

- From the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute, agent RWB_MAG quotes “pressure at the 

alternative line is low” as this event and its underlying cause are in a one-to-one relationship. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent RWB_MAG transits to a new state which is 

a failure state RWB_AM_FS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“alternative line of RWD has failed” and guidance, “fault controlling is in progress”. 

- Agent RWB_MAG communicates that state to parent agent (ABS_MAG) and launches a 

monitoring cycle. 

Upon receiving state RWB_AM_FS, agent ABS_MAG perceives its state-transition table 

(Table 6-2) and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is the ABS_AM_EFS, the received state results in verifying 

LWB_AM_FS == true OR RWB_AM_FS == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent ABS_MAG transits to a new state, 

ABS_AM_TDFS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, “brake system is in 

temporary failure” and guidance, “fault controlling is in progress”. 

- Agent ABS_MAG communicates the ABS_AM_TDFS to child agents: RWB_MAG and 

LWB_MAG. 

When agents RWB_MAG and LWB_MAG receive the messages, each achieves a certain 

procedure, as follows: 

Agent RWB_MAG perceives its state-transition table (Table 6-3) and achieves the following 

procedure: 
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- While the current state is the RWS_AM_FS, the received state results in verifying 

ABS_AM_TDFS == true. 

- As the ALARM, CONTROLLING and DIAGNOSIS attributes require no action, then from 

the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent RWB_MAG transits to a new state, which is 

RWB_ACM_EFS. From this the pilot is provided with assessment, “RWB is pressured by 

the accumulative line” and guidance, “apply manual brake”. 

- Agent RWB_MAG communicates state RWB_ACM_EFS to the parent agent (ABS_MAG) 

and launches a monitoring cycle. 

Agent LWB_MAG perceives its state-transition table (Table 6-4) and achieves the following 

procedure: 

- While the current state is the LWB_AM_EFS, the received state results in verifying 

ABS_AM_TDFS == true. 

- As the relevant ALARM attribute shows “none”, an alarm is not released. 

- From the relevant CONTROLLING attribute, agent LWB_MAG opens valve LAC_CV and 

closes valve LA_CV; to switch to the accumulative line. 

- As the relevant DIAGNOSIS attribute is “not_needed”, agent LWB_MAG would not launch 

a diagnostic process. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent LWB_MAG achieves a transition to a new 

state which is LWB_ACM_EFS. From this state the pilot is provided with assessment, 

“LWB is pressured by the accumulative line” and guidance, “apply manual brake”. 

- Agent LWB_MAG communicates that state to the parent agent (ABS_MAG) and launches a 

monitoring cycle. 

Upon receiving messages sent by agent LWB_MAG and RWB_MAG, the parent agent 

(ABS_MAG) perceives Table 6-2 and achieves the following procedure: 

- While the current state is ABS_AM_TDFS, the received state results in verifying 

LWB_ACM_EFS == true AND RWB_ACM_EFS == true. 

- From the relevant NEW STATE attribute, agent ABS_MAG achieves a transition to the 

corresponding state, which is ABS_ACM_EFS. From this state the pilot is provided with 

assessment, “LWB and RWB are pressured by the accumulative line” and guidance, “apply 

manual brake but anti-skid is unavailable”.  

After achieving the above procedures, the accumulative mode of the entire brake system would 

be launched. Thus, the new operational structure of the ABS is as shown by Figure 6-18.  
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Figure 6-18: Operational Structure of the ABS during the Accumulative Mode. 

6.5.2.1 Fault Detection and Diagnosis of “Failure of the alternative line”  

As before, due to the high criticality of the brake function, the monitoring expression of the 

“failure of the alternative line” has no filtration interval. Thus, the occurrence of this event can 

be verified promptly after injecting the fault. However, to avoid releasing a false alarm, the 

expression considers the possible bias of pressure sensor A_PS_P. 

Since the pressure is provided by a different system then a diagnostic process is not needed in 

this case. Accordingly, the relevant cell of the state-transition table (Table 6-3) encloses 

“pressure at the alternative line is low”. After injecting the fault, an alarm on the occurrence of 

the event and diagnosis of the underlying cause are announced immediately; after less than 0.5 

seconds. Therefore, it can be said that this response shows another evidence of the ability of the 

monitor to deliver prompt and effective fault detection and diagnosis tasks.  
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6.5.2.2 Alarm Annunciation on the Occurrence of “Failure of the alternative line”  

Upon detecting low pressure at the alternative line, the alarm “Low pressure at the alternative 

line” is released immediately. The pilot is also provided with assessment and guidance on the 

temporary failure and ongoing controlling. Figure 6-19 illustrates the pilot interface after the 

occurrence of “Failure of the alternative line”. 

 
Figure 6-19: Operator Interface after the Occurrence of Failure of the Alternative Line. 

The operator interface of Figure 6-19 shows, once more, the way in which the pilot is provided 

with alarm, assessment and guidance on the given conditions and offers at the same time an 

optional access to the diagnostic list. The interface seems helpful in presenting abstracted and 

adequate information to help the pilot to understand the actual conditions of the brake system. 

The interface states clearly that fault controlling is in progress and the pilot does not have to 

interfere or take any further action.  

6.5.2.3 Fault Controlling after the Occurrence of “Failure of the alternative line” 

As mentioned earlier, the aircraft brake system tolerates any failure that occurs in the alternative 

line by switching to the accumulative line. Upon verifying low pressure at the alternative line, 

the monitoring agent RWB_MAG closes valve RA_CV and opens valve RAC_CV. Similarly, 

the monitoring agent LWB_MAG closes valve LA_CV and opens valve LAC_CV. Thus, the 

alternative line is isolated and the accumulative line is activated. As the anti-skid is not 

applicable on this line, the pilot should be cautious and apply the manual brake while avoiding 

any possible skidding. This is confirmed to the pilot as shown by Figure 6-20. 
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Figure 6-20: Operator Interface after Controlling the Failure of the Alternative Line. 

Along with the progress of controlling the fault of the low pressure, the interface is updated 

promptly and the awareness of the pilot is maintained; see the difference between the interface 

of Figure 6-19 and the interface of Figure 6-20. Controlling this fault shows, once more, that the 

fault controlling and alarm annunciations tasks integrate to control the fault and guide the 

operators and thus any exacerbation of the emergency conditions can be avoided. 
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6.6 Summary  

This chapter has demonstrated the way in which the distributed monitoring model is derived 

from an AADL safety assessment model. A case study on an aircraft brake system was also 

presented where, for experimental purposes, a simulator of the brake system was developed. It 

was shown that the monitoring concepts developed in this thesis can be applied in a different 

system across a different application domain, with the monitor still delivering the intended 

monitoring tasks. Moreover, using a set of simulated failure scenarios of different nature, this 

chapter has additionally shown the ability of the monitor to deliver the following tasks: 

- Prompt fault detection and diagnosis. 

- Effective alarm annunciation that is presented as well-organised alarm and multi-level 

assessment and guidance. 

- Control the injected faults automatically, removing some of the demands for control that 

could otherwise have been unnecessarily posed on operators. 
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Chapter Seven 

Evaluation 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter evaluates the work undertaken and the results of this thesis. The evaluation 

strategy includes the following: 

- Evaluation of work and results against the objectives set out in the Introduction chapter. 

- Evaluation of the effectiveness of the tasks delivered by the developed monitor, based on the 

results obtained from the case studies in Chapter Five and Chapter Six.  

- Discussion of the relative merits and limitations of the developed monitor vis-à-vis the 

earlier monitors discussed in Chapter Two.  

7.2 Evaluation Against Objectives 

This section revisits the objectives set out in the Introduction chapter and compares them with 

what has been achieved so far. 

7.2.1 Development of a Distributed Monitoring Model 

A distributed monitoring model has been defined as a constituent of the proposed monitor. It 

holds the monitoring knowledge that informs the on-line safety reasoning. Chapter Two has 

provided insight into the model-based and data-based approaches. The outcome was a decision 

to exploit model-based safety assessment models as a distributed monitoring model. 

In Chapter Three, a set of behavioural and diagnostic models were defined to capture the 

monitoring knowledge and to support the delivery of the intended monitoring tasks. Typically, 

HiP-HOPS and AADL yield similar off-line assessment models that contain well formed 

knowledge about the operation and failure of a system. In order to bring this knowledge forward 

and make it useful in context of on-line safety monitoring an approach towards formalising this 

knowledge as an executable model was developed (section 3.6).  
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7.2.2 Development of a Multi-agent System that Operates on the Distributed Monitoring 

Model 

The multi-agent system is the engine that executes the distributed monitoring model in real-

time. It consists of a number of intelligent agents whose reasoning is informed by the distributed 

model to monitor the operational conditions of the monitored system. It has been developed in 

the following steps:  

1- Investigating the benefits of incorporating intelligent agents:  

In Chapter Two, the merits and limitations of both monolithic (i.e. centralised) and multi-agent 

monitors were discussed. For flexibility, performance, and scalability reasons, a decision was 

accordingly made to develop a distributed monitor based on a multi-agent system. The selection 

of a suitable intelligent agent paradigm and platform and the design of effective collaboration 

protocols therefore became significant issues of this research.  

In Chapter Four, BDI agents were investigated, selected and introduced to develop the 

monitoring agents. Moreover, the hierarchical deployment and the required collaboration 

protocols were developed. Due to variety in roles and deployment implications, the design of 

the proposed multi-agent system includes several agents addressing different monitoring 

concerns at different levels of the hierarchy of the monitored system. The agents were designed 

and programmed accordingly, as discussed in section 4.3, section 4.4, section 4.5 and section 

4.6. 

2- Identifying the monitoring role of the agents:  

The monitoring role of agents varies from one hierarchical level to another. As discussed in 

section 4.3, the role of the agents of level1 is as follows:  

- Track the behaviour of the monitored sub-systems via primary observation of parameters.  

- Detect and diagnose faults.  

- Provide the operators with alarm, assessment, guidance and prognosis. 

- Collaborate with each other and with their parents to enable the delivery of consistent global 

monitoring tasks. 

In section 4.4, the role of the agents of levels extending from level2 to leveln-1 is identified as 

follows:  

- Track the behaviour of the monitored sub-systems mainly via conditions reported by lower 

level agents.  
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- Provide the operators with multi-level assessment, guidance and prognosis;  

- Collaborate across the hierarchy (as parent and children) to deliver global monitoring tasks.  

In section 4.5, the role of the agent of leveln was identified; it is quite similar to the role of an 

intermediate levels agent. The only difference is that the leveln agent has no parent to 

collaborate with.  

3- The development of monitoring algorithms:  

In Chapter Three and Chapter Four, diagnostic and monitoring algorithms were developed. The 

role of diagnostic algorithms extends from traversing the diagnostic model and relating failure 

events to their underlying causes to prescribing corresponding corrective measures that should 

be taken according to the diagnosed causes, as shown in Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-27. 

Monitoring algorithms that can track the behaviour of the monitored system and its sub-systems 

have also been developed, as shown in section 4.7. 

7.2.3 Application in Two Case Studies and Evaluation the Effectiveness of  the Monitor 

The approach has been applied to two case studies. Chapter Five includes a case study of an 

aircraft fuel system along with its HiP-HOPS safety assessment from which the distributed 

monitoring model was derived. For experimental purposes, a simulator was developed to 

animate the behaviour of the fuel system and experimentally inject faults and interact with the 

monitoring agents. Faults were systematically injected from a list of possible faults for all 

components and the ability of the monitor to deliver effective safety tasks was demonstrated and 

evaluated (see the next section for discussion of the results).  

In a second application, Chapter Six includes a case study of an aircraft brake system along with 

its AADL safety assessment from which the distributed monitoring model was derived. It was 

shown that the approach is repeatable across applications in different domains. Again a variety 

of faults were systematically injected in a simulator and the ability of the monitor to deliver 

effective monitoring tasks was evaluated (see the next section for discussion of the results). 

Exhaustive fault injection was confined to single faults only, because the combinations are too 

many to test exhaustively, so only a few were tested to examine the response of the monitor to 

multiple faults. Assuming that there are n possible component faults in a system, assessment of 

combinations of m of those failures requires that the analysis is repeated n!/((n-m)!*m! times. 

For large systems this would clearly be infeasible. For 500 faults there are approximately 

12.500 combinations of two and for 1,000 faults there are approximately 500,000 combinations 

of two.  
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7.3 Evaluation of the Safety Monitoring Tasks Delivered by the Monitor 

The case studies have shown the practical ability of the monitor to deliver the range of the 

intended monitoring tasks; prompt fault detection and diagnosis, effective alarm annunciation 

and fault controlling.  

7.3.1 Evaluation of the Fault Detection and Diagnosis Task  

One of the key requirements of safety monitoring is the early and accurate detection of the 

manifestation of anomalies in the system. Early and accurate detection was pursued by the 

following mechanisms incorporated in the design of the monitor: 

- Identifying the hierarchical level for effective monitoring. Hierarchical levels of the 

monitored system were examined and level1 was selected as an effective level to monitor the 

parameters, being the closest to the process with some knowledge about the behavioural 

context, as discussed in section 3.4. 

- Enabling temporal operators in the formalisation of monitoring expressions which can be 

used for monitoring long-term trends and the timely verification of the occurrence of events 

and symptoms, as discussed in section 3.6.1.1. The evaluation of the monitoring expressions 

is also supported by efficient data storage mechanisms; effectively single and multi-

measurement buffers that are updated systematically to hold up-to-date sensor measurements 

(as discussed in section 3.6.1.5). 

- Providing the monitor with techniques for filtering and validating sensor measurements and 

for detection, diagnosis and control of sensor faults, as discussed in section 3.6.1.2 and 

section 3.6.1.3. The validation technique can compensate for a single sensor failure when 

there is hardware or functional redundancy but it does not totally solve the problem of 

validity of measurements particularly in the case of multiple dependent sensor failures (see 

also section 5.5.3.1). 

- Reducing the reasoning load of the monitoring agents. This was achieved by making the 

agents able to track state transitions and cyclically monitor events that represent exits from 

the current state “only” (active events), as discussed in section 3.6.2, section 4.3, section 4.4, 

section 4.5 and section 4.6. 

- Sharing sensor measurements globally among the agents of level1, as discussed in section 

4.2.2. 

In addition to exploiting the detection mechanisms above, accurate diagnosis was pursued via 

the following additional measures: 
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- Identifying the hierarchical level at which faults can be detected and their underlying causes 

can be diagnosed readily, as discussed in section 3.4. 

- Developing diagnostic models from popular safety assessment techniques (HiP-HOPS and 

AADL) that support effective tracking of the error propagation paths, as discussed in section 

3.6.3. 

- Developing diagnostic algorithms that effectively couple between blind-depth-first and 

heuristic traverse strategies to track the error propagation paths and diagnose the underlying 

causes of faults, as discussed in section 3.6.3. 

7.3.2 Evaluation of the Effective Alarm Annunciation Task 

The effectiveness of alarm annunciation was pursued via the following measures: 

- Defining effective thresholds whose violation represents an actual occurrence of an event. 

- Suppressing unimportant and false alarms. Alarms are announced only on the occurrence of 

failure events of level1. This is supported by the incorporation of alarm clauses in level1’s 

state-transition tables (section 3.6.2) and also by designing and implementing agents of that 

level with the ability to announce alarms, as discussed in section 4.3 and section 4.7.2. 

Filtration and validation of sensor measurements have contributed, moreover, to eliminate 

any potential of false alarm annunciations, as discussed in section 3.6.1.2 and section 3.6.1.3 

and demonstrated in section 5.5.1, section 5.5.3 and section 6.5.2.  

- Prioritising alarm presentation. This is achieved by presenting the important alarms with 

high priority distinguished by different presentation colours and facilitating optional access 

to the assessment, guidance and diagnostic list; as shown, for example, in Figure 5-21 and 

Figure 5-24. 

- Incorporating information that could help the operators to direct the system effectively in the 

presence of faults: multi-level assessment, guidance and prognosis, as shown in section 

5.5.3.2. 

7.3.3 Evaluation of the Fault Controlling Task 

Effective control of faults was pursued via the following measures:  

- Achieving (a) active fault-tolerant control (AFTC), as demonstrated in Chapter Five; (b) 

passive fault-tolerant control (PFTC), as demonstrated in Chapter Six. 

- Controlling sensor failure, as discussed in section 3.6.1.3 and demonstrated in section 5.5.3. 

- Supporting the operators with multi-level assessment, guidance and prognoses to take 

correct safety decisions in emergency conditions, as discussed in section 3.6.2 and 

demonstrated in section 5.5.3.2 and section 6.5.2.3. 
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7.4 Comparison of the Distributed On-line Safety Monitor with Early Developed Monitors 

The key aim of the thesis was to explore the concept of a novel architecture for a distributed 

safety monitor operating on a safety assessment model that hopefully could address some 

problems of earlier monitors and deliver effectively a broad range of safety monitoring tasks. 

Thus, it is reasonable to compare it with the earlier monitors that were discussed in Chapter 

Two and weigh their monitoring merits and drawbacks against each other.  The comparison can 

only be theoretical because access to these earlier monitors as well as the case studies that they 

were tested upon was not possible.  

In this context, it seems important to note that in this section “early monitors” denotes early 

developed monitors, whereas “distributed monitor” denotes the monitor developed in this 

thesis. It is also important to note that to our knowledge, this thesis has developed the first 

distributed safety monitor that operates on results of safety assessment or safety studies of the 

system. However, there is a vast body of work on fault detection and diagnosis and therefore 

comparisons with other monitors which are conceptually close or attempt to deliver similar 

functions is possible.   

7.4.1 Comparison with Monolithic Monitors 

In the work of Papadopoulos (2003) and Peng et al. (2007), model-based monolithic (i.e. 

centralised) monitors are developed to monitor critical applications and deliver fault detection 

and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and fault controlling. These monitors resemble the 

distributed monitor in both the model-based approach and the deliverable monitoring tasks, but 

differ in their monolithic nature. 

The monitoring model developed by Papadopoulos (2003) is quite similar in many ways to the 

monitoring model of the distributed monitor; it too can be derived from the HiP-HOPS 

assessment model. The author has indentified the following limitations:  

- Vulnerability to sensor failures. 

- The centralised nature of the architecture has limited the applicability of the monitor and 

made it unable to scale up to monitor large-scale and distributed systems, e.g. nuclear power 

plants or chemical processes. 

The distributed monitor addresses to some extent these limitations via the following: 

- The exploitation of techniques to validate sensor measurements, up to a certain extent. With 

careful use of functional and hardware redundancy, single sensor failures can be captured 

and masked. 
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- As it is based on a distributed concept in which monitoring agents are deployed according to 

the hierarchical architecture of the monitored system, the distributed monitor has an 

extendable architecture that at least in theory makes it able to scale up and monitor large 

scale systems. 

The monolithic monitor developed by Peng et al. (2007) is also: 

- Vulnerable to sensor failures. 

- Unable to scale up to monitor large-scale and distributed systems 

- Unable to provide the operators with prognosis  

As mentioned above, the distributed monitor is provided with the required techniques and 

provisions that address these limitations. 

The data-based monolithic monitors of Doan and Srinivasan (2008) and Rusinov et al. (2009) 

are developed to detect and diagnose faults of chemical processes. These monitors have a 

narrower scope than that of the distributed monitor and differ in their monolithic nature and 

data-based monitoring knowledge. In the case of Rusinov et al. (2009) the system has been 

tested on a large number of components, but the monitor has no provision to cope consistently 

with dynamic behaviour (unlike the distributed monitor, which can track and follow states) and 

does not deal with sensor failures. 

7.4.2 Comparison with Multi-agent Monitors 

The model-based multi-agent monitors of Eo et al. (2000, 2001) and Ren et al. (2006) are aimed 

to be applied to large-scale and distributed processes. They match the distributed monitor in the 

delivery of this task and the exploitation of the model-based approach and multi-agent system. 

These monitors differ from the distributed monitor in scope as they only focus on fault detection 

and diagnosis and they do not deliver the alarm organisation and fault controlling tasks. 

Eo et al. (2000, 2001) suggests the following limitations in their work: 

- The monitor does not incorporate local diagnostic models. It depends, rather, on global 

diagnostic decision taken among the monitoring agents. This does not work well when more 

than one agent has faulty monitored conditions and in such a case the delivery of erroneous 

diagnostics is quite possible. 

- The monitor is vulnerable to sensor failures. 

- The monitor lacks a protocol for effective collaboration among its monitoring agents. In the 

currently implemented protocol there is no direct communication among the agents and 
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messages may take a long time to be transmitted from one agent to another until they reach 

the intended agents. This delay could result in ineffective monitoring. 

The distributed monitor addresses to some extent these limitations with the following 

provisions: 

- Providing every monitoring agent of level1 with a diagnostic algorithm and a number of 

diagnostic models, so they can achieve local diagnosis and deliver accurate diagnostics. 

- Applying techniques to filter and validate sensor measurements and detect, diagnose and 

control single sensor failure. 

- Developing collaboration protocols by which messages can be exchanged among the agents 

directly and with no delay. 

Two limitations have been observed in the monitor of Ren et al. (2006). Both concern the 

diagnostic process and can be listed as follows: 

- As the diagnosis is achieved globally and depends mainly on exchange of messages among 

the high level agent and lower level agents, this may place a heavy communication load on 

the higher level agent and consequently result in its late response.  

- As the diagnostic decision is processed globally and based on identifying the anomalies 

among the consistent conditions, the appearance of a number of anomalous conditions could 

potentially mislead the diagnostic process. 

As a precaution against such limitations, the distributed monitor has been provided with the 

following strategies: 

- The communication load is reduced, as the monitoring agents of level1 are provided with 

diagnostic models and algorithms so they achieve a local and independent diagnostic 

process. 

- The diagnostic process is achieved based on local observations of every sub-system and it is 

not affected by anomalous conditions of other sub-systems. 

The data-based multi-agent monitors of Niu et al. (2007) and Ng and Srinivasan (2010) are 

developed to detect and diagnose faults of dynamic chemical processes. They match the 

distributed monitor in the delivery of this task and exploitation of the multi-agent system and 

they differ in their data-based monitoring knowledge. The monitor of Niu et al. (2007) can 

detect and diagnose both single and multiple faults. Practically, this is an outcome of exploiting 

sensor fusion methods and also global fusion collaboration among the agents. Similarly, the 

distributed monitor is able to detect, diagnose and moreover control single and multiple faults 

(but not multiple dependent sensor failures). This has been materialised by providing agents of 
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level1 with effectively formalised monitoring expressions and models to achieve local detection 

and diagnosis. Moreover, across the hierarchical levels, agents collaborate to achieve global 

reasoning over the entire monitored process. 

7.5 Summary 

As this chapter has demonstrated, the research has produced a novel system and fulfilled the 

objectives set out in Chapter One. Moreover, the distributed monitor has been theoretically at 

least shown to compare well with earliest monitors in terms of the range of the delivered tasks 

and in its ability to scale up, thanks to its distributed nature. The theoretical comparison with 

earlier work was focused on limitations mainly stated by the authors of that work, which this 

thesis attempted to address with a variety of conceptual and design measures taken at design 

stage. Not every problem was solved of course and there are limitations to this thesis which are 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Eight 

Conclusion 

8.1 The Approach of Distributed On-line Safety Monitoring  

The Introduction chapter of this thesis has stated the following hypothesis: 

A distributed on-line safety monitor that operates on a model containing knowledge derived 

from safety assessments could:  

a- deliver a wide range of effective monitoring tasks which extend from fault detection and 

diagnosis to effective alarm annunciation and fault controlling. 

b- address the limitations associated with earlier safety monitors and deliver improvements in 

the effectiveness, timeliness, correctness, flexibility and scalability of on-line safety 

monitoring tasks.  

c- have a generic architecture that would make it applicable in a variety of safety-critical 

systems and contexts, such as those used in numerous transport industries or industrial 

processes. 

A distributed model-based safety monitor that operates on results of safety studies was indeed 

researched, developed and evaluated in this thesis, and was theoretically and practically (via 

case studies) tested against the above criteria. 

a- As anticipated in the hypothesis above, the monitor delivers a wide range of monitoring tasks 

which span from fault detection and diagnoses, effective alarm annunciation and fault 

controlling. The use of safety assessment models brings a wealth of knowledge, which 

currently remains unexploited, into the on-line reasoning about the safety of the monitored 

system.  

b- A key limitation of earlier relevant work on safety monitors (see Papadopoulos 2000, 2003) 

is the monolithic nature of the architecture of these monitors which affects the timeliness of 

the deliverable monitoring tasks, the flexibility of application and their scalability. This 

thesis developed a more flexible distributed monitor that addresses some of these problems 

by deploying a number of intelligent agents in a distributed hierarchical architecture monitor. 

It was shown that agents can perform fast local monitoring and collaborate with each other 

horizontally and vertically across the hierarchical architecture to solve more complex 

monitoring problems that require global reasoning. The architecture gives a degree of 

composability and therefore greater flexibility. Also, distribution of the monitoring reasoning 

and workload in a hierarchical architecture of multiple agents means greater scalability.  
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c- The architecture of the developed monitor is generic as it was envisaged. There is nothing 

specific to the application in this architecture and the agents are transposable; hence the 

monitor can be applied in other contexts. As long as the monitoring model complies with the 

specifications that have been provided for HiP-HOPS and AADL, the monitor will work. 

This was demonstrated in two case studies in two different applications domains. 

The hypothesis has been investigated and validated through systematic steps that form the three 

key objectives of this thesis as set out in the introduction: 

1- Development of a distributed monitoring model. 

2- Development of a multi-agent system that operates on the distributed monitoring model. 

3- Application in two case studies and evaluation of the developed monitor. 

The first objective was achieved via research into state-of-the-art model-based safety 

assessment techniques and exploitation of the safety assessment models derived by application 

of techniques such as HiP-HOPS and AADL. The knowledge contained in those models was 

brought in the service of on-line safety monitoring following formalisation of the assessment 

models into an executable specification. A number of interrelated data structures have been 

declared to hold the monitoring models that conform to this specification. Models are parsed, 

interpreted and uploaded to the data structures according to their formal definitions (see E-BNF 

grammars). Fault detection, diagnostic and behavioural tracking algorithms have also been 

developed; they operate on formal models exploiting real-time observations of the monitored 

process.  

The second objective was achieved by defining the engine of the monitor as a set of BDI 

monitoring agents, establishing collaboration protocols among them and deploying them 

hierarchically over the monitored system and its sub-systems. Every agent has been provided 

with its corresponding portion of the monitoring model. Monitoring models have informed the 

local and global reasoning on the on-line conditions of the monitored components. The 

collaboration protocols enable agents to reason as a group and though it cannot be claimed that 

the system exhibits full logical omniscience, global reasoning is made possible to enable 

solutions of problems that require integration of local monitoring models and monitored 

conditions. 

On the achievement of the third objective, the monitor was evaluated via application to two case 

studies; an aircraft fuel system and an aircraft brake system. The case studies were performed 

on simulated models of those systems while Gaussian noise was added to signals to make the 

simulation more realistic and introduce the possibility of measurements temporarily going 

outside normal ranges, e.g. as a result of transient sensor failures. Systematic, exhaustive fault 
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injection was able to confirm that the monitor delivers correct monitoring tasks as long as the 

safety assessment model was correct.  Exhaustive injection of multiple failures was not possible 

given the inevitable combinatorial explosion of possible combinations. However, some failures 

were injected. The results showed that independent failures were dealt with success while 

dependent failures
1
 confused the monitor when their simultaneous occurrence had not been 

anticipated in the monitoring model. 

Case studies have shown also that the monitoring concepts developed in this thesis can be 

applied in different safety assessment models (HiP-HOPS and AADL) and different systems 

across different application domains, with the monitor still delivering the intended monitoring 

tasks. 

Practical comparison of results against other monitors was not possible. However, a theoretical 

discussion was included in the evaluation chapter. It was mainly focused on features of the 

monitor such as its distributed nature which addresses some of the limitations reported in earlier 

literature on safety monitors, potentially making application of this work more flexible and 

scalable. 

8.2 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

In the context of the two experiments achieved in Chapters Five and Six, some limitations have 

been observed. Addressing these limitations could contribute towards improving effectiveness 

in the delivery of the monitoring tasks and thus a number of further research possibilities are 

suggested. 

Experiments confirmed that the quality of monitoring and the inferences drawn by the monitor 

are strongly dependent on the consistency, completeness and correctness of the monitoring 

model. It was observed, for example, that an incorrect model may cause a monitor to lose track 

of the state of the system, or that combinations of dependent multiple failures that were 

unanticipated could cause the monitor to take inappropriate action that would be appropriate 

only if the failures happened separately and independently. A large part of the thesis was 

concerned with ways of achieving a good monitoring model. However, safety assessment 

techniques like HiP-HOPS and AADL can only address part of the problem. They can 

guarantee consistency and improve the quality of the model, but they cannot ensure that all the 

assumptions about the behaviour of the system are complete or correct. System simulation (or 

testing) can help analysts to identify areas where the monitoring model might be incomplete or 

incorrect. The validation of the monitoring model, though, is clearly an issue that creates much 

                                                           
1
 More information about the nature of the dependent failures can be found in section 2.4.1.  
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wider scope for further research, perhaps also via application of verification methods like 

“model checking”. 

 

Another limitation of the monitor is its very limited support for dealing with uncertain data. A 

technique of three-value logic enables evaluation of expressions in the context of incomplete 

information. The technique masks unknown truth values and, ultimately, computes the truth 

value of compound expressions from the known or unknown truth values of their constituent 

components. In practice, this technique allows the monitor to produce early alarms in the 

presence of (detected) sensor failures and incomplete process data without violating the logic 

specified in monitoring expressions. Although this technique is useful, uncertainty is a much 

broader problem. There can be uncertainty about the quality of measurements or about the 

implication relationship between observations made and conclusions reached in the course of 

the detection and diagnosis. This uncertainty is often inevitable, but the current monitor has no 

ways of representing this uncertainty or reasoning under this type of uncertainty. The 

incorporation of Bayesian probabilities and Bayesian network modelling is suggested for future 

investigation. 

 

There are a number of improvements that could be made in the implementation of the monitor.  

Using a text file may not be the best format to support effective parsing and interpretation of the 

monitoring model. To address this issue, the suitability of Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) 

could be investigated in future research. The data structures are mainly implemented as vectors 

with references held as positions of referenced data in the vector where they belong. Use of self-

referential structures would provide a more intuitive representation. 

Finally, in concluding this thesis, we wish to say that the monitoring concepts and algorithms 

proposed here create opportunities for exploiting in real-time enormous knowledge about the 

behaviour of the system in conditions of failure. The proposed methods also incorporate 

principles of distributed reasoning that, in theory, could enable their application in large and 

complex systems. Small case studies have been performed to evaluate this approach. However, 

a conclusive evaluation of the real value and scalability of this approach could only be achieved 

in a much wider and more realistic context of application.  
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations 

AADL:  Architectural Analysis and Design Language 

ABS:  Aircraft Brake System. 

ABS_MAG: Aircraft Brake System Monitoring Agent. 

AFS:  Aircraft Fuel System. 

AFS_MAG: Aircraft Fuel System Monitoring Agent. 

AFTC:  Active Fault-Tolerant Controlling. 

ANDN:  AND Node. 

ANN:  Artificial Neural Network. 

BDI agent: Belief, Desire and Intention agent. 

BEN:  Basic Event Node. 

BSCU:  Braking System Control Unit. 

CD:  Central Deposit sub-system of the aircraft fuel system.  

CD_MAG: Central Deposit sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

DFD:  Data Flow Diagrams. 

E-BNF: Extended-Backus Naur Form. 

EF:  Engine Feed sub-system of the aircraft fuel system. 

EF_MAG: Engine Feed sub-system  Monitoring Agent. 

EFS:  Error-free State. 

EICAS: Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System. 

ES:  Error State. 

FCC:  Flight Control Computer. 

FDD:  Fault Detection and Diagnosis. 

FEN:  Failure Event Node. 

FFA:  Functional Failure Analysis. 

FFBD:  Functional Flow Block Diagram. 

FMEA: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis. 

FS:  Failure state. 

FSCU:  Fuel System Control Unit. 
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GTST:  Goal Tree Success Tree. 

HAZOP: HAZard and OPerability study. 

HiP-HOPS: Hierarchically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Studies. 

LW:  Left Wing sub-system of the aircraft fuel system. 

LW_MAG: Left Wing sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

LWB:  Left-side Wheel Brake sub-system of the aircraft brake system. 

LWB_MAG: Left-side Wheel Brake sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

MFM:  Multi-level Flow Model. 

ORN:  OR Node. 

PDS:  Permanent Degraded State. 

PFTC:  Passive Fault-Tolerant Controlling. 

RW:  Right Wing sub-system of the aircraft fuel system. 

RW_MAG: Right Wing sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

RWB:  Right-side Wheel Brake sub-system of the aircraft brake system. 

RWB_MAG: Right-side Wheel Brake sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

S_MAG: System Monitoring Agent. 

SFDT:  Sensory Failure Diagnosis Tree. 

Ss_MAG: Sub-system Monitoring Agent. 

STA:  Statistical Trend Analysis. 

TDFS:  Temporary Degraded/Failure State. 

TEN:  Top Event Node. 

UML:  Unified Model Language. 


